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Abstract 

The technique of pulsed-beam Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy is 

applied to gas-phase organometallic systems for elucidation of fimdamental structural 

properties of the compounds. Ten organometallic species with significant catalytic and 

reactive properties are examined and presented. This work includes complete three-

dimensional structural determinations of; methylrheniumtrioxide, 

cyclopentadienylthallium, tetracarbonyldihydroiron, tetracarbonyldihydroruthenium and 

tetracarbonylethyleneiron. Quadrupole coupling parameters are presented and discussed 

for the compounds; methylrheniumtrioxide, cyclopentadienylrheniumtricarbonyl, 

cyclopentadienylindium, 'onft" and '5371' allyltricarbonylironbromide, chloroferrocene 

and bromoferrocene. Partial structural determinations are given for 

cyclopentadienylindium, 'anti' allyltricarbonylironbromide, chloroferrocene and 

bromoferrocene. 
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Section I. Introductioii and Supportive Material 

Background information regarding physical and chemical systems is presented. 

This includes discussion of rotational spectroscopy, theoretical modelling and stmcture 

determination as well the motivation for the research. Application and use of the 

experimental apparatus is described in detail. Computer programs used in all aspects of 

the research are presented. 

al— 

4 
f • • 1 

6968.145 6968.345 6968.545 
Frequency (MHz) 
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Chapter 1. Theory 

A. Rotational Spectra 

Pure rotational energy levels are described expUcitly by the rigid rotor model. 

This model represents a molecule as a series of point masses connected by rigid, 

weightless rods. The model has many advantages for explanation of molecular rotational 

phenomena. These advantages include; relation of rotational energy levels to molecular 

structure, exact solution of the Schrodinger equation for a synmietric top, direct extension 

of the theory to include low energy interactions in the Hamiltonian and accuracy of the 

theory (in most cases) to within experimental error. 

The classical angular momentum of a rotating body is given by: 

Where x, y, and z are given in the molecular frame as Cartesian coordinates with origin at 

the center of mass of the molecule. The inertial tensor, I, represents the moments and 

products of inertia. The cOi are components of the angular velocity (oo x r = v) about the 

expression is quantized through substitution of Jj = IjiCOi, giving the rotational energy (in 

Hamiltonian operator form) with respect to the angular momenta Jj. 

i*** axis. For simplicity, the axes are transformed into the principle axis system. Then the 

1-2) 
A t2 T2 T2 

213a 2I«, 2I„ 
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Note that the abc axis system is chosen such that all inertial moment cross terms 

ly, i j are zero in the inertial tensor. The abc axis system is related to an arbitrary axis 

system by rotation about the center of mass and translation of the entire molecule. A 

diagonal inertial tensor with the axes ordered by laa < Ibb < Icc defines the principal axis 

system (PAS) of a given molecule. The principal moments of inertia; lii, i = a, b, c, 

determine the arrangement of the rotational energy levels and hence the appearance of the 

pure rotational spectrum of a molecule. 

There are three basic forms of inertial tensors that can be categorized by 

symmetry. The categories are termed the spherical top, where laa = Ibb = tc. the linear 

and symmetric tops, in which laa ^ Ibb = Icc or laa = Ibb ^ Icc, and the asymmetric top with 

laa ^ Ibb Icc- Note that in a linear molecule laa = 0 and there is no angular momentum 

associated with molecular rotation about the symmetry axis. In the present thesis only 

symmetric top and asymmetric top molecules are given, thus the following discussion 

will be limited to these cases. 

The symmetry of a symmetric top is based on mass distribution. Given that a 

molecule contains an axis of three-fold (C3) or higher symmetry then the mass balance 

will be equal in any direction perpendicular to the sjonmetry axis. This introduces 

ambiguity in the definition of the two equivalent axes. For simplicity one, or both, of 

these axes are typically chosen to pass through atoms. Symmetric tops come in two 

varieties, prolate and oblate, in general a prolate top has the heaviest atoms on the 

synmietry axis, whereas an oblate top has a majority of the mass far from the symmetry 

axes. In either case the dipole moment vector is aligned with the symmetry axis of the 
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molecule. This places a restriction on the appearance of rotational spectra of symmetric 

tops. Primary interaction with electromagnetic radiation is through this dipole moment in 

which an oscillating electric field of the (microwave) radiation induces oscillation of the 

dipole moment vector through end-over-end rotation of the molecule perpendicular to the 

symmetry axis. 

In a symmetric top the dipolar interaction with the electric field component of the 

microwave radiation produces rotation around only the equivalent axes. Generally, in a 

microwave transition, there is no change of angular momentum about the unique axis. 

Therefore, no direct information on the inertial moment about this axis is obtained from a 

pure rotational spectrum. However, unlike linear molecules, this inertial moment is non

zero and thus the molecule may have angular momentum (K) associated with rotation 

about the symmetry axis. Given a prolate symmetric top equation 1-2 above can be 

shown to reduce to; 

1-3) E,k = BJ(J +1) + (A - B)K' 

where A, B and C are the 'rotational constants', defined by G = hVSTcIgg G = A3,C are 

conveniendy expressed in energy units. In the strict rigid rotor model, the off-axis 

angular momenta add equivalendy to each rotational level and thus each K stack (i.e. 

different J, same K) has consecutive energy level separations of 2B(J+1). Applying the 

synmietric top selection rules AJ = ±1 and AK = 0 each transition between energy levels 

of equal K values are of the same energy as the transitions with no (K = 0) off axis 

angular momentum. This implies that a symmetric top spectrum will consist of a series 
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of equally spaced transitioiis at intervals of 2B(J+1). Figure 1-1 shows a schematic 

diagram of the first three rotational levels of a prolate symmetric top and allowed 

transitions. 

Figure 1-1, Energy levels of a symmetric top rotor showing K-stacks and transitions. 

3 

2 r-l— ? i L 

1 

0 

J/K 0 +1 ±2 ±3 

The number of K levels increases as 2J + 1, but the double degeneracy of non-zero K 

levels keeps the total number of levels at J. The degeneracy of any J J', K —» K 

transition is accidental and results from the simple form of equation 1-3. However, it will 

be shown later that both centrifugal distortion and quadrupole coupling can lift the 

accidental degeneracy of different K-type transitions. 

The general equations for rotation of a rigid body and subsequent quantization 

apply to asymmetric top molecules as well as the symmetric cases (equations 1-1 & 1-2). 

The primary complication results from the non-equality of the three moments of inertia. 

This alone prohibits further simplifrcation of equation 1-2 into exact solutions. The most 
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straightforward method of describing asymmetric top energy levels follows firom the 

definition of ic, known as Ray's asymmetry parameter. 

2B-A-C 
1-4) 

A-C 

This parameter varies from +1 to -1 spanning the asymmetric realm between oblate and 

prolate symmetric tops. The practicality of the parameter lies in the smooth variation of 

energy level structure as K changes, this allows one to construct a simple correlation 

diagram as shown in Figure 1-2. 

Figure 1-2, Prolate-asymmetric-oblate correlatioQ diagram. 

J- l J  

J = 0  o  

Prolate 
-1 

1 

o 

Kp 

Oblate 
1 

o o _ 
Kp Ko Ko 

The diagram clarifies the relationship between symmetric top and asymmetric top 

notations typically found in the literature and in this thesis. On the far left, or far right, 

each K non-zero is doubly degenerate and given a quanttim number between zero and J. 
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In asymmetric tops this degeneracy is not present, indicating the need for further labeling. 

In near symmetric tops, the non-degenerate levels are often labeled with a + or — 

depending on the symmetry of the Hamiltonian. Although this notation is sufficient for 

describing asymmetric top energy levels, the Kp and Ko (or equivalendy, Ki, K.i) psuedo-

quanta are typically used instead. The Kp and Ko pseudo-quanta are given their labels 

from a correlation diagram such as that shown in Figure 1-2, the BCp label corresponds to 

the cormected prolate energy level quantum number and the Ko label corresponds to the 

analogous oblate energy level K label. The K values correspond to Kp, with - signs 

indicating the lower energy K-value, and Kp = IKI. The value for Ko is obtained from Ko 

= J - BCp + (Kp-K)/2Kp . The utility of this asymmetric top labeling scheme is shown 

from the simple description of dipole selection rules given in equation 1-5. Unlike the 

symmetric top, an asymmetric top molecule may have a dipole moment vector in any 

arbitrary direction with respect to the principal axes. The dipole moment vector, 

projected onto the principle axis system (PAS), gives up to three components to consider 

for interaction with microwave radiation. The dipole selection rules' shown in equation 

1-5 indicate which transitions are allowed in a given molecule. 

a-Type: AKp =0,±2,±4.... AK^ =±1,±3.... 

1-5) i>-Type: AKp =±1,±3.... AK„ =±1,±3.... 

c-Type: AKp =±1,±3.... AK^ =0,±2,±4.... 

The selection rules reflect the symmetry of the spherical harmonic wavefimctions under 

the dipole moment operations. Asymmetric top energy levels can be laboriously 

tabulated^ for low values of J and K, but typically the Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized 
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numerically for expedient calculation of asynunetric top spectra. The Hamiltonian given 

by equation 1-2 can be reformulated into the form (a prolate basis), shown in equation 1-

6. 

1-6) H = ( )j^+(c-^ )jJ+( ^ )[(j*f+(}-)"];}'= J. ±0. 

The matrix elements of and Jc^, when applied to the spherical harmonic wavefimctions 

that represent a rigid rotor are diagonal and evaluate directiy to J(J+1) and K^. The 

squares of the raising and lowering operators (jT)^ and (J*)^ operators create terms that 

are off diagonal in K by +2. These can be substituted into a Hamiltonian matrix and 

block-diagonalized to obtain asymmetric top energy levels. After diagonalization the 

new energy levels are ordered and labeled so that the selection rules can be applied to 

derive (or fit) a spectrum. Spectra of prolate asynmietric tops with 'a' or 'c' type dipole 

moments can be described generally as having a series of K = 0 lines that roughly 

resemble the symmetric top spectrum with regular spacings of ~ B + C or - A + B, 

respectively. The K structure appears as satellites of the K = 0 lines (all AK = 0 

transitions) with a splitting range roughly proportional to B - C or A — B respectively. 

This splitting range decreases rapidly with increasing J and eventually converges to a 

synmietric top-like spectrum. The K = 1 lines mark the end-points of this range with one 

often lying very close to the K = 0 line. The rest of the K transitions fall in the region 

between the 'main' K = 0 line and the distant K = 1 line with pairs of K's each having 
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smaller splitting as K increases. In 'a' type spectra the majority of K > 0 lines fall higher 

in ftequency than the K = 0 line, whereas the reverse pattern is observed in 'c' dipole 

type spectra. These arguments are reversed for 'a' and 'c' type spectra of oblate 

asymmetric top spectra. Spectra of 'b' type dipole moment transitions in asymmetric top 

spectra have features of both 'a' and 'c* type spectra, with critical dependence on K. 

Up to this point the model has remained rigid with no perturbing forces in the 

Hamiltonian. La reality the rotation of a molecule can interact with a variety of molecular 

phenomena that subtly (in most cases) change and/or split the rotational energy levels. In 

the next few paragraphs an overview will be given of the Hamiltonian formulation for 

centrifugal distortion and quadrupole coupling. 

The effects of centrifugal distortion are universal in rotational spectra and can be 

treated by simple expansion to fourth and higher order terms of the J", Jc^, and T 

operators in the Hamiltonian equation 1-6. There are five independent quartic distortion 

constants, which can be formulated to give at least three physically meaningful 

parameters. The quartic distortion constants are applied throughout this work as 

perturbations to the rigid rotor Hamiltonian. Higher order distortion constants are not 

treated here due to their negligible contribution to lower J,K energy levels. 

Mathematically the distortion constants are derived^ firom fundamental vibrational 

properties of the molecule that depend explicitly on the vibrational state and symmetry. 

Symmetry is important for finding a physical description of centrifugal distortion and in 

symmetric top molecules three independent parameters Dj, Djk and Dk can be obtained, 

two other terms become zero by symmetry. The addition to the (symmetric top) 
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Hamiltonian due to Dj and Djk are shown in equation 1-7. Dk is generally not fit for 

symmetric top spectra due to correlation with the unique and undetermined rotational 

constant. 

1-7) H' = -D,j'-D;KJ'Jc 

The signs preceding the constants ua equation 1-7 are a matter of convention, and in this 

form a positive value for Dj should be expected. The physical effects of Dj and D^c can 

be explained simply by the stretching of bonds and angles of a molecule as it rotates 

faster and faster. Dj takes mto account the stretching along the symmetry axis during 

end-over-end rotation only whereas Dk is the analogous (symmetric) stretching 

perpendicular to the symmetry axis due to spinning about this axis. Dnc is a cross term 

that describes simultaneous spinning about both axes. Dj is generally expected to reduce 

a given rotational energy due to the inverse square dependence of the effective rotational 

constants on bond length. A slightly stretched bond length will thus reduce A, B and/or 

C and reduce the energy below the pure rigid rotor energy. However distortion off of the 

synunetry axis often involves bond angle stretching which can effectively increase the 

rotational constants giving either sign for Djk and Dk. Since the operators associated 

with symmetrical centrifiigal distortion are diagonal (J^ —» J(J+1) and K") the 

semi-rigid symmetric rotor energy levels can still be generally expressed as the sum of 

equations 1-3 and 1-7 in eigenvalue form. 
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E;k = BJ(J +1) + (A - B)K^ - DjJ^(J +1)^ - DjkKJ + 1)K^ 

Notice tliat the last term has explicit dependence on both J and K, the presence of 

centrifiigal distortion causes non-linear shifts in energy levels across the K stack and thus 

can reveal transitions between K > 0 levels in a symmetric rotor. 

For an asymmetric top it is conmion that the formulation for symmetric top distortion 

constants is utilized even though the two (now non-zero) distortion parameters are 

difficult to physically interpret. In this formulation the rest of the distortion constants add 

three terms to the Hamiltonian, 

1-9) H' = -D -5,[(r)' + (J-)']J' -5J(J")- + (J-)']J^ 

Taking equations 1-2, 1-6 and 1-9 together (H = Ho + H' + H") one obtains the general 

Hamiltonian for a semi-rigid asymmetric top, otherwise known as Watson's A-reduced 

Hamiltonian.'^ Generally this equation is solved numerically through diagonalization of 

the Hamiltonian matrix. The form of the Hamiltonian given here is that used in 

Bumgamer's program FTTSPEC^ and in Pickett's programs (using the convention of 

Cook, De Lucia and Helminger®) CALPGM.^ 

A nucleus has a quadrupole moment provided I > 1. Molecules that contain one 

or more nuclei with quadrupole moments will have interaction between the electric field 
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gradient and the nuclear quadrupole moment. This, in turn, can couple with the rotation 

of the molecule. Quantum mechanically the interaction is caused by coupling of the 

rotational angular momentum, J, with the nuclear angular momentum, I. Physically this 

property indicates that the nucleus has an anisotropic charge distribution defined by the 

parameter Q. The value of Q is dependent on the amount of charge in the nucleus and the 

relative distribution of this charge, thus heavier nuclei tend to have large Q. The sign of 

Q depends on the 'shape' of the nucleus, nuclei with more positive charge near the 

'poles' are called prolate and have a positive Q, and nuclei with more positive charge 

near the 'equator* are called oblate and have negative Q values. The 'poles' and 

'equator' are defined by an internal axes system of the nucleus given by its cylindrical 

charge distribution. For a pictorial representation of the charge distribution see Figure 1-

3. A nucleus with I < 1 has a spherical charge distribution and thus no quadrupolar 

Figure 1-3, Charge distribution in quadrupolar nuclei 

Prolate Spherical Oblate 
I > '/2 I < 1 I > «/2 

Q > 0  Q = 0  Q < 0  
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moment. There are two related effects of quadrupolar nuclei in rotational spectra of 

molecules. First, as already mentioned earlier, is the coupling of nuclear and rotational 

angular momenta to form 21+1 energy levels for each rotational energy level (for I > J). 

The second is an interaction between the local electric field gradient, q, with the 

quadrupole moment Q. It is the strength of this interaction, eQq, which determines the 

magnitude of the rotational energy level splittings. The interaction of the nuclear 

quadrupole moment with the local electric field gradient (efg) aligns the nuclear axis 

system with the molecular electric field gradient axis system. In general the 

electric field gradient, q = [ ̂ V/&SiJ; ij = a,b,c, is a tensor of rank three that describes 

the changes in electric potential (V) in all directions fi-om the nucleus. If the quadrupolar 

nucleus lies on the symmetry axis of a symmetric top molecule the local efg is 

cylindrically symmetric and a single component of the quadrupole coupling tensor 

describes the entire tensor as shown in equation 1-10. 

I-IO) -^eQq^ = eQq^ = eQq^^\ eQq^ = eQq^ = eQq^ = 0 

Notice that the subscripts indicate the PAS of the moments of inertia. It follows from 

symmetry considerations and the traceless property of the electric field, gradient tensor 

that off diagonal elements are zero and any two diagonal elements can be derived from 

the o±er. In this simplified case, with the quadrupolar nucleus on the symmetry axis, the 

unique term in the efg tensor is given the notation q since it alone describes the entire efg. 
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Angular momentum coupling between the efg and rotation arises from a quantum 

mechanical average of the field gradient taken over the rigid rotor wavefimctions. 

The angular term in equation 1-11 represents the distribution of different spin orientations 

with respect to the PAS and must be quantized for proper treatment of the expected 

energy level splittings. Evaluation of the expectation values of the angular term with the 

spherical harmonic (rigid rotor) wavefimctions gives the angular momentum dependence 

and thus the appropriate addition to the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian; 

Notice the explicit dependence on K, which destroys the 'accidental' degeneracies of 

transitions across the K ladder in a given J —> J + 1 transition. Ignoring the off-diagonal 

contributions of the operators in the latter portion of equation (11) the expression can be 

simplified to equation 1-13 with the use of the substitution C(C + I) = F(F + 1) - J(J + 1) 

-1(1 + 1) where F = J +1. 

1-11) 

1-12) 
^ 2J + 3 2J(2J 1)1(21 1) 

J 3(i-j)^+|i-j 
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,.,3) 1 -5- 3/4C(C^1) jq^Diq^l) 
^ J(J + 1) 2J + 3 2J(2J 1)1(21 1) 

Vector addition of the total rotational and nuclear angular momenta using the coupling 

scheme F = J +1, will be used throughout this thesis. Energy levels of molecules 

containing quadrupolar nuclei will be labeled with the appropriate projection of F 

corresponding to the available 21+1 states given by F = U + II, U +1 - II, ...U - D. 

Nuclear quadrupole coupling in rotational spectra has characteristics that can be 

explained by inspection of equation 1-13. The first term changes the sign of the energy 

shift as K approaches J, and reduces splitting when the 'angle' (0aj) is near the magic 

angle, i.e. when = (1/3)J(J+1). This introduces a shift in the labeling of hyperfine 

levels across a K stack. Furthermore, as J becomes large in comparison to I, Eg <* -

6K^/J^,^ this verifies the contraction of hyperfine splittings with increasing J. The relative 

intensities of hyperfine transitions can be predicted with great accuracy and are tabulated 

a 

in Townes and Schalow for a variety of J and I values, these relative intensities are 

extremely useful in assignment of congested spectra. 

In asynmietric top molecules with quadrupolar nuclei the general patterns and 

appearance of the spectra are very similar to the discussion of quadrupole coupling in 

symmetric rotors. The primary difference lies in the asymmetry of the efg tensor, which 

now may contain up to three off-diagonal terms and has two independent diagonal terms. 

The complications arise from the fact that the electronic distribution near the quadrupolar 

nucleus need not be aligned with the PAS of the molecule. See equation 1-14 for the 
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generalized form of the quadrupole coupling tensor. When the quadnipoiar nucleus 

resides in a mirror plane, or on a principal axis, the principal axes of the electric field 

gradient tensor will align with one or more of the principal axes of the inertial tensor. In 

cases where molecular symmetry places the quadrupolar nucleus on a principle axis or in 

a plane of symmetry the tensor can be suitably simplified with the appropriate zero-

valued off-diagonal elements. Further differences Ue in the comparison of asymmetry 

splittings of K levels with hyperfine splittings. If the quadrupole splitting is small 

compared to the distribution of K states the spectra closely resemble the spectra of the 

related asymmetric top molecule and the quadrupole interaction superimposes a small 

splitting pattem on top of the rotational spectrum. On the other hand, when quadrupole 

coupling is on the order (or bigger than) the asymmetry splittings the spectra may no 

longer resemble any patterns exhibited by the related asymmetric top molecule. 

Treatment of the generalized quadrupole interaction in an asynmietric top is 

beyond the scope of this thesis. It is important though to consider that when quadrupole 

splittings are large (greater than 10 MHz or so), both second order and off-diagonal 

components are necessary for proper analysis of the spectrum. The quadrupole 

prediction and fitting programs traditionally used in this laboratory (ICI and QUADFTT) 

1-14) 
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are adequate for second-order treatments but have relatively slow algorithms. The 

programs written by Pickett^ treat both second order effects and off-diagonal tensor terms 

provided one can produce the appropriate input file. The general use and application of 

these programs will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

B. Derivation of Molecular Stmctures from Rotational Spectra 

It has been shown how the rotational spectrum of a molecule is dependent on the 

moments of inertia. The moments of inertia then depend on the distribution of mass 

throughout the molecule. Equations 1-14 and 1-15 give the first and second moment 

equations, respectively, for a general molecule in the PAS. 

1-15) 
N n 

2]miai=0, 2^mibi=0, 5^miCi=0 
i=l 

N 

2 i=I 

N 

E i=I 

i=I 

lab ~ ^ac — ^bc ~ ® 

Iaa=Zmi(bf+cf) Ibb=X™i(®'+cf)t 
i=I 

N 

s i=l 

The summations in equations 1-14 and 1-15 run over the total number of atoms in the 

molecule, electronic masses are considered negligible. For structure determination it is 

assumed that one knows, or can find,'*^ reasonably accurate values for atomic masses and 

thus the atomic positions are found through solution of the moment equations. For a 

molecule with no synunetry, there are at least 3N - 6 unknowns given by the second 
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moment equations and there are clearly not enough independent equations for a given 

molecule to solve this problem for N > 3. This is why isotopic substitution is crucial to 

the derivation of polyatomic molecular structures. 

Minimum energy configurations in the multi-dimensional potential energy surface 

of a molecule are what ultimately give a molecule its shape(s). Invoking the Bom-

Oppenheimer approximation a molecular potential energy surface must be invariant to 

exchange of isotopic masses. It is customary to use the Bom-Oppenheimer 

approximation at this point to allow fiirther development of the theory. Given this 

assumption the equilibrium molecular geometry will not change upon isotopic 

substitution. This situation provides the ways and means of obtaining multiple versions 

of equation 1-16 for a variety of isotopically substituted species. This allows 

simultaneous solution of up 3n—1 parameters, where n is the number of (asymmetric) 

isotopomers. For a complete geometry to be defined it is necessary, in principle, to 

isotopically substitute n- 3 non-equivalent atoms in a given molecule and measure the 

moments of inertia for each new isotopomer. In practice, one can often get away with 

making enough substitutions to make the number of constants (moments of inertia) 

greater than the number of unkowns (atomic coordinates). This situtation actually favors 

asynmietric top species, since analyses of each isotopic spectrum produces three 

constants, compared to the single constant obtained from a symmetric top spectrum. If 

there is not sufficient data available for complete structure determination, assumptions 

about a given structure can straightforwardly be entered into a structure determination 

process, effectively reducing the number of unkowns to below the number of known 



experimental constants. The availablility of isotopically substituted species for data 

analyses depends crucially on the natural distribution of isotopic masses, the presence of 

symmetrically equivalent nuclei in a given molecule, the ability to synthetically substitute 

low natural abundance isotopes and the signal strength of the molecule in question. 

Before going any further it should be mentioned that atomic positions derived 

from pure rotational spectra are not equilibrium values. The ground-state structure has 

atomic positions averaged over the potential energy surface at the zero-point vibrational 

energies. The fact that the molecule resides at a zero-point energy indicates that it is not 

truly not vibrating, but that the vibrational amplitudes are at their minimum values. 

Differences between the equilibrium coordinates and the averaged zero-point energy 

coordinates arise due to anharmonicity in the potential energy surface. This invalidates 

the assumption of (ro) coordinate invariance to isotopic substitution since zero-point 

energies do depend on the masses in the system. However, the assumption is certainly 

reasonable for a vast majority of substitutions and small correction terms can be applied 

if necessary.Molecular coordinates determined by simultaneous solution of the second 

moment equations will be given the subscript zero throughout this thesis to separate them 

from equilibrium coordinates given the subscript 'e'. Another type of coordinate is given 

by the solutions to Kraitchman's equations (for measured zero-point inertial moments) 

which are given the subscript's' for substitution coordinates. Methods of determining 

and comparing these various coordinates will be discussed in the following sections. 

Kraitchman originally derived'' equations that give absolute coordinates for an 

equilibrium atomic position based on the equilibrium moments of inertia for a 'parent' 
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molecule and a substituted molecule. The parent molecule is typically chosen as the 

isotopomer with the largest percentage in natural abundance. Substitution coordinates 

can then be obtained by placing the appropriate isotopomeric inertial moments into the 

equations and solving for the coordinates. Although Kraitchman derived the equations 

for equilibrium inertial moments, the equations can be solved for zero-point averaged 

moments, and the resulting coordinate values have been discussed by Costain'^ in which 

he refers to them as coordinates. Gordy and Cook^ provide an extensive derivation of 

substitution coordinates, including cases of multiple substitution. For a large portion of 

the substitution coordinates presented in this thesis the equations are solved on a 

computer (even though exphcit algebraic formulae are known) using algorithms 

developed in this laboratory and those of Schwendeman et. al.'^ The methods and use of 

these programs will be discussed in Chapter 4. For special cases of multiple substitution 

the programs have been shown to be inadaquate and the proper equations for the 

substitution coordinates are worked out individually. 

The 'ro' or least-squares fit structures given in this thesis represent best fit values 

of internal and or Cartesian coordinates fit to the available rotational constants/moments 

of mertia. The simultaneous solution of the inertial moment equations is considered to 

provide average values at the zero-point energy (of the main isotopomer) simply because 

the main isotopomer's coordinates are repeatedly found in all but a few of the coordinates 

of each substituted isotopomer. Thus the main isotopomer's coordinates get weighted 

most heavily in the fitting process. This is different from substimtion coordinates in 

which the rs values have equal contributions from the patent and substituted species. 
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There are two methodologies presented here for representation of the coordinate 

parameters in a non-linear least squares fit to rotational constants/moments of inertia. 

The first methodology (applied with the 'Michigan program') uses simply the abc 

coordinates of the PAS. Taking advantage of any symmetry in the system the values of 

independent coordinates can be varied while fixing together values of dependent (or 

undeterminable) parameters. This is the method applied in the program of Schwendeman 

et. al.'^ and can also be applied using the algorithms written at the University of Arizona. 

A disadvantage to this method arises in the rigidity of the coordinate definitions, such 

that fixing 'known' bond lengths and angles becomes cumbersome and correlations 

between parameters must be accepted. The second methodology (applied by the 

'Michigan program') involves defining a unique internal coordinate system for each 

molecule, or class of molecules. This method allows the 'natural' parameters (bond 

lengths and inter-bond angles) of the molecule to be varied as parameters in the fit, or if 

so desired the cartesian coordinates, in an arbitrary axis system, can be defined as the 

variable parameters. This method fixes the rigid coordinate problems associated with the 

first methodology, but has the added complication that a new intemal coordinate system 

must be developed (and entered into the code) for each molecule. 

Once a particular choice of coordinates is chosen, rotational constants/moments of 

inertia are calculated and compared with a set of experimental values. The computer 

program uses a non-linear least-squares fitting routine to optimize the intemal 

coordinates while minimizing the measured minus calculated residuals. 
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Experimental structural determination is unique to each molecule. For reasons already 

mentioned, different types of data sets are obtained for each different molecular species 

studied. Each molecule, or set of related molecules, will be treated separately through 

this thesis. 

C. Detemiiiiation of Molecular Structure Using Density Functional Theory 

Quantum chemical techniques both contribute to and benefit firom experimental 

structure determinations. Techniques of quantum chemistry are continually being 

developed and are becoming powerful tools for describing both geometric and electronic 

structure of individual molecules. Modem geometry optimization techniques of quantum 

chemistry are similar to the non-linear least-squares fitting techniques described in the 

last section in which atomic coordinates are varied as parameters in a minimization 

algortihm. In ab-initio quantum chemical applications, the internal energy of the 

molecule is numerically calculated and minimized with respect to intemal coordinates. 

For comparison to or prediction of gas-phase structures and microwave spectra all that is 

required are nuclear coordinates, hence the computational details are generally restricted 

to geometry optimizations in this thesis. 

Hartree-Fock theory (HF) is based upon the Schrodinger equation and direct 

extensions of the many electron Hamiltonian. 

1-17) 
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Equation 1-17 is formulated in atomic units for simplicity {h = c = e = ao=l). N 

represents the number of electrons and n the number of nuclei. The attractive Coulombic 

potential is given by distances between nuclei (k) and electrons (/), Ru- Repulsive terms 

are given by rab for nuclear-nuclear repulsion and r,y for electron-electron repulsion. 

Necessary corrections to the HF treatment include electron-electron correlation energies, 

relativistic electron energies and Pauli-repulsion energies. These corrections are applied 

using the general techniques of perturbation theory and/or the variational method. The 

development of these techniques in quantum chemistry''^ is well treated in many physical 

chemistry textbooks and will not be discussed further. It is pertinent to mention here that 

corrections to HF result in integrals of the order of N" to dimensions. These 

corrections thus add copious amounts of computational time to energy calculations and 

geometry optimizations. 

Molecular systems containing metal nuclei are particularly challenging for 

traditional HF methods. The high concentration of electrons near metal nuclei make 

correlation, relativistic and exchange contributions to the energy large. Using the 

standard HF framework methods such as M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory and coupled-

cluster singles, doubles and triples are applied to calculate these energy factors. An 

alternative approach, initially developed for modelling condensed phase matter, allows 

treatment of correlation, relativistic effects and exchange energies with explicit formulae 

designed and developed for particular systems. This approach re-formulates the 

Schrodinger equation in terms of the electron density, and then determines parameters of 
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the electron density, instead of the wavefimction. The approach, known as Density 

Functional Theory, is remarkably adept at modelling the molecular structure of high 

density electronic systems. 

The methods of Density Functional Theory (DFT) are shown to be quite effective 

for determination of gas-phase molecular geometries of organometallic compounds. The 

theory originally developed by Kohn, Hohenberg and Sham'^ has been augmented by 

Becke, Perdew and Wang'® for application to single molecules. The theoretical methods 

of DFT have both similarities and important differences in comparison with Hartree-Fock 

methods. Due to the relatively new formulation of these particular DFT methods, it is 

pertinent to discuss these points here. 

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem shows that, given a potential Vn and a density p 

there exists a fiinction of the density F[p] that exactly satisfies the following equation (1-

18) for the ground state energy E[p]. 

1-18) E[p] = Jp(r)V^dr+F[p] 

The simplicity of this equation is exciting, and only a little deceiving. The integral is a 

single N-electron integral involving only the density and the nuclear Coulombic terms. 

The functional F[p], is an explicit expression that depends only on the electron density 

(and its gradient, for molecules) and completely contains electron correlation and 

exchange energy! The deceiving part of equation 1-18 follows from the a priori 
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unknown form of the functional. In condensed phase systems, the Local Density 

Approximation (LDA) allows a simple explicit form forFfp]. However, the LDA, based 

on uniform density, is hideously inaccurate for free molecules (0.4-2.0 eV). As in HF 

theory, when the basis is not well suited for the problem, one adds corrections. Free 

molecular systems have rapidly varying electron densities in the neighborhood of nuclei 

and covalent bonds. These areas of varying electron density can be characterized by the 

density gradient Vp. For smaU systems, single electron and two-electron fiinctionals can 

be explicitly derived,'^ however Thomas-Fermi theory provides a better approach to the 

generalized fimctional F[p] = T[p] + A[p]. 

The fiinctional must have realistic properties at asymptotic limits of p and Vp. These 

limits are the constraints which help in obtaining better fiinctionals, as the expression 

attempts to model both close range (exchange and correlation) and long range 

(Coulombic) interactions. Unlike HF theory, new fimctionals cannot be simply added to 

the basis as new terms are added to the Hamiltonian in perturbation. In DFT a new 

fimctional changes the entire basis of the ground-state energy and must be considered a 

new method, instead of an extension. The different fiinctionals presently available are 

1-19) 
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each suited to different situations, as determined by application and comparison with 

experiment. the present thesis a fimctional, based on the gradient corrections of Becke 

and the correlation and exchange corrections of Perdew and Wang,'® is shown to 

reproduce gas-phase geometries of organometallic complexes with great accuracy. The 

present methods do not explicitly deal with relativistic corrections necessary for proper 

treatment of core electrons, and thus 2°'' and 3"* row transition metals are best treated with 

a quasi-relativistic core potential. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental 

The experimental details of the research presented in this thesis refer to the 

synthesis of samples, characterization of these samples and obtaining a microwave 

spectrum of such samples. This chapter will deal primarily with the design and layout of 

the pulse-beam Fourier transform microwave spectrometer, with emphasis on the sections 

that are regularly operated during scanning. The characteristics of the Fabry-P6rot cavity 

are discussed, along with an overview of the microwave circuitry. The technical limits 

and abilities of the machinery are discussed along with recent modifications of the 

design. Different types of sample cells are described and the advantages/disadvantages 

of each design are given. Guidelines for scaiming are given, including where to look for 

cavity modes and how to adjust the coupling of the microwave beam to optimize the 

cavity mode. A general procedure for recording spectra and measuring intensities is 

given. 

Pulsed-beam Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy'® has become a 

successful technique due to its high resolution and high sensitivity for detection of gas-

phase species. Numerous groups (including the one at Arizona) have done considerable 

structural research on Van der Waals and hydrogen bonded clusters formed in the gas 

phase prior to" and during^" expansion into the vacuum chamber. Other groups have 

built discharge"' nozzle sources and applied the technique to detection of radical and 

exotic molecular species. In the present research the technique has been applied to 

relatively heavy molecules that contain a metal atom. Typical rotational transitions are 

measured between rotational levels with angular momentum J < 10. Energy levels with 
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angular momenta higher than J = 9 are mostly depopulated by rotational cooling in the 

free-jet expansion. The larger mass of the metal-containing molecules often places the 

peak of the (rotationally cooled) Boltzmann distribution at or below the frequency range 

of the spectrometer. 

A. Specifics of the Spectrometer 

The pulsed-beam Fourier transform microwave spectrometer at Arizona was 

built^ during 1983-4, following the design of Flygarre and Balle.'® The technique allows 

measurement of high resolution (1 part in 10^) rotational spectra in the low frequency end 

of the microwave spectrum from 4-18 GHz (7.5-1.7 cm). Detection of microwave 

spectra often depends on finding the appropriate experimental conditions. These 

conditions include; sample temperature, backing pressure, microwave power, delay time, 

frequency and cavity mode coupling. 

For coverage of the entire 4-18 GHz range the spectrometer has three different 

bands for generation of 4-8 GHz (C band), 8-12 GHz (X band) and 12-18 GHz (Ku band) 

radiation. For each band there is an interchangeable circuit board which can be 

connected and disconnected from the primary apparatus whenever necessary. Each band 

has power output losses near the edges of the given frequency range, but this is generally 

less Important than the loss of sensitivity at lower frequencies (< 5 GHz) due to cavity 

design. The mirror separation can be adjusted to allow constructive interference of the 

microwave radiation. The wavelengths of the radiation are on the order of centimeters 

and thus movement of the mirror over a few centimeters eventually causes a power dip in 
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the reflected signal as the mirror separation coincides with a node located at some half 

integer multiple of the wavelength. Fewer cavity modes are found for a given ftequency 

in the C band as compared to the X and Ku bands. Searching for the best cavity mode for 

a given frequency in the C band can be difficult. Figure 2-1 shows cavity modes 

encountered during routine scaiming in the C band. The graph shows high regularity 

Figure 2-1, Cavity modes found while scanning the C-band. 
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for the distribution of mode positions (A is a measure of cavity length in mm with an 

arbitrary origin) vs. frequency (d), as should be expected for the inverse relation between 

sine-wave nodes and frequency. The curves shown in Figure 2-1 were generated by 

fitting the equations A = nCc/ij) + D to the scatter of points found by plotting and sorting 

all of the mode/ frequency annotations in logbooks 19 and 20. 



Microwave frequencies are generated in a two-step process. Hrst a Marconi 

function generator creates a fundamental frequency between 700 and 900 MHz, a signal 

that is stable to -10 Hz. A harmonic (typically one of the 6"* to 15"*) of this fundamental 

frequency is locked in using either YIG tuned transistors (C band) or YIG tuned Guim 

oscillators (in the X and Ku bands). The transistors (or Gunn oscillators) are locked into 

a harmonic of the frequency generated by the Marconi fiinction generator by applying an 

appropriate voltage. In this manner, both a stimulating frequency and a local oscillating 

frequency are created, with the local oscillator offset from the stimulating frequency by 

20 MHz. The frequency is coupled into the microwave cavity through an antenna which 

consists of a piece of wire a few mm long that is bent a 90° angle for orientation in the 

cavity. The antenna transmits and receives radiation with wavelengths on the order of 

centimeters. 

The Fabry-Perot cavity consists of two 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter aluminum 

mirrors with a spherical radius of curvature of 24 in. (61 cm). One mirror is fixed to the 

side of the vacuum cavity and contains a small antenna at the center attached to the 

microwave circuitry and to a tuning knob on the exterior of the cavity. The other mirror 

is placed opposite the first in the vacuum chamber and is attached to a movable bellows 

arm for mechanical movement along the central axis of the cavity. A motor drive allows 

the movement of this mirror closer to the opposite mirror (in) or away from the opposite 

mirror (out). The mirror separation can be changed to allow stable standing waves called 

modes to build up in the cavity. To locate the modes the total transmitted power reflected 

back to the antenna is monitored on an oscilloscope. As the mirror separation is changed 



the reflected power dips to zero when a mode is encountered. The position of the mirror 

is marked by a meter stick on the periphery of the cavity, this position is used to annotate 

the locations of cavity modes. Microwaves are introduced to the cavity from the 

microwave circuitry through the antenna. The antenna can be rotated through a threaded 

bore and thus moved laterally along the axis of the cavity a few mm. Rotation does not 

affect the cavity mode due to the cylindrical symmetry of the mirror arrangement, 

however, the lateral movement of the antenna allows fine-tuning of a cavity mode 

through selection of the initial point of the microwave signal. This lateral movement is 

particularly useful when maximizing the sensitivity of the spectrometer. Clearly, the 

position of the antenna contributes to the Q of the cavity mode. The Q of a mode is a 

dimensionless number that represents the frequency, v, of the mode divided by the width 

of the mode, Av, i.e. Q = v/Av. Thus a narrow mode has a relatively high Q and a broad 

mode has a relatively low Q. The Q factor roughly represents the number of times a 

photon passes through the cavity before being dissipated. This indicates that a sample 

will have more chances to interact with the radiation when the cavity is tuned to a high Q 

mode. Thus the Q factor is directly proportional to the sensitivity of the mode. In a 

physical situation there are other losses in the cavity, primarily because of re-

transmittance of radiation through ±e antenna (a Catch 22). Therefore, under normal 

experimental conditions, only the loaded Q is observed, this loaded Q includes loss from 

removal of signal through the antenna. The observed loaded Q is roughly proportional to 

unloaded Q, but has dependence on frequency and mode number since each frequency 

requires a slightly different cavity length. 
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Ideally, the Q is maximized for each cavity mode in the desired scanning region, 

but cavity ring often prevents this. As the Q rises, radiation in the cavity inherently 

oscillates and produces a ringing signal not unlike the FID response &om a molecular 

resonance. This ringing signal is extremely mode and ftequency dependent, often 

disappearing and reappearing over frequency regions of -50 MHz. To avoid cavity ring 

and maximize Q the antenna is tuned to an optimum point (typically outermost) at which 

the Q is high and any ring can be removed with a short delay setting. Short here indicates 

a few |xs or less, represented by a maximum of one full turn of the delay knobs on the 

pulse box driver. Tuning the antenna involves turning the tuning knob clockwise (in) or 

counter-clockwise (out). Normally, this tuning is done with the cavity slightly off 

resonance and the transmitted power displayed on the osilloscope, then, after tuning the 

antenna, the mirror is scanned through the mode to see what the width (Q) of the mode is. 

The effect on cavity ring is observed at the minimum transmitted power level at which 

scanning is done. 

Since a cavity ringing signal is not desired in the data capture there are several 

ways to reduce its contribution to the recorded data. The primary method of cavity ring 

removal involves the alternation of sample injection into the cavity at every other 

microwave pulse. Each microwave pulse interacts with the cavity, giving rise to cavity-

dependent signals. Only every other microwave pulse can interact with the sample, and 

thus the 'background* measured on the previous pulse can be dynamically removed by 

alternating signal inversion and averaging. This is traditionally done digitally by the data 

capture computer after each transient is registered and digitized. However, the 
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computerized data capture method (discussed in more detail later) does not provide any 

intensity information of individual signals. An analog method for alternate-pulse phase 

inversion (APPI) using operational amplifiers has been developed and will be discussed 

later in this chapter. Other methods of cavity ring removal include fine tuning of the 

relative phase of the stimulating and local oscillator frequencies (after 20 MHz 

demodulation), offsetting the mode from lowest power and 'dialing in* a short delay on 

the trigger time for readout fi^m the antenna. All three of these methods run the risk of 

decreasing the sensitivity of the detection process. The fine-tuning of the phase is 

typically hit-or-miss, it may help a great deal, or it may decrease the necessary 

transmitted power to below threshold. Slighdy detuning the cavity mode can decrease 

cavity ring a small amount, but larger deviations from the mode center can destroy the 

standing wave entirely. The most common method for reduction of cavity ring signal in 

the observed waveform does not change the ring at aU, but in fact just ignores it. Most 

cavity ring patterns appear as a sharp (quickly decaying) spike shortly after the initial 

microwave pulse. The timing of the experiment requires that the recording of the FED be 

started 'shortly' after the initial pulse, thus there is a delay time of 5-15 [is inherentiy 

built into the experiment. If the cavity ring signal covers only a few (is of the recording 

time, it is possible to increase the delay time from the initial pulse such that the spike is 

not observed in the FID transient. There is one primary difficulty with this approach, the 

FID signal decays only about one order of magnitude (-25 ^is) slower than a cavity ring 

signal, with the most intense signal at early times after the initial pulse. This means that 
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too much delay can push the bulk of the desired FID signal out of the observed time 

interval and effectively decrease the overall sensitivity of the instrument. 

The data logbook(s) of the spectrometer is the most important part of any project. 

This logbook contains the details of every measurement made, and therefore is the basis 

for reproducing any given experiment. At the beginning of each day of scanning, it is 

general procedure to choose a given strong line (if one is known) and to 'tune' the 

spectrometer for optimization of this signal. If no strong lines are known for a 

compound, a test molecule, such as difluorobenzene, is used instead. The tune-up is 

especially important when changing pulsed-valves, frequency regions (bands) and 

molecules. Some samples will require pulsing and/or heating time before a decent signal 

develops, others will have strong dependence on microwave power or backing pressure. 

For thorough bookkeeping the following conditions should always be marked whenever 

they are changed, and also a brief desription of the reasoning (if any) behind the change. 

These conditions are; band, frequency, data filename, sampling rate, delay, mode, 

temperature, intensity, microwave power and (backing) pressure. For a given data point, 

at least four measurements at different frequencies on either side of the line center should 

be made. If possible, an intensity measurement is logged in the same row as the 

frequency and data filename. 

B. Physical Aspects of the Spectrometer 

The high-resolution apparatus described above is efficient primarily due to the 

ability to create and compare high frequency microwave signals. The fimction generator 
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and Gunn oscillators produce the input cavity frequency. If the sample (present in the 

cavity) interacts with this frequency a superposition of the ground and excited rotational 

states is formed. Unlike absorption spectroscopy, where continuous radiation is passed 

through the sample and a change in the transmitted light is measured, this technique relies 

on the observation of coherently emitted radiation. For observation of emitted radiation 

the initial source must be turned off, this is an important reason for using a pulsed 

microwave beam. A short pulse of radiation (0.1-0.5 ^s) is sent into the cavity to interact 

with the sample. A short time later (-10 (is) the antenna's function is changed from a 

transmitter to a receiver and a frequency shifted emission signal from the sample is 

recorded. The spectrometer is designed to produce a coherent macroscopic resonance 

during excitation that decays via stimulated emission after the excitation pulse. The 

stimulated emission occurs at the frequency of the transition (or transitions) 'pumped' by 

the broadband stimulating radiation. The measured line-width (-20 kHz) is limited 

mainly by Doppler broadening from the lateral expansion of the molecular beam in the 

cavity. The high sensitivity of this technique comes at a price, the spectral window, i.e. 

the region of frequency space covered by a single pulse of microwaves. This window is 

limited by the Q of the cavity and the width of the microwave pulse. For typical pulse 

widths, a spectral window of +500 kHz is obtained on either side of the stimulating 

frequency. This spectral window represents less than 0.01% of the total frequency range 

of the spectrometer and thus indicates the need for accurate predictions on where to begin 

a search for a given molecule's transition frequencies. 



The basis of Fourier transform spectroscopy relies on the detection of a time 

domain signal that contains information on the energy levels of interest. The time 

domain signal (transient) finally recorded by computer and oscilloscope in this 

experiment represents only the small spectral window centered about the stimulating 

fi«quency of the spectrometer. When the stimulating firequency is set to within +500 kHz 

of a molecular rotation transition a free induction decay (FID) signal is observed. The 

frequency of the recorded signal represents the absolute difference between the 

stimulating frequency and the actual rotational transition frequency. The rate of decay 

corresponds directly to the linewidth of the spectral line. Fourier analysis, using a fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm allows conversion of time domain FID to a frequency 

domain spectral plot. Because only an absolute difference in the frequencies is obtained, 

it is necessary to measure at least two FIDs of a given spectral line at different 

stimulating frequencies. Generally, for statistical determination of error, four or more 

measurements are made. It is important that the precise stimulating frequency be 

recorded for any given data record so that the appropriate transition frequency can be 

determined from the stimulating + difference frequency. The current digital FID storage 

routine prompts the user for this input along with a filename for identification purposes. 

This information is simultaneously recorded in the machine logbook along with other 

pertinent information involving approximate intensity and position of cavity mode. 



C. Signal Processing 

Other than the distribution of modes, the three bands are very similar in function, 

however, the addition of a C-band amplifier to the solid state electronics has greatly 

increased the signal to noise (S:N) ratio by a factor of about 5; 1. The amplification range 

is rated to 8 GHz, but testing indicates that even at 9 GHz a significant amplification is 

achieved. At higher frequencies into the X band the amplifier should be removed from 

the line of solid-state devices. The layout of the solid-state electronics is shown if Figure 

2-2, which includes a variety of devices crucial to the function of the spectrometer. The 

Fabry-Perot Cavity and the production of the stimulating and local oscillating frequencies 

were described in some detail already. The transmit switch is used to chop the 

stimulating frequency, Vs, into pulses of radiation individually injected into the cavity. 

The circulator acts as a 'left turn only* as drawn in this diagram. The function of the 

circulator is to send an input signal towards the cavity, and to send any response from the 

cavity,Vrn, to the directional amplifier. For search and subsequent adjustment of cavity 

modes the directional amplifier sends 10% of the signal from the cavity directly to an 

oscilloscope for monitoring the transmitted power. The isolator acts as a unidirectional 

device that restricts signals from subsequent manipulation (frequency multiplication) that 

could work backwards towards the cavity. The gate switch works in tandem with the 

transmit switch to close the line of transient detection while the transmission into the 

cavity is occurring. The delay after the initial pulse before reading a transient signal is 

adjusted here, this is the time between the shut down of the transmit switch and the 
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Figure 2-2, Signal flow through the solid-state electronics. 
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opening of the gate switch. After the isolator, the fi-equency is that of the molecular 

resonance, which is typically too high for conventional electronic manipulation. 

Normally, the isolator is directly followed by the firequency mixer, producing a 20 MHz 

firequency signal. The recent addition of a C band amplifier has added the extra 

(optional) component shown in the upper right of Figure 2-2. The mixer then directly 

follows the amplifier to beat down the signal to 20 MHz. The 20 MHz frequency is sent 

through a 20 MHz bandpass filter to remove the high frequency component of 

stimulating plus local oscillating frequency. A conventional electronics box follows ±e 

bandpass filter that amplifies and multiplies the signal down to zero relative to the 

stimulating firequency. This signal is then ready for display on an oscilloscope or 

digitization in an analog to digital converter. 
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D. Data Aquisition 

After final mixing to obtain tVm - Vsl, the signal is split and measured in two 

separate ways. The first direction is toward an analog oscilloscope, that averages a given 

number of transients (4,8,16,64,128 or 256) and gives a reading for the average intensity 

of the signal. Prior to insertion of the alternating-pulse phase inverter (APPI, see Figures 

2-2 and 2-3) this signal was often overwhelmed by cavity ring present in the transient 

signal. First, the operation of the APPI for removing ring firom an averaged signal is 

described. In the following section it will be discussed how cavity ring is removed fix)m 

the digitized signal. 

By changing the phase of each pulse, the APPI allows dynamic averaging of 

molecular signal only. This is done with a combination of analog and digital circuitry 

that manipulate the signal electronically with operational amplifiers and logic gates. A 

schematic for this circuit is shown in Figure 2-3. 

The operational amplifiers are depicted as triangles with either a 'plus' or 'minus' 

sign to indicate whether it is an non-inverting or inverting amplifier, respectively. The 

two amplifiers with 'Enable' connections to the flip-flop are switchable amplifiers, that 

are closed when Q (or Q-not) are low and open when Q (or Q-not) are high. The logical 

flip-flop circuit altemates the status (high or low) of Q (and Q-not) each time a trigger 

pulse is registered. The end result becomes an alternating phase signal that is sent into 

the oscilloscope for averaging. Any signal that repeats every pulse (like cavity ring) will 

average to zero after a few pulses. Any signal that repeats every other pulse (like a 
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molecular FID) will always be added with the same phase and thus average 

constructively. The APPI works well under mild ring conditions, it was, unfortunately. 

Figure 2-3, Schematic design of the alternating-pulse phase inverter. 

designed before the addition of the new C-band amplifier and some problems have 

developed with the matching of signal power and amplifier power. The op-amps in the 

APPI all have five volt power supplies, thus any signal greater than five volts (including a 

cavity ring spike) entering the APPI circuitry will 'rail' the op-amps to +5 volts. This can 

(and will) be corrected by placing a voltage divider circuit at the front end of the circuit. 

The second method of data measurement is crucial to the determination of the 

molecular transitions frequencies. The IVm - Vsl signal is sent through an analog to digital 

conveter (ADC), this allows a computer to read in the transient signals and manipulate 

them logically. This section of the apparatus has been upgraded with a new ADC that 
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can be interfaced with any PC with a printer port An upgrade is useful not essential) 

because it allows the use of a faster computer for data capture. Currently, the 'old' ADC 

is limited to interface with an 8086 IBM PC. The operation of the two systems is 

fundamentally the same, and will be described briefly here. The transient signal is 

segmented into time channels, then digitized into bits and encoded by the computer as a 

string of integers (both positive and negative). This string of integers is kept in computer 

memory until a new transient appears at the next trigger pulse. During the time between 

transients a computer program alternately adds, or subtracts, the string of integers from a 

running sum of transients. The altemation of addition and subtraction of transients tends 

to cancel out cavity ring and build up molecular signals. Termination of the computer 

program (and data acquisition) leaves the last total of the running sum in dynamic 

memory (or a temporary file) that can be accessed if the trace is desired for permanent 

data storage, or erased if a new data acquisition is begun. A second program accesses the 

stored data of the most recent data acquisition and prompts the user for both a filename 

and a stimulating frequency. The filename, usually containing three letters and a number 

from 1-99, is for bookkeeping purposes and should be chosen methodically. The 

stimulating frequency, Vs,is an experimental parameter cmcial to the determination of the 

molecular transition frequency, Vm, since IVm - Vsl is what is measured in the transient 

signal. The data storage file is typically 5 Kb, a small enough size for simple data back

up on floppy disks. The time-based information stored in these data files (see Figure 2-4) 

must be transformed into the frequency domain for determination of the frequencies 

associated with the sinusoidal FID. The fast Fourier transform (FFTB A) computer 
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program written by Srivastiva and Bumgamer^ for Quick-Basic has been re-written in 

Visual Basic for complete Windows based data work-up. The details of this program are 

given later in Chapter 4. After transformation to the frequency domain, a peak-picking 

program, VBDRAW, Glased on the Bumgamer version MTDRAW) is used to accurately 

select the center of the transition frequency approximated by the center point at half-

Figure 2-4, Experimental data recording of a free induction decay. 
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height in a given spectrum. Figure 2-5 shows the Fourier transform power spectrum of 

the FID shown in Figure 2-4. 

E. General Sample Conditions 

For the wide variety of samples of interest to the spectroscopist, it is necessary to 

have a variety of methods available for sample injection into the cavity. The following 
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discussion will indicate which types of pulsed-valves, sample dewars and sample cells 

are appropriate for a given compound's properties. 

Figure 2-5, Fourier Transform of the FID in Figure 2-4. 
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Pulsed valves are the means by which the sample, seeded a few percent in a noble 

gas, is introduced to the Fabry-Perot cavity. They function by electromagnetic action on 

a solenoid armature that briefly (-10 ms) lifts a plug out of a hole bored in the vacuum 

interface. There are only two basic types of pulsed-valve currently in use on the 

spectrometer. They are both General Valve® Series 9-181 valves that can be attached to 

the base of the dewar/flange that sits on the top of the spectrometer. The main difference 

between the two valves is in the bore size of the nozzle orifice. The standard nozzle has a 

nozzle orifice diameter of one millimeter, the second type (valve II) has a bored out 

nozzle diameter of approximately two millimeters. Valve II allows a greater amount of 

sample into the cavity for each pulse, along with a greater amount of backing gas. When 
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valve n is in use care should be taken to restrict the backing gas pressure to less than Vi 

atm. If the pressure must be raised higher, the pulse rate should be slowed, or the pulse 

duration should be shortened, in order to allow the vacuum system to return to low 

pressures between pulses. The original valve design, with the 1 mm orifice, can be used 

up to ~ 1 '/4 atm without reducing the pulse rate. The valve operates with the same 

mechanism as the large bore design and the voltage applied per pulse (to move the 

armature and poppet) can be adjusted at the pulsed-valve driver box. Increasing this 

voltage will also increase the amount of gas entering the cavity and thus the pulse rate 

should be adjusted accordingly. The advantage of valve II is offset by the relatively large 

amounts of sample and backing gas consumed while running experiments with this valve. 

If the sample being scanned is limited, or expensive background gases are in use, it is 

wise to use the narrow bore pulsed valve design and optimize the signal accordingly. 

However, if the sample is readily available, and the signal intensity is low, valve n will 

likely be the better choice. 

The poppet that plugs the hole in the pulsed-valve is typically made of Teflon®. 

When heated, this material can deform and cause malfunction of the valve system. For 

the original valve design, special high temperature poppets are available for samples that 

need high temperature conditions to achieve the desired volatility. 

The pulsed valve is mounted in a flange that can be fastened to the top of the 

vacuum chamber. This orientation places the (average) direction of the molecular beam 

perpendicular to the microwave beam. The geometry of this flange is important for two 

reasons: 1) the highest concentration of sample will be at short distances from the nozzle. 
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and 2) the desire to keep sample conditions constant during the experiment. By reason 

one, it is desirable to place the valve/vacuum interface about 4" (10 cm) below the flange 

face. For reason two, it is best to use a flange that contains a 'Dewar'-like depression in 

it that the sample chamber (discussed next) can sit inside of. The two solutions work 

well together as the pulsed valve is attached to the bottom of the 'Dewar' and the sample 

cell rests directly above it within the 'Dewar' walls. Figure 2-6 gives a cross-section 

view of this set-up. 

Figure 2-6, Cross-section of the flange assembly. 
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The 'Dewar' walls and flange are made from stainless steel. The pulsed-valve is attached 

by insertion through a 1" (2.5 cm) bore through the bottom of the 'Dewar' and fixed in 

place with screws. The glass/metal seal between the sample chamber and pulsed valve is 

done with a Swagelok® interface, using Teflon® fittings. Currently, there are two flanges 

for use in this spectrometer. One flange contains a deeper, and thicker-walled 'Dewar' 
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that is usefiil when cooling/heating the sample to temperatures of below -20 °C or above 

60 "C 

The sample temperature is controlled in one of two ways; 1) a bath is prepared of 

the appropriate temperature and placed in the 'Dewar' surrounding the sample cell and 

pulsed valve, and 2) heating tape is placed inside the 'Dewar' and wrapped about the 

flange port. Both methods require accurate and rapid measurement of the temperature. 

Typically an electronic temperature probe is inserted into the vicinity of the sample cell 

such that any change in the sample temperature can be noticed. 

For heating samples, the heating tape is arranged about the 'Dewar' without 

direcdy touching the sample cell. It is important to try and reduce direct contact with the 

glass chamber to prevent 'hot spots' from forming and endangering the sample. The 

entire chamber is slowly raised to an elevated temperature by application of a steady 

voltage to the heat tape (administered with a variac). Variac settings are roughly 

proportional to sample temperature and are often fine-tuned upon approach of the desired 

temperature. Variac settings and the sample temperature are annotated in the logbook for 

future reference. 

When cooling samples it is necessary to prepare a bath for placement in the 

Dewar. The bath is typically a composite of solid and liquid water and/or ethanol in 

proportions appropriate for the desired temperature. The presence of a liquid phase 

surrounding the pulsed-valve and sample cell requires extra precaution when preparing 

the setup shown in Figure 2-6. The pulsed-valve assembly and the area where it is 

inserted into the flange are coated with silicone sealant prior to attachment to the vacuum 
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system. Silicone sealant releases volatile acetic acid as it dries, and thus should be 

allowed to sit for -12 hrs or more before using. The glass/metal seal is the most 

important seal that may be compromised by the rapid cooling resulting &om the 

application of a cold bath. This seal should be made with new Teflon® fittings and a 

small amount of vacuum grease, which will reduce the risk of a compromised seal. 

There are three types of glass sample chamber currently in use for different types 

of compounds. These three designs are illustrated in Figure 2-7a, b and c. The upper 

portion of each sample cell attaches to the extemal vacuum line with Tygon® tubing and 

the lower portion inserts into the pulsed valve as shown in Figure 2-6. The sample 

Figure 2-7, Sample chamber designs currently in use on the spectrometer. 

A B C  

Chambers shown are used for (a) regular solids with reasonable volatility (b) vacuum 

loaded, air sensitive compounds and (c) low-volatility solids or liquids. The design of (a) 

forces the stream of gas (usually neon) to pass directly over the sample on its way to the 

pulsed-valve which transports the vapor of the compound with it. For compounds that 
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must be vacuum loaded, liguid nitrogen is placed around the sample chamber to condense 

the sample. If a design like (a) is used the condensation will accumulate in the upper mbe 

and block further passage of sample. The design shown in (b), though less efGcient for 

vapor 'pick-up', avoids this condensation problem. Typically, since the compound has 

been transferred via vacuum, there is no difBculty achieving sufficient vapor pressure. 

The final design (c) is used if the compound has very low volatility. The smaller 

dimensions of (c) allow maximum 'pick-up' of vapor, and often better signals are 

observed than with design (a). However, if the sample is expensive, the increased signal 

should be tempered, since rapid sample loss may result. 
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Chapter 3. Computer Programining 

Almost every aspect of research in modem microwave spectroscopy either 

requires or can greatly benefit &om computer progranuning. In the experimental area 

there are programs for data capture and data work-up. After data is obtained, there are 

two stages of data analyses that each utilize the number-cnmching power of computers. 

Initially, the microwave transition frequencies are numerically fit to a Hamiltonian that 

describe the rotational energy and interactions with rotational energy of a given molecule. 

Following spectral fitting the rotational constants are often used in numerical structure 

fitting routines. In this chapter the programs written or modified during the course of this 

thesis work will be discussed. These programs are written in 'C, Fortran, Quick-Basic 

and Visual Basic. The code is listed in Appendix A for reference and potential future 

modifications. The discussion here is limited to program design, for discussion of 

program flow and process, refer to the notes in the code itself. Appendix B references 

example input files in which explicit formatting is necessary. 

At the beginning of this thesis work, there were five programs in use for data 

capture and data work-up. The purpose of these programs was to convert the analog 

single-shot signals obtained from resonances in the spectral cavity into a list of accurate 

line-center frequencies. These programs were (well) designed to work on the computer 

hardware available at the time the machine was built, or shordy thereafter. These five 

programs are, in order of regular use, goas, sav3, FFTBA, MTDRAW and SRTFDC. 

These programs are used for; transient waveform display and averaging, saving of data. 
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fast-Fourier transfonn with a baseline average, display and peak-picking, and sorting and 

statistically analyzing picked-peaks, respectively. 

The spectral analyses programs used in this thesis were not modified extensively 

by the author, so the corresponding code is omitted fix)m appendix A. The spectral fitting 

and prediction programs written by H. M. Pickett^ and Bumgamer^ are extensively used 

for data reduction. A description of the use of these programs is given here and example 

input files are shown in Appendix B. 

Programs relating molecular structure and rotational constants are of extreme 

importance for the present work. The rotational constant prediction program rtunix.f has 

been extensively modified for application on a windows platform, and for interpretation 

of different file formats. The structural fitting subroutines fcndp.f and rotsub.f required 

modification of the fcndp.f routine for each different structural fitting analysis. Some 

modifications of these programs' codes are given in Appendix A. During the course of 

this research, the program written by Schwendeman'^ for Cartesian coordinate structure 

fitting were implemented as an alternative to the package described above. A description 

of the use of this program is given here and example input files are shown in Appendix B. 

A. Data Capture Programs 

The data capture and saving routines are written in 8086, PC machine assembly 

code. The data is read as a digitized stream through two parallel ports, averaged with 

alternating phase, and displayed on the computer screen. The data-sampling rate is 

determined by the multi-chaimel analog to digital converter (ADC), called the transient 
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waveform recorder (TWR). Upon termination of the data capture program, the averaged 

signal is stored in temporary memory which can be accessed by the data saving program. 

The save program simply writes the signal trace as a list of integers into a file, whose 

name is specified by the user. The program prompts the user for both a filename and a 

stimulating firequency. Attempts to interface the TWR with an IBM 286 computer failed 

due to timing problems associated with the data transfer. The programs goas.exe and 

sav3.exe, written by Sameer Srivastava both work very well, and are the models for the 

modified versions presented here. The primary desire for upgrading the data-capture 

system is due to the unreliability of the aging IBM 8086 computers. In particular the 

memory chips in the computer need to be replaced periodically. Often, when one of the 

memory chips would fail, data stored on the computer would be lost. 

Realizing that the TWR was the limiting factor, a new ADC was purchased from 

Pico Technology.^ The box, called the ADC200, is designed as an interface to allow a 

PC to act as an oscilloscope. Trigger pulses and data signals are input in the front of the 

box through standard BNC co-axial cable connectors. The backside of the box has a 

standard LPT printer connector, allowing interface with the PC through a printing port. 

The ADC200's specifications include (up to) 20 MHz sampling rate and + 20 V input 

range. A software package called PICO-scope, included with the ADC200, is quick and 

easy to install. This program emulates a typical oscilloscope and therefore allows quick 

verification that the ADC200 is working properly. The real advantage of the ADC200 

system is the ability to write driver programs that 'talk' to the ADC. This allows a user 

to specify settings and manipulate data in a way that is designed for a specific 
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experiment. The driver routines were provided as specially compiled routines that access 

the printer port and transmit signals to and from the remote ADC box. The routines, 

different for each programming language, are either included with the software, or can be 

obtained from the manufacturer for specific programming languages. The programming 

languages available are; 'C\ Pascal and Visual Basic. There is also a driver available as 

a 'macro' in Microsoft Excel, which can allow direct import of data into the spreadsheet. 

Scan (Visual Basic) 

The 5rst attempt to write a specialized driver program was done with Microsoft 

Visual Basic. The programming language is a large package available as part of the 

Developer Studio produced by Microsoft. Learning and implementing the code was not 

difficult, and Visual Basic lived up to its 'visual' name by allowing creation of Windows 

environment graphical-user interfaces (GUIs). A great deal of time was spent developing 

the enviroiunent and routines for a data-capture/saving program called Scan.vbp. There 

is a major problem with Scan.vbp, the program, miming out of the graphical Windows 

environment, did not have control over computer resources. With windows managing 

graphical resources, the program could not reliably devote time to the reading and 

processing of the data streanung in from the ADC200 (a computer faster then 100 MHz 

may work better). It was then decided that a DOS-based program would be a better way 

to access the ADC200 reliably. The modules and GUIs of Scan.vbp are included in the 

appendix for the oppormnity of adding in components that would allow it to manage 

computer resources independently of Windows. 
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Scan (Turbo C) 

The language chosen for a DOS based scanning program was Turbo-C. This 

language was chosen due to its power and portability. 'C programs include only 

routines that are used in the program, and thus produce compact executables. The 

compressed form of the entire Turbo-C programming environment can fit on a single 1.4 

Mb floppy disk along with the code for the scanning program and the object file 

necessary for driving the ADC200. The Turbo-C programming environment runs out of 

the DOS shell and produces executable files that also run out of the DOS shell. This 

allows Windows to be shut-down, or preferably, 'hidden' while the scanning program is 

in use. Driver routines for this specific version of 'C were not available on the provided 

software, or on-line. The file ADC200.obj was obtained by Burzin Engineer directly 

fix)m the technical staff at PICO technologies. The program will not run without this 

object file included in the scan.pij file. Turbo-C has two ways of incorporating 'extra' 

information into a program as it is compiled. For inclusion of input/output, graphical and 

mathematical routines the appropriate header file (like stdio.h for input/output) is 

accessed by inserting an include statement at the beginning of the code. The second 

method links externally compiled programs/drivers (like ADC2(X).obj) by listing all files 

to be linked in a separate project file with the extension .pij. The files scan.c and scan.pij 

are printed in the appendix for reference to the code (scan.c) and the linked files 

(scan.pij). The file ADC2(X).obj is a binary file and is not printed here. The executable 

file, Scan.exe, emulates the previous program, goas.exe, in that is displays and averages 
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data. Upon exit from the data-capture routine, the current (averaged) transient is stored in 

a file called TEMP. This is slightly different than the goas.exe routine, which keeps fhis 

information in an uimamed memory location. A save (save.bas) program, written in 

Quick-BASIC, rewrites the TEMP file to a specific filename and appends the stimulating 

fiiequency. The format of the FID data-file remains the same as that originally produced 

by sav3.exe. The scan program reads important parameters like sampling rate, input 

voltage range, number of data points and trigger delay from an external file called PAR. 

This file contains only integers that specify the values for these parameters. The 

parameters can be changed by direct editing of this file, or by rewriting the file using the 

program sp.c (set parameters). The sp.exe program will prompt the user for parameter 

settings as it rewrites the PAR file. Scan.exe will not work properly if PAR is not in the 

same directory, or if parameters are chosen poorly. Table 3-1 lists recoomiended values 

for parameter settings. The percent delay and input voltage range should be changed to 

optimize data averaging time. The first two parameters, number of points and sampling 

rate determine the size of the scan window, shown in the table in (roughly) microseconds. 

Percent delay should be set such that the initial spike (typically near negative — 40 |is) is 

not showing in the trace, but moving to far away (to - 30 |xs or higher) will diminish the 

amount of signal viewed in the window. The input voltage range should be adjusted to 

comply with the noise amplitude, such that noise spikes do not tend to cause 'accidental' 

averaging, indicated by the halving of the displayed signal. Two other DOS-based 

programs were written to accompany the scanning program. The first, called view.c, 

displays the contents of the file TEMP in the same form as the scan program. The second 



program, menu.c, provides a menu listing of the three DOS programs scan, save and 

view, such that only a single key need be pressed for execution of the progranos. 

Save.bas, view.c and menu.c are all included in the appendix for reference. 

The trouble with running the Visual Basic program in a Windows environment 

provided the driving force towards writing a DOS-based program. However, Windows 

allows quick and easy networking of computers. One of the most limiting factors in data-

acquisition time (besides averaging) is the time required for copying files to floppy disk 

Table 3-1, Recommended parameter settings for the scanning program. 

Parameter/ Number of Sampling Rate Input Voltage Percent Delay 
Window Size Points (MHz) Range (mV) 

50 ^is 256 5 1000 -75 
50 ns 512 10 1000 -75 
50 \is 1024 20 1000 -75 
100 ns 512 5 2000 -40 
100 us 1024 10 2000 ^ 

and then transferring these files to a data work-up computer. With a Windows platform, 

the data can be transferred in the background, while the scan program is running, without 

the use of floppy disks. It has been shown that the scan.c program executes flawlessly 

even in a MS-DOS window, with windows running in the background. It is important 

that DOS has taken the entire computer screen, if the windows desktop is still visible, 

then Windows is still managing the graphical resources and the same timing problems 

associated with the Visual Basic program develop. When an MS-DOS prompt that fills 

the screen is used, networking can still be done in the background. This allows the user 
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to spend less time between data points, all that needs to be done is to run the save 

program, and then the user can return to scanning immediately. The saved data-files can 

be accessed, backed-up and worked-up using a remote computer. 

B. Data Work-Up Programs 

The three data work-up programs previously in use in the laboratory have been re

written for application within the Windows environment. Visual Basic was used to 

encode the three programs into two programs with GUIs. FFTBA3.exe performs 

multiple fast Fourier transforms on selected data files and VBD.exe allows peak-picking 

and statistical analysis of the transformed files. 

FFTBA 

FFTBA.for was translated into BASIC and the basic code was used as the primary 

module (FFTBA3.bas) in FFTBAS.vbd. In addition to this module a graphical form was 

developed and called FFTBA3.fim to guide the user in selecting the configuration and 

data-files to be Fourier transformed. A menu-bar on the GUI has options for; single file 

work-up, batch file work-up, optional configurations and program exit. Upon execution, 

the form shows first the recorded FED trace firom the selected data-file, then, a few 

seconds later, displays the power spectrum of the Fourier transform. In batch mode, the 

files are displayed and transformed in consecutive order. The program creates an output 

file for each input file. The output filename contains the FID's (extensionless) filename 

plus the added extension .FFT. Other options are also available from the 'configure' 



drop-down menu. 'Input Path' allows specification of an input path for the data storage 

directory, such that the fiill file path need not be entered in the filename MessageBox 

request. 'Output Path' allows the user to specify a directory for storage of the 

transformed files. It is important that the user is aware of this location for two reasons. 

First of all, the user will need to access this directory for subsequent loading of the FFT 

file for peak-picking. Secondly, the large size of the FFT files requires that they 

periodically be erased from computer memory after peak-picking is complete. 'Yes to all 

overwrites' skips the user indicator that stops the program fiow each time a file that 

previously exists in the output path directory is about to be overwritten. This command 

caimot be undone, so use with care (it is reset only when the program is restarted). The 

'Black/White' and 'White/Black' options allow the background and foreground color to 

be swapped as preferred by the user. The dark background is a good option when 

working in a darkened laboratory. 

VBDRAW 

The peak-picking and statistical averaging program VBD.vbp was modeled after 

the programs MTDRAW.BAS and SRTFIX.BAS that were previously in use. The 

object-oriented language of Visual Basic required that MTDRAW be largely re-written 

such that the drawing and cursor positioning sections are completely new and mouse-

driven. The procedure of opening FFT files and selecting peak centers using the cursor 

remains essentially the same, with the major change of using the mouse for cursor 

movement. This program will not function without a working mouse. The design is set 



up for intuitive use of tlie mouse. A file is loaded by one of two methods. The first 

method is by choice of the 'Open' option under the 'File' menu, this opens a dialog box 

that displays the contents of a selected directory. The file can be chosen by a double

click or by typing the filename in the text box. The second method for file loading 

requires that a file (say, test2) is currently loaded and that the succeeding file (test3) 

exists in the same path. The 'Open Next* option imder the 'File' menu automatically 

attempts to load the next sequential file in the series with the same prefix as the current 

file. If the file (testS) does not exist, a second click on the 'Open Next' option will 

attempt to load the next sequential number (test4). Once a file is loaded it is ready to be 

picked. However, often it is useful to expand the resolution to find a more accurate 

cursor position for the peak center. Under the menu item 'Scale' are various scaling 

factors that can be used to expand the horizontal (frequency) axes of the plot. The default 

value for scaling is one, it is dangerous not to look at a file at this scale because high 

frequency components of the spectrum may be cut off at higher resolutions. Once the 

peak is displayed at the desired resolution, it is time to select the line center(s). First, the 

cursor is positioned at the peak-center at half-height by vertical and horizontal movement 

of the mouse. A click of the left mouse button sends the current cursor frequency 

coordinates to a temporary file (called temp). This frequency, given by the distance from 

the spectral origin is added and subtracted from the stimulating frequency and displayed 

in the upper right-hand comer of the display window. The left-click event also places a 

marker on the screen that remains until the file is re-sized, or until a new file is loaded. 

Holding down the 'shift' key during the right-click event will display the upper and lower 



frequencies on the screen in addition to the sequential peak marker (usually for printing 

purposes). The 'Print Spectrum' option under the 'Print' drop down menu allows one to 

print the spectrum as it is currently displayed on the screen. The temporary file created 

by the peak picking process is accessed by the 'Run' command under the 'Stat' drop 

down menu. This command executes a subroutine that is nearly identical to the original 

srtfix.bas program. This routine sorts the picked peaks in ascending order, chooses 

groups that have matches within 10 kHz of each other, then statistically determines the 

average and standard deviation of the group of numbers. The information is written to a 

file called Srtfix which is automatically displayed on the computer desktop using 

Notebook.exe. The 'View' commands under the 'Temp' and 'Stat' drop-down menus 

open the Temp and Srtfix files using Notebook.exe to allow viewing or editing of these 

text files. This is useful when a non-peak is accidentally chosen, simply removing the 

last pair of numbers from the end of the Temp file 'erases' the mistake. The 'Run Stat' 

command always overwrites the file Srtfix, based on the current contents of the Temp 

file. When over 1000 frequencies are listed in the Temp file the srtfix subroutine crashes. 

For good file-management and data back-up the Temp file should be renamed and erased 

periodically, along with the corresponding Srtfix file. However, the Srtfix file can be 

regenerated from any saved Temp file simply by renaming the back-up temp file to the 

filename 'Temp' and running the srtfix subroutine again. The location of these files is set 

by the configuration option 'Output Path' under the 'Configure' drop down menu. The 

data sampling rate is also set under the 'Configure' menu and is extremely important for 

obtaining precise line center positions. The data-sampling rate should be set immediately 
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upon beginning data work-up, unless the data was sampled at the default rate of 5 MHz. 

If a data file is taken at different sampling rate, the option can be toggled back and forth 

prior to loading any specific data-file, just remember to change it back! Just like the 

FFTBA.vbp program, there are options for swapping the foreground and background 

colors of the display. 

C. Spectral Analyses Programs 

Once a list of transition fi'equencies is obtained for a given molecule the spectral 

analysis begins. Prediction programs, such as Specplt.f and Spcat.f, are used prior to 

scanning to determine regions that are likely to contain rotational transitions of the 

molecule of interest. Prediction programs are also used extensively in the analysis of a 

spectrum, primarily as the main tool for assignment of quantum numbers. Unlike fitting 

programs, prediction programs do not require quantum numbers as input, only upper and 

lower limits of the quanta are required in addition to predicted spectral parameters. The 

prediction output file typically contains three important things; 1) transition firequencies 

2) transition intensities and 3) quantimi numbers. The pattern of lines from the prediction 

is matched to a measured pattern of transition firequencies and attempts of assigning 

quantum numbers to the measured lines are made. Once an assignment of several lines is 

made the measured firequencies and their assigned quantum numbers are entered into an 

input file for a fitting program such as Fitspec.f or Spfit.f. The fitting programs will 

attempt to vary parameters in the Hamiltonian (see equations 1-2 and 1-4) until assigned 

transition firequencies are matched well by the appropriate energy level separations. 
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Hamiltonian parameters are optimized by minimization of the measured minus calculated 

deviations of the transition frequencies. If the assignment is correct, and enough 

parameters are included in the Hamiltonian, the routine will 'converge' to a set of values 

that reproduce the measured transition frequencies to near experimental error (in most 

cases). 

Specplt 

Required values for input of specplt.f include, 'best guesses' for A3,C,Dj and 

Djk, selected dipole moments, the desired frequency range for predicted transitions (i.e. 

4(X)0 — 15000 MHz), the lower and upper bounds on principle angular momentum, J, and 

an intensity cutoff lower threshold. The input file requires separation of values by 

commas and the correct number of variables per line, with integers and floating point 

numbers in the specified fields. An example input file for (some molecule) is shown in 

Appendix B with annotations to describe what the numbers represent. 

Spcat 

Prediction using Pickett's program Spcat.f, requires two input files. The .int file 

contains general information regarding partition function, dipole moment, intensity 

threshold, maximum J and temperature. The .var file contains general and specific 

information that may be changed by the corresponding fitting program spfit.f. This .var 

file contains spin information (21+1) and best guesses of Hamiltonian parameters. A, B, 

C, Dj, Djk, Dk, 5j, 6k, eQqaa, ^Qqtb, Caa, Cbb, Ccc, etc. The file is analogous to the .par 
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file described later for use in fitting, and thus also contains information used only for the 

fitting process. The .int file is typically not changed much firom one molecule to the next 

except for verifying that the correct dipole moments are specified. It is useful to set the 

temperature to near 1® K to better approximate the rotational temperature of a firee jet. 

The default value (when no number is listed) of 300 °K gives a very different Boltzmaim 

distribution of rotational levels. The intensity threshold is given in logarithmic units, a 

value between -6 and -8 typically produces the appropriate cutoff corresponding to that 

Table 3-2, Hamiltonian parameters and their respective codes for Pickett's programs. 

Parameter Code Description 

A 10000 Rotational Constant 
B 20000 Rotational Constant 
C 30000 Rotational Constant 
Dj 200 Quartic Distortion Constant 

Djk 1100 Quartic Distortion Constant 
Dk 2000 Quartic Distortion Constant 
5j 40100 Quartic Distortion Constant 
6k 41000 Quartic Distortion Constant 

eQqaa 110010000 aa component of quadrupole coupling 
eQqbb 110020000 bb component of quadrupole coupling 
eQqcc 110030000 cc component of quadrupole coupling 

eQqbb - eQqcc 110040000 bb-cc component of quadrupole coupling 
eQqac 110410000 ac component of quadrupole coupling 
eQqab 110610000 ab component of quadrupole coupling 
eQqbc 110810000 be component of quadrupole coupling 

Caa 100010000 aa component of spin-rotation coupling 
Cbb 100020000 bb component of spin-rotation coupling 
Ccc 100030000 cc component of spin-rotation coupling 

observed in the experiment. Parameters are treated quite differently in the input file as 

compared to specplt.f. Instead of 'hard-wired' constants predefined in the input file, the 
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.var (and .par) files allow the user to define which constants will be used in the 

Hamiltonian, undefined constants are assumed to be zero. Presumably to avoid 

formatting and notational problems, and likely to expand the versatility of the program, 

the parameters are defined by a sequence of integers. Understanding this code is 

essential to the application of Pickett's programs, and the 'key' to the code is found in the 

supporting document 'spinv.doc' available by anonymous ftp at ftp://spec.jpl.nasa.gov. 

Given in Table 3-2 is a list of the parameters used in various analyses in this thesis and 

their respective codes. 

The format of the .int and .var files are shown by example in Appendix B. It has 

already been mentioned that spectral fitting programs require transition frequencies and 

quantum number assignments for input. In general, non-linear least-squares fitting 

routines also require 'best guess' input for variable parameters as a starting point for the 

optimization algorithm. Therefore, it is not surprising that part of the input files for 

spectral fitting programs are very similar to the input files for spectral prediction 

programs. 

Fitspec 

An example input file for the fitting programs fitspec.f is given in Appendix B. 

The input file contains labels identifying the Hamiltonian parameters, and is strictly 

limited to symmetric and asymmetric tops with quartic distortion constants (equations 1-

2, 1-6 and 1-9). Each parameter definition line ends with a binary switch, a zero fixes ±e 

parameter and a one varies the parameter in the fittmg routine. After the parameter input 

ftp://spec.jpl.nasa.gov
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follows a list of integers that gives the number of transitions and quantum numbers that 

follow. The Hanodltonian in fitspec.f defines the distortion constants as subtractions from 

the rotational energy, and for good physical results, Dj should remain positive. 

Spfit 

The distortion constants have opposite sign conventions in Pickett's code, but 

both programs converge to the same numbers within convention. Similarly, spin-rotation 

constants have no assimied negative signs in the Hamiltonian. The parameters to be 

varied in spfit are given in the .par file, which has the same format as the .var file. 

Running spfit also requires the .int file and a new file designated with the extension .lin. 

The .lin file contains quantum numbers, transition frequencies and weighting factors. 

The choice of quantum numbers is done by several different parameter settings in the .par 

file. The spin multiplicity flag (.par file, 3"* line, 2"** character string) is the most 

important. The sign of this integer determines the choice of 'K' notation; a positive value 

indicates the Kp Kg (or Ki K.i) nomenclature for asymmetric tops and a negative value 

indicates synunetric top notation in which a single K value may run from —J to J. The 

spin multiplicity itself also determines if another quantum number is required to keep 

track of spin states. For a molecule with a single quadrupole nucleus (and no electronic 

angular momentum) the spin multiplicity is given by 21 + 1, where I is the nuclear spin. 

The coupling scheme used for labeling states is F = J +1, where F represents the total 

angular momentum. Values of F, for a given J and I, can range from U+II down to U-H. 

In Pickett's program half-integer values for F will always be rounded up (F + V^). The 
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value for maYimum K (.par file, 3"* row, 4"* and 5"* character strings) determines whether 

the molecule is treated as linear (Max K = 0) or non-linear (Max K ^ 0). Examples of 

values for the spin multiplicity flag and sets of quanta are given in Table 3-3. Although 

not applied here, other applications regarding multiple quadrupoles or non-singlet 

electronic states are also included. 

Table 3-3, Flag settings in .par (for spinv) with different spin situations. 

System Spin Flag Max K Quantum Numbers 
No Spin - Linear 1 0 J ' J  
No Spin - Nonlinear I 9^0 J' Kp' Ko' J Kp Ko 
No Spin - Nonlinear -1 J' K' J K 
S = Vi - Linear J = N + S 2 0 N' J'+i/2NJ+y2 
1 = 1 -  L i n e a r  F  =  J  + 1  3 0 J' F J F 
I = 3/2 - Linear F = J +1 4 0 J' F+l/aJF+Vi 
1 = 3/2- Nonlinear 4 9^0 J' Kp' Ko' F'+»/2 J Kp Ko F+I/2 
I = 3/2 - Nonlinear -4 9^0 J' K'rW2JKF-tV2 
Ii = 3/2,12 = 3/2 - Linear 44 0 r Fi'+ViF JFi+ViF 
Ft — J + Ii, F = Fi + Iz 

It can be difficult to compile and execute the code for spcat and spfit without prior 

experience. If working on a unix system one can ftp the site 'spec.jpl.nasa.gov/calpgm/ 

and download the required files. The trick is getting the right files and knowing which 

ones to link. With the proper *.f files in the directory use f77 *.f (or xlf *.f) to compile 

and link the files. To compile spfit.f, the file calfit.f must be downloaded and the file 

calcat.f must not exist prior to using f77 •.f. The files calfit.f and calcat.f are mutually 

exclusive and cannot be compiled together, but they require the same supporitng files. 
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Recently JPL has made a self-extracting executable file for loading spfit.exe and 

spcat.exe onto a personal computer (PQ. This method follows standard download and 

install procedure and can be accomplished quickly and easily. 

D. Structural Programs 

Analyzing and fitting microwave spectra provide the spectroscopist with a data 

set that invariably includes some structural information. The amount and utility of the 

data depends on; 1) symmetry of the molecule, 2) number of isotopes measured, and 3) 

the persistence of the analyst. In a similar fashion to predicting and fitting spectra the 

determination of structure from rotational constants is a two-way street. Rotational 

constant prediction programs such as ROTCONST and STRGEN will take Cartesian or 

internal coordinates and output rotational constants. Such predictions are used as input 

for spectral prediction programs (SPCAT and SPECPLT were previously discussed) and 

then used to aid in assigning spectra. Assigned and fit spectra produce measured values 

for rotational constants that can be used in structure determination programs such as 

STRFIT87, KRATT and FCNDP*ROTSUB. 

ROTCONST 

ROTCONST, in one form or another is used in every project of this thesis. The 

original program, written at the University of Arizona, has been modified presently to 

accept two types of input and produce three types of output. The modified program is 

written in Visual Basic and thus runs on a Windows platform. The .xyz input option is 



modeled after the old input file format, and thus still includes a column for mass input, 

which is now defunct Rles of the old format will ran in this program provided the 

element definition is in agreement with the key (see code. Appendix A) and the mass 

column is at least eight spaces from the left margin. File format requires an eight space 

string be at the beginning of lines 3 through 3 + N. The first two lines still contain a title 

(line one) and two integers (line two) representing N, the number of atoms and S YM (= 

1 or 2), a switch for linear/nonlinear molecules. A new type of input file called a Z-

matrix, based on intemal coordinates, can now be used as input. The element column 

must be an eight character string, this is followed by the reference atom definition (an 

integer), distance from the reference atom (in Angstroms), a second reference atom (an 

integer), the inter-bond angle (in Degrees), a third reference atom (an integer) and finally 

a dihedral angle (in Degrees). The Z-matrix input file contains only one line before 

coordinate definitions, this line should only contain the number of atoms (including 

dunmiy atoms). Dummy atoms are often necessary in Z-Matrix input and thus two 

'special' elements have been defined for use as dummy atoms. These 'special' elements 

are assigned the characters 'X' and 'Z' and each have mass zero. A dunmiy atom named 

'X' will be forgotten after the program converts the intemal coordinates to Cartesian 

coordinates, and thus will not appear in the output files. Sometimes it is desirable to find 

the coordinates of a dummy atom after a principal axis transformation (PAT), if 'Z' is 

used as the element label the dummy atom coordinates will be included in all output files. 

There are several output options for the modified rotconst program. Two files are 

automically generated each time the program runs successfully. These files are; a text 
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file given the name newjx)t, and a protein-databank file called new.pdb. The text file can 

be viewed in a text viewer (Notepad.exe is the default when accessed internally) and the 

.pdb file can be viewed by Rasmol.exe (the internal default) or by a Web Browser with 

the Chime plug-in. The 'new' output files are designated temporary files that are 

overwritten each time the algorithm is run. The purpose is to verify that the desired 

output has been created, even though the rotational constants are immediately placed on 

the main form, often a subtle mistake in the coordinates is only recognizable by viewing 

the molecule (in Rasmol) or analyzing the coordinates in the PAS. If the desired output 

has been reached, more permanent output files can be created. 

A general procedure for running ROTCONST for windows follows. Generate a 

input file (examples given in Appendix B). As a systematic procedure Cartesian input 

files are given the extension '.txt' and Z-matrix input files have the extension '.dat'. The 

extension is optional, with the only requirement being that it is a text-only file. Make 

sure each element label is followed by enough spaces for an 8 character string to be read 

before any other input. Also, make sure a carriage return exists at the end of each line of 

input. Open the program ROTCONST.exe. On the file menu choose 'Open' and use the 

common dialog box to locate and select your input file. Next, from the 'Run' menu, 

choose the file format of your input file. This choice activates the algorithm and after 

successful execution, displays the rotational constants in the textboxes of the 

ROTCONST form. Inspect a rotatable, three-dimensional picture of the molecule by 

selecting 'pictiuB' from the 'View' menu. Inspect the text output, which includes details 

of the principle axis transformation, using the 'output' option under the 'View' menu. To 
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create a permanent output file, select the format option under the 'Make' menu. 

Available output formats are '.pdb', for 3-D viewing in Rasmol, '.xyz*, for 3-D viewing 

in Moviemol, and 'jx)t', the standard text output of the ROTCONST algorithm. The 

program will prompt for a prefix to be given for the output file. 

STRGEN 

The program STRGEN, is essentially equivalent to ROTCONST in that is 

produces rotational constants for a given structure in the input file. STRGEN has the 

option of obtaining multiple sets of rotational constants for a list of substimted 

isotopomers all in one run of the program. The input file has the same format as the input 

to STRFIT87, the sister program for Cartesian coordinate structure fitting. The two 

Scwendeman programs have an extremely important set of flags on the first line of the 

input file. The flags determine how the rest of the input file is read, and what type of 

output is desired. The code itself (not included in this thesis) has extended 

documentation for the proper choice of flags and subsequent formatting of the input. 

Like many Fortran programs, the format of the input is extremely tricky. A few example 

input files for STRGEN and SRTFIT87 are given in Appendix B with comments in 

appropriate sections. 

STRFIT87 

The structure fitting routines of STRFIT87 and FITA2 both operate with a non

linear least-squares fitting routine that optimizes selected parameters (or coordinates) 
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while other parameters may remain fixed. The choice of variable parameters is extremely 

important for avoiding correlation and convergence problems. 

In STRFIT87 the choice of variable coordinates is made in the 'Coordinate Cards' 

section of the input file. An array of numbers 6*N allows definition of variables and ties 

between coordinates where symmetry allows. The six columns alternate from integer to 

real and each pair represents the N"* x,y or z coordinate, respectively. If a coordinate is to 

remain fixed, then the integer value is chosen to be zero. For each unique variable 

coordinate a new integer is chosen, starting at 1 and increasing up to the total number of 

variables. Often, symmetry considerations will require that a second (or third, etc.) 

coordinate be varied 'in step' with another coordinate. To tie the coordinates together, 

simply give them the same integer value that uniquely identifies the original variable 

coordinate and indicate the symmetry of the coordinate relation using a real number input 

in the second column. For example, two hydrogens, equivalent by a Cxy mirror plane, are 

given the same variable name (say 2) for the 'z' coordinates and the real numbers 1.000 

and —l.CXX) respectively. Then when variable 2 is adjusted both atoms coordinates 

change in opposite directions. Giving both a value of l.CXX) will always move the 

coordinates in the same direction. In NH3, for three-fold synmietry (along the z-axis) to 

be maintained, a displacement (1.000) of one H along the x axis is accompanied by a tie 

in to the x (-0.500) and y (+0.8660) coordinates of the other two H atoms. 

FCNDP 
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For defmition of variable and fixed structural parameters in FITA2 it is necessary 

to rewrite and compile a subroutine called FCNDP. This subroutine contains a definition 

of the molecular structure, along with the loop structure necessary to process the given 

isotopic data set. The Cartesian coordinates must be available for passage to the rotconst 

subroutine, but the variable parameters themselves are not necessarily these coordinates. 

The parameters varied by the fitting routine, and their derivatives, are passed back and 

forth without knowledge of the Cartesian conversion for rotational constant calculation. 

A convenient form of the FCNDP subroutine is given in Appendix A. By grouping and 

looping the derivative calculations and structure subroutine caUs this version allows for 

minimal modification upon application to a new molecule. In general the only 

modifications to the main body are for explicit definition of masses, substitution masses 

and the number of loops is set to cover the available data. The subroutine GSUB will 

need to be extensively modified to appropriately constitute the desired molecular 

structure. The major convenience offered by this version of FCNDP comes from the sole 

placement of parameter definitions in the GSUB subroutine. When the user decides to 

change a variable, or fix a parameter to a constant, only this subroutine will need to be 

modified. 

KRATT 

In some respects, the KRATT program is the simplest structure program for 

analysis of rotational constants. As shown in Chapter 1 the Kraitchman equations 

provide 'substitution' coordinates of a given atom. Kraitchman analysis requires at least 
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one other isotopomer, other than the 'parent' (usually the most abundant isotopomer). 

The modifications of the KRAIT program shown here allow isotopic substitution 

coordinates of many substituted isotopomers to be obtained simoultaneously. It also has 

improved code that allows lighter substimtions and indicates imaginary coordinates. The 

original program, written by D. Pauley, gave erroneous results when a lighter atom was 

substimted for a heavier atom (i.e. for This 'bug' was fixed by moving an 

absolute value sign down one line in the code, thus allowing a key difference calculation 

in the substimtion reduced mass to be computed unambiguously for both heavy and light 

substimtions. The second improvement is based on the small non-zero 'out-of-plane' 

coordinate values often obtained for atoms that lie in a plane coincindent with a principal 

axis plane. These values, due to zero-point averaging defects in the 'rms' substitution 

coordinates, are often imaginary. Again, absolute value signs were the culprit. Because a 

square root must be taken to obtain the desired coordinate, the value must be positive, or 

the program will crash. A new addition to the program checks the sign of the squared 

coordinate and places an 'i' after the coordinate value in the output if the squared value 

was negative. 

E. Utility Programs 

There are a few programs developed solely for the purpose of aiding the research. 

The programs MOVIB and SORT are both written in Fortran and deal with changing file 

formats. 
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Movib 

The MOVIB program acts on a selected portion of a GAUSSIAN frequency 

calculation output file and converts selected vibrational displacement coordinates into a 

format that is readable by the MOVIEMOL program. The output files created by 

MOVIB can be viewed indiviually by MOVIEMOL for visualization of the normal 

modes. The most practical application that I have found for this viewing is the 

visualization of imaginary frequencies that may aid in finding the 'true' minimum energy 

structure in a subsequent geometry optimization. This program could also find use for 

assignment and labeling of the vibrational modes. 

Sort 

The SORT program takes a SPCAT spectral prediction file '.cat' and converts it to a 

format readable by GNUPLOT, and also more readable by the spectroscopist. The output 

file lists the fi:equencies in ascending order, followed by intensities. A 'pound sign' 

separates the quantum numbers from the rest of the information so that GNUPLOT 

ignores them when asked to plot the spectram. The sorted spectral file is always called 

'sort.out' and should be renamed if the information is to be kept. It should be noted that 

degenerate transitions wiU not be listed, only the first one read in wUl appear in the 

output. 
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Chapter 4. Organometallics and Microwave Spectroscopy 

Structure of molecules has been of primary interest in chemistry ever since 

empirical formulae of compounds were deciphered. Quantum mechanics, followed by 

Pauling's description of the covalent bond developed chemical structure into ±e form in 

use today. Clearly the binding of one atom to another is an electronic effect. Generally 

an electron-pair occupies a bonding orbital that stabilizes the system. There are 

techniques, such as photoelectron spectroscopy, that can measure the energy associated 

with bonding electrons. Photoelectron spectroscopy, although a powerful tool for 'seeing 

electrons', is not at all sensitive to intemuclear distances. A full description of bonding 

within the frame of quantum mechanics requires both knowledge of nuclear positions and 

electronic states. In this respect, microwave spectroscopy is quite complimentary to 

photoelectron spectroscopy. In microwave spectroscopy, the structure of a molecule is 

probed by inducing rotation and determining the moments of inertia. A rotational 

spectrum is sensitive only to nuclei, and never 'sees' the lighter (by three orders of 

magnitude) electrons present in the molecule. Armed with both electronic state and 

nuclear position data the chemist has the ability to model a molecular system and verify 

the results, thus building a foundation of molecular structure. 

Modelling molecular structure is both an art and a science. In present times, the 

models have been formulated into algorithms and computers are used to find 'answers' 

much more quickly than in the past. However, many 'analog' models and theories are 

still alive and well, some of which will be mentioned in this text. Valence-bond theory 



originally developed the concept of bonding within the firamework of atomic-orbtial 

theory. Molecular orbital (MO) theory developed out of valance-bond theory in 

combination with group theory. '̂̂  MO theory is often used as the basis for computer 

driven modelling. Many simpler, more specialized models have developed for conunon 

systems. The 'hybridization' of carbon atoms in organic compounds is a useful and 

descriptive representation of carbon's valence orbital arrangements. Hybridization 

schemes are often taught in undergraduate organic chemistry lecture to describe 

structures of organic compounds. Extensions of the hybrid scheme can be applied to 

describe metallic valence shells. Athough very qualitative, the hybridization schemes are 

not wrong, just a different formulation of the underlying quantum mechanics. Some 

models, such as crystal field theory, do not concern electrons or orbitals at all, these 

models may use point-charges, or steric hindrance to place the molecule in a more 

favorable configuration. Perhaps the simplest model of three-dimensional bonding is the 

actual ball and stick model kit. With properly drilled holes at the vertices of a 

tetrahedron, trigonal-bypyramid and octahedron, one can accurately model an enormous 

amount of compounds with colored balls and sticks of a variety of lengths. 

For a proper description of molecular structure involving metallic elements, MO 

theory is often necessary. Many of the compounds presented in this thesis have 'special' 

bonds, such as and bonds that may involve k back-bonding. These types of bonds 

can only be properly formulated in the general sense of MO theory. However, we have 

not abandoned the simpler models for shear reason of finding intuitive and rational 

answers where a more complicated model may obscure the meaning. 
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The research presented in this thesis focusses on the determination of molecular 

structure through measurement of rotational spectra. In principle, microwave 

spectrosocopy can provide structural information on any gas-phase species with a dipole 

moment. Recent research in this field has characterized many small radical species, and 

weakly bound complexes. The Arizona group has decided to focus on an unexplored set 

of compounds, (relatively) large metallic compounds. Earlier work by Cox^ and Di 

Carlo,"® using conventional waveguide spectrometers, had not even touched the surface 

of the available metallic species. 

Not only are the metallic compounds an unexplored region of microwave 

spectroscopy, but many of the organometallic compounds are of continuing interest to 

synthetic and materials chemists. Synthetic chemists have designed reactions to occur at 

and around the metal center to induce, or reduce, reactivity of specific ligands. Metal 

reagents, particularly Grignard reagents, are becoming increasingly popular as strong 

carbocation sources. Industrial bulk syntheses often require an excessive amount of 

reagent and/or energy. Development of new catalysts that promote stoichiometric 

reactions or reduce activation barriers will always be desirable. 

Transition metal elements; particularly cobalt, rhodium, ruthenium, iron, rhenium 

and osmium, are known to be active in a variety of catalytic processes. The mechanisms 

of these processes are of great interest to chemists, such that, if we can understand the 

underlying chemistry, then better and safer catalysts can be designed. Traditional 

structural characterization methods may provide a decent structure, but the microwave 

techniques provide detailed hydrogenic coordinates, and potentially, ftirther investigation 
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of weakly bound complexes. The catalytically active compounds, C2H4Fe(CO)4, 

H2Fe(CO)4, HaRuCCOH. CsHsRhCCOh and CHsReOa are presented in this work. Further 

investigation of pre-reactive and/or weakly-bound complexes formed with these (and 

others, such as OSO4) compunds in the beam expansion could provide great insight into 

the catalytic cycles. 

Processes such as hydroformulation, hydrogenation, olefin epoxidation and olefin 

isomerization are all industrially important reactions that can be catalyzed by molecules 

presented in this study. It is believed that a thorough understanding of the catalyst 

structure will lead to 1) further study of coordinated complexes, 2) details of intra

molecular bonding, 3) indications of inter-molecular binding sites and 4) verification of 

(the equilibrium) theoretical geometry. Points 2 and 4 above are addressed for each 

compound presented in this thesis. The 1®' and 3"* points will require study of weakly-

bound and/or pre-reactive complexes. How this might be done is described briefly in the 

last chapter. 

Catalysis is a central issue in modem chemistry and many established chemists 

have contributed by studying catalytic systems and proposing mechanisms. Crabtree"^ 

gives an excellent overview of a large amount of organometallic systems including olefin 

isomerization and hydroformulation. Two proposed mechanisms (reproduced from the 

text^^) for olefin isomerization are given in Figure 4-1. The first (a) shows the olefin 

coordinating to a vacant site produced by dissociation of a labile 2e- ligand (square box) 

of a metal hydride compound. The olefin can then rearrange its electronic structure 

through alkyl intermediates. The primary alkyl intermediate is a dead-end and can only 
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return to the previous form, but a secondary alkyl can either return to the same 

coordination, or shift the alkene bond to the next position. 

Figure 4-1, The hydride (a) and allyl (b) mechanisms of alkene isomerization. 
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The allyl mechanism (b) for olefin isomerization requires two vacant coordination sites 

on the metal atom. The olefin coordinates to one site and the cycle proceeds by a 

temporary hydrogen abstraction which allows the shift of the alkene group to proceed 

prior to re-addition of the hydrogen atom to the alkene. 

Photo-induced catalysis is also a viable method for interconversion of ligand 

isomers. Creof&ey and Wrighton^ present detailed photo-chemical studies of many 

organometallic systems ±at conclude a great deal of olefin reactivity may be induced via 

interaction with metal centers and visible/ultraviolet light. Two mechanisms for photo-

induced olefin isomerization on a metal center are proposed in the text. The mechanism 

shown in Figure 4-2 is consistent with the observed systems that are presented in the 

Figure 4-2, Photo-induced isomeration of an olefin coordinated to a metal. 
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book. The excited state on the left hand side of Figure 4-2 has the electron from the 

bonding orbital of the olefin-metal complex promoted into a non-bonding orbital. The 

excited state has only a single C-C bond wherein internal rotation can take place that 

allows cis-trans (Ri <-> R2) isomerization prior to excited-state relaxation. 

The previous discussion provides a substantial basis for study of structure in hydridic and 

olefinic metal complexes. Characterization of the bonding trends with different metals 
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and didfferent ligands is valuable as a qualitative tool for conceptual arguments and as a 

quantitative tool for verification of molecular modelling techniques. 

The remainder of this chapter will deal with the discussion of individual 

molecules, or groups of molecules, presented in this work, incuding their special 

properties in organometallic reactions. 

A. Metal hydrides 

There has been a high level of interest in transition metal hydrides over the past 

20 years because they are involved in a wide variety of reactions which are useful in 

chemistry and the chemical industry. They are important intermediates in catalytic 

processes such as hydroformulation and hydrogenation. They have also been 

useful as stoichiometric reagents in organic and organometallic syntheses.'̂  The reactions 

of transition metal hydrides show a variety of patterns of reactivity,^^ with examples of 

hydride donors,^^ protonating agents^ and hydrogen atom transfer. 

More recently, much attention has been focused on transition metal complexes 

containing two H atoms. The unexpected discovery by Kubas et in 1984 of 

dihydrogen complexes, in which the H - H bond remains intact with the H - H bond 

length very close to that of a free hydrogen molecule, initiated a large number of searches 

for other complexes of this type. The hydrogen atom separation for dihydrogen 

complexes is typically rHH = 0.8 A, very close to the free hydrogen molecule value of thh 

= 0.74 A. Dihydrogen complexes are believed to be of fundamental importance in a wide 

variety of processes,^® ranging from hydrogenation of alkenes or alkynes to 
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undeistanding the functioning of metalloenzymes such as hydrogenases^^ or 

nitrogenase.^^ The rapid progress in this area and niany of the large number of 

dihydrogen complexes discovered recently are discussed in an extensive review by 

Jessop and Morris. '̂ Theoretical developments regarding various dihydrogen complexes 

are reviewed in the book by Dediu.^° Hydrogen atom coordinates are often poorly 

determined using X-Ray diffraction and the X-Ray stmcture alone is not usually 

considered to give a reliable identification of dihydrogen complexes. Microwave 

spectroscopy provides accurate hydrogen atom positions with isotopic substitution. 

Even though the H2Fe(CO)4 complex is quite reactive, it was previously studied 

using gas-phase electron diffraction,but no information on internal motion was 

obtained. Evidence for internal motion was obtained by Vancea and Graham'̂ ' from 

NMR measurements in which a single resonance indicates fluxionai behavior that renders 

the two types of C atoms equivalent on the NMR time scale. Vancea and Graham'*' 

suggest an intermolecular CO exchange process to explain the behavior. However, 

internal motion would be very likely if this were a 'dihydrogen' complex, and intemal 

rotation of the 'dihydrogen' group could couple wi± motion of the CO groups to render 

them equivalent through an intramolecular process. No previous experimental stracture 

was found for H2Ru(CO)4, although there have been various theoretical studies.'* '̂*^ 

B. Tetracarbonylethyleneiron 

Olefin activation on metal catalysts is often used today in organic"*^ syntheses. 

The commonly accepted mechanisms^ for olefin isomerization involve 
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metallocyclopropane intennediate complexes. These short-lived intermediates are 

quickly converted to either allylic or alkyl bound intermediates or released from the metal 

to give a free olefin (see Figure 4-1). Experiments are often carried out on closely related 

model compounds since reaction intermediates are notoriously difficult to study. In 

many cases, the most closely related model compounds are still quite reactive. This is 

certainly the case for tetracarbonylethyleneiron. The ethylene is very labile in this 

compound as indicated by rapid decomposition under light to form Fe3(CO)i2- This 

compound is an example of a simple metal bound olefin complex since it contains only 

one olefinic bond that interacts primarily through its k and ic* orbitals with d orbitals on 

the metal center. The characteristics and reactivity of typical metal-olefin bonds'*^ '*® are 

well represented in this simple molecule. An early electron diffraction study'*' verified 

the basic trigonal bypyramidal structure, and this was supported by the assignment of the 

vibrational spectrum.^" The ethylene is bound in one of the equatorial sites of a near 

trigonal bypyramidal structure, the C-C bond lies in the equatorial plane, and the 

molecule has C2v symmetry with the Cz rotation axis bisecting the olefin bond. 

Unfortunately, the GED structure'*' does not provide hydrogen coordinates, and there 

were difficulities in locating hydrogen atoms for an X-ray study"^ of a similar compound. 

This solid state X-ray structure is for the closely related compound'*® 

Fe(P(C;6H5)3)(CO)3C2H4. This x-ray structure includes a reasonable Fe-C-C-H dihedral 

angle but the C-H distances are not well determined, indicating that the direction of the 

bond was determined more accurately than the length. No X-ray study of the title 

compound was found in the literature, presumably because of the high sensitivity to light. 
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heat and air. Accurate hydrogen coordinates for this molecule are important because 

structural changes of the ethylene upon complexation help to indicate how much the 

metal center can activate the olefin. In a previous study, accurate coordinates for the 

hydrogen atoms provided evidence for a dramatic change in hybridization from sp^ to 

near sp^ for the terminal H atoms of butadiene, when complexed to iron. '̂ The X-ray 

structure of Fe(P(C6H5)3)(CO)3C2H4 indicates that the C-H bonds are bent 8° out of the 

(former) ethylene plane. This suggests that a similar hybridization change occurs for the 

ethylene ligand. Numerous theoretical studies^^ have been performed to assess the degree 

to which the tetracarbonyl iron fragment can activate olefins. When detailed structural 

data is available, the accuracy of the theoretical analyses can be evaluated. Further 

exploitation of the theory may help to elucidate the remarkable properties of this 

molecule including a rich photochemistry,^^ and catalytic activity in the isomerization of 

alkenes." '̂' 

Previous electron diffraction'*' work has shown that structural comparisons between 

these species provide valuable insight into the characteristics of the compounds and their 

reactivity. In the present work microwave spectra for a large number of isotopomers are 

given and a very detailed structure of the T^^-bound ethylene complex is presented. The 

experimental results, along with the DFT calculations performed, provide a more complete 

view of stmcture and bonding for the olefin-iron systems. 
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C. Allylirontricarbonylbromide 

AUyl ligands are of continual interest in organometallic chemistry due to the 

special property of being non-cyclic aromatic ligands. The ligand, formally a three-

electron 7t donor, has been shown to form stable compounds with a wide variety of metal 

centers. The allyl-type three electron bond is of particular interest due to its role as an 

intermediate species in catalytic processes (Figure 4-1). For example, olefin 

isomerization on a metal center typically begins (and ends) with temporary coordination 

of the two olefinic carbons to the metal center, the isomerization process then proceeds 

through intermediate structures of either single carbon coordination, or three center 

(allylic) coordination.^ A similar allylic intermediate is believed to exist during the 

catalytic carbonylation of allylic halides.^ 

The allyl ligand itself is not strongly bound, and often exhibits internal rotation 

with barriers on the order of ~ 4 kcal/mole. Crystal structures, such as the one for anti-

allylirontricarbonylbromide,^^ indicate only the lowest energy conformation of the 

complex. Other isomeric forms have been identified in the solution phase using standard 

NMR techniques.^® The dynamics of allyl ligand re-arrangement mechanisms are well 

treated using variable temperature NMR methods. For molecules of the type; 

C3H5Fe(CO)3X, X = NO3, CI, Br, I and C3H5, variable temperature NMR data^® show that 

decreasing electronegativity of the X ligand causes a corresponding decrease in the 

barrier to internal rotation. The NMR study of Nesmeyonov also included an empirical 

Huckel treatment that suggests the allyl ligand in the 'syn' isomer is less tightly bound 

than in the 'anti' isomer. 
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D. Methylrheniumtrioxide 

There has been much recent interest in the organometallic oxide, methyl liienium 

trioxide, due to it's catalytic properties in organic synthesis and its unique ability to form 

polymers in aqueous solution. The compound has been widely studied since an efficient 

synthesis fix>m dirhenium heptoxide and tetramethyltin was reported by Herrmaim®^ in 

1989. Since this time several structural characterization studies have been reported^"^® for 

CHsReOa and related organometallic oxides. This Re(VII) complex functions in a similar 

manner to osmium tetroxide in the catalytic production of epoxides from olefins '̂ in a 

matter similar to osmium tetraoxide, see Figure 4-3. CHsReOa can function as a Lewis acid. 

Figure 4-3, Mechanism^ for olefin epoxidation, catalyzed with OSO4. 
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and this contributes to the observed polymeric and catalytic properties. CHsReOs has the 

ability to act as a strong electron withdrawing group with an acidity which is comparable to 

the acidity of sulfonic acid (-SO3H). The high oxidation state of the rhenium center gives 

the metal a strong electron deficiency and this allows coordination of nucleophiles at the Re 

center between the three 0x0 groups which allows activation of alkene bonds towards 

formation of peroxides. This acidity is also the key to the polymerization mechanism which 

occurs in aqueous solution shortly after coordination with water. Activation and reaction 

typically occur while this five coordinate intermediate structure exists. Several compounds 
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in which this fifth cooidinate position is filled by a nitrogen have been characterized and 

shown to be reasonably stable.^ It is interesting to note that carbon substituents have little 

to no effect on the CHaReOs structure, whereas nitrogen substituents typically produce a 

trigonal bipyramidal complex and oxygen substituents lead to increased reactivity of the oxo 

groups and tend to cause polymerization. The polymerization reaction with water results in 

an 8% loss of methyl groups. This dissociation is thought to be due to an unstable radical 

anion intermediate in the six coordinated water complex.^ The nitrogenated compounds do 

not show this equatorial group activation and no sixth coordinate association of ligands, thus 

no loss of methyl is observed. 

Structural studies performed on CHsReOa include solid state neutron dif&action^ 

f Q 

and gaseous electron diffraction. Both techniques indicate the presence of a relatively 

short Re-C bond distance that is atypical of an organometallic bond. In ±e solid state the 

C3V symmetry of the molecule is removed by the asymmetric extension of one of the three 

Re-O bonds. This behavior was not observed in either the gas phase electron diffraction or 

the gas phase microwave study reported here. The data presented are in basic agreement 

with the earlier structural studies. 

E. Cyciopentadienyl compounds 

The characterization of the stmcture and bonding of ferrocene by Wilkinson®' was 

an important step in the development of organometallic chemistry. The unusual and 

(largely) unexpected K bonding of the cyciopentadienyl radical (C5H5) to metals resulted 

in surprisingly stable complexes of which an enormous number of examples have been 
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studied since the initial work in the early 1950's. For C5H5 type ligands, the bonding is 

described asindicating that the metal and ligand share five electrons in various 

bonding orbitals. Accurate structures of some of the cyclopentadienyl compounds are 

can be dif&cult to obtain using x-ray crystallography due to; large amplitude internal 

motion, disorder in the crystal lattice, or intennolecular interactions (crystal packing and 

K stacking) in the lattice. 

The 'half-sandwich' compounds CsHsIn/CsHsTl 

Cyclopentadienyl thallium and cyclopentadienyl indium are relatively stable 

examples of the interesting and unusual 'half-sandwich' complexes. The open 

coordination geometry suggests that these complexes could be quite reactive, but both 

complexes can be easily prepared and readily sublimed without decomposition. CsHsIn 

is light sensitive and C5H5TI only slightly light sensitive. C5H5TI is useful as a donor of 

±e CsHs ligand, and CsHsIn for the preparation of other indium complexes. The 7Z-

bonded, half-sandwich geometry was proposed by Cotton and Reynolds,®^ on the basis of 

infixed spectra. Some of the earliest studies of microwave spectra of transition metal 

complexes include the reports of transitions for CsHs^®^, and CsHs^"^, along with 

other symmetric top complexes.^ Since only two isotopomers were observed in the 

earlier work, only approximate structural parameters could be obtained, but it was 

determined that the complex is a symmetric top. Since the Indium nuclei have 

quadrupolar moments, mesurement of the microwave spectnmi of CsHsIn can provide 

quantitative information of the metal-ligand bonding of a single C5H5 ligand. 
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Singly substituted ferrocenes, CsHsFeCsEUX, X=: CI, Br 

Ferrocene and ferrocene derivatives have been of considerable interest and widely 

studied in order to characterize bonding of cyclopentadienyl ligands. It has been shown 

from electron diffraction measurements® that the gas-phase ferrocene structure is very 

similar to the well known solid state 'sandwich' structure from x-ray work. No previous 

gas phase structure determinations had been done on substituted ferrocenes prior to the 

study of the haloferrocene . The only previous spectroscopic studies of bromoferrocene 

were done with Mossbauer spectroscopy^ in the solid phase. Both chlorine and bromine 

contain quadrupolar nuclei. Coupling of these nuclear quadrupole moments with the 

electric field gradients is observed as line splitting in the microwave spectrum and can be 

used to investigate and characterize the bonding in these complexes. The quadrupole 

coupling in these compounds will be discussed, as it reveals information on the bonding 

interactions in the compounds. 

The 'piano-stoor complex, C5H5Re(CO)3 

The structures of the isoelectronic compounds C5H5Mn(CO)3 and C5H5Re(CO)3 

have been extensively studied by a wide variety of techniques.®^ Several of these 

techniques have indicated that the CsHs group interacts with the Csv -symmetry, carbonyl 

portion of the molecule and exhibits a reduction in symmetry to C2v For these examples, 

the molecule would no longer be a symmetric top. Analysis of the microwave 

spectrum®^® of C5HsMn(CO)3 showed that this molecule is a prolate symmetric top in the 
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gas phase. Presented here is a similar analysis of CsHsRe(CO)3 indicating that it is also a 

prolate symmetric top in the gas phase. 

It is very likely that the C5H5Re(CO)3 molecule undergoes hindered internal 

rotation. The results of low frequency IR and Raman studies^^*^ have indicated the 

presence of a torsional frequency and the calculated barrier height to internal rotation was 

10 kJ/mol. However, the effects of this internal motion would not be generally 

observable in the microwave spectrum of a symmetric top molecule. Isotopic 

substitution of any atom other than the Re atom would render the molecule an 

asynmietric top and thus allow determination of whether or not the internal rotation is 

seen on the microwave time scale. 
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Section n. Experimental and Computational Details 

The next section deals with the experimental procedures and computational 

models used for studies presented in this thesis. Experimental details include; synthesis 

when necessary, characterization of products, general sample handling and conditions for 

recording of spectra. The measured transitions for each compound are given and details 

of the spectral fitting are included. Theoretical modelling using ab-initio and DFT 

calculations is discussed, including geometry optimizations and the determination of 

potential energy surfaces. 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Setup and Spectral Results 

Introduction 

For any given research project in this thesis a general procedure was followed. 

The flowchart shown in Figure 5-1 is a pictoral representation of this process. First, one 

must decide on a molecule that has an interesting molecular structure. This is generally 

followed by a literature search. The literature search should focus on known properties 

such as structure, volatility and synthesis. At this point, if the molecule fits the 

Figure 5-1, A typical project. 
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desired criteria, a sample is obtained. In some cases the sample is obtained by simply 

ordering the material from a chemical manufacturer. Relatively unstable compounds or 

isotopically enriched species often needed to be synthetically prepared. All syntheses 

presented here are based on previously published procedures with only minor 
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modifications. In some cases the synthetically prepared samples were obtained through 

collaboration with other research groups. 

There are two loops indicated in Rgure 5-1. The larger loop can be called the 

'structure refinement' loop because each pass through the loop the 'known' structure of 

the molecule improves. This loop begins with the 'best' available literature structure and 

finishes with the maximum number of measured isotopomers. Some structures are 

previously well defined and the present analysis fiirther refines them, whereas other 

structures are largely unknown prior to the microwave measurements. The most usefiil 

source for structural information is, by far, the Cambridge Structural Database.*^® This 

database is accessible through departmental computers and can be requested to give 

molecular geometries in Cartesian coordinates. If this database does not contain the 

molecule of interest, usually there is a similar molecule that can be modified to 

approximate the desired molecule. Spectral prediction begins with the rotational 

constants given by the initial structure of the molecule. The smaller loop that follows can 

be called the 'scanning loop' and will be discussed in the next paragraph. A 'fitted' 

spectrum provides measured rotational constants which may be used to refine the initial 

structure (one pass through the big loop) and then better predict the location of further 

isotopic species. Some molecules have relatively large natural abundance of substituted 

isotopomers or can be isotopically substituted synthetically. These molecules may have 

'better' microwave structures than ones with relatively littie isotopic data simply due to 

the ability to refine the structure further. The availability of natural isotopes requires an 

abundance of ~ I % or higher in general. The detection limits of the spectrometer are near 
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5 mV (spectral power intensity) and thus molecules with main isotopomer intensities of 

500 mV or better will potentially have measurable ''C (1.1%) signals in natural 

abundance. 

The spectrum is scanned under a given set of conditions until rotational transitions 

are found. At this point, experimental conditions are adjusted to optimize the signal. 

Experimental conditions do not vary greatly over a spectrum of a given molecule, but 

may vary greatly between any given molecule. Given transitions, the experimentalist 

enters the second loop shown in Figure 5-1. The first part of the loop involves 

assignment of quantum numbers. Assignment can often be very difficult and tedious, but 

without an assignment, the spectrum has very little meaning. An assignment is made 

with an initial guess, which is then verified (or not!) and further refined using spectral 

fitting programs. It is important to verify that ±e spectral parameters obtained from an 

assignment accurately predict new transitions. If possible, new transitions are measured 

until as many parameters as possible can be reliably obtained without change. When 

addition of new lines does not significantly change spectral parameters, then the scanning 

loop (for a given isotopomer) is done. 

The accuracy of the spectrometer is periodically checked with respect to the 

frequency standard of WWVH broadcast from Boulder, CO. This is important for 

verification that systematic errors in frequency measurements remain less than 1 part in 

lO'. Random errors in the measurement of line-center frequencies are typically 0.5 to 9 

kHz (-1 in 10®). Typical (singlet) transitions have line-widths between 20 and 40 kHz, 

with occasional Doppler broadening due to beam conditions. UiuBsolved groups of 
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transitions, often encountered due to deuterium quadrupole coupling or isotopomeric 

overlap, are the most cooomon reasons for poorly determined line-centers. Since random 

errors are at least one order of magnitude larger than systematic errors it is the random 

error (Id) that is reported for all of the measured transitions in this chapter. All 

firequencies and differences from calculated values (Dev.) are in MHz. 

A. Tetracarbonyldihydroiron^  ̂and tetracarbonyldihydrorutheniiim''̂  

Synthesis of FeH2(CO)4 

Samples of the compound, tetracarbonyldihydroiron, were synthesized using the 

following reaction scheme outlined by Vancea and Graham.'̂ ^ 

H^O 

5-1) KOH +Ba(OH)2 +Fe(C0)5 —> +Ba''̂ fag; +Fe(CO)4"-f«,> +CO(gi 
ilh 

H^O 

5-2) Fe(CO)4 ^(aq) +H2S04(/;  ̂ S04'̂ {aq) + FeH2(CO)4^^j 
0''C 

This method was dubbed the 'Polar night synthesis' because reaction 5-2 was 

done outdoors at -20 °C, at night. The 'Polar Night' was not available in the Sonoran 

desert, so both steps of the reaction were performed in a darkened laboratory, the crucial 

second step (reaction 5-2) was performed in an ice bath at 0.4 °C. Although no direct 
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measurements of the yield were made, it is likely that the higher temperature for reaction 

produced a lower hydride yield. The gaseous product was collected during the course of 

leactioa 5-2 by condensation in a trap surrounded by liquid nitrogen. The sample is light 

and heat sensitive, decomposing in about a Vi hour under fluorescent light at room 

temperature. It is extremely air sensitive and must be handled under vacuum or inert 

atmosphere at all times. The observed decomposition products are colored deep red. 

A gas phase infrared spectrum was obtained for characterization of the product. 

For the observed spectra Fe(CO)5 was found to be a significant impurity. In these 

samples the characteristic yellow (when frozen) color of the iron pentacarbonyl was 

easily visible in contrast to the white color of the dihydride. The two compounds could 

be separated with fractionation through a — 40 ®C ethanol/HaO slush bath into a -196 °C 

N20) trap. The Fe(CO)s remained in the warmer trap while the more volatile hydride 

passed into the Nad) At 1 cm"' resolution the purified compound shows six 

transitions in the carbonyl-stretching region. Four transitions were not fiiUy resolved, but 

major peaks were near 2014 and 2052 cm''. The measured frequencies are 2015 (s), 

2014 (s), 2035.0 (m), 2052 (s), 2053 (s) and 2077.6 (w) cm"'. The intensities of these 

strong lines varied greatly with pressure, which was difficult to control due to the high 

volatility and temperature sensitivity of the compound. 

Deuterated samples were prepared by using D2O in both steps of the reaction and 

D2SO4 in step two. Very little deuterium substitution was observed when only D2SO4 

was used in normal (H2O) solvent. This may be an indication of either (single) 
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Hgure 5-2, Molecular structure of tetracarboiiyldihydro(inetal). M = Fe, Ru and Os. 

04 

protonation prior to step two to produce the hydridic anion instead of the di-anion or 

rapid exchange of the dihydride with the acidic solvent immediately following step two. 

Even though the reaction was carried out in D2O, there are many proton sources. The 

hydroxide groups and trapped water in the Ba(OH)2 lattice contribute to the reaction and 

result in all three of the isotopomers, D2Fe(CO)4, HDFe(CO)4 and H2Fe(CO)4, in the 

product mixture. From the relative intensities of the measured microwave transitions it 
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would appear that the HD and H2 products were in approximately equal concentration, 

each of which was about three times the concentration of the doubly deuterated 

isotopomer. 

Microwave measurements of FeH2(CO)4 isotopomers 

Microwave spectra were measured in the 4-16 GHz range using the apparatus 

described in Chapter 2. The complex is unstable above -40 "C but, fortunately, it is quite 

volatile, even down to -60 °C. A sample chamber, depicted in Figure 2-7b, is fixed to the 

pulsed valve with a small styro-foam cup around the lower portion of the sample 

chamber. The sample is transferred into the glass chamber under vacuum, with Nod) in 

the cup at the chamber base, and approximately one atmosphere of neon gas is introduced 

after the transfer is complete. The sample temperature is kept at -50 °C by the 

introduction of an ethanol/water/dry ice slush bath that completely surrounds the glass 

cell and pulsed-valve. For proper maintenance of the vacuum seals under these 

conditions it is necessary to use new Teflon® ferrels in the glass/metal Swagelok® seal. It 

is also general procedure to coat the inner parts of a pulsed valve with silicone sealant 

prior to assembly. The bath temperature (typically near -50 °C) is adjusted until a sample 

vapor pressure of a few torr is maintained. 

Strong signals were observed for the main isotopomer, with a signal to noise ratio 

of -200/1. The signal decreased only upon cooling the sample below -55 °C and 

disappeared quickly below -60 °C. For expedient data collection on the less abundant 

iron and isotopomers it was necessary to keep the temperature near -50 °C, a 
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temperature that provided good signal without rapid loss of sample due to high volatility 

or decomposition. Transitions due to the ^^e (89.7%) isotopomer gave the strongest 

signals, these were shadowed on either side by the ^e (5.7%) and ^Fe (2.2%) isotope 

lines. The two sets of lines were also measured in natural abundance (2.0%). The 

lines for both deuterated isotopomers were obtained with a good signal to noise ratio and 

were readily measured using the sample synthesized with D2SO4 in DiO. Thirty-five 

lines were measured for the main isotopomer and are listed in Table 5-1. along with 

assignments and calculated best fit firequencies, and these include several AKo = 2 

transitions. The inclusion of the weaker, AKo = 2 transitions allowed more accurate 

determination of the distortion constants. Tables 5-2 through 5-4 list measured and 

calculated rotational firequencies for the ^e (11 lines), ^Fe (6 lines), '̂ Clax (8 lines), 

'̂ C3eq(9 lines), HD (19 lines) and D2(l 1 lines) isotopomers respectively. The 'ax' (axial) 

and 'eq' (equatorial) subscripts correspond to carbons 1,2 and 3,4 respectively, as shown 

in Figure 5-2. Several unidentified transitions were also measured that persisted after the 

sample chamber was warmed to room temperature. At least one of the decomposition 

products was quite volatile as indicated by the ability to clean a sample cell with red 

deposits by simply evacuating it. Most of the unidentified lines were transient, indicating 

that they may be due to impurities with a different vapor pressure than the H2Fe(CO)4, or 



Table 5-1, Measured and calculated transition frequencies for ^®FeH2(CO)4. 

Measured Calculated Dev. JKOKO J'KO'KO-
4463.0245(08) 4463.0237 0.0008 loi 2,1 
5010.1381(10) 5010.1375 0.0006 lio 220 
5064.4045(18) 5064.4068 -0.0023 220 3,2 
5096.0327(08) 5096.0325 0.0002 111 221 
5240.5653(05) 5240.5647 0.0006 2II 3O3 
6863.7593(23) 6863.7580 0.0013 3I2 4O4 
6952.8798(10) 6952.8792 0.0006 2II 321 
7099.1849(12) 7099.1859 -0.0010 321 4,3 
7169.2765(10) 7169.2761 0.0004 2I2 322 
7740.3730(03) 7740.3727 0.0003 220 330 
7760.9950(09) 7760.9960 -0.0010 221 331 
7767.5525(26) 7767.5526 -0.0001 423 5,5 
8811.4986(17) 8811.5005 -0.0019 3O3 4,3 
8941.5080(19) 8941.5078 0.0002 3I2 
9292.2394(29) 9292.2347 0.0047 3I3 423 
9639.7880(39) 9639.7881 -0.0001 533 625 
9673.5165(19) 9673.5163 0.0002 321 431 
9763.8721(10) 9763.8705 0.0016 322 432 

10455.8041(23) 10455.8056 -0.0015 330 440 
10458.7839(19) 10458.7842 -0.0003 331 44, 
10999.7972(28) 10999.7956 0.0016 4,3 523 
11101.9908(26) 11101.9912 -0.0004 4O4 5,4 
11461.8085(39) 11461.8085 0.0000 4,4 524 
11580.6743(25) 11580.6741 0.0002 422 532 
11799.5412(21) 11799.5401 0.0011 423 533 
12416.1537(29) 12416.1545 -0.0008 43, 541 
12435.6159(21) 12435.6170 -0.0011 432 542 
13141.9475(14) 13141.9474 0.0001 5,4 624 
13163.4912(28) 13163.4928 -0.0016 440 550 
13163.8390(38) 13163.8425 -0.0035 44, 551 
13438.1607(24) 13438.1599 0.0008 5O5 615 
13495.4015(51) 13495.4042 -0.0027 523 633 
13671.7747(22) 13671.7757 -0.0010 5,5 625 
13876.2091(38) 13876.2078 0.0013 524 634 
15869.9179(59) 15869.9145 0.0034 55, 66, 
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Table 5-2, Measured transition frequencies for ^eH2(CO)4 and ^FeH2(CO)4. 

=^eH2(CO)4 
Measured Dev. 

="FeH2(CO)4 
Measured 

Quantum Numbers 
Dev. JkdKo J'kp'Ko' 

4464.8235(06) -0.0001 4462.1367(17) 0.0000 loi 2i, 
5012.2219(21) -0.0018 5009.1122(11) 0.0001 lio 220 
5098.3745(08) -0.0012 5094.8801(17) 0.0002 111 221 
6955.4309(11) -0.0015 6951.6228(15) 0.0000 2ii 321 
7172.3841(24) 0.0013 2I2 322 
7743.7871(29) 0.0003 220 330 
7764.5240(11) -0.0003 7759.2593(10) -0.0002 221 331 
9677.1708(26) 0.0013 321 431 

10460.5711(23) 0.0011 330 440 
10463.5732(13) 0.0007 10456.4241(18) 0.0001 331 441 
13169.9221(27) -0-0011 441 551 

e 5-3, Measured transition frequencies for -H2Fe(CO)4. 

'̂ Cl(ax) "C3(eq) Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. JKDKO 1'KD'KO' 

4438.6539(43) 0.0002 4448.6498(21) 0.0001 loi 2ii 
4998.2115(22) -0.0010 4979.0742(37) -0.0007 lio 220 
5083.0207(40) -0.0012 5065.4728(09) 0.0006 111 221 
6926.2720(19) 0.0000 6919.3395(37) 0.0000 2n 321 
7725.1662(10) 0.0008 7689.3623(12) 0.0003 220 330 
7744.8072(33) 0.0013 7710.9045(12) -0.0003 221 331 

8907.8070(38) -0.0001 3l2 422 
9616.9819(47) 0.0003 321 431 

10436.5543(10) -0.0001 330 440 
10439.2913(20) -0.0005 10389.0331(56) -0.0001 331 441 
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Table 5-4, Measured transition frequencies for '̂ eHD(CO)4 and ^®FeD2(CO)4. 

^^eHD(C0)4 ^^eD2(CO)4 Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. JkpKo J'kd ko' 

4439.0964(07) 0.0024 loi 2„ 
4972.4219(14) -0.0002 4935.5091(15) 0.0016 lio 220 
5056.4997(06) -0.0003 5017.6562(14) 0.0009 In 22, 
6564.9635(05) -0.0001 2o2 3,2 
6910.0140(16) -0.0010 6867.8326(01) 0.0016 2u 32, 
7121.6794(08) -0.0002 ^^074.5915(37) 0.0018 2i2 322 
7678.3998(06) -0.0005 7617.7733(24) -0.0019 220 330 
7698.6729(16) -0.0004 7637.6090(20) -0.0019 221 33, 
8767.4261(05) -0.0014 8722.5312(56) -0.0003 3o3 4,3 
8892.7489(25) -0.0013 8844.3384(18) -0.0003 3i2 422 
9235.5513(16) 0.0008 3,3 423 
9606.2743(24) 0.0019 9540.4968(25) 0.0010 321 43, 
9695.0210(18) 0.0008 9627.3059(56) 0.0002 322 432 

10369.9989(30) -0.0010 10286.0345(30) 0.0007 330 440 
10372.9411(10) 0.0009 331 44, 
10943.8339(42) 0.0013 4,3 523 
11395.0509(38) 0.0002 4,4 524 
11508.8575(24) -0.0009 422 532 
11723.5672(09) -0.0005 423 533 

a. This frequency represents the center of a doublet, presumably split by deuterium 

quadrupole coupling. The splitting is 29 kHz. 

an intermediate compound only present during the initial decomposition process. The 

frequencies (in MHz) of these unidentified lines are 6339.7271(9), 6875.5098(31), 

6875.5546(10), 6875.5837(5), 6875.6384(32), 7734.5390(16) and 7757.3090(4). The 

quadruplet at 6875 MHz only appeared while scanning the deuterated sample, indicating 

that this unknown compound may contain H (D) and the structure observed could be due 

to quadrupole coupling of the deuterium nucleus. 
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Spectral analysis of FeH2(CO)4 isotopomers 

The measured rotational transition frequencies were fit to the rotational constants 

A, B and C and five distortion constants Dj, Djk, Dk, 5j and 5k. All of the measured 

lines, with the exception of the 'impurity lines' discussed above, were assigned to 

allowed, 'c' dipole asymmetric top transitions. Extensive areas of the spectrum were 

scanned initially, also while searching for weaker transitions so it is very unlikely that 

allowed 'b', or 'a' dipole transitions exist for this complex. The spectrometer is not 

currently equipped with Stark plates and thus no direct measurement of |Jc could be 

made. All seven parameters (listed in Table 5-5) were well determined by fitting the 35 

lines for the normal isotopomer, ^^eH2(CO)4. The accurate determination of all the 

distortion constants was aided by the inclusion of several AKo = 2 transitions, which have 

greater dependence on these small parameters. All fits for the other six isotopomers 

(listed in Tables 5-5a and 5-5b) include at least one fixed distortion parameter. 

Correlation between these values and the use of relatively small data sets would have 

made independent determination of all of the distortion constants difficult. When 

necessary, values of the distortion constants were fixed at those for the normal 

isotopomer since isotopic substitution is not expected to change distortion constants very 

much. Parameters that were varied are in excellent agreement with those determined 

using data for the normal isotopomer. All seven of the spectral parameter fits had 

standard deviations less than 2 kHz, and this is very close to the experimental 
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Table 5-5a. Best fit spectral parameters substituted isotopomers of H2Fe(CO)4. 

The listed uncertainties are 2a. 

Parameter ''T^eH2(CO)4 '̂ eH2(CO)4 '̂FeH2(CO)4 
A MHz 1353.1369(4) 1353.7909(6) 1352.8158(2) 
B MHz 1036.6331(3) 1037.0151(7) 1036.4445(2) 
C MHz 926.7420(4) 926.7247(15) 926.7511(5) 
D, kHz 0.153(9) * * 

Djk kHz 0.38(3) 0.41(2) 0.41(2) 
Dk kHz -0.24(3) * * 

5, Hz -8(5) * * 

8k kHz 0.93(4) * * 

CTfit kHz 1.8 1.4 0.3 

Table 5-5b. Best fit spectral parameters substituted isotopomers of H2Fe(CO)4. 

The listed uncertainties are 2ct. 

Parameter '̂1^eHD(CO)4 '̂1^eD2(CO)4 '̂ Cl (axial) "C3 (eq) 
A MHz 1341.3036(6) 1329.7292(9) 1351.3045(6) 1343.4734(4) 
B MHz 1032.6008(6) 1028.4788(10) 1029.1206(7) 1035.0628(5) 
C MHz 924.9188(14) 923.230(3) 921.5845(21) 923.4483(11) 
Dj kHz 0.15(1) * * 0.15(2) 
Djk kHz * * 0.43(2) 0.37(3) 
Dk kHz -0.22(9) -0.28(5) * • 

8j Hz -26(11) * * * 

5k kHz 0.94(10) 1.1(3) * * 

<yfit kHz 1.3 1.7 1.1 0.6 

uncertainties in the line positions. 

The presence of only one set of lines for each of the single H(D) and C('̂ C) 

substitutions verifies the Civ symmetry of the molecule, i.e. the two H atoms are 

equivalent and carbons 1,2 and 3,4 are each equivalent respectively. If the molecule did 

not posses Cav symmetry, one or more of these substitutions would have produced two 
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sets of lines corresponding to two possible non-equivalent positions for isotopic 

substitution. The observation of only 'c' dipole transitions indicates perpendicular planes 

of symmetry, consistent with the Czv symmetry assignment. 

The symmetry of the molecule requires that the iron atom lie directly on the 'c' 

principal axis of the molecule. This location should make the C rotational constant 

invariant to Fe isotopic substitution. However, small deviations in the C values were 

obtained for different Fe isotopes indicating that vibrational averaging effects, similar to 

those causing non-zero inertial defects for "planar" molecules, were contributing to the C 

rotational constants. C-values for the ^e and ^Fe isotopomers show deviations of 

-17.3(1.4) kHz and +9.1(6) kHz from the C value of the normal isotopomer. 

Microwave measurements of RuH2(CO)4 isotopomers 

Sample handling and manipulation were identical to H2Fe(CO)4 with the 

exception of a higher temperature range required for transfer of sample and acquisition of 

data. The compound is only slightly volatile below -40 °C, and unstable above -20 °C 

for extended periods of time. For expedient collection of the data, with minimal 

decomposition in the sample cell, the optimum temperature was found to be —25 °C. 

Ruthenium has seven natural isotopes and strong transitions due to three were readily 

identified and are shown in Table 5-6. The deuterated sample produced the data shown 

in Table 5-7 and close inspection of the 'natural' sample produced the substituted 

spectra shown in Table 5-8. Several groups of lines due to lesser Ru isotopomers were 

also recorded during data collection. Two of the ruthenium isotopes have quadrupoles (I 



Table 5-6, Measured transitions for _ jj2Ru(CO)4. 
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'"^RuH2(CO)4 "*11uH2(CO)4 "^uH2(CO)4 Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev Measured Dev Measured Dev JkdKO J'kd'KO' 
4544.228 0.0008 4545.841 0.0004 lio 220 
4635.520 0.0004 4637.311 0.0001 4633.762 -0.0003 In 221 
5966.500 0.0002 5968.602 0.0008 5964.436 0.0001 2O2 3,2 

6261.957 -0.0001 321 4,3 
6276.294 -0.0009 6278.280 0.0004 2II 321 
6500.903 0.0002 6503.266 0.0000 6498.583 0.0001 2,2 322 
7035.313 0.0002 7037.937 -0.0006 7032.739 -0.0008 220 330 
7060.304 0.0012 7063.015 -0.0003 7057.644 0.0001 221 331 
7926.658 0.0002 422 5,4 
7986.527 0.0003 7989.571 -0.0007 3O3 4,3 
8064.581 -0.0004 8067.139 -0.0004 8062.070 0.0000 3I2 422 
8420.083 -0.0006 8423.134 -0.0006 3I3 423 
8746.026 0.0008 8748.852 0.0005 8743.254 0.0003 321 431 
8852.557 -0.0007 8855.715 0.0000 8849.455 -0.0003 322 432 
9514.655 -0.0031 9518.311 0.0003 9511.059 -0.0005 330 440 
9518.761 0.0012 9522.442 0.0000 9515.147 0.0015 331 441 
9932.067 -0.0004 4I3 523 

10083.823 0.0010 10087.888 0.0005 4O4 5,4 
10388.679 -0.0010 4,4 524 
10435.363 -0.0003 422 532 
10683.041 -0.0006 423 533 
11254.408 -0.0004 43, 54, 
11280.853 0.0026 432 542 
11985.145 0.0009 11989.816 0.0019 11980.559 0.0002 440 550 
11985.694 -0.0011 11990.370 -0.0020 11981.103 -0.0006 44, 55, 
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Table 5-7, Measured transition firequencies for HDRu(CO)4 and D2Ru(CO)4. 

""RuHD(CO)4 "*^uD2(CO)4 Quantum Numbers 

Measured Dev. Measured Dev. JKOKO J'KD'KO-

4473.753 -0.0041 4508.629 -0.0006 lio 220 
4561.475 -0.0008 111 221 
5903.706 0.0030 2o2 3i2 
6196.196 -0.0010 2ii 321 

6411.553 0.0100 2i2 322 

6919.426 -0.0011 6976.748 -0.0060 220 330 

6943.714 0.0004 7001.427 0.0009 221 331 

7902.888 -0.0028 3o3 4l3 

7905.887 0.0001 7916.189 0.0004 422 514 
7973.284 -0.0013 3i2 4^0 
8313.436 -0.0022 3i3 423 
8620.401 0.0013 8682.554 -0.0001 321 431 
8723.672 -0.0004 322 432 
9354.166 0.0005 9433.561 -0.0018 330 440 

9358.208 -0.0007 9437.643 0.0026 331 441 

9826.897 -0.0019 4i3 523 

9975.808 -0.0006 4o4 514 

10262.773 0.0005 4I4 524 

10301.480 0.0002 10367.778 -0.0010 422 532 

10540.661 -0.0015 423 533 

11083.015 -0.0002 431 541 

11108.974 0.0005 432 542 

11770.940 0.0021 5I4 624 

11780.350 0.0127 440 550 

11780.919 -0.126 441 551 
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Table 5-8. Measured transitioa fiequencies for C isotopomers of H2Ru(CO)4. 

'̂ Cl(ax) '̂ C3(eq) Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. JkdKo J'kpko' 
6252.571 -0.0004 6243.361 0.0017 2,1 321 
6476.648 0.0015 6466.715 0.0012 2i2 322 
7023.911 -0.0002 6983.959 0.0010 220 330 
7047.877 0.0003 7009.855 0.0004 221 331 
7932.814 -0.0006 7967.920 0.0007 3O3 4,3 
8024.442 0.0002 8031.721 0.0007 3i2 422 

8382.956 -0.0029 3t3 423 
8723.579 -0.0015 8689.720 -0.0003 321 43, 
8826.504 0.0002 8799.213 -0.0002 322 432 
9500.550 -0.0004 9444.069 -0.0005 330 440 
9504.363 0.0002 331 441 

10400.234 0.0008 10376.171 -0.0007 4ii 532 

Table 5-9a, Best fit spectral parameters for H2Ru(CO)4 isotopomers. 

Standard deviations are 2a. 

Parameter Units '"^uH2(CO)4 ''"RuH2(CO)4 '"^uH2(CO)4 
A MHz 1234.2762(4) 1234.7778(4) 1233.7834(6) 
B MHz 932.7016(6) 932.9878(5) 932.4214(22) 
C MHz 811.6849(6) 811.6809(4) 811.691(6) 
Dj kHz 0.115(14) 0.13(1) * 

Djk kHz 0.47(5) 0.44(8) 0.41(2) 
Dk kHz -0.37(3) -0.36(6) • 

5j kHz 0.69(4) 0.63(9) • 

kHz 1.2 1.0 0.9 
# lines 24 18 12 

= 5/2), and splitting patterns were observed. There was not enough data on these 

isotopomers to deduce spectral parameters. 
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Data analysis of H2Ra(CO)4 spectra 

Analysis is very similar to that discussed earlier for H2Fe(CO)4. There is 

considerably less information on AKo = 2 transitions, and therefore distortion constants 

are given with larger uncertainty. The spectrum is nearly identical to that of 

H20s(C0)4, '̂ due to the similarity of the structures. The best-fit spectral parameters 

obtained are shown in Table S-9, the small distortion constant Sj was not included in the 

fits because variation of the parameter did not significantly improve the analysis. 

B. Tetracarbonylethyleneiron '̂* 

Synthesis of C2H4Fe(CO)4 

The sample was prepared using the method of Murdoch and Weiss'*^ with only 

small modification. One gram of Fe2(CO)9 was placed in a 40 ml stainless steel bomb 

reactor with 10 ml pentane. The bomb was charged with 30 atm ethylene by condensing 

1.2 L of ethylene at 1 atm into the bomb at —196 °C. The reaction was run for at least two 

days and then the excess ethylene was vented and the solvent removed under vacuum at -

80 °C. The rest of the sample manipulation was performed in a darkened laboratory, due 

to the high light sensitivity of this compound.'̂ '̂̂  Exposure to fluorescent light caused 

rapid decomposition as indicated by the production of a dark green compound 

(Fe3(CO)i2). 

It is well documented that one byproduct of this reaction, Fe(CO)5, is extremely 

difficult to remove^^ ''* from the product C2H4Fe(CO)4. Due to the nature of the 

microwave experiment, a highly pure sample was not necessary for measurements of 
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strong microwave transitions. Therefore a typical sample preparation involved only a 

'partial' separation of the products. After solvent removal under vacuum at -80 ®C, the 

bomb reactor was slowly warmed and the contents distilled under vacuum into two 

Table 5-9b, Best fit spectral parameters for H2Ru(CO)4 isotopomers. 

Standard deviations are 2a. 

Parameter Units ''"RuD2(CO)4 '"^RuHD(CO)4 '̂ Cl(ax) "C3(eq) 
A MHz 1212.1432(17) 1223.0892(4) 1233.1051(2) 1224.5157(3) 
B MHz 928.918(4) 928.918(4) 925.7888(2) 931.0666(3) 
C MHz 809.978(2) 809.978(2) 806.9393(5) 808.6831(9) 
Dj kHz 0.12(3) * * * 

Djk kHz 0.39(12) * * * 

Dk kHz -0.33(10) • * * 

8, kHz 0.74(14) * * * 

kHz 5.1 1.6 1.4 1.4 
# lines 25 8 II 11 

firactions. The first firaction, containing mostly iron pentacarbonyl, was collected up to a 

temperature of -35 °C. The second firaction, containing mostly 

tetracarbonylethyleneiron, was then collected from -35 "C to 0 "C . At this point little or 

no material was observed to be leaving the bomb. Infirared analyses of the different 

firactions revealed significant amounts of each product in both fiactions, and the overlap 

of peaks in the C-O and Fe-C stretching regions was significant. 

Sample manipulation and characterization 

Microwave measurements were made in the 4 — 12 GHz range using the apparatus 

described in Chapter 2. The sample from the second firaction was maintained at -35 °C 
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as the tetracarbonylethyleneiron was distilled into the sample cell shown in Figure 2-7b 

by applying vacuum through the attached pulsed valve and placing a small cup of liquid 

Hgure 5-3, Molecular Structure of tetracarbonylethyleneiron. 

Fe 

nitrogen (-196 °C) around the sample cell. The pulse valve was then closed and the 

sample chamber filled with 1 atm Ne carrier gas. At lower frequencies a pressure of 1.5 

atm was seen to increase signal intensity. Transitions measured are somewhat broadened 

due to unresolved Doppler components and perhaps even unresolved spin-rotation 

coupling. Greater broadening was observed for the perdeuterated sample, presumably 



due to unresolved deuterium quadrupole splitting. The standard deviations listed for the 

measured transitions listed in Tables S-10 through 5-13 are IcT. 

Interference was not expected from the major contaminant, iron pentacarbonyU 

since it is not expected to exhibit a microwave spectrum because it has no permanent 

dipole moment. The microwave spectrum of C2H4Fe(CO)4 was most readily measured 

from the second fraction when the sample cell was held at 0 °C. Evidence for Fe(CO)5 

contamination in the early part of the experiment was revealed by a slowly growing 

signal intensity as the Fe(CO)5 distilled off. Often, after several hours of scanning the 

signal intensity would grow to 3-10 times the initial intensity, this would last for about an 

Table 5-10, Measured transition frequencies for C2H4Fe(CO)4 and C2D4Fe(CO)4. 

C2H4Fe(CO)4 C2D4Fe(CO)4 

JKOKOJ'ko'KO' Measured Dev. Measured Dev. 
110 220 3911.7638(18) 0.0007 
2O23I2 5358.7201(37) -0.0030 5125.5720(12) 0.0009 
2II 321 5566.1820(09) 0.0009 5341.3113(24) 0.0098 
2I2 322 5672.7252(13) -0.0012 5411.5415(66) 0.0161 
322^14 5804.2278(26) 0.0049 
220 330 5986.7355(15) 0.0017 5697.4804(19) -0.0038 
221 331 5995.3931(15) 0.0014 5701.1674(13) -0.0055 
3I24O4 6200.1532(38) -0.0001 
321 4I3 6261.0940(42) -0.0022 
^41 533 7001.0737(76) 0.0049 
440 532 7032.7745(32) -0.0029 
3O34I3 7143.1090(23) -0.0009 6814.7490(59) 0.0077 
3I2422 7239.1109(27) 0.0013 6955.1697(40) -0.0087 
432 524 7305.2943(67) -0.0047 
423 5I5 7319.6564(29) 0.0001 
3I3 423 7415.8640(13) 0.0001 7078.4238(23) -0.0065 
431 523 7562.5340(56) -0.0034 
321431 7641.5320(19) 0.0004 7313.7021(38) -0.0038 
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Table S-10 continued 
4i3 5o5 7652.6716(11) -0.0053 
322432 7680.3698(15) -0.0004 7331.0333(53) 0.0056 
532 6o6 7700.6236(49) 0.0015 
422 5i4 7926.9064(43) -0.0003 
330 440 8052.9087(24) 0.0019 7654.2221(29) -0.0051 
331441 8054.0011(21) 0.0020 7654.5402(08) -0.0055 
5so 642 8295.6270(49) 0.0031 
3o3 431 8523.5437(15) -0.0016 
533 625 8907.1688(14) 0.0014 
4i3 523 8942.9717(24) -0.0012 8583.0771(30) -0.0082 
4o4 5i4 8965.8631(35) 0.0001 
4i4 524 9181.4488(19) 0.0025 
422 532 9282.0181(89) -0.0015 8920.5697(28) -0.0012 
423533 9379.6367(13) -0.0001 8967.5165(90) -0.0023 
4}! 541 9720.3487(51) 0.0009 9276.8988(55) 0.0019 
432 542 9727.5750(31) -0.0019 9279.0550(26) 0.0006 
523 615 9368.7648(46) -0.0010 
440 5so 10115.6700(29) -0.0006 9609.3683(17) 0.0072 
441551 10115.7876(28) 0.0047 
514624 10685.0477(33) 0.0026 10230.8835(35) -0.0038 
5o5 6i5 10816.2091(19) -0.0013 10263.6681(70) -0.0001 
523633 10919.7230(15) -0.0007 10518.7883(35) 0.0087 
515625 10967.1489(14) 0.0010 
524634 11097.2505(42) 0.0007 10613.0840(69) 0.0015 
532 642 11378.5117(54) -0.0054 
533 643 11405.0018(22) 0.0024 10904.5500(73) 0.0016 
5416si 11786.3176(34) -0.0013 11233.0694(69) -0.0060 
542 652 11787.2907(27) -0.0023 11233.2777(51) 0.0038 
5so66o 12177.9478(21) 0.0014 11564.3312(35) -0.0010 

hour, and then the signal would drop to below half of the initial intensity. This behavior 

is attributed to the gradual fractionation of the more volatile Fe(CO)5 out of the sample 

chamber, leaving mostly C2H4Fe(CO)4. Since this molecule is highly volatile even at 0 

°C, the purified sample rapidly evaporates leaving only a small portion mixed with 

decomposition products. The primary decomposition products, ethylene and Fe3(CO)i2, 

are also volatile and can thus diminish signal intensity also. The samples were stored at -
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196 °C, and appeared to be thermally stable up to -20 "C for extended periods of time, 

but low volatility of C2H4Fe(CO)4 at this temperature required the scaiming to be done 

above —10 ®C. No signal was observed below —20 °C, the strongest signals were 

observed at 0 ®C, but no measurements were attempted at higher temperatures due to 

thermal instability of the compound. 

The perdeuterated sample was prepared with perdeuterated ethylene-d4, obtained 

from Cambridge Isotopes. One liter of C2D4 was combined with 200 ml C2H4 prior to 

condensation into the reaction vessel. The intensity of the main isotope signal was a 

small fraction of the C2D4Fe(CO)4 signal intensity. All sample manipulation for the 

deuterated sample was identical to that for the normal isotopic species. 

For measurement of the '®0 lines, it was necessary to further purify the sample 

prior to transfer into the spectrometer sample cell. The second fraction described above 

was slowly fractionated out of a -30 °C cold trap and this third fraction was then used in 

the experiment. This purified sample gave up to 200:1 signal to noise ratios for the main 

isotope transitions. However, the increased volatility also caused rapid loss of sample 

during the experiment. 

NMR spectra were recorded on a Unity 300 MHz NMR spectrometer at 0 ®C. 

The sample was vacuum distilled into the NMR tube along with CDCI3 solvent. The 

tube was sealed and stored at -78 °C prior to rurming the experiment. The proton 

decoupler was tumed off so that the ^^C-'H spin-spin coupling constant could be 

determined. The center of the triplet was found at 34.9 ppm, in good agreement 

with the proton decoupled value '̂ of 35.3 ppm. The 1:2:1 triplet pattern had a spin-spin 
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splitting 'JcH = 161(1) Hz. The 'H NMR spectrum showed a singlet at 2.48 ppm with 

sidebands at 155(5) Hz separation. Peaks due to the reaction solvent pentane were also 

observed at the same signal to noise ratio as the product compound. 

Microwave spectra and spectral analysis of C2E[4Fe(CO)4 isotopomers 

The measured rotational spectrum for C2H4Fe(CO)4 was successfully analyzed as 

an asymmetric top with only a 'c' type dipole moment. The measured lines are listed in 

Table 5-10 along with the quantum number assigimients. The deviations of the "best fit" 

calculated transition frequencies from measured values are also included to demonstrate 

the ability of the model to reproduce the spectrum within experimental error. The lack of 

measured transitions for 'a' and 'b' type dipole selection rules provides strong evidence 

for the Cjv S5rametry in this complex. After the 'c' type transitions were fit, the 

hypothetical 'a' and 'b' type transitions could be calculated with great accuracy. Many 

of these predicted transitions are very close to regions containing 'c' type transitions, 

which had been extensively scanned in search of and transitions. The existence of 

only three sets of '̂ C lines and two sets of lines further verifies that the three pairs of 

carbon atoms and two pairs of oxygen atoms lie in synmietry related positions within the 

molecule. We therefore believe that only 'c' dipole transitions are possible for the main 

isotopomer. 

The '̂ C and transitions were measured in natural abundance (2.2 % and 0.4%, 

respectively) using the normal isotope sample, and ±ese are given in Tables 5-11 and 5-

12. The perdeuterated sample was greater than 80% D4, so a variety of transitions were 
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Table 5-11, Measured transition frequencies for the "C - C2H4Fe(CO)4. 

Quantum 
Numbers 

I3c 
*^et v^eq ^ax 

JKPKO 
J'KD'KO' 

Measured Dev. Measured Dev. Measured Dev. 

2<J23|2 5315.2613(34) -0.0020 5347.3062(59) 0.0036 5334.3700(14) -0.0004 
2u 321 5526.5370(15) -0.0024 5542.0028(41) 0.0029 5551.5284(15) -0.0040 
2I2322 5624.7603(56) -0.0022 5649.6556(59) -0.0015 5658.2690(09) -0.0024 
220 330 5934.2677(25) 0.0014 5952.0154(07) -0.0008 5982.1754(22) -0.0015 
221 331 5941.5321(34) -0.0008 5961.3871(24) -0.0013 5990.5016(53) 0.0017 
3aj4,3 7080.3191(64) 0.0008 7131.7376(54) 0.0014 7108.2804(53) -0.0007 
3I2422 7188.3418(71) 0.0035 7214.1885(13) -0.0017 7213.5489(61) 0.0007 
3I3 423 7353.4343(41) -0.0014 7391.0288(56) 0.0018 7391.6478(24) -0.0077 
321 431 7584.0571(24) -0.0014 7601.9490(53) -0.0037 7628.3061(25) 0.0004 
322^32 7617.0483(06) -0.0004 7643.5900(83) -0.0005 7665.8476(44) 0.0024 
330 440 7980.0365(23) -0.0020 8005.4959(59) -0.0023 8048.1561(22) 0.0014 
331 441 7980.8854(15) 0.0009 8006.7527(61) 0.0006 8049.1690(15) 0.0006 
4I3 523 8876.8034(32) 0.0000 8919.1061(35) -0.0049 8905.6748(30) 0.0014 
4O4 5I4 8880.5862(18) 0.0004 8954.8870(36) -0.0005 8920.5855(65) 0.0011 
4I4 524 9102.5319(36) -0.0007 9155.2956(14) 0.0007 9147.4008(19) 0.0041 
422 532 9220.2730(15) 0.0004 9237.9591(83) 0.0051 9259.8779(13) 0.0020 
423 533 9304.8082(32) 0.0028 9341.0192(31) 0.0015 9355.0506(73) -0.0017 
431 541 9640.9731(20) -0.0025 9668.5725(29) -0.0013 9706.7121(52) -0.0016 
432 542 9646.6097(37) 0.0006 9676.8247(32) -0.0040 9713.4431(65) 0.0020 
440 550 10022.8825(82) 0.0079 10055.3688(84) 0.0044 10110.8257(37) 0.0089 
441 551 10022.9498(30) -0.0053 10055.5018(65) 0.0008 10110.9077(46) -0.0099 

readily measured, and the transition frequencies are shown in Table 5-10 alongside the 

corresponding main isotope transitions. 

The stmcture of this complex is shown in Figure 5-3. The a inertia! axis is nearly 

in line with the axial carbonyl groups with the remaining ligands located in the equatorial 

plane. The c inertial axis is coincident with the Ci rotation axis of the molecule and lies in 

the equatorial plane. The carbon atoms of the ethylene ligand lie in the be (equatorial) 

plane. From here on the carbon atoms in the ethylene ligand will be referred to as Cet, 
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Table 5-12, Measured transition ''O- C2H4Fe(CO)4 measured in natural abundance. 

Quantum 
Numbers 
JKDKO J'KD-KO-

ISQ 
weq 

Measured Dev. 

ISq 

Measured Dev. 
2ii 321 5442.7813(62) 0.0071 5491.3845(67) 0.0043 
220 330 5803.4305(32) -0.0045 5963.2893(02) -0.0039 
221 331 5817.1347(66) 0.0003 5970.3676(62) 0.0023 
3O3 4I3 7094.2726(28) -0.0019 7108.7282(37) -0.0010 
3I2 ^22 7117.0123(32) 0.0017 
321 431 7432.5862(24) 0.0100 7573.3379(64) -0.0022 
322 432 7489.8100(52) -0.0066 7605.8571(50) -0.0001 
330 440 7803.0955(38) 0.0013 8028.5520(26) 0.0000 
331 441 7805.5376(29) -0.0021 8029.3019(21) 0.0015 
4I3 523 8832.8068(34) -0.0128 
4O4 5I4 8920.1084(74) 0.0092 

and the carbon and oxygen atoms in the CO ligands will be referred to as Ceq, Oeq, Cax» 

and Oax representing the equatorial and axial carbonyls, respectively. Note that in Figure 

5-3 the principle axes (abc) correspond directly to the symmetry axes (xyz) for the Civ 

point group. Measured rotational transitions were used in a non-linear least squares 

fitting routine to determine the adjustable parameters of an asymmetric top Hamiltonian 

with centrifugal distortion constants. The molecule exhibits a typical rigid-rotor 

spectrum with all distortion constants well below one kilohertz. For the main isotopomer 

many AKo = 2 lines were measured along with one AKo = 4 and one AKo = -2. These 

transitions helped to define the five independent quartic distortion constants. The 

parameter Sj could only be determined using all the available data, and the small value of 

6(5) Hz indicates that it makes a negligibly small contribution to 'regular' AKo = 0 
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Table 5-13a, Spectral parameters for C2H4Fe(CO)4. 

All errors in parameters are 2CT. The value of 5j was held fixed at zero for all substituted 

isotopomer fits. 

Parameter C2H4Fe(CO)4 13p ^ax y-ea 
A MHz 1031.1079(4) 1021.2044(4) 1031.0759(5) 1024.6218(4) 
B MHz 859.8056(4) 853.7213(4) 855.0194(5) 858.6021(4) 
C MHz 808.5672(4) 807.8437(11) 804.3557(17) 805.6373(12) 
Dj kHz 0.094(7) * • * 

Djk kHz 0.10(3) * * 

Dk kHz -0.17(2) * * * 

8j Hz 6(5) * * » 

5k kHz 0.37(5) • * 

<yfit kHz 2.6 2.8 4.1 2.8 

Table 5-13b, Spectral parameters for C2H4Fe(CO)4. 

All errors in parameters are 2cy. The value of 5j was held fixed at zero for all substituted 

isotopomer fits. 

Parameter vax D4 
A MHz 1030.9689(5) 996.9317(15) 977.4884(15) 
B MHz 835.1063(6) 854.5308(14) 826.3590(16) 
C MHz 786.7757(19) 791.8870(60) 796.3847(22) 
Dj kHz * * 0.12(2) 
Djk kHz * • * 

Dk kHz * * -0.17(4) 
5, Hz * * * 

5k kHz * * 0.4(2) 
ctfit kHz 2.8 7.7 6.7 

transitions. The value of Sj was fixed at zero during ail of the isotopicaUy substituted 

spectral fits. For the isotopomers only a limited data set was available, thus all of the 
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distortion constants were held fixed at the values obtained for the main isotopomer, since 

these values are not expected to change much upon isotopic substitution. For the 

isotopomers the parameters Dj and Djk could each be treated as variable parameters to 

obtain values in agreement with the main isotopomer. In order to reduce correlation 

errors in the rotational constants for these species all of the distortion constants were 

fixed at main isotopomer values for the final fits. For the perdeuterated species only Djk 

was fixed at the value for the main isotopomer. The value for Djk was not well 

determined in the fit, presumably due to the lack of AKo = 2 transitions and the larger 

uncertainties in the line centers caused by unresolved deuterium quadrupole coupling. 

The Hamiltonian parameters obtained from the least squares fitting analyses and the 

individual standard deviations of the fits are given in Table 5-13. 

C. Cyclopentadienyl Indium and Cyclopentadienyl Thallium^  ̂

The C5H5TI sample was obtained from Strem Chemicals(81-0300) and used after 

sublimation at about 80 "C and 10 mtorr pressure. The CsHsIn sample was also obtained 

from Strem(97-3425) and used after sublimation at about 40 °C and 10 mtorr pressure. 

Deuterated isotopomers of C5H5TI were prepared by P. M. Briggs via the method 

outlined by A. Emad and M.D. Rausch.^^ 

The microwave spectrum was scaimed in the 5-15 GHz range for CsHsTl and in 

the 7-11 GHz range for CsHsIn using the apparatus described in Chapter 2. For C5H5TI, 

the sample, contained in a glass cell of the type shown in Figure 2-7a, and pulse valve 

were 
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Figure 5-4, Molecular structure of the cyclopentadienyl metal compounds M = In, Tl. 

maintained at 85-105°C to produce sufficient vapor pressure. For CsHsIn, the same 

system was maintained at 50-60°C. The samples, mixed with neon at 0.6-0.9 atm, were 

pulsed into the Fabry-P6rot microwave cavity for observation of the spectra. Spectra 

typical for a symmetric top were measured for J' <— J = 2 1 through 5 <— 4 for C5H5TI. 

Spectra expected for a symmetric top with quadrupole coupling due to a 9/2 spin were 

observed for J' <— J = 3 «- 2 and 2 «- 1 for C5H5In. The measured transition 

firequencies for C5H5TI isotopomers are listed in Tables 5-14 through 5-17. 
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Table 5-14, Measured transitioQ fipequencies for ^^C5DH4, 'm'-Da-^^^CsDaHs. 

^"^CsDKt 'm'-Di-^^CsDaHs Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J'kd'ko' JKDko 
5737.6094(11) 0.0037 5628.2954(30) 0.0013 2i2 iii 
5758.7011(25) 0.0018 5661.9871(40) 0.0031 2o2 loi 
5780.1115(11) 0.0084 5696.2616(44) 0.0113 2n lio 
8606.3160(16) -0.0019 8442.2186(24) -0.0031 3i3 2,2 
8637.7904(11) 0.0003 8492.1399(18) 0.0012 3o3 2o2 
8638.2537(56) 0.0075 8493.4469(26) 0.0011 322 221 
8670.0598(10) -0.0043 8544.2614(29) -0.0098 3i2 2,, 

11474.9211(19) 0.0000 4,4 3,3 
11516.4598(25) -0.0018 4o4 3o3 
11517.5352(78) -0.0034 423 322 
11517.8281(26) -0.0002 432 331 
11518.7424(36) -0.0024 422 321 
11559.9135(22) -0.0006 4,3 3,2 

Table 5-15, Measured transition frequencies for "°^Tl'̂ CC4H5 and "° '̂̂ CC4H5. 

iojTiiJcC4H5 -"^"CC4H5 Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Frequency Dev. J'KD'KO* JKDKO 
5797.4460(38) 0.0021 5785.8729(37) 0.0012 2,2 111 
5803.4611(17) 0.0013 5791.8630(13) 0.0010 2O2 loi 
5809.4864(21) -0.0010 5797.8666(25) -0.0002 2,1 lio 
8696.1442(51) -0.0011 8678.7831(18) -0.0010 3,3 2,2 
8705.1494(22) -0.0014 8687.7525(10) -0.0009 3o3 2o2 
8714.2104(37) -0.0001 8696.7765(26) -0.0004 3,2 2„ 

11594.8199(48) -0.0002 11571.667(16) -0.0000 4,4 3,3 
11606.7957(83) 0.0004 11583.5983(48) 0.0008 4o4 3o3 

11583.6673(47) -0.0002 423 322 
11618.9077(51) 0.0006 4,3 3,2 

11583.7500(48) 0.0003 432 33, 
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Table 5-16, Measured microwave firequencies for ^^CsHs and ^"^CsHs. 

^CsHs ^"^CsHs Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J'icn'gn- Jifpicn 

5860.2811(07) -0.0001 5871.8816(9) -0.0018 2o2 loi 
8790.3542(33) -0.0050 8807.7658(26) -0.0028 313 2i2 
8790.4103(12) 0.0036 8807.8107(22) 0.0020 3o3 2o2 

11720.5159(34) 0.0020 11743.7174(28) 0.0032 4o4 3o3 
14650.5207(49) 0.0030 14679.5284(68) 0.0017 5,5 4i4 
14650.5931(47) -0.0037 14679.5904(43) -0.0030 5o5 4o4 

Table 5-17, Measured microwave frequencies for ^"^CsDs and ""^CsDs. 

^"^TlCsDs -''̂ CsDs Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J'kd'ko' Jkdko 

5390.5500(45) 0.0000 5401.5414(18) 0.0034 2o2 loi 
8085.8007(16) -0.0083 8102.2870(10) -0.0040 3o3 2o2 

10780.8720(50) 0.0000 10802.8075(12) 0.0015 423 322 
10802.9605(44) -0.0075 4i4 3i3 

10781.0553(28) 0.0063 10803.0296(49) 0.0066 4o4 3o3 

Data Analysis of CsHsTI Isotopomers 

Sixty-seven lines were measured for eight isotopomers of C5H5TI. Symmetric top 

spectra were observed for the two TI isotopic species and the perdeuterated samples. 

Simple near symmetric top spectra were observed for the remaining species. More lines 

are included in the asynmietric top spectral analysis simply because the K states are no 

longer degenerate. In each case, the data was Ht to a Hamiltonian consisting of rotational 

constants and the distortion constants Dj and Djk- For the deuterated isotopomers, the 

value of Dj was fixed at the values from the data because this parameter had 

remained relatively constant during the other spectral analyses but was highly correlated 
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with the A rotational constant in these spectral line fits. The parameters determined in 

these spectral line fits are given in Table 5-18. A few lines for the meta form of the 

doubly deuterated isotopomer were recorded along with a few lines for the doubly 

deuterated isotopomers, but there was not enough Hata to obtain reasonable spectral 

fits for these species. The transition frequencies and the probable assignments for the 

quantum numbers are listed in Table 5-19. 

Table 5-18a, Spectral parameters of CsHsTl isotopomers. 

Parameter '" t̂lcshs ^"^cshs -iuiTiiJcC4H5 
A MHz 4400(400) 4700(106) 
B MHz 1467.9730(11) 1465.0723(14) 1453.8802(9) 1450.9689(5) 
C MHz 1467.9730(11) 1465.0723(14) 1447.8584(9) 1444.9713(5) 
Dj kHz 0.27(3) 0.25(3) 0.25(4) 0.32(2) 
djk kHz 6.6(8) 7.9(10) 0.82(56) 0.18(14) 
tJfit kHz 3.6 4.7 1.7 1.0 

Table 5-18b, Spectral parameters of C5H5T1 isotopomers 

Parameter ^"^T1C5H4D m-̂ u>nC5H3D2 -""^TlCsDs 
A MHz 4250(19) 4050(55) 
B MHz 1450.3412(14) 1432.5888(45) 1350.3868(42) 1347.6397(14) 
C MHz 1429.0923(1) 1398.5716(45) 1350.3868(42) 1347.6397(14) 
Dj kHz * * 0.28(16) * 

Djk kHz 1.1(3) 0.3(12) 6.8(7) 5.5(6) 
CTfit kHz 4.6 9.1 8.3 7.6 
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Table 5-19, Measured frequencies for 'o'-Da-^^^CCsHsDa), ^®n(C5H3D2). 

Frequency Isotopomer J'kp'Ko- Jkpko 
5660.4764(9) 'o'-205 2o2 loi 
8472.8472(46) 'o'-205 313 2i2 
8490.5965(8) 'o'-203 3^ In 
8507.6114(17) 'o'-203 3o3 2o2 
8508.6028(36) 'o'-205 3,2 2u 
8509.1485(36) 'm'-203 3o3 2o2 

Data analysis of C5H5I11 isotopomers; 

Sixty-eight lines were measured in two relatively dense areas of the microwave 

spectrum of this complex. These areas contain transitions due to three of the naturally 

abundant isotopomers. The measured transition frequencies are listed in Tables 5-20 and 

5-21. For two indium isotopic species a normal quadmpole splitting was observed in the 

symmetric top spectrum. The I = 9/2 spin for each In nucleus results in a multitude of 

observed microwave transitions. The natural abundance of was sufficient to observe 

asymmetric top quadmpole splitting patterns for the singly substituted ' '̂ In 

isotopomer. Most of the J = 2 <— I and 3 <— 2 transitions were located for the most 

abundant isotopomer, ' '̂ In, whereas only twenty-eight of the strongest lines were 

measured for the less abundant "^In and isotopomers. Each set of measured lines 

was fit to a five parameter Hamiltonian which included the quadmpole coupling strength 
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Table 5-20, Measured and calculated frequencies for "^CsHs. 

Measured Calculated Dev. J* K' 2F J K 2F 
7187.2690(10) 7187.272 -0.003 2 0 11 1 0 11 
7190.2608(15) 7190.268 -0.007 2 1 9 1 1 9 
7190.2972(17) 7190.292 0.005 2 1 11 1 1 9 
7192.9811(09) 7192.984 -0.003 2 0 7 1 0 7 
7195.6532(07) 7195.657 -0.004 2 1 7 1 1 9 
7201.3117(06) 7201.289 0.022 2 1 9 1 1 11 
7203.7982(10) 7203.797 0.001 2 1 9 1 1 7 
7205.8424(08) 7205.843 0.001 2 0 13 I 0 11 
7207.9800(04) 7207.984 -0.004 2 0 5 1 0 7 
7209.1844(48) 7209.186 -0.002 2 1 7 1 1 7 
7209.3012(11) 7209.301 0.000 2 0 9 1 0 9 
7210.5612(10) 7210.563 -0.002 2 1 13 1 1 11 
7216.6447(08) 7216.647 -0.002 2 1 5 1 1 7 
7219.9826(12) 7219.987 -0.004 2 0 7 1 0 9 

10785.3149(43) 10785.319 -0.004 3 0 11 2 0 13 
10789.6356(23) 10789.638 -0.002 3 0 13 2 0 13 
10789.8316(14) 10789.833 -0.001 3 0 7 2 0 5 
10792.3441(53) 10792.347 -0.003 3 1 11 2 1 13 
10794.8462(65) 10794.852 -0.006 3 2 13 2 2 11 
10798.9873(29) 10798.984 0.003 3 1 9 2 1 7 
10799.1633(44) 10799.160 0.003 3 0 5 2 0 5 
10801.5852(19) 10801.597 -0.012 3 1 11 2 1 11 
10801.6309(14) 10801.621 0.010 3 1 11 2 1 9 
10804.3771(77) 10804.373 0.004 3 1 9 2 1 9 
10804.5402(90) 10804.519 0.021 3 1 5 2 1 5 
10804.8472(73) 10804.846 0.001 3 1 13 2 1 11 
10804.9902(90) 10804.985 0.005 3 1 7 2 1 7 
10805.5761(26) 10805.577 -0.001 3 2 7 2 2 7 
10806.3043(22) 10806.304 0.000 3 0 15 2 0 13 
10807.4765(29) 10807.493 -0.017 3 0 3 2 0 5 
10807.5310(35) 10807.525 0.006 3 0 9 2 0 9 
10808.0833(23) 10808.083 0.000 3 1 15 2 1 13 
10808.2136(20) 10808.209 0.005 3 0 13 2 0 11 
10810.3715(09) 10810.373 -0.002 3 1 7 2 1 9 
10810.7618(17) 10810.762 0.000 3 1 3 2 1 5 
10811.9759(38) 10811.981 -0.005 3 1 5 2 1 7 
10813.4054(18) 10813.408 -0.003 3 2 15 2 2 13 
10814.1601(06) 10814.161 -0.001 3 0 5 2 0 7 
10815.5143(30) 10815.519 -0.005 3 0 7 2 0 9 
10820.557(10) 10820.556 0.001 3 2 3 2 2 5 
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Table 5-21, Measured frequencies for "^CsHs and " '̂̂ CC4H5. 

Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J' K' 2F' J K 2F 
7125.4408(05) -0.007 2 I 9 1 1 9 

7224.1313(21) 0.007 2 0 11 1 0 11 
7227.0804(10) -0.019 7125.4792(21) 0.007 2 I 11 1 1 9 

7127.5715(08) 0.001 2 -1 13 1 -1 11 
7240.4353(37) 0.010 7130.8358(17) 0.002 2 1 9 1 1 7 
7242.4511(11) 0.000 7131.9104(10) -0.003 2 0 13 1 0 11 

7135.3315(17) -0.006 2 0 11 1 0 9 
7244.5606(08) -0.003 2 0 5 1 0 7 
7245.7507(19) 0.009 2 1 7 1 1 7 
7245.8656(19) 0.003 7135.3712(09) 0.001 2 0 9 1 0 9 

7145.7329(09) 0.002 2 1 13 1 1 11 
7253.1064(05) 0.000 7151.8142(16) 0.002 2 1 5 1 1 7 
7256.4007(04) -0.007 2 0 7 1 0 9 

10680.3576(43) 0.004 3 -1 13 2 -1 11 
10854.0334(46) 0.002 3 1 9 2 1 7 

10683.5858(31) -0.004 3 -1 15 2 -1 13 
10695.3485(45) 0.001 3 0 15 2 0 13 
10697.2568(07) 0.005 3 0 13 2 0 11 

10856.6406(57) 0.009 3 1 11 2 1 9 
10859.8114(49) -0.005 10707.5905(40) -0.004 3 1 13 2 1 11 
10865.6466(41) -0.006 3 1 3 2 1 5 

10710.8283(31) -0.001 3 1 15 2 1 13 

Table 5-22, Spectral parameters obtained for CsHsIn. 

The A rotational constant was fixed at 4300 MHz for ±e fit to data (third column). 

Parameter "^InCsHs "^InCsHs "^In'̂ C'̂ C4H5 
B MHz 1800.8199(18) 1809.9785(30) 1786.8838(18) 
C MHz 1800.8199(18) 1809.9785(30) 1777.8040(24) 
eQq MHz -119.981(31) -118.397(69) -119.913(41) 
Dj kHz 0.42(11) 0.18(28) 0.31(10) 
Djk kHz 1.91(35) 3.3(31) 3.8(10) 
(Tfit kHz 7.20 9.10 4.55 
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eQq, the rotational constant B (and C for the isotopomer) and the distortion constants 

Dj and Djk. The final values of these parameters are listed in Table 5-22. The A 

rotational constants were fixed at calculated values. The quantum number representing 

the total angular momentum, F = J +1, is given in integer format as 2*F. 

D. Bromoferrocene '̂*, Chloroferrocene^  ̂and Chlorobenzene 

C5H5FeC5H4Cl; Experimental details 

The sample was synthesized fi-om ferrocene through the intermediate ferrocenyl 

boric acid following the techniques published by Epton^® and Perevalova.^ The sample 

was sublimed at just below its melting point for further purification and determination of 

the volatility. Characterization of the compound was performed on a Nicolet FTIR in a 

gas cell, infrared transitions characteristic of chloroferrocene were observed at 3106.5(s), 

1414.5(m), 1383.3(w), 1359.4(w), 1346.9(w), 1207.2(ew), 1177.0(ew), 1166.6(m), 

1105.8(m), 1052.8(ew), 1019.5(m), 1000.7(m), 882.0(m), 820.3(m) and 811.7(m) cm 

The observed transitions agree well with infrared data presented by Phillips, Lacey and 

Cooper.^^ 

The microwave spectrum was scanned in the 4-10 GHz range using the apparatus 

described in Chapter 2. The sample, typically under 0.6 to 1.0 atm neon, was maintained 

at 45-55 °C to produce sufficient vapor pressure of the sample. Stronger signals were 

registered if a sample chamber of the type in Figure 2-7c was used in place of type 'a'. 

Reasonably strong transitions with quadmpole splitting patterns were observed for 

= 3 <r2 through 84-7. The measured transitions are listed in Tables 5-23 and 5-24. 
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A follow up study to find low-abundance isotopomers of chlorofenocene was 

undertaken shortly after the addition of a new C-band amplifier (see Chapter 2). 

Optimum main isotopomer signals of -three volts were obtained using sample chamber 

'c', valve n and a temperature of 55 °C. Transitions due to ^e, "Fe and six unique 

substitutions were measured in natural abundance. Table 5-25 lists these transitions and 

the spectral parameters are given in Table 5-30. 

C5H5FeC5H4Br: Experimental details 

The preparation of bromoferrocene was performed by T. G. Lavaty in two phases. 

The first phase was the preparation of chloromercuriferrocene, which was then reacted 

with N-bromosuccinimide in the second phase to produce bromoferrocene. The method 

chosen was adapted from the method described by Fish and Rosenblum.^^ 

Characterization of this compound was performed on a Nicolet FTIR instrument 

in a gas cell. Infrared transitions typical of a singly substituted ferrocene were observed 

at 3092.6 (s), 1407.1 (m), 1379.0 (w), 1357.7 (w), 1340.6 (m), 1178.1 (w), 1150.0 (m), 

1105.2 (s), 1053.9 (vw), 1018.7 (m), 1008.9 (w), 998.9 (m), 870.4 (m), 815.8 (w), 806.3 

(m). These observed IR transitions have not been previously reported but agree well with 

the analogous IR transitions of chloroferrocene.^® 

The microwave spectrum was scanned in the 5-9 GHz range the apparatus 

described in Chapter 2. The sample, in a glass chamber shown in Figure 2-7c, and under 

X 



Rgure 5-5, Molecular structure of chloroferrocene (and bromoferrocene). 

Figure 5-6, Molecular structure of chlorobenzene (and bromobenzene). 
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Table 5-23, Measured frequencies for chloroferrocene. 

Measured Calculated Dev. J'kd'ko' 2F' Jkdko 2F 
4129.9856(16) 4129.9844 0.0012 3o3 7 2o2 5 
4132.1238(13) 4132.1211 0.0027 3o3 9 2o2 7 
5309.5827(20) 5309.5819 0.0008 4i4 9 3,3 7 
5310.4115(20) 5310.4104 0.0011 4,4 11 3,3 9 
5433.4624(24) 5433.4612 0.0012 4o4 9 3o3 7 
5433.5701(53) 5433.5656 0.0045 4o4 7 3o3 5 
5435.7688(15) 5435.7695 -0.0007 4o4 11 3o3 9 
5435.8720(41) 5435.8730 -0.0010 4o4 5 3o3 3 
6474.6984(10) 6474.6968 0.0016 5o5 7 4,4 5 
6475.5849(26) 6475.5855 -0.0006 5o5 9 4,4 7 
6475.7142(08) 6475.7121 0.0021 5o5 13 4,4 11 
6476.6231(05) 6476.6214 0.0017 5o5 11 4,4 9 
6610.4943(12) 6610.4938 0.0005 5i5 9 4,4 7 
6611.0573(25) 6611.0570 0.0003 5,5 11 4,4 9 
6611.2609(15) 6611.2608 0.0001 5,5 7 4,4 5 
6611.8120(09) 6611.8106 0.0014 5,5 13 4,4 11 
6704.8996(10) 6704.9062 -0.0066 5o5 9 4o4 7 
6704.9292(17) 6704.9239 0.0053 5o5 11 4o4 9 
6706.9102(09) 6706.9110 -0.0008 5o5 13 4o4 11 
6839.3580(17) 6839.3594 -0.0014 5,5 11 4o4 9 
6843.0071(13) 6843.0095 -0.0024 5,5 13 4o4 11 
6967.1904(23) 6967.1929 -0.0025 524 11 423 9 
6967.3935(21) 6967.3956 -0.0021 524 9 423 7 
7053.5992(14) 7053.5981 0.0011 542 11 44, 9 
7054.8317(68) 7054.8340 -0.0023 542 13 44, 11 
7055.4027(43) 7055.3992 0.0035 542 7 44, 5 
7055.9270(35) 7055.9296 -0.0026 54, 13 440 11 
7060.8752(13) 7060.8763 -0.0011 533 11 432 9 
7061.1861(22) 7061.1864 -0.0003 533 9 432 7 
7061.5362(43) 7061.5364 -0.0002 533 13 432 11 
7061.8570(41) 7061.8549 0.0021 533 7 432 5 
7097.8129(14) 7097.8126 0.0003 532 13 43, 11 
7097.8515(30) 7097.8482 0.0033 532 11 43, 9 
7097.9533(51) 7097.9550 -0.0017 532 7 43, 5 
7236.0066(15) 7236.0075 -0.0009 5,4 11 4,3 9 
7485.6887(21) 7485.6906 -0.0019 6,5 15 524 13 
7827.7669(46) 7827.7648 0.0021 6o6 9 5,5 7 
7827.9380(10) 7827.9327 0.0053 6o6 11 5,5 9 
7828.3577(79) 7828.3608 -0.0031 6o6 15 5,5 13 
7828.5230(15) 7828.5160 0.0070 6o6 13 5,5 11 



Table 5-23 continued 
7901.7355(27) 7901.7350 0.0005 6I6 11 5,5 9 
7902.1140(28) 7902.1139 0.0001 6I6 13 5,5 11 
7902.4262(14) 7902.4242 0.0020 6,6 9 5,5 7 
7902.8149(61) 7902.8178 -0.0029 6,6 15 5,5 13 
7962.8366(38) 7962.8403 -0.0037 6O6 11 5o5 9 
7962.9424(40) 7962.9508 -0.0084 6o6 13 5o5 11 
9147.0809(47) 9147.0771 0.0038 7O7 17 6,6 15 
9184.8262(35) 9184.8270 -0.0008 7,7 13 6,6 11 
9185.1118(30) 9185.1131 -0.0013 7,7 15 6,6 13 
9185.4451(23) 9185.4459 -0.0008 7,7 11 6,6 9 
9185.7383(72) 9185.7401 -0.0018 7,7 17 6,6 15 
9220.2996(59) 9220.2963 0.0033 7o7 13 6o6 11 
9220.4647(84) 9220.4635 0.0012 7o7 15 6o6 13 
9221.3508(51) 9221.3577 -0.0069 7o7 11 6o6 9 
9221.5343(43) 9221.5335 0.0008 7(j7 17 6o6 15 
9258.6292(41) 9258.6299 -0.0007 7,7 13 6o6 11 
9260.1046(59) 9260.1054 -0.0008 7,7 11 6o6 9 
9260.2007(53) 9260.1972 0.0035 7,7 17 6o6 15 

10481.4361(69) 10481.4364 -0.0003 8o8 15 7o7 13 
10481.6166(23) 10481.6155 0.0011 8o8 17 7o7 15 
10482.1985(47) 10482.1981 0.0004 8o8 13 7o7 11 
10482.3892(52) 10482.3834 0.0058 8o8 19 7o7 17 

Table 5-24, Measured frequencies for chloroferrocene. 

Measured Calculated Dev. J'KD'KO' 2F' JICDKO 2F 
4051.0559(21) 4051.0545 0.0014 3O3 9 2O2 7 
5329.2993(17) 5329.2999 -0.0006 4O4 9 3O3 7 
5329.3348(32) 5329.3280 0.0068 4O4 7 3O3 5 
5331.0304(15) 5331.0300 0.0004 4O4 11 3O3 9 
5331.0628(33) 5331.0568 0.0060 4O4 5 3O3 3 
6480.6339(12) 6480.6347 -0.0008 5,5 9 4,4 7 
6481.0839(21) 6481.0858 -0.0019 5,5 11 4,4 9 
6481.2293(49) 6481.2309 -0.0016 5,5 7 4,4 5 
6481.6716(07) 6481.6728 -0.0012 5,5 13 4,4 11 
6577.2304(12) 6577.2345 -0.0041 5O5 9 4O4 7 
6577.2746(18) 6577.2730 0.0016 5O5 11 4O4 9 
6578.7589(12) 6578.7681 -0.0092 5O5 7 4O4 5 
6578.7860(07) 6578.7847 0.0013 5O5 13 4O4 11 
6720.6478(11) 6720.6478 0.0000 5,5 11 4O4 9 
6720.9874(28) 6720.9877 -0.0003 5,5 9 4O4 7 
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Table 5-24 continued 
6723.4833(24) 6723.4852 -0.0019 5I5 13 4O4 11 
6723.8351(15) 6723.8344 0.0007 515 7 4O4 5 
6826.9742(25) 6826.9735 0.0007 524 11 423 11 
6828.0860(25) 6828.0866 -0-0006 524 11 423 9 
6828.2440(75) 6828.2506 -0.0066 524 9 423 7 
6828.9422(28) 6828.9443 -0.0021 524 13 423 11 
6829.1042(46) 6829.1010 0.0032 524 7 423 5 
6830.2752(15) 6830.2749 0.0003 524 7 423 7 
6917.4946(19) 6917.4929 0.0017 533 13 432 11 
6917.8036(33) 6917.8037 -0.0001 533 7 432 5 
6918.3299(17) 6918.3294 0.0005 533 11 432 11 
7094.6459(16) 7094.6462 -0.0003 514 7 4,3 5 
7666.9366(81) 7666.9394 -0.0028 6o6 9 5,5 7 
7667.1074(73) 7667.1043 0.0031 6o6 11 5i5 9 
7667.4170(90) 7667.4202 -0.0032 6o6 15 5i5 13 
7667.5746(61) 7667.5750 -0.0004 6o6 13 5i5 11 
7747.0832(24) 7747.0829 0.0003 6j6 11 5,5 9 
7747.3928(48) 7747.3875 0.0053 6i6 13 5,5 11 
7747.6143(38) 7747.6139 0.0004 6i6 9 5,5 7 
7747.9326(78) 7747.9305 0.0021 6I6 15 5,5 13 
7810.8589(16) 7810.8576 0.0013 6O6 11 5o5 9 
7810.9474(45) 7810.9497 -0.0023 6O6 13 5o5 11 
7812.0094(60) 7812.0057 0.0037 6(36 9 5o5 7 
7812.1208(19) 7812.1207 0.0001 6O6 15 5o5 13 
9005.4939(33) 9005.4913 0.0026 7,7 13 6,6 11 
9006.2051(10) 9006.2039 0.0012 7,7 17 6,6 15 
9043.2312(47) 9043.2299 0.0013 7O7 13 6O6 11 
9043.3635(36) 9043.3649 -0.0014 7O7 15 6O6 13 
9044.0590(63) 9044.0597 -0.0007 7O7 11 6O6 9 
9044.1989(63) 9044.2006 -0.0017 7O7 17 6O6 15 

0.6 to 1.0 atm neon was maintained at 45-60 °C to produce sufficient vapor pressure. 

Transitions of moderate intensity were observed for bromoferrocene with quadrupole 

splitting patterns of an asymmetric top for J' <— J = 6 5 through 9 <— 8. The measured 

transitions are listed in Tables 5-26 and 5-27. 



Chlorobenzene 

The previous data®®'®' for chlorobenzene were rather limited so new measurements were 

made to allow comparison with the of chloroferrocene data. Reagent grade 

chlorobenzene, from Aldrich chemicals, was poured in a sample chamber of type 

Table 5-25a, Measured transition frequencies for ^*^Fe, "C- chloroferrocene. 

Quantum ^e %e '̂ C(a) ''C(Cp) 
Numbers 
5O5 5 4O4 4 6709.2978(38) 6702.7536(31) 
5O5 6 4O4 5 6709.3281(38) 6685.3582(27) 
5O5 4 4O4 3 6687.3535(30) 
5O5 7 4o4 6 6711.3133(11) 6704.7290(23) 6674.0308(67) 
6o6 5 5,5 4 7825.0434(45) 7802.1561(09) 
6O6 6 5i5 5 7833.2722(5) 7825.2103(21) 7802.3475(32) 
6o6 8 5I5 7 7833.4397(30) 7825.6351(49) 7796.4378 
6o6 7 5I5 6 7833.8681(77) 7825.7911(47) 7796.5420 
6I6 6 5i5 5 7834.0219(25) 7899.1020(36) 
6I6 7 5I5 6 7907.0582(59) 7899.4811(28) 7864.7106 
6I6 5 5i5 4 7907.4368(23) 7899.7929(22) 7878.4937(35) 7865.0262 
6I6 8 5i5 7 7908.1413(12) 7900.1840(27) 7878.8945(25) 7865.4172 
6I6 5 5i5 5 7919.6919 7864.3257 
6I6 6 5O5 5 7991.1693(44) 
6O6 6 5O5 5 7960.2449(38) 7922.8046 
6O6 7 5O5 6 7968.1891(33) 7960.3587(34) 7939.7602 
6O6 5 5O5 4 7969.7009(21) 7961.7322(06) 
6O6 8 5O5 7 7961.8647(39) 
6I6 7 5O5 6 8041.6048(32) 8034.0478(63) 8015.0134(17) 
6I6 6 5O5 5 8043.9733(36) 8034.1394(30) 8015.1116(35) 
6I6 8 5O5 7 8036.4188(22) 7993.4090(47) 
6i6 5 5O5 4 8044.0387(35) 7993.4289(19) 
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Table 5-25b, Measured traositioa frequencies for '̂ C- chlorofeirocene. 

"n; "nr "n; Quantum 
Numbers 

'C(a72) C(ai44) 'C(Cp72) Tj; C(Cpl44) 

5O5 5 4O4 4 
5O5 6 4O4 5 
5O5 44O4 3 
5o5 7 4O4 6 
6O6 5 5I5 4 
6O6 6 5I5 5 
6o6 8 5I5 7 
6o6 7 5I5 6 
6I6 6 5I5 5 
6i6 7 5i5 6 
6I6 5 5I5 4 
6i6 8 5I5 7 
6I6 6 5O5 5 
6O6 6 5O5 5 
6o6 7 5O5 6 
6O6 5 5O5 4 
6o6 8 5O5 7 
6I6 7 5o5 6 
6I6 6 5o5 5 
6I6 8 5O5 7 
6I6 5 5os 4 

6686.3180(23) 

6688.3864(33) 
7807.3115(48) 
7807.4813(44) 
7807.9089(51) 
7796.1411 
7880.7721(15) 
7881.1509(11) 
7881.4611(49) 
7881.8559(18) 

7941.3904(15) 
7941.4962(38) 
7942.8925(16) 
7943.0144(16) 
8014.5840(29) 
8014.6809(19) 
8016.9640 
8017.0306(70) 

6672.0994 
6672.1415(37) 
6674.1189(76) 

7799.3417(46) 
7799.4188(51) 
7799.9222(14) 
7799.9850(34) 
7865.6179(39) 
7865.9946(13) 
7866.3173 
7866.7113(33) 
7989.1373(64) 

7923.0582 
7924.4086(10) 
7924.5536(17) 
7989.0813(22) 

6672.6316(18) 6657.3018(49) 

6674.6373(16) 

7790.8460(94) 
7791.2533(35) 
7791.4221(61) 
7864.2725 
7864.6476 
7864.9589 
7865.3530 

7925.0444 
7926.4488 
7926.5701 
7998.2699(46) 
7998.3730 

6659.2844(53) 
7765.1754(47) 
7765.4022(15) 
7765.7856(11) 
7766.0027(11) 
7843.7546(45) 
7844.1314(23) 
7844.4299(50) 
7844.8286(44) 

7906.7813(46) 
7906.8838(80) 

7908.4151 
7985.0234(51) 
7985.1403(59) 
7987.4604(07) 

'a' and decent signals were recorded at room temperature. More than fifty previously 

unmeasured strong transitions for chlorobenzene were measured in 

the 4.8 to 6 GHz range which includes the J = 2 «— 1 R branch and J = 5 Q branch 

transitions. The new data on the two CI isotopomers are listed in Table 5-28. 

Bromoferrocene and chlorofeirocene spectral analyses 

The observed transitions were fit using eight adjustable parameters in the 

Hamiltonian for the main isotopomers. The adjustable parameters were the rotational and 
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distortion constants A, B, C, Dj, and Djk and the quadrupole coupling tensor elements; 

eQqaa, eQqbb-eQqcc, and eQqab- For inclusion of the parameter, eQqab, it was necessary 

to use the fitting programs written by Pickett^ and coworkers in all data analyses. A total 

of 107 lines were included in the chloroferrocene fits, 62 for ^^Cl- and 45 for ^^Cl-

ferrocene. Sixty-three lines were included in the bromoferrocene fits, 35 for '̂Br- and 28 

SI for Br-ferrocene. Standard deviations for the fits to the measured transitions were less 

than 3 kHz. The values of the parameters obtained are listed in Table 5-29. The off-

diagonal element in the quadrupole coupling tensor was required for a satisfactory fit to 

the bromoferrocene data. Exclusion of this parameter from the fit (setting eQqab = 0.0 

MHz) increased the standard deviations to above 200 kHz. This parameter was not 

required to obtain reasonably good fits in the analyses of chloroferrocene data, but more 

consistent results are obtained when it is included. Spectra of the low-abundance 

isotopomers were fit to three rotational constants and two quadmpole coupling 

parameters. The distortion constants and off-diagonal elements were held fixed at those 

determined for ^^Cl-ferrocene (see Table 5-29). The results of the spectral parameter fits 

are given in Table 5-30. 

Parameters obtained for chlorobenzene (shown in Table 5-31) simply refine the 

spectral parameters previously published.®®'®' The presented quadrupole coupling data, 

good to a few kHz, was essential for further analysis of the chloroferrocene quadrupole 

coupling tensor (discussed later in Chapter 8). 



Table 5-26, Measured and calculated transition frequencies of ^^Br-ferrocene. 

Measured Calculated Dev. J'KD'KO' 2F JKOKO 2F 
5579.8359(07) 5579.8318 0.0041 6O6 15 5O5 13 
5581.2359(18) 5581.2346 0.0013 6o6 9 5o5 7 
5586.3579(16) 5586.3556 0.0023 6o6 13 5O5 11 
5588.8763(12) 5588.8744 0.0019 6O6 11 5o5 9 
5724.5360(07) 5724.5310 0.0050 625 13 ^24 11 
5763.2472(25) 5763.2466 0.0006 634 15 533 13 
5775.4140(16) 5775.4149 -0.0009 633 15 532 13 
5777.7230(26) 5777.7196 0.0034 634 11 533 9 
5788.3117(39) 5788.3185 -0.0068 633 11 532 9 
5790.7777(22) 5790.7780 -0.0003 634 13 533 11 
5801.8840(08) 5801.8817 0.0023 633 13 532 11 
6186.6206(42) 6186.6201 0.0005 7(37 15 616 13 
6191.1825(24) 6191.1839 -0.0014 7O7 13 6I6 11 
6191.9795(27) 6191.9796 -0.0001 Ion 17 6I6 15 
6382.5410(10) 6382.5435 -0.0025 hi 17 6I6 15 
6384.5897(15) 6384.5949 -0.0052 1x1 11 6I6 9 
6385.2881(09) 6385.2910 -0.0029 7I7  15 6I6 13 
6388.2064(21) 6388.2104 -0.0040 7I7 13 6I6 11 
6463.2950(14) 6463.2940 0.0010 7O7 17 6O6 15 
6464.3443(10) 6464.3449 -0.0006 7O7 11 6o6 9 
6469.2470(13) 6469.2471 -0.0001 7O7 15 6o6 13 
6471.2665(15) 6471.2682 -0.0017 7O7 13 6o6 11 
6658.7499(28) 6658.7456 0.0043 726 17 625 15 
7279.1109(21) 7279.1101 0.0008 818 19 7,7 17 
7280.7266(07) 7280.7293 -0.0027 818 13 7,7 11 
7281.4467(14) 7281.4473 -0.0006 818 17 7,7 15 
7283.8409(20) 7283.8424 -0.0015 818 15 7,7 13 
7340.7205(09) 7240.7189 0.0016 808 19 7o7 17 
7341.4596(28) 7341.4596 0.0000 8o8 13 7o7 11 
7345.5250(21) 7345.5239 0.0011 8o8 17 7o7 15 
7347.4796(26) 7347.4827 -0.0031 8o8 15 7O7 13 
8214.7271(41) 8214.7215 0.0056 9o9 15 8O8 13 
8220.0277(59) 8220.0300 -0.0023 9o9 17 8o8 15 
8309.5416(56) 8309.5386 0.0030 9|9 17 8O8 15 
8309.7251(84) 8309.7267 -0.0016 9I9 19 8O8 17 
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si Table 5-27, Measured and calculated transition frequencies of Br-ferrocene. 

Measured Calculated Dev. J'kd'ko* 2F Jkdko 2F 
5522.5065(08) 5522.5099 -0.0034 6o6 15 5o5 13 
5523.8310(18) 5523.8341 -0.0031 6o6 9 5o5 7 
5527.9221(11) 5527.9243 -0.0022 6o6 13 5o5 11 
5530.0259(14) 5530.0295 -0.0036 6o6 11 5o5 9 
5708.6738(59) 5708.6764 -0.0026 634 11 533 9 
5724.7104(57) 5724.7091 0.0013 634 13 533 11 
5734.8851(39) 5734.8861 -0.0010 633 13 532 11 
5802.9831(44) 5802.9811 0.0020 616 9 5o5 7 
5803.5785(39) 5803.5791 -0.0006 6i6 15 5o5 13 
5810.2339(12) 5810.2359 -0.0020 624 9 523 7 
5811.8383(03) 5811.8386 -0.0003 624 15 523 13 
5812.5495(10) 5812.5464 0.0031 624 13 523 11 
5813.8619(22) 5813.8597 0.0022 624 11 523 9 
5818.5220(44) 5818.5235 -0.0015 6i6 11 5o5 9 
5818.6040(25) 5818.6023 0.0017 6i6 13 5o5 11 
6111.7006(22) 6111.7021 -0.0015 7o7 15 6,6 13 
6315.3892(06) 6315.3845 0.0047 7,7 17 6,6 15 
6317.2100(17) 6317.2084 0.0016 7,7 11 6,6 9 
6317.7099(11) 6317.7052 0.0047 7,7 15 6i6 13 
6320.1440(17) 6320.1418 0.0022 7,7 13 6,6 11 
6397.3944(20) 6397.3924 0.0020 7o7 17 6o6 15 
6398.3881(11) 6398.3882 -0.0001 7o7 11 6o6 9 
6402.3808(15) 6402.3801 0.0007 7o7 15 6o6 13 
6404.0415(06) 6404.0400 0.0015 7o7 13 6o6 11 
7265.9874(20) 7265.9890 -0.0016 8o8 19 7o7 17 
7266.7497(12) 7266.7531 -0.0034 8o8 13 7o7 11 
7270.1298(20) 7270.1305 -0.0007 8o8 17 7o7 15 
7271.6504(09) 7271.6512 -0.0008 8o8 15 7o7 13 
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Table 5-28, Measured frequencies for and ^Q- benzene. 

Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J'KD'KO' 2F JKDKO 2F 
5124.1502(36) 0.0012 4874.1925(16) 0.0031 5i4 11 5i5 11 
5124.5010(06) -0.0019 4874.4669(18) -0.0029 514 9 5i5 9 
5125.4152(24) 0.0002 4875.1925(32) 0.0020 5i4 13 515 13 
5125.7672(52) -0.0008 4875.4669(18) -0.0034 514 7 5i5 7 
5264.3192(08) -0.0008 5141.8706(08) -0.0016 2i2 5 i i i  3 
5270.2307(06) -0.0011 5146.5272(19) -0.0022 2i2 3 111 3 
5273.8702(03) -0.0015 5149.4001(06) -0.0006 2i2 5 111 5 
5278.5059(16) -0.0021 5153.0465(21) -0.0028 2i2 1 111 3 
5279.7813(20) -0.0022 5154.0561(23) -0.0018 2i2 3 i i i  5 
5282.0941(10) 0.0007 5155.8856(08) -0.0003 2i2 7 111 5 
5287.4296(04) -0.0003 5160.0832(07) -0.0008 2i2 3 111 1 
5295.7027(46) -0.0034 5166.6034(13) -0.0004 2i2 1 111 1 
5582.4835(03) 0.0001 5446.1835(12) 0.0001 2{)2 3 loi 1 
5584.0534(05) -0.0004 5447.4203(14) -0.0001 2o2 5 loi 5 
5596.7503(07) -0.0017 - - 2o2 3 loi 5 
5600.1597(13) 0.0010 5460.1265(15) 0.0002 2o2 1 loi 1 
5601.7619(06) 0.0018 5461.3859(11) 0.0029 2o2 7 !oi 5 
5601.8502(45) 0.0017 5461.4467(12) -0.0009 2o2 5 loi 3 
5614.5469(07) 0.0001 5471.4538(15) 0.0005 2o2 3 loi 3 
5632.2222(12) 0.0001 5485.3960(15) -0.0002 2o2 1 ioi 3 
5950.6527(03) 0.0013 5794.3849(09) 0.0017 2n 5 110 3 
5957.4801(10) 0.0005 5799.7651(17) 0.0008 2u 3 lio 3 
5958.8981(03) 0.0008 5800.8850(10) 0.0012 2u 5 lio 5 
5965.7252(17) -0.0004 5806.2648(37) -0.0002 2 i i  3 lio 5 
5967.0602(06) -0.0001 5807.3120(26) 0.0008 2u I 110 3 
5968.4276(20) 0.0034 5808.3992(10) 0.0027 2,1 7 lio 5 
5972.3443(14) 0.0016 5811.4799(17) 0.0016 2u 3 lio 1 
5981.9242(04) 0.0009 5819.0248(12) -0.0005 2u 1 110 1 
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Table 5-29, Spectral parameters for bromoferrocene and chloroferrocene. 

Parameter '̂ r «'Br •"CI 
A MHz 1272.110(1) 1271.045(4) 1370.001(2) 1361.979(3) 
B MHz 516.1125(2) 510.0079(2) 767.3404(2) 751.5366(3) 
C MHz 441.3775(2) 436.7687(2) 634.8842(1) 622.3540(2) 
Djk kHz 0.29(2) 0.26(36) 0.11(1) 0.11(2) 
Dj kHz 0.029(1) 0.021(2) 0.033(1) 0.034(2) 
eQqaa MHz 267.16(3) 225.40(6) -8.974(7) -8.67(1) 
eQqtb-eQqcc MHz 310.15(4) 256.70(3) -65.79(5) -50.26(2) 
eQqab MHz -409.81(4) -341.62(4) 53.42" 42.42" 
CTfit kHz 2.8 1.1 2.9 2.9 

a. These values were fixed, see Chapter 8 for discussion. 

Table 5-30, Spectral parameters for low-abundance isotopomers of chloroferrocene. 

Parameter ^e ^"'Fe "CQab '̂ CC1(72) 
A 1370.3086 1369.8587 1369.7742 1362.0075 
B 767.8772 767.0743 764.6235 764.5426 
C 635.3158 634.6707 632.9747 633.3586 
eQqaa -8.7538 -9.1693 -9.2483 -9.0062 
€ Qqbb-€ QQCC -65.8116 -65.768 -66.1492 -65.9928 

Parameter "CC1(144) '̂ CCpab '̂ CCp(72) '•'CCp(144) 
A 1353.6448 1358.5356 1360.5853 1368.1432 
B 766.7093 766.1513 763.0594 760.1657 
C 631.6914 631.5886 631.9994 630.3588 
eQqaa -9.3491 -9.6860 -8.1833 -8.7981 
eQqbb-eQqcc -66.4448 -65.7736 -66.3472 -65.8136 

Table 5-31, Spectral parameters for ^^Cl- and ^^Cl-benzene. 

Parameter "CI '̂Cl 
A MHz 5672.43(9) 5672.5(1) 
B MHz 1576.78433(8) 1532.78627(8) 
C MHz 1233.67571(5) 1206.57556(6) 
eQqaa MHz -71.234(1) -56.144(1) 
eQqtb-eQqcc MHz 5.197(4) 4.095(4) 
a kHz 1.5 1.7 
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E. Methyltrioxorhemmn'̂  and cyclopentadienylrheniamtricarbonyl̂  

The compounds C5H5Re(CO)3 and CHaReOa are both available commercially 

from Strem (#75-2300) and Aldrich (#41-291-0), respectively. The compounds are stable 

in dry air and stored under re&idgeration. For CH3Re03, deuterated isotopomers were 

synthesized through collaboration with W.A. Herrmann and W. Scherer. 

Preparation of Deuterium substituted MTO 

Singly deuterated MTO was synthesized by M. Ashby using the newly developed 

route reported by Herrmann et. al.®^ The perdeuterated sample was previously 

synthesized by Fischer^® and Scherer using the older method. Transitions due to doubly 

deuterated MTO isotopomers were identified in the spectrum of the perdeuterated 

isotopomer as a weak impurity. 

CDHjReOs 

The reaction, performed by J. C. Lilly, is complete in a single step, and facilitated 

by the bis-trifluoroaceticanhydride. The reaction scheme is shown in equation 5-3. A 

solution 

+ (CFjCOjO + 2(n - Bu)3SnCDH2 ) 

2CDH2Re03 + lC¥^COO{n - Bu)3 
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of Re207 (1.71 g, 3.53 mmol) in 20 ml of acetonitrile was placed in a Schlenk flask and 

stirred at room temperature until all Re207 was dissolved. Under a dry atmosphere of 

N2(g) the (CFsCOhO (0.5 ml, 0.744 g, 3.54 mmol) was added with a gas-tight syringe. 

After 5 min. of stirring the (n-Bu)3SnCDH2 (2.00 ml, 2.17 g, 7.11 mmol) was added with 

a gas-tight syringe. The golden yellow solution was stirred for 2.5 h and then transferred 

into a dry box for solvent removal and sublimation. The solution changed color from 

golden-yellow to dark purple after exposure to N2(g) in the dry box. The crude product 

was sublimed three times at 55 °C using a cold finger kept at 1 °C. The isolated product 

appeared as colorless crystals at 53% yield (0.94 g). Proton NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz), 5 

= 2.59 ppm, Jhd = 2.0 Hz. 

(/i-Bu)3SnCDH2 

This precursor to CDH2Re03 was also prepared by J. C. Lilly. Mg (0.854 g, 35.1 

mmol) in 20 ml of ether at 0 °C was treated with CDH2I (5.(X) g, 35.0 mmol). The 

solution was stirred for one hour prior to addition of (n-Bu)3SnCl (9.5 ml, 11.4 g, 35.0 

mmol) and stirred for an additional 12 h at room temperature. The reaction was 

quenched with 40 ml water and the product extracted twice with 40 ml ether. The 

combined ether layers were dried over anhydrous CaCh, and filtered. After solvent 

removal (rotary evaporation) the resulting solution was vacuum distilled at 1.2 Torr. The 

product was collected from 50-65 °C and appeared as a clear, colorless liquid with 65% 

yield (6.99 g). Proton NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) 5: 1.44, 1.28 (-CH2,2H), 0.87 (-CH2-

CH3,3H), 0.79 (Sn-CH2-, 2H), -0.06 (Sn-CH2D), Jhd = 1-8 Hz, jhn7s„ = JHn9s„ = 24 Hz. 
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CD3RCO3 

The perdeuterated MTO species preparation was peformed by R. Fischer via the 

reaction scheme shown in equation 5-4. 

Re^Oj +{n- Bu)3SnCD3 ) 

CDjReOj + OjReOSnCn - Bu)3. 

Microwave spectra of CHsReOa isotopomers 

The spectra were obtained using the apparatus described in Chapter 2. Strong 

signals for the main isotopomers were observed using the sample chamber type 'a' at 

room temperature with ~1 atmosphere Ne carrier gas. Spectra were obtained for ten 

isotopomers of CHsReOs. Transitions of the rhenium 185 and 187 isotopomers (63% and 

37%, shown in Table 5-32), carbon-13 '®^Re and '®^Re (0.6% and 0.3%, shown in Table 

5-33) and oxygen-18 '®^Re (0.25%, shown in Table 5-33) were observed in natural 

abundance using the sample obtained from Aldrich chemicals. The dueterated 

isotopomers were used after sublimation into the sample chamber. Transitions, quantum 

numbers and deviations from best-fit values for the deuterated isotopomers are given in 

Tables 5-35 through 5-37. 



Table 5-32, Measured transition frequencies for CHa^^^eCb and CHa'̂ ^ReOs. 

Clfe^^ReOs CHs'̂ '̂ReOa Quantum Numbers 

6828.783 0.003 6834.210 0.000 I 0 3 0 0 5 
6896.849 -0.002 6898.663 0.001 1 0 7 0 0 5 
7055.809 -0.001 7049.072 -0.002 1 0 5 0 0 5 

13802.164 -0.003 13805.304 -0.002 2 0 5 1 0 5 
13822.824 0.000 13824.899 0.000 2 1 9 1 1 7 
13839.091 -0.003 13840.315 -0.002 2 0 7 1 0 5 
13852.264 0.006 13852.772 0.002 2 0 9 1 0 7 
13920.052 0.003 13955.720 0.002 2 0 5 1 0 7 
13956.284 0.001 13969.664 0.000 2 1 7 1 1 5 

13916.921 0.003 2 0 3 1 0 3 
13975.828 0.000 13954.178 -0.001 2 1 5 1 1 5 
13998.052 -0.001 13990.725 -0.003 2 0 7 1 0 7 

Table 5-33, Measured transition frequencies for '̂ CHa'̂ ^ReOs and '̂ CHa'̂ ^ReOa. 

'̂ CHa"^eOa ReOa Quanrnm Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J' K' 2F' J K 2F 

6637.086 0.003 6642.448 0.002 1 0 3 0 0 5 
6705.065 -0.001 6706.817 -0.001 1 0 7 0 0 5 
6863.868 0.006 6857.078 0.004 1 0 5 0 0 5 

13439.212 0.000 13441.171 0.003 2 1 9 1 1 7 
13455.456 0.002 13456.559 0.000 2 0 7 1 0 5 
13468.610 0.003 13469.004 0.001 2 0 9 1 0 7 
13512.901 -0.009 13510.838 -0.006 2 1 7 1 1 7 

Spectral analyses of MTO isotopomers 

The symmetric forms of the molecule are prolate tops, and thus have 'a' type 

dipoles. Only transitions between the J = 0 to J = 1 and J = 1 to J = 2 energy levels lie in 

±e frequency range of the spectrometer. Quadrupole splittings of the energy levels are 

large, and effects of spin-rotation coupling are observable in the spectrum. The distortion 

constants are relatively poorly determined due to the lack of higher J energy levels. For 
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fitting symmetric top spectra the parameters B, eQq, Dj, Djk, Caa and Cbb=Ccc were 

necessary components of the Hamiltonian. The parameters for symmetric top spectra are 

shown in Table 5-38a- In the near symmetric cases of MTO isotopomers it was necessary 

to include all of the constants firom the symmetric case and to also include A, C, eQqbb-

eQqcc and eQqab (or eQqac)- The principle axis rotation caused by the asymmetric mass 

distribution causes the change between B and C, and also requires the projection of the 

(formally cylindrically symmetric) quadrupole coupling to be used. The distortion and 

spin-rotation parameters for the asymmetric isotopomers were aU fixed at the values 

obtained for CHa'̂ ReOa and are not shown with the variable parameters listed in Table 

5-38b. Asymmetric top spectra are not fit as well as symmetric top spectra due to 

untreated internal rotation of the methyl group. 

Table 5-34, Measured transition firequencies for CHa'̂ ^Re'̂ OOi. 

CH3""Re Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. J' K' 2F' J K 2F 

6684.640 0.000 1 0 3 0 0 5 
6747.427 0.000 1 0 7 0 0 5 
6866.597 -2.385 1 0 5 0 0 5 

13479.328 2.960 2 - 1 7  1 1 7 
13479.470 -0.311 2 0 5 1 0 5 
13510.603 1.008 2 0 7 1 0 5 
13512.223 1.607 2 0 9 1 0 7 
13634.778 3.628 2 0 7 1 0 7 
13636.820 1.398 2 1 9 1-1 7 
13778.598 5.488 2 1 7 1-1 5 



Rgure 5-7, Structure of methylriieniumtrioxide. 

Figure 5-8, Structure of cyclopentadienylrheniumtricarbonyL 



Table 5-35, Measured transition frequencies for CDa'̂ ^eOa and CDs'̂ ReCb. 
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CDa^^ReOa CD3''"Re03 Quantum Numbers ~ 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J' K' 2F' J K 2F 
6041.970 -0.001 6047.253 0.004 1 0 3 0 0 5 
6110.890 -0.010 6112.493 -0.015 1 0 7 0 0 5 
6272.147 0.011 6265.095 0.011 1 0 5 0 0 5 

12119.676 -0.007 12128.411 -0.008 2 0 3 1 0 5 
12167.953 0.003 12174.049 0.013 2 1 1 1 1 3 
12218.636 0.000 12221939 0.001 2 1 3 1 1 3 
12230.465 -0.005 12233.219 0.004 2 0 5 1 0 5 
12251.282 -0.008 12252.964 0.002 2 1 9 I 1 7 
12267.746 0.016 12268.539 -0.006 2 0 7 1 0 5 
12272.519 0.015 12272.960 -0.008 2 1 5 1 1 3 
12281.089 -0.003 12281.191 0.009 2 0 9 1 0 7 
12326.258 0.018 12323.845 0.007 2 1 7 1 1 7 
12332.802 -0.002 12330.028 -0.009 2 1 3 1 1 5 
12349.855 0.006 12346-260 0.006 2 0 3 1 0 3 
12386.652 -0.019 12381.049 -0.018 2 1 5 1 1 5 
12406.527 -0.007 12399.845 0.010 2 1 7 1 1 5 
12428.962 -0.004 12421.116 -0.003 2 0 7 1 0 7 
12460.633 -0.003 12451.047 -0.002 2 0 5 1 0 3 

Table 5-36, Measured transition frequencies for CDiH'̂ eOs and CDaH'̂ ReOa. 

CD2H""ReC>3 
Measured Dev. 

CD2H""Re03 
Measured 

Quantum Numbers 
J' K' 2F J K 2F 

6283.638 -0.001 6278.357 1 0 3 0 0 5 
6347.966 -0.003 6346.302 1 0 7 0 0 5 
6496.928 -0.001 6503.673 1 0 5 0 0 5 

12697.005 -0.005 12695.224 2 - 1 9  I 1 7 
12703.690 -0.165 2 0 5 1 0 5 
12749.750 0.008 2 1 9 1-1 7 
12750.251 0.121 12750.016 2 0 9 1 0 7 
12893.005 -0.012 12899.306 2 1 7 I - l  5  
12841.062 -0.023 2 - 1 7  1 1 5 
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Table 5-37, Measured transition frequencies for CH2D'̂ e03 and CHaD'̂ ^ReOa. 

CH2D""Re03 
Measured Dev. 

CHaD'̂ 'ReOa 
Measured Dev. 

Quantum Numbers 
J' K' 2F J K 2F 

6538.143 -0.002 6543.444 0.003 1 0 3 0 0 5 
6605.327 -0.008 6607.038 -0.003 1 0 7 0 0 5 
6758.953 0.003 6752.560 0.000 1 0 5 0 0 5 

13113.958 0.075 13122.374 -0.025 2 0 3 1 0 5 
13141.491 -0.059 13147.740 0.118 2-1 1 1 1 3 
13191.544 0.140 13195.054 -0.051 2 - 1 3  1 1 3 
13220.699 -0.033 13223.369 0.027 2 0 5 1 0 5 
13222.985 -0.017 13224.886 0.046 2 - 1 9  1 1 7 
13238.928 0.092 13240.816 -0.038 2 0 1 1 0 3 

13245.810 -0.259 2 - 1 5  1 1 3 
13257.475 0.024 2 0 7 1 0 5 

13267.752 0.034 13268.109 -0.033 2 0 9 1 0 7 
13277.463 0.189 13276.457 -0.115 2 - 1 5  1 1 7 

13294.931 -0.157 2-13 1 1 5 
13295.401 0.265 2 - 1 7  1 1 7 
13325.431 -0.054 2 1 7 1-1 7 

13334.762 0.070 13331.490 -0.027 2 0 3 1 0 3 
13350.977 -0.152 13336.043 0.054 2 1 3 1-1 5 

13346.156 0.103 2 - 1 5  1 1 5 
13370.515 -0.112 13364.668 0.051 2 - 1 7  1 1 5 
13374.329 -0.019 13368.886 0.025 2 0 5 1 0 7 

13402.998 0.028 2 0 7 1 0 7 
13441.512 -0.030 13432.482 0.020 2 0 5 1 0 3 

Microwave spectra of cyclopentadienylrheniumtricarbonyl 

Microwave measurements in the 5- 10 GHz range were made using the apparatus 

described in Chapter 2. The sample of CpRe(CO)3 was purchased from Strem Chemicals 

(CAS# [12079-73-1]) and was used without further purification. A neon carrier gas was 

used to transfer the volatile compound, held in a glass cell of type 'a', into the vacuum 

chamber. It was necessary to heat the valve and sample cell to 40 ®C in order to produce 

sufficient vapor pressure for reasonable signal detection. Three sets of R-branches 
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Table 5-38a, Spectral parameters for sjmametric top isotopomers of CHaReOa. 

Pann. CH/^ReO, CH,"^eO, Cm'^ReO, "CH,""ReO, 
BMHz 3466.964(2) 3467.049(3) 3074.112(8) 3074308(9) 3371.018(1) 3371.131(2) 
eQqMHz 716J46(17) 757.187(25) 726.64(4) 767.83(4) 715.578(35) 756.385(52) 
DjkHz 0.7(2) 0.6(4) 0.2(11) 02(12) 
D^kHz 1.9(10) 2.1(14) 2(3) 2(3) * * 

Q„kHz -50.0(8) -45.0(11) -33(10) -44(12) • 

CcckHz -51.7(6) -51.8(11) -44(2) -46(2) -51.3(14) -51(2) 
am kHz 2.6 3.8 11 12 4.1 6.0 

Table 5-38b, Spectral parameters for asymmetric isotopomers of CHsReOs. 

Parameter CH2D""Re03 CHaD^^eO, CHD2""Re03 CH3""Re02"'0 
A MHz 3706(14) 3710(14) 3687(33) 3616(100) 
B MHz 3328.867(24) 3328.993(24) 3204.759(56) 3447.5(69) 
C MHz 3312.785(24) 3312.897(24) 3178.292(56) 3333.9(69) 
eQqaa MHz 701.78(19) 741.62(19) 712.84(47) 684(3) 
eQqbb-eQqcc MHz 15.118(3) 15.973(3) -9.06(1) 24.32(2) 
eQqab MHz -125.24(2) -132.35(2) -98.06(3)" -156.1(5) 

MHz 0.113 0.108 0.119 4.0 
a. eQqac 

transitions, J = 4<— 3, 5<—4 and 6 5 were measured in absorption. Over two hundred 

lines were measured of which one hundred sixty five were definitely assigned. The 

assigned transitions are listed with their quantum numbers and calculated frequencies in 

Table 5-39. The typical uncertainties in the measured line positions are in the range of I 

to 10 kHz, depending on the available signal to noise ratio, and possible splitting of the 

lines. A few cases of what we believe are 'instrumental' splittings of 10-20 kHz, due to 

combinations of high stimulating power, residual Doppler effects, and complex cavity 

modes were observed, and are indicated in Table 5-39. 
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Table 5-39, Measured and calculated transition frequencies for Cp"^Re(CO)3. 

CsHs^^^ReCCO)^ CsHT^^RcCCOOs Quantum Numbers 
Measured Dev. Measured Dev. J' K' F' J r K F 

5772.1620(12) -0.0081 5773.6393(13) -0.0017 4 1 4 3 1 4 
5776.854(15)'' 0.0031 5778.0460(14) -0.0069 4 2 7 3 2 6 
5780.5221(34) -0.0091 5781.6026(26) -0.0031 4 2 3 3 2 2 
5781.8838(31) -0.0184 5782.8185(39) -0.0124 4 2 3 3 2 3 
5790.579(25)" 0.0015 5791.0387(28) -0.0190 4 1 7 3 1 6 
5791.1408(28) 0.0186 5791.6142(09) 0.0321 4 0 6 3 0 5 
5795.1164(33) 0.0321 5795.3689(09) 0.0384 4 0 7 3 0 6 
5798.1856(37) 0.0020 5798.2155(31) 0.0146 4 3 4 3 3 3 
5798.4194(15) 0.0214 5798.5232(30) 0.0276 4 1 6 3 1 5 
5804.3272(27) 0.0217 5804.1209(12) 0.0257 4 0 5 3 0 4 

5805.8890(06) 0.0037 4 0 5 3 0 5 
5809.3950(33) -0.0027 5808.8962(21) 0.0005 4 2 4 3 2 3 

5810.0984(38) -0.0136 4 2 4 3 2 4 
5810.5434(14) 0.0157 5810.2187(39) -0.0006 4 1 5 3 1 5 
5813.6521(26) 0.0064 5812.913(30)" -0.0104 4 1 3 3 1 2 

5813.0409(75) -0.0601 4 0 2 3 0 1 
5817.050(16)" -0.0010 5816.1338(16) -0.0111 4 1 4 3 1 3 
5819.7875(14) 0.0177 5818.7336(04) 0.0224 4 0 4 3 0 3 
5821.2371(06) -0.0120 5820.1470(06) -0.0084 4 2 6 3 2 5 
5824.9553(21) -0.0137 5823.4795(23) -0.0072 4 2 6 3 2 6 
5825.0966(41) 0.0164 5823.7355(10) 0.0193 4 0 3 3 0 2 
5825.8144(06) -0.0109 5824.5274(05) -0.0081 4 2 5 3 2 5 
5828.6427(06) 0.0068 5827.0626(03) 0.0104 4 2 5 3 2 4 
7198.1964(31) -0.0099 7200.9794(18) -0.0064 5 3 3 4 3 2 
7204.7263(10) 0.0159 7207.1482(11) 0.0191 5 4 8 4 4 7 
7223.3388(28) 0.0074 7224.7430(09) 0.0112 5 3 8 4 3 7 
7230.1674(25) -0.0071 7231.2305(43) -0.0065 5 3 4 4 3 3 
7230.8568(43) -0.0212 7231.8994(15) -0.0137 5 2 3 4 2 2 
7236.3196(09) 0.0175 5 2 8 4 2 7 
7243.6853(39) -0.0768 7244.1100(42) 0.0290 5 0 7 4 0 6 
7243.946(40)" -0.0116 5 1 8 4 1 7 
7246.5182(66) 0.0294 7246.7019(51) 0.0404 5 0 8 4 0 7 
7246.9767(77) 0.0178 7247.096(50)" -0.0214 5 1 7 4 1 6 
7248.4769(63) -0.0074 7248.5627(44) -0.0134 5 2 4 4 2 3 
7250.8037(30) -0.0398 7250.7360(27) -0.0576 5 1 3 4 1 2 
7251.0950(18) -0.0310 7251.0039(27) -0.0646 5 0 6 4 0 5 
7254.6167(06) 0.0155 7254.3716(12) 0.0209 5 1 6 4 1 5 

7255.8317(37) -0.0207 5 3 4 4 3 4 
7256.7810(36) 0.0086 7256.4121(07) -0.0166 5 2 7 4 2 6 
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Table 5-39 continued 
7257.5697(22) 
7259.7901(23) 
7260.1180(76) 
7260.4076(31) 
7261.0050(38) 
7262.1314(07) 

7263.7083(25) 
7264.9460(12) 

7267.0095(08) 
7269.4980(28) 
7273.9158(17) 
7274.8784(25) 
7278.1059(04) 
7281.9006(05) 
7285.1853(08) 
7299.6721(10) 
7304.8740(33) 

7305.0082(34) 
7326.5581(30) 
7345.3042(13) 

8690.6212(18) 
8691.0072(34) 
8694.3839(35) 
8695.3387(99) 
8695.7763(50) 
8696.165(49)" 
8696.9741(36) 
8697.3571(65) 
8700.0441(08) 
8701.0834(47) 
8701.9810(82) 
8704.6749(57) 
8705.9698(72) 

8706.9641(40) 
8708.2233(88) 
8708.2989(38) 
8708.5574(59) 

0.0099 
-0.0571 
0.0183 
0.0803 

-0.0017 
0.0011 

0.0080 
0.0025 

-0.0115 
-0.0217 
0.0107 

-0.0328 
-0.0234 
0.0078 
-0.0081 
0.0256 

-0.0163 

-0.0158 
-0.0073 
-0.0034 

-0.0169 
-0.0330 
-0.0132 
0.0174 
0.0254 

-0.0084 
0.0072 
0.0436 
0.0175 

-0.0596 
0.0110 
0.0093 
0.0173 

0.0135 
-0.0284 
-0.0020 
0.0072 

7257.1561(12) 
7259.3292(31) 
7259.5837(64) 
7259.7901(23) 
7260.4076(31) 
7261.4613(35) 
7262.9310(15) 

7264.1298(21) 
7265.3725(32) 
7266.0694(14) 
7268.4873(16) 
7272.6568(09) 
7273.6268(42) 
7276.5731(06) 
7280.1641(16) 
7283.2975(17) 
7296.9381(15) 
7301.8531(69) 
7302.0438(07) 

7322.4588(18) 
7340.1668(17) 
7352.8748(14) 
8691.1284(56) 
8691.4718(37) 
8694.6895(17) 
8695.5869(44) 
8695.9925(82) 

8697.083(60)" 
8697.4810(23) 

8701.8678(76) 
8704.4171(18) 
8705.6498(30) 
8706.1985(30) 

8707.7716(37) 
8707.8472(39) 
8708.0951(28) 

0.0140 
0.0126 
0.0256 
0.0195 
0.0012 
0.0028 
0.0076 

0.0059 
0.0009 

-0.0050 
-0.0167 
0.0131 

-0.0273 
-0.0249 
0.0105 

-0.0127 
0.0247 

-0.0095 
0.0207 

-0.0104 
-0.0014 
0.0026 

-0.0152 
-0.0285 
-0.0090 
0.0298 
0.0297 

-0.0375 
0.0382 

-0.0008 
0.0132 
0.0202 
0.0111 

-0.0273 
0.0020 
0.0122 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

0 8 
1 9 

0 8 
0 6 
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Table 5-39 continued 
8710.5511(56) 0.0155 8709.9887(47) 0.0020 6 3 8 5 3 7 
8711.1687(07) -0.0108 6 3 6 5 3 5 
8715.1135(33) 0.0059 8714.2868(15) 0.0072 6 4 6 5 4 5 

8717.0840(55) -0.0314 6 5 7 5 5 7 
8718.4629(55) -0.0069 8717.4606(37) -0.0038 6 3 7 5 3 6 

8718.9115(09) 0.0038 6 5 6 5 5 5 
8719.8402(56) -0.0340 6 2 7 5 2 7 

8722.1343(30) -0.0148 8720.9076(20) -0.0189 6 1 7 5 1 7 
8722.5727(23) 0.0015 6 0 7 5 0 7 
8723.0404(15) 0.0170 8721.8128(39) 0.0165 6 4 8 5 4 7 
8732.6649(36) 0.0146 8730.8974(26) 0.0133 6 4 7 5 4 6 
8739.9957(31) 0.0176 8737.7985(32) 0.0154 6 5 8 5 5 7 

8747.9438(37) 0.0096 6 5 7 5 5 6 
a. These transitions were split by instrumental effects(see text), the frequency used in the 

fit is the average and the uncertainty represents the splitting in kHz. 

Data Analysis of cyclopentadienylrheniumtricarbonyl 

The measured transitions conform reasonably well to a prolate symmetric top 

rigid rotor model with quadrupole coupling parameters and centrifugal distortion 

constants. The data were fit with a non-linear least squares fitting routine, using the 

programs written by Pickett.^ The values obtained from these fits are listed in Table 5-

40. The standard deviations for the fits were 22 and 23 kHz. Since there were problems 

with overlapping lines, rather conservative, 4ct error limits are given for the molecular 

constants. The deviation of the two Djk values is larger than indicated errors, and this 

could be due to correlation with the much larger quadrupole coupling constants. 
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Table 5-40, Calculated spectral parameters for CpRe(CO)3. 

Listed uncertainties in parameters are 4a, agt is the standard deviation of the fit. 

Parameter Cp""Re(CO)3 Cp"^e(CO)3 
B(MHz) 724.9794(2) 12A.9195C1) 
Dj (kHz) 0.016(4) 0.021(4) 
Dnc (kHz) -0.096(6) -0.060(8) 
eQq (MHz) 614.464(12) 649.273(14) 
CTfit (kHz) 22 23 

F. Allyltricarbonylironbroniide 

Synthesis of C3H5Fe(CO)3Br 

Various syntheses for allylirontricarbonylbromide can be found in the literature, 

including a photochemical process," a diplacement®® and a metathesis.^® The first 

method, in which the allyl bromide is split into allyl and bromide radicals, is a photo-

induced radical attack of iron pentacarbonyl, resulting in the displacement of two 

carbonyl ligands with the allyl group and bromine atom. The second method is less 

efficient in that the each allyl bromide reacts with one equivalent Fe2(CO)9 to produce the 

desired product and one equivalent each of iron pentacarbonyl and free carbon monoxide. 

The third method requires preparation of a the similar iodo species prior to metathesis 

QO 

with (Et)4NBr. The second method was chosen because of the simplicity of the system, 

rapid reaction time and ability to quickly separate the product firom iron pentacarbonyl 

and unreacted Fe2(CO)9 through sublimation. The proton NMR spectrum in CDCI3 was 

identical to that described by Nesmeyonov,^® showing both 'anti' and 'syn' forms in a ~ 

4; 1 ratio. 



The solid sample was manipulated under a dry N2(g) atmosphere and loaded into a 

glass sample chamber. A sample chamber of type 'a', was attached valve type n, the 

system was held at SO °C and one atmosphere neon during collection of the rotational 

spectrum. Over 500 transitions with J' «- J fix)m 3 <— 2 to 5 <— 4 for two isomers and 

two isotopomers (each) were measured in the 5 — 9 GHz range. The measured 

transitions, quantum number assignments, and best-fit deviations are listed in Tables 5-

41-44. A few transitions believed to be due to the ^e'^r isotopomer of the 'anti' 

isomer were also identified in the spectrum and are listed in Table 5-45. Although the 

intensity data in the experiment is subject to deviations in cavity modes and input power, 

the transitions for '5>7i'-allylirontricarbonylbromide were consistently ten times lower 

than the corresponding transitions for the 'anti' form. Since the dipole moments of the 

two isomers should be very similar it is reasonable to assume that the 'anti' form is the 

predominant component of the gas-phase sample. 
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Table 5-41, Measured transition 

frequencies for ^^r, ®'Br - 'anti' 

C3H5Fe(CO)3Br. 

r J 
330 4 220 4 5092.6134(42) 5102.6685(29) 
330 3 220 2 5164.8432(05) 5163.0992(16) 
330 4 220 3 5175.5722(16) 5172.1005(28) 
330 2 220 1 5185.0767(51) 5180.1263(32) 
331 2 221 1 5185.1067(19) 
330 5 220 4 5196.5036(13) 5189.5881(14) 
330 3 220 3 5212.1178(25) 
330 2 220 2 5271.0041(10) 
5O5 4 4O4 4 5740.6968(13) 
542 6 441 6 5748.7086(25) 5808.6866(42) 
532 4 431 3 5749.3670(12) 
Sis 5 4I4 5 5751.4533(13) 
542 4 441 3 5771.6567(99) 
515 5 4I4 4 5771.7607(23) 
532 4 431 4 5775.4163(12) 
524 4 423 4 5778.8299(14) 5736.3872(30) 
523 4 422 4 5778.8983(41) 5736.478(32) 
532 5 431 5 5788.9228(14) 
5326 431 5 5791.5055(12) 
5334 432 3 5794.1425(05) 
5o5 5 4O4 5 5796.3699(28) 5751.0589(08) 
542 7 441 6 5797.6327(05) 5752.2424(14) 
5,45 4,35 5805.1291(28) 
532 7 431 6 5807.2605(09) 5760.2669(09) 
524 4 423 3 5810.9254(14) 5763.4097(39) 
523 4 422 3 5811.0257(26) 5763.5050(35) 
524 7 4236 5813.9636(58) 5765.8650(19) 
5I5 7 4,46 5814.0190(14) 5765.3316(21) 
523 7 4226 5814.0624(26) 5765.9600(16) 
524 5 423 5 5816.072(46) 5767.6942(19) 
523 5 422 5 5816.1786(45) 
5336 4326 5816.8343(14) 
5i5 4 4I4 3 5817.4016(11) 5768.1933(07) 
5,56 4I4 5 5818.0422(09) 5768.7116(05) 
5o5 6 4O4 5 5819.1098(16) 5770.1703(23) 
5O5 7 4O4 6 5819.1577(18) 5770.2107(12) 

J' J 'anti'"^r •awri''"Br~ 
5I4 7 4I3 6 5821.8235(23) 5773.0362(13) 
5O5 5 4O4 4 5824.6187(08) 5774.8096(23) 
5O5 4 4O4 3 5824.7677(11) 5774.9133(48) 
5I4 4 4,33 5825.2407(31) 5775.9320(20) 
5146 4I3 5 5825.8494(10) 5776.4220(24) 
524 5 423 4 5828.2786(25) 5777.8319(33) 
523 5 422 4 5828.3833(36) 5777.9297(36) 
5I4 5 4I3 4 5829.5315(25) 5779.505(25) 
5246 423 5 5830.3043(40) 5779.5749(45) 
5236 422 5 5830.4127(28) 5779.6781(22) 
532 5 431 4 5832.5073(33) 5781.3362(13) 
5146 4I3 6 5836.4198(23) 
542 5 4414 5837.9168(12) 5785.8785(19) 
5326 431 5 5844.5857(03) 
431 5 321 4 6330.6137(36) 6318.8559(40) 
432 5 322 4 6330.6596(49) 6318.8852(68) 
4314 321 3 6340.6854(25) 6327.3009(59) 
432 4 322 3 6340.7228(13) 
431 6 321 5 6343.4917(56) 
431 3 321 2 6369.6751(72) 6351.5662(46) 
6156 5I5 6 6906.7108(44) 
440 5 330 5 6917.8176(48) 
6256 5246 6918.3737(82) 
6246 5236 6918.5554(30) 
633 7 532 6 6936.6367(29) 
6526 551 5 6941.0809(23) 
651 5 550 4 6943.9547(11) 
6425 541 5 6959.1670(09) 6947.6281(45) 
6427 541 7 6959.8800(30) 
6518 5so7 6963.0503(21) 6907.6211(15) 
6345 5335 6964.5581(45) 
6066 5O5 6 6964.6051(23) 
6428 541 7 6970.6947(22) 
6345 5334 6971.3951(35) 
6348 5337 6976.5429(35) 6918.8742(26) 
6,6 8 5I5 7 6978.3515(10) 6919.6769(24) 
6255 524 4 6980.2869(76) 6922.0511(63) 
6245 523 4 6980.4710(55) 
6258 524 7 6980.6093(16) 6922.2724(56) 
6I6 7 5,56 6980.6531(28) 6921.6124(32) 
6248 523 7 6980.7921(20) 6922.4436(44) 
616 5 5I5 4 6981.0320(21) 6921.9424(47) 
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J' 'anti' 'anti' "Br J' 'anti' 'anti' "'Br 
6I6 6 
6o67 
6o6 8 
6o6 6 
6o6 5 
615 8 
6257 
6,57 
6256 
624 6 
6155 
6.56 
634 6 
6347 
647 6 
6516 
6347 
6427 
642 6 
440 4 
440 5 
651 7 
440 3 
440 6 
6257 
6247 
616 7 
440 4 
6.57 
532 5 
5326 
5336 
5326 
532 5 
5335 
532 7 
5337 
532 4 
5334 
7I7 7 
7I7 7 
762 7 

5,55 
5o5 6 
5o5 7 
5o5 5 
5o5 4 
5,47 
524 6 
5I4 6 
524 5 
523 5 
5I4 4 
5I4 5 
5335 
5336 
54.5 
Sso 5 
5337 
541 6 
541 6 
330 3 
330 4 
550 6 
330 2 
330 5 
524 7 
523 7 
5,57 
330 4 
5i4 7 
4225 
4225 
4235 
4226 
4224 
4234 
4226 

4236 
4223 
4233 
6i6 7 
6t6 6 
651 6 

6983.4668(12) 
6983.6630(52) 
6983.6969(90) 
6987.3491(39) 
6987.4203(20) 
6987.7175(13) 
6989.9419(14) 
6990.0146(73) 
6990.1504(99) 
6990.3562(99) 
6990.4201(49) 
6992.8591(24) 
6993.4456(30) 
6997.743(32) 

6997.7906(34) 
7003.1124(18) 
7007.314(20) 

7008.8007(16) 
7010.653(42) 

7014.2279(07) 
7021.7064(20) 
7023.4321(35) 
7026.3590(25) 
7034.3868(45) 
7040.9155(99) 
7041.1127(25) 
7056.0774(16) 
7061.9356(18) 
7065.9070(20) 
7494.1921(32) 
7497.4267(54) 
7497.5005(34) 

7506.4045(17) 
7506.4643(37) 
7522.4837(42) 
7522.5441(46) 
7531.6909(56) 
7531.7461(63) 

6923.9676(10) 
6924.8119(13) 
6924.8490(32) 
6927.9241(88) 
6927.9623(23) 
6928.9243(16) 
6930.0999(27) 
6930.8604(42) 
6930.2727(99) 
6930.4452(29) 
6931.2085(41) 
6933.2393(19) 
6932.9907(41) 

6936.5998(13) 

6944.4739(15) 
6945.8561(12) 
6947.5299(39) 
7011.1390(16) 
7017.4237(08) 
6958.0055(28) 
7021.3333(12) 
7028.0043(13) 

6984.5895(12) 
7051.1548(10) 

7475.3667(48) 
7475.4316(26) 
7504.1499(65) 
7482.9186(88) 
7482.9839(26) 
7496.3127(37) 
7496.3695(32) 
7504.0227(43) 
7504.0982(56) 
8061.8301(44) 
8076.7280(48) 
8095.3382(28) 

762 8 
762 6 
753 6 
7,77 
762 9 
7077 
7539 
7I6 7 
7449 
7356 
7,79 
7349 
7,76 
726 9 
725 9 
726 6 
725 6 
7357 
7078 
7o7 9 
7o78 
541 6 
7o7 7 
7o7 6 
7I6 8 

661 7 
661 5 
6525 
6,6 7 
661 8 

6o67 
652 8 

6157 
643 8 
634 5 
6i6 8 
633 8 
6i6 5 
62s 8 
624 8 
6255 
624 5 
6347 
6o67 
6o6 8 
6o6 8 
43,6 

6o6 6 
6o6 5 
6158 

8113.9303(16) 
8124.9274(24) 
8128.1665(28) 
8128.5544(26) 
8131.6061(17) 
8134.7236(03) 
8138.9702(29) 
8139.7006(14) 
8141.4731(23) 
8142.2845(14) 
8143.5427(44) 
8144.3947(16) 
8146.1675(34) 
8146.458(48) 

8146.6904(32) 
8146.9744(70) 
8147.7388(64) 
8148.0227(25) 
8148.0639(23) 

8150.4399(58) 
8150.6685(15) 
8150.7201(52) 

8108.3985(26) 

8060.0219(17) 

8063.0686(23) 

8149.3193(30) 

8151.0127(35) 
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Table 5-42, Measured transition r J 'syn'-''*Br '^yn'-^'Br 
6245 5234 6920.9026(24) 

ftequenciesfor ^r, Br- 624 8 523 7 6921.1393(13) 
6O6 8 5O5 7 6921.1859(15) 

C3H5Fe(CO)3Br. 6o6 5 5O5 4 6924.4526(36) 
642 6 541 5 6934.9359(22) 

J* J 'syn' -'^r « _> "Itj syn - or 6347 533 6 6935.0155(38) 
330 3 220 2 5158.2381(36) 5156.5608(37) 6158 5,47 6935.0503(24) 
330 4 22O3 5169.4138(36) 5165.9677(99) 6526 551 5 6939.5922(46) 
331 4 221 3 5169.4595(48) 651 5 550 4 6940.0764(39) 
330 5 220 4 5184.2262(56) 6425 541 4 6955.9602(21) 
331 5 221 4 5184.2776(45) 6527 5516 6957.2624(21) 
5I5 6 4I4 5 5759.3448(07) 6518 550 7 6959.9796(61) 
524 4 4234 5775.0613(39) 5761.0341(11) 6I6 8 5I5 7 6966.8367(25) 6908.2229(21) 
532 5 431 4 5780.0061(16) 642 8 541 7 6968.0096(24) 
532 4 431 3 5791.2497(30) 5746.584(18) 6I6 7 5,56 6969.2185(17) 6910.2252(27) 
542 7 4416 5794.8603(23) 5749.5482(64) 6I6 5 5,54 6969.5721(22) 
5I5 7 4I4 6 5804.4707(30) 5755.8326(10) 634 8 5337 6974.2024(35) 6916.4328(34) 
532 7 431 6 5804.9775(21) 6O6 6 5O5 5 6983.8173(28) 6924.3334(34) 
5I5 4 4,43 5807.8963(09) 6247 523 6 6989.4309(56) 
523 4 4223 5809.4290(13) 5761.8346(25) 624 6 523 5 6989.6696(87) 
524 7 4236 5811.7501(18) 5763.6155(06) 6157 5,46 6996.4435(23) 6937.0510(02) 
5i5 5 4I4 4 5812.3696(33) 5762.4616(36) 6155 5,44 6996.9483(31) 6937.4852(03) 
523 ? 4226 5812.6370(08) 5764.4675(28) 44O4 330 3 7005.7490(23) 
5O5 6 4O45 5816.3736(27) 5767.4081(20) 6427 54,6 7007.8141(12) 6944.5820(17) 
5O5 7 4O4 6 5816.4826(14) 5767.4886(18) 440 5 330 4 7013.5518(16) 7009.2584(08) 
5O5 4 4O43 5822.3498(15) 440 3 330 2 7018.4188(38) 7013.3376(60) 
524 5 4235 5826.7034(31) 65,7 550 6 7023.0965(22) 
5,4 7 4,36 5827.1388(17) 5778.1762(44) 440 6 330 5 7026.8032(12) 7020.3108(13) 
523 5 4224 5827.6484(13) 5777.0093(25) 44O4 330 4 7044.4782(23) 
524 6 4235 5828.7995(07) 6,6 7 5,57 7046.6725(36) 
542 4 441 4 5829.8516(56) 5326 4225 7467.8588(14) 
5I4 4 4,33 5830.7957(11) 533 6 423 5 7468.5953(09) 
5I4 6 4,35 5831.3224(17) 5781.6904(15) 532 4 422 3 7497.8770(57) 
533 5 432 4 5831.3663(15) 7476.4657(20) 532 5 4224 7499.2406(24) 7475.7678(53) 
5I4 5 4,34 5835.2665(14) 5784.9918(15) 5335 4234 7499.9867(50) 
542 5 441 4 5836.9548(29) 5784.6981(23) 532 7 4226 7516.0888(51) 
532 6 431 5 5843.9607(06) 5790.6122(12) 5337 423 6 7516.7479(99) 5757.9847(13) 
634 5 5334 6912.0302(28) 5326 422 6 7526.3186(83) 
616 6 5,55 6912.6395(22) 5334 422 3 7526.3561(18) 7498.4909(30) 
633 8 532 7 6916.4757(48) 7,75 6,6 5 8062.0387(65) 
6155 5I4 5 6916.8105(58) 7528 65,7 8097.7172(23) 
440 5 330 5 6918.5069(73) 762 6 661 5 8109.9461(58) 



J' J Table 5-43, Measured transition 
762 9 661 8 8125.1834(55) 
70/7 6O67 8126.0847(49) firequencies for ^e^^r - 'anti'-
7I7 9 6I6 8 8128.7344(47) 8060.2101(40) 
7 n S  6I6 7 8130.2194(19) 8061.4577(19) C3H5Fe(CO)3Br. 
7,76 6I6 5 8130.8951(31) 

'̂̂ r^e 7436 642 5 8131.1161(28) J' J '̂̂ r^e 
752 9 651 8 8131.6602(43) 330 5 220 4 5196.8949(15) 
7,77 6I6 6 8132.4552(27) 532 7 4316 5811.2622(34) 
7439 642 8 8136.9301(21) 524 6 4235 5834.3041(90) 
726 6 6255 8143.7244(34) 523 6 4225 5834.411(22) 
725 9 624 8 8145.6856(66) 532 5 431 4 5836.5097(56) 
7O7 7 6O6 6 8145.9058(27) 440 5 330 5 6918.0799(8) 
7O7 6 6o6 5 8146.0425(51) 651 5 550 4 6948.7503(46) 
726 8 6257 8149.2605(36) 440 4 330 4 7014.5002(35) 
726 7 6256 8150.1299(36) 440 5 330 3 7020.9832(9) 
725 7 624 6 8152.7255(36) 440 6 330 5 7034.7755(15) 
7348 6337 8154.9036(22) 440 4 330 4 7062.3558(48) 
7437 642 6 8156.5241(37) 532 5 4224 7507.8455(51) 
7I6 9 615 8 8160.4985(54) 8091.5092(44) 762 6 651 5 8119.5313(54) 
7537 65-> 6 8160.6502(32) 725 9 624 8 8152.0045(26) 
7438 6427 8161.6595(19) 8090.2224(19) 725 5 624 5 8152.5724(58) 
7I6 8 6157 8161.9783(22) 8092.7520(19) 7O7 7 6O6 6 8156.2691(69) 
7I6 6 615 5 8162.7625(65) 7O7 6 6O6 5 8156.3168(64) 
7,6 7 6156 8164.3242(47) 8094.7127(27) 726 8 6257 8157.6017(13) 
541 6 431 5 8169.3254(30) 7I6 8 6,57 8160.3054(37) 
7538 652 7 8170.6659(11) 542 5 432 4 8183.3972(4) 
541 5 431 4 8173.5342(06) 
541 7 4316 8191.4522(22) 
541 4 431 3 8194.9431(35) 
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Spectral Analyses of C3H5Fe(CO)3Br isomers 

Transitions were assigned and fit using an asymmetric top Hamiltonian with 

quadrupole coupling. Only the 'symmetric top' distortion constants were determinable 

from the data set. The remaining asymmetric top distortion constants are difficult to 

determine presumably due to the small value of B-C, which correlates with the 5j and 5k 

distortion constants. The off-diagonal quadrupole term, eQqac (or eQqab for the 'syn' 

isomer) is also correlated with these terms. More accurate values for the off-diagonal 

quadrupole are determinable with low F transitions and AF = 0 transitions included in the 

fit. In all, 142 lines were included in the 'anti' - C3H5Fe(CO)3 '̂Br fit, 110 lines m the 

'anti' - C3H5Fe(CO)3®^Br fit, 74 lines in the 'syn' - C3H5Fe(CO)3'̂ r, and 47 lines in the 

'syn' - C3H5Fe(CO)3®'Br fit. Additionally, 20 lines were identified for the ^e 

isotopomer of 'anti' - C3H5Fe(CO)3''Br. The spectral parameters determined in these 

fits are given in Table 5-44. 

Table 5-44, Spectral parameters for C3H5Fe(CO)3Br isomers and isotopomers. 

Parameters 
'̂Br 

'anti' 
®'Br ^e '̂Br ^^r 

syn 
®'Br 

A MHz 920.6160 920.6003 920.6160 919.5063 919.4854 
B MHz 582.8756 577.9443 583.2830 584.1870 579.2221 
C MHz 581.3137 576.4017 581.7063 581.6387 574.7421 
Dj kHz 0.022 0.019 * 0.019 0.019 
Djk kHz 0.097 0.115 * 0.130 0.109 
eQqaa MHz 334.9637 279.900 • 349.8693 292.3394 
eQiqbb-qcc) MHz -1.9892 -1.7036 • -12.2548 -10.5504 
eQqac MHz 48.88 35.55 * -29.77 -34.5997 
<J KHz 5.7 4.8 10.9 4.1 3.8 
# lines 142 110 18 74 47 
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Chapter 6. Application of Density Functional Theory to Selected Systems 

Recent advances in theoretical quantum chemistry have opened the door to 

computational modeling of transition metal systems. The methods of density functional 

theory (DFT) are becoming the standard for heavier, multi-electron systems. In this 

chapter the results of DFT calculations on iron carbonyl and metallic hydride molecules 

are presented. Two major types of results are discussed. First and foremost is the 

theoretically optimized geometry for a given molecule. This calculated geometry may be 

extremely useful either as a comparison for experimentally determined stmctural 

parameters, or as justification of fixed values in an experimental geometry. The second 

type of result that will be discussed for the metallic hydride and hindered rotor systems is 

a probe of the molecular potential energy surface. The potential minima for a molecule 

will ultimately determine the equilibrium geometry. In this thesis two effects of the 

potential energy surface on rotational spectra and molecular structure will be discussed. 

Anharmomicity in a potential energy surface (PES) may cause significant differences in 

effective bond lengths of different isotopomers. A low energy barrier to internal motion 

can cause stmctural rearrangement on the microwave timescale, causing perturbations in 

the measured spectra. Relationships between the internal motion and anharmonicity of 

the potential energy allow straightforward theoretical modelling and interpretation that 

wiU be discussed further in this chapter. 

Calculations were performed on either an IBM RISC6000 SGI computer (the 

CGF4(X)) or an SGI Origin 20(X) (the Arizona supercomputer) using the Gaussian94®' 
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package Revision E.2. A few calculations were performed on the CGF4(X) computer 

using the ADF^ package. All results labeled 'DFT' in this work refer to the BPW91 

methods of Becke, Perdew and Wang. Geometries are reported in A, energies in cm"' or 

kJ/mole. 

A. Iron carbonyl compounds 

A variety of iron compounds have been studied using microwave spectroscopy, 

the molecules include; dicarbonyldinitrosyliron," cyclobutadienetricarbonyliron,^ 

butadienetricarbonyliron/' isoprenetricarbonyliron, ^ (cis and trems) 1,3-

pentadienetricarbonyliron,'^ 2,3-dimethylbutadienetricarbonyliron,'^ icis-cis and trans-

trcms) 2,4-hexadienetricarbonyliron,'̂  dihydrotetracarbonyliron,^^ 

ethylenetetracarbonyliron,^® cyclo-octatetraeneirontricarbonyl,^ (anti and syn) allyl-

tricarbonylironbromide, chloroferrocene '̂*'̂ ^ and bromoferrocene. '̂* The list here includes 

fifteen different ligands, only three of which are not part of carbonyl complexes (the 

ferrocenes). The carbonyl compounds provide a basis of test molecules for theoretical 

modeling of the ligands and their interaction with a metal. The simple structure of the 

CO group, and ±e reproducibility of 'good' theoretical CO structural parameters allow 

focus of the theoretical analyses to remain on the ligand(s) of interest. 

The primary intention of the results given for the various calculated iron carbonyl 

structures is to show that the BPW91 methods of DFT, in combination with the 6-31IG 

basis set, give stmctural parameters in excellent agreement with gas-phase ro structures. 
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FeH2(CO)4 

The geometry of this molecule is shown in Rgure 5-1 and listed in Table 6-1. 

The structure roughly resembles an octahedron. The hydride ligands, in a cis 

arrangement, are at nearly 90° angle, but the remaining carbonyls are distorted from 

octahedral positions, presimiably due to mutual repulsion. The axial ligands move 

Table 6-la, Cartesian Coordinates of FeH2(CO)4 from DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Fe 0.000000 0.000000 0.261885 
H 0.000000 -1.005924 1.408581 
H 0.000000 1.005924 1.408581 

Cqx 1.724536 0.000000 0.708942 
Cax -1.724536 0.000000 0.708942 
Oax 2.825861 0.000000 1.119445 
Oax -2.825861 0.000000 1.119445 
Ceq 0.000000 -1.378961 -0.881662 
Ceq 0.000000 1.378961 -0.881662 
Oeq 0.000000 -2.317126 -1.591541 
Oea 0.000000 2.317126 -1.591541 

Rotational 
Constants 1333.15 1038.84 925.16 

(MHz) 

Table 6-lb. Internal coordinates of FeH2(CO)4 from DFT. 

Parameter Value (A) Parameter Value C) 
re (Fe-H) 1.5254 Z (H-Fe-H) 82.52 
fe (Fe-Cax) 1.7815 Z (Cax~Fe-Cax) 150.94 
Te (Fe-Ceq) 1.7914 Z (Ceq-Fe-Ceq) 100.66 
lie (Cax~Oax) 1.1753 Z (Fe-Cax~Oax) 174.09 
fie (Ceq-Oeq) 1.1765 Z. (Fe-Cea"Oea) 177.45 
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towards the hydride ligands, causing significant deviation of the Cax-Fe-Ca* bond angle 

from linearity. The two equatorial ligands spread apart from each other towards a 

trigonal by-pyramid arrangement that might be expected if the two small H ligands are 

thought of as a single ligand. Previous calculations on di-hydride systems using MP2 

theory have given a di-hydrogen bond. The DFT method agrees better with experiment, 

giving the di-hydride ground state geometry. The value for re(Fe-H) should not be 

directly compared with the ro value presented in the next chapter. Later in this chapter a 

method for correcting the hydride bond lengths to account for anharmonicity of the PES 

will be presented. 

FeC2H4(CO)4 

The structure of tetracarbonylethyleneiron is often described as a trigonal 

bipyramid with the ethylene ligand situated at one of the equatorial sites. The geometry 

is shown in Figure 5-2 and listed in Table 6-2. As shown in the later case for butadiene 

the hydrogen coordinates are very accurately determined in comparison with the 

microwave results. In the ethylene ligand the hydrogens bend away from the metal 

center by a (dihedral) angle of 14°. The accuracy of the hydrogenic coordinates indicates 

that the theory can be usefiil for completion of diffraction structures that lack this 

information. The remaining parameters all agree well with the gas phase parameters 

given later in Chapter 7. It is important to note that other methods of DFT (BLYP91) do 

not reproduce the hydrogenic coordinates as accurately. 
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Table 6-2a, Cartesian coordinates for FeC2H4(CO)4 determined using DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Fe 0.000000 0.000000 0.019827 
c« 1.794361 0.000000 0.096096 
Cax -1.794361 0.000000 0.096096 
Oax 2.971022 0.000000 0.171282 
Oax -2.971022 0.000000 0.171282 
Ceq 0.000000 -1.475982 -0.97713 
C«, 0.000000 1.475982 -0.97713 
Oeq 0.000000 -2.454017 -1.64094 
Oeq 0.000000 2.454017 -1.64094 
Cet 0.000000 -0.711157 2.041344 
Get 0.000000 0.711157 2.041344 
H 0.913063 -1.25914 2.268804 
H -0.91306 1.259136 2.268804 
H -0.91306 -1.25914 2.268804 
H 0.913063 1.259136 2.268804 

Rotational 
Constants 1022.92 851.38 806.71 

(MHz) 

Table 6-2b, Internal coordinates of Fe(C2H4)(CO)4 determined using DFT. 

Parameter Value (A) Parameter Value (°) 
re(Fe-ll) 2.0215 Z(Cet-Fe-Cet) 
Te (Cet-Cet) 1.4224 Z(CerCet-H) 120.21 
tie (Cet-H) 1.0889 Z(Fe-Cet-Cet-H) 103.99 
re (Fe-Ceq) 1.7811 (Ceq-Fe-Ceq) 111.94 
re (Fe-Cax) 1.7960 (Cax-Fe-Cax) 175.12 
rie (Ceq-Oeq) 1.1820 Z(Fe-Ceq-0«,) 180.13 
lie (Cax-Oax) 1.1791 Z (Fe-Cax-Oax) 178.78 

Anti and Syn -C3H5Fe(CO)3Br 

A crystal structure for the 'cmti' isomer of the allyl iron compound exists.^^ This 

isomer is the major component of the gas-phase mixture and (according to these 

calculations) lies 609 cm ' (7.28 kJ/mol) lower in energy than the 'syn' form. The crystal 
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structure,^^ with an artificially inserted central hydrogen atom, was used as the input 

geometry for the DFT geometry optimization of the 'anti' isomer. The calculated 

Figure 6-1, Geometry of a) anft'-C3H5Fe(CO)3Br and b) ^-C3H5Fe(CO)3. 

Fe 

Fe 

b) a) 

structure for the ^antV isomer is listed in Table 6-3, and shown in Figure 6-la. Note that 

the central carbon and hydrogen in the allyl group are 3.73 A and 4.76 A from the 

bromine atom. For the '̂ yn' isomer, the Fe(CO)3Br base of the 'antV conformation was 

used and the allyl group coordinates were reflected through the plane containing the 

equatorial carbonyls. The optimized structure was quite different from this first guess, 

but nonetheless had the opposite orientation of the allyl group with respect to the ^antV 

conformer. The geometry for the '5371* isomer is shown alongside the '^antV form in 

Figure 6-lb and has the coordinates listed in Table 6-4. The Bromine atom is now 3.12 

and 2.70 A from the central carbon and hydrogen atoms. 
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Table 6-3, Cartesian coordinates of ^antV FeC3H5(CO)3Br from DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Br -2.052508 0.000000 -0.139853 
Fe 0.518373 0.000000 0.000000 
Ct 0.527229 1.240360 -1.773261 
Cc 1.172073 0.000000 -2.015496 
Ct 0.527229 -1.240360 -1.773261 
He 2.253195 0.000000 -2.170410 

H,d -0.534936 1.368712 -1.966979 
Htu 1.128032 2.147065 -1.811714 
Htd -0.534936 -1.368712 -1.966979 

1.128032 -2.147065 -1.811714 
Ceq 0.168683 1.406504 1.046278 
Cax 2.220087 0.000000 0.395463 
Ceq 0.168683 -1.406504 1.046278 
Qeq -0.04308 -2.349372 1.716757 
Oax 3.363268 0.000000 0.699816 
Oe. -0.04308 2.349372 1.716757 

Rotational 
Constants 921.82 565.95 565.84 

(MHz) 

The DFT structures of 'anti' and '5371' allyltricarbonylironbromide were essential 

for assingment of the spectra of the two isomers. The X-ray structure (with larger B and 

C, but smaller A) provided a prediction to find transitions, but the spectral patterns were 

very difficult to pick out. The 'accidental' near symmetric top DFT structure for the 

'anti' form has the asymmetry parameter, K = -0.9994. The DFT structure for the 'syn' 

isomer predicted a slighdy larger asymmetry splitting with K = -0.9803. To characterize 

the difference between the isomers two allyl group parameters can be defined. The 

center of mass of the allyl group lies in either the ab or ac plane of each isomer ('anti' 

and 'syn' repectively). Let a be the torsional angle measured between the plane 

containing the allyl group center of mass, the central allyl carbon, and the iron atom; and 



the plane of the central allyl carbon, the iron atom and the bromine atom. With this 

definition, a is 0° for the 'anti' isomer and 180® for the 'syn' isomer. A second 

parameter, <(>, can be defined as the tilt angle measured from an axis perpendicular to the 

Table 6-4, Cartesian coordinates of ^syn' FeC3H5(CO)3Br from DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Br -2.058902 0.113415 0.000000 
Fe 0.501499 0.000000 0.000000 
Ct 0.911490 1.747843 1.242733 
Cc 0.337007 2.114095 0.000000 
Ct 0.911490 1.747843 -1.242733 
Ho 1.990120 1.761341 1.395722 
H„, 0.318242 1.888280 2.144263 

1.990120 1.761341 -1.395722 
Htd 0.318242 1.888280 -2.144263 
Htu -0.696869 2.449684 0.000000 
Ceq 0.172824 -1.057367 1.398791 
Cax 2.215675 -0.34033 0.000000 
Ceq 0.172824 -1.05737 -1.398791 
Oeq -0.01131 -1.7406 2.338649 
Oax 3.369476 -0.59965 0.000000 
Oea -0.01131 -1.7406 -2.338649 

Rotational 
Constants 919.05 567.36 563.86 

(MHz) 

Fe-Br bond top the plane of the allylic carbons. This angle is 61° for the 'anti' isomer 

and 67° for the 'syn' isomer. Interconverison of the two isomers would very likely 

involve hindered rotation along the a coordinate coupled with a 'wobble' along the ^ 

coordinate. The calculated energy difference between the two isomers is consistent with 

the variable temperature NMR data that gives a barrier height to hindered internal 

rotation of 1600 cm"' (19 kJ/mole). 
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Comparison of the heavy atom parameters in the X-ray and DFT structures shows 

a discrepancy between Fe-Br bond lengths. Adjusting the Fe-Br bond lengths in both 

isomers to agree with the x-ray value changes the B and C rotational constants to agree 

within a one percent of the measured values. 

C4H6Fe(CO)3 

A series of compounds related to butadienetricarbonyliron were studied by Indris 

et al.'̂  For this series, only the unsubstituted butadiene compound was completely 

structurally characterized by Roehrig^ et al. The calculated geometry for 

butadienetricarbonyliron is shown in Table 6-5a for direct comparison with the gas-phase 

structure in Table 6-5b.'̂  The atom labelling scheme is shown in Figure 6-2. 

Figure 6-2) Structure of butadienetricarbonyliron, including the labeling sheme 

Fe 
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Table 6-5a, Cartesian coordinates of C4H6Fe(CO)3 calculated using DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c* 
Fe -0.000200 0.024971 0.000000 
Q 0.264766 -1.605711 1.368657 
Cc -1.011887 -1.643455 0.712926 
Cc -1.011887 -1.643455 -0.712926 
Q 0.264766 -1.605711 -1.368657 
Cs 1.730385 0.393068 0.000000 
Co -0.604241 1.092716 -1.275219 
Co -0.604241 1.092716 1.275219 
Os 2.896328 0.592642 0.000000 
Oo -1.011887 1.795372 -2.137000 
Oo -1.011887 1.795372 2.137000 
Htu 1.095811 -2.21138 1.010859 
H«, 0.28145 -1.41617 2.440297 
He -1.94785 -1.67113 1.266756 
He -1.94785 -1.67113 -1.266756 

Htu 1.095811 -2.21138 -1.010859 
Htd 0.28145 -1.41617 -2.4403 

Rotational 
Constants 998.61 948.12 925.44 

(MHz) 

Table 6-5b, Internal coordinates of C4H6Fe(CO)3 calculated using DFT. 

Parameter Value (A) Parameter Value 
re (Fe-Cs) 1.7693 Z (Fe-Cs-Os) 177.71 
re (Fe-Co) 1.7695 Z (Fe-Co-Oo) 179.28 
Te (Cs-Os) 1.1829 Z (Cc-Cc-CO 
Te (Cq-Oo) 1.1843 Z (Cc-Cc-Hc) 
re (Fe-Cc) 2.0774 Z(Cc-CrH„) 
re (Fe-Ct) 2.1454 Z (Cc-CrHtti) 
Te (Cc-Cc) 1.4259 Z(H„-CrHtd) 114.12 
Te (Cc-Ct) 1.4357 Z (Cs-Fe-Co) 102.03 
re(Cc-Hc) 1.0879 Z (Co-Fe-Co) 92.22 
rc(Ct-Hn,) 1.0888 
re (Ct-Htd) 1.0884 
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B. Metallic hydrides 

The metallic hydrides are important series of organometallic compounds. These 

species are generally quite reactive, and many are active in catalytic processes (see 

Chapter 3). Models of reactivity and catalytic activity have blossomed in theoretical 

chemistry. Other computational studies of metallic hydrides and their reactivity can be 

found in the literature,'̂ '̂̂ ^ however, few studies back up the calculations with 

experimental geometries. The hydridic ligand is particularly difficult to characterize by 

diffraction methods, particularly because many of the species are unstable, but also due to 

difficulties of locating the cores of the hydrogen atoms. Therefore only limited data is 

available on the structures of these metallic hydrides. In this section a considerable effort 

has been made to justify the application of DFT to these systems. Recent papers'̂ ^ that 

use these methods have not accounted for the systematically short re(M-H) values 

typically obtained in the geometry optimization. Here, a general perturbative method is 

given that allows one to more accurately extrapolate r(M-H) values from the calculated 

structure and the potential energy of the M-H bond. Furthermore, 2"^* order isotope 

effects, caused by M-HGD) bond length contraction can also be discussed within this 

context. 

The method incorporates standard Gaussian techniques of geometry optimization 

followed by a potential energy surface scan. The data taken from the potential energy 

scan is entered into a non-linear fitting program (Graphpad Prism®) and fit to the fourth 

order polynomial shown in Equation 6-1. The distance coordinate, offset by the 
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6-1) E = -(r-rJ+g(r-rJ+j(r-r,)* 

equilibrium value of the bond length re, is measured in picometers (pm) such that the 

coefficients of the 2"*', 3"* and 4"' order terms decrease in magnitude. Typically the 

energy values are scaled by subtraction of the equilibrium geometry energy and 

converted into cm"'. This elinunates a zeroth order term and gives the force constant, k, 

in units of cm Vpm". The 3"* and 4"* order anhannonicity constants have units of cm" 

Vpm^ and cm '/pm"^ respectively. The anharmonicity constants are then used to 

determine the displacement of the average bond length <x> = ro - re, in the zeroth 

vibrational level. The displacement of ro from is given in equation 6-2, and the 

derivation using perturbation theory on the harmonic oscillator wavefiinctions is shown 

in Appendix C. 

<«>= 
h u  I  h u  

3 hu 

3 39 f j iS  
h u  

hgy y _ In-s j fxk  _  27t/i 
I ' h hCT 

6-2) 

In principle, the average bond length <r> could be calculated in this way by 

determination of Tq, ri, ra, etc. and ±en taking a statistically weighted average over the 

relative populations of the vibrational levels. This is not done here primarily because the 

structural parameters determined by microwave spectroscopy are more directly related to 

ro than to <r>. Note, since g is generally negative, an)! positive, the effect of the 

perterbation in equation 6-2 is to increase the effective bond length. 
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HM(CO)n M = Mn, Re n = 5, M = Co n = 4 

The monohydride compounds discussed here were structurally characterized by 

Kukolich and Sickafoose^*®^"'®'̂  et al, electron dif&action (Co and Mn),"*® neutron 

dif&action (Mn only),'°° and x-ray diffraction (Mn only).'®' The calculations described 

here are for direct comparison with the gas-phase structures in which somewhat large 

isotope effects were observed upon deuterium substitution (discussed in detail in Chapter 

7). Potential energy surfaces were developed by use of the Scan option in Gaussian94, in 

which the M-H coordinate was scanned in opposite directions from the optimized value. 

Internal coordinates were defined by the Z-Matrix method, and all coordinates (except 

the scanned coordinate) were relaxed during the scans. Example input files are given in 

Appendix B. 

For HCO(CO)4 the geometry was optimized with Cs symmetry, with the H 

location fixed 180° from the axial CO group. Attempts at optimizing within 

synmietry in DFT produced symmetrization errors in the density matrix. The final 

geometry closely approximates ±e expected Csv geometry. The three equatorial CO 

groups were allowed to move within the Cs symmetry constraints (only two equivalent). 

The optimized geometry was verified to be at a minimum on the PES by obtaining all 

real, positive force constants in a frequency calculation. The geometry of this molecule is 

shown in Figure 6-3 and the atomic coordinates are listed in Table 6-6. 

The potential energy surface scan of the Co-H stretch revealed the surface 

depicted in Figure 6-4, the parameters that describe the best fit to a fourth order 



polynomial are given later in Table 6-10. Using equation 6-2 the displacement 

coordinate for the zeroth order vibrational energy is found to be 0.021 A. This value 

Figure 6-3, Molecular structure of HCo(CO)4. 

Co 

Table 6-6a, Atomic coordinates for HCo(CO)4 determined with DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Co 0.157362 -0.071923 0.000000 
Cax -1.463194 0.669900 0.000000 
Ceq 1.146940 1.399582 0.000000 
Ceq 0.052727 -0.986519 1.515820 
Ceq 0.052727 -0.986519 -1.515820 
Oax -2.531601 1.158972 0.000000 
Oeq 1.864213 2.332758 0.000000 
Oeq 0.052727 -1.617424 2.509427 
Oeq 0.052727 -1.617424 -2.509427 

H 1.511504 -0.691793 0.000000 
Rotational 
Constants 1126.22 1126.01 984.95 

(MHz) 
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Table 6-6b, Memal coordinates of HCo(CO)4 from a DFT. 

The deviations from Csv symmetry were in only the last digit of the bond lengths and the 

bond angles, the values shown here are averaged. 

Parameter Value (A) Parameter Value (®) 
re (Co-H) . 1.4893 
Te (Co-Cax) 1.7823 Z(H-Co-Ce<,) 80.735 
re (Co-Ceq) 1.7734 Z(Co-Ceq-Oeq) 176.37 
^e (Cax-Oax) 1.1750 
lie (Cea-Oeo) 1.1770 

Figure 6-4, Potential energy surface of the Co-H stretch in HCo(CO)4. 
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be used to correct the Co-H bond length in Table 6-5b and obtain a value of 1.51 A (ro = 

1.52 A expt.). 

The Group vn transition metal hydrides HMn(CO)5 and HRe(CO)s were also 

analyzed using DFT. The 2"** order isotope effect was particularly prominent in the 

change in quadrupole coupling with the Re nucleus. The DFT analyses for the two 

compounds were nearly identical, with the notable exception that an effective core 

potential (pseudopotential) was used for the rhenium nucleus (see Appendix B for an 

example input file). The geometries of the molecules are similar and depicted in Figure 
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6-5. Similar to the calculations on HCo(CO)4 attempts to optimize the geometry with C4V 

syrmnetry resulted in symmetrization errors in the density matrix. The geometry 

presented here was optimized with Czv symmetry constraints with the final geometry 

deviating from C4V symmetry only by one part in ten thousand. The synmietry simplifies 

the Cartesian coordinates listed in Tables 6-6 and 6-7 because the equatorial carbonyl 

groups can be chosen to lie on the a and b principle axes. The coordinates of the M-H 

stretches were scanned while allowing the rest of the molecule to relax within the 

symmetry constraints. The surfaces obtained in the scans are shown in Figure 6-6, the 

similarities of the molecules result in nearly identical parameters for the force constant 

and anharmonicity parameters (see Table 6-10). The anharmonic corrections (ro - re) are 

Figure 6-5, Molecular structure of the monohydride pentacarbonyl compounds. 
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Figure 6-6. Potential Energy surfaces of the Mn-H and Re-H stretches. 
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Table 6-7a, Cartesian coordinates for HMn(C0)5 calculated using DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Mn 0.000000 0.000000 0.140969 
Cax 0.000000 0.000000 -1.685831 
Oax 0.000000 0.000000 -2.865531 
Ceq 0.000000 1.819917 0.369423 
Oeq 0.000000 2.975025 0.591170 
Ceq 0.000000 -1.819917 0.369423 
Oeq 0.000000 -2.975025 0.591170 
Ceq -1.819875 0.000000 0.369760 
Oeq -2.974917 0.000000 0.591851 
Ceq 1.819875 0.000000 0.369760 
Oeq 2.974917 0.000000 0.591851 

H 0.000000 0.000000 1.716469 
Rotational 
Constants 900.79 900.79 696.86 

(MHz) 

Table 6-7b, Internal coordinates for HMn(CO)5 calculated using DFT. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
re (Mn-H) 1.5755 
re (Mn-Cax) 1.8268 Z (H-Mn-Ceq) 82.85 
Te (Mn-Ceq) 1.8342 Z(Mn-Ceq-Oeq) 176.28 
re (Cax"Oa)c) 1.1797 
re (CeQ-Oeo) 1.1762 
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Table 6-8a, Cartesian coordinates for HRe(CO)5 calculated using DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Re 0.000000 0.000000 0.119601 

Cax 0.000000 0.000000 -1.804989 
Oax 0.000000 0.000000 -2.987910 
Ceq 0.000000 1.926060 0.323089 
Oeq 0.000000 3.089504 0.505856 
Cep 0.000000 -1.926060 0.323089 
Oeq 0.000000 -3.089504 0.505856 
Ceq -1.926023 0.000000 0.323336 
Oeq -3.089449 0.000000 0.506222 
Ceq 1.926023 0.000000 0.323336 
Oeq 3.089449 0.000000 0.506222 

H 0.000000 0.000000 1.812752 
Rotational 
Constants 837.25 837.23 640.74 

(MHz) 

Table 6-8b, Internal coordinates for HRe(CO)5 calculated using DFT. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Te (Re-H) 1.6932 
Te (Re-Cax) 1.9246 Z (H-Re-Ceq) 83.96 
re (Re-Ceq) 1.9367 Z (Re-Ceq-Oeq) 177.10 
•"e (Cax"Oax) 1.1829 

Z (Re-Ceq-Oeq) 

Te (Cea~Oea) 1.177 

0.021 A and 0.019 A for the Mn and Re molecules, respectively. The adjustments 

improve the re(M-H) values reported in Tables 6-7 and 6-8 to 1.596 A (1.65 A expt.) and 

1.712 A (1.80 A expt.), respectively. The adjustment for ro bond length in the Group Vn 

hydrides does not extend the equilibrium bond length as close to the experimental value 

as was the case for HCo(CO)4. 
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H2M(C0)4 M=: Fe, Ru, Os 

The di-hydiide structure introduces a few complications into the theoretical 

analysis. Rrst, there is a possibility for a di-hydrogen structure, indicating that a second 

local minimum may exist on the molecular potential energy surface. Secondly, there is 

some concern about not only the symmetric M-H stretch, but also the symmetric H-M-H 

bending motion. Like the M-H stretch, the bending motion may also occur in a tiighly 

anharmonic potential, and thus cause 2"** order isotope effects. Lastly, the coefficients of 

the PES for the M-H stretch must be interpreted with care, since the energy change 

corresponds to movement of both H atoms together. 

Geometry optimization of H2Fe(CO)4 has been discussed previously. Analyses 

for H2Ru(CO)4 and H20s(C0)4 are identical except for the use of effective core 

potentials for the Ru and Os nuclei. The geometries determined for M = Ru and M = 

Os are given in Tables 6-9 and 6-10, respectively (see Figure 5-1). The potential surfaces 

associated with symmetric hydrogenic vibrational motions were found using the Scan 

options in Gaussian94. For the M-H synmietric stretch, the two r(M-H) bond lengths 

were fixed together and scanned in both directions from the optimized value. The 

remaining coordinates were optimized at each point under C^v sjonmetry constraints. The 

surfaces obtained from these analyses are shown in Figure 6-7. The parameters found by 

fitting the points in Figure 6-7 to a fourth order polynomial are given in Table 6-11. The 

displacement coordinates were determined from equation 6-2, taking into account that 

two bonds are being stretched, and thus the force constant is the quadratic term (obtained 
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from fitting the PES to a polynomial) and not twice this term. The displacement of To 

from Te for these species was found to be 0.022,0.024 asnd 0.019 A for M = Fe, Ru and 

Table 6-9a, Cartesian coordinates for H2Ru(CO)4 determined using DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Ru 0.000000 0.000000 0.265407 
Cox 1.891915 0.000000 0.654446 
Ox -1.891915 0.000000 0.654446 
Oax 3.012200 0.000000 1.002812 
Oax -3.012200 0.000000 1.002812 
Ceq 0.000000 -1.512883 -0.984159 
Cec 0.000000 1.512883 -0.984159 
o«, 0.000000 -2.463332 -1.674837 
Oq 0.000000 2.463332 -1.674837 
H 0.000000 -1.078431 1.515522 
H 0.000000 1.078431 1.515522 

Rotational 
Constants 

(MHz) 
1207.24 930.04 805.32 

Table 6-9b, Internal coordinates for H2Ru(CO)4 determined using DFT. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Te (Ru-H) 1.6510 Z (H-Ru-H) 81.56 
re (Ru-Cax) 1.9315 Z (C„-Ru-Cax) 156.76 
Te (Ru-Ceq) 1.9622 Z (Ceq-Ru-Ceq) 100.89 
'e (Cax-Oax) 1.1732 Z (Ru-Cax-Oax) 174.35 
Te (Ceq-Oeq) 1.1749 Z (Ru-Cea-Oea) 176.45 

Os respectively. These improve the re(M-H) values in Tables 6-1,6-9 and 6-10 to 1.547, 

1.675 and 1.657 A (1.58, 1.71, 1.72 A, expt.) respectively. 

Clearly the corrections for To bond length displacements from re bond lengths 

improve each of the calculated r(M-H) values, but in most cases the corrected parameter 



is still short of the measured to value. These are also the cases in which 2°^ order isotope 

effects (with deuterium substitution) were observed. By simply changing the reduced 

mass (all bonds are treated as diatomic systems) the zeroth order vibrational energy also 

Table 6-10a, Cartesian coordinates for H20s(CO)4 determined using DFT. 

Atom 'a' 'b' 'c' 
Os 0.000000 0.000000 0.208390 
Cax 1.855961 0.000000 0.560453 
Cax -1.855961 0.000000 0.560453 
Oax 2.987884 0.000000 0.877111 
Oax -2.987884 0.000000 0.877111 
Ceq 0.000000 -1.457680 -1.003044 
Cec 0.000000 1.457680 -1.003044 
Oeq 0.000000 -2.396053 -1.717204 
Oeq 0.000000 2.396053 -1.717204 

H 0.000000 -1.061862 1.457477 
H 0.000000 1.061862 1.457477 

Rotational 
Constants 1263.45 951.15 835.09 

(MHz) 

Table 6-10b, Internal coordinates for H20s(C0)4 determined using DFT. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
re (Os-H) 1.6394 Z (H-Os-H) 80.74 
Te (Os-Cax) 1.8891 Z (Cax-Os-Cax) 158.52 
Te (Os-Ceq) 1.8954 Z (Ceq-Os-Ceq) 100.54 
Te (Cax"Oax) 1.1754 Z (Os-Cax"Oax) 175.11 
Te (Ceq-Oeq) 1.1792 Z (Os-CeQ-Oeo) 177.54 

changes, Eo ~ V(k/ji). When deuterium is substituted for hydrogen the reduced mass 

increases by nearly a factor of 2, and thus decreases the Eo value by nearly ^2. This 

energy shift may cause a consequential change in ro bond length, provided the PES in 
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anhannonic (in a harmonic potential all rn = re). Experimental estimates for the 2°^ order 

isotope effects on ro values are discussed in ±e next chapter for the metal hydride 

Figure 6-7, Potential energy surface of the Fe-H stretch. 

A) Entire scan; B) focus on zeroth vibrational level for Fe-H and Fe-D 
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Figure 6-8, Potential energy surfaces of M-H stretches in H2M(CO)4, M = Ru and Os. 
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systems and previous work on diatomic and triatomic hydrides was reviewed by Laurie 

and Herschbach.It is important to test the ability of the DFT method and basis set to 

reproduce the anharmonicity in a molecular force-field. For this test, calculations on 

several di- and triatomic hydrides were carried out in an attempt to reproduce the 

experimental isotope effects on bond length. The results are shown in Table 6-11 along 

with results for the metal hydride compounds. Comparisons of the di- and triatomic H-D 

bond length contractions are compared with experimental values in Table 6-12. There is 

good qualitative agreement, especially between monohydrides. Theoretical calculated 

parameters of the M-H bond contractions for the metallic hydrides are included in Table 

6-13. The calculated bond length contractions for the metallic hydrides are only slightly 

larger than the 'normal' di- and triatomic hydrides. In comparison to experimental data 

for H2Fe(C0)4, the shorter calculated values for the r(M-H) bond length and the 

systematically 'normal* isotopic effect indicate that the % anharmonicity (given as -g/h) 

in the M-H bonding is underestimated for the metallic species. 

It is important to point out that the DFT geometries are all in excellent agreement 

with experimental structures (discussed in detail in Chapter 7). It is the small, 

perturbative effects such as anharmonicity and electric field gradients (not discussed 

here) which are not accurately described by the theory (yet). 

Another important coordinate investigated using the potential energy scans was 

the H-M-H symmetric bend. Anharmonicity along this coordinate may introduce isotopic 

effects in the H-H (D-D) intenuclear separation, which is an important factor in the 

dihydride vs. dihydrogen question. Shown in Figure 6-9 are surfaces obtained by 
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scanning the H-M-H coordinate on either side of the equilibrium value. By inspection it 

is clear that close to the bottom of each potential, where the zeroth vibrational level lies, 

the surfaces are quite harmonic (% anharmonicites < 0.5%). This allows the conclusion 

that most of the shortening of the H-H/D-D intemuclear distance is due to contraction 

along the M-H coordinate and not the H-M-H coordinate. The most interesting features 

in the plots shown in Figure 6-9 are not the curvatures near equilibrium, but rather the 

'wrinkles' at small H-M-H angle. This wrinkle is more pronounced for the iron species 

and all but disappears on the way down to the osmium species. In all cases the wrinkle 

appears at a point where the H-M-H angle is forcing the hydrogens to within 1.1 A of 

each other. The dip observed in the H-Fe-H surface at this point indicates that the 

interaction between hydrogens is stabilizing, and thus may lead to a higher energy 

dihydrogen conformation. A frequency calculation was performed at this local 

minimum, and this confirmed that it is a true (multi-dimensional) minimum, rather than a 

saddle point. In any case the decreasing appearance of this wrinkle down the Group Vin 

series is strongly suggestive that the increasing stability of these compounds is related 

directly to decomposition through the dihydrogen conformation. 

C. Discussion 

The methods of DFT applied here have become increasingly useful as the user 

and the theory get better. The first project done for this thesis, the measurement of 

spectra and stmctural determination of methylrheniumtrioxide, was accompanied by a 

wealth of structural data firom di^action as well as DFT. The close agreement of the 
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Figure 6-9, Potential energy surfaces of the H-M-H stretches; M = Fe, Ru and Os. 
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Table 6-11, Anharmonic potential energy surface parameters for various hydrides. 

Determined at the BPW91 level of density functional theory. The parameters represent 

the function: E(cm'') = h Ar^ + g Ar' + j Ar'*; Ar = r-re (pm) 

Bond(s) Te (pm) h" (cm'Vpm^) g (cm^pm"*) j (cm Vpm'̂  -fi/h'=(A-') ro-re'' (pm) 
O-H" 100.1 16.82(5) -0.411(2) 0.00436(7) 2.4 1.8 
F-H" 94.78 19.64(3) -0.509(2) 0.0070(2) 2.6 1.7 
a-H 133.5 9.9(1) -0.212(1) 0.0024(1) 2.1 2.0 
O-Hi 97.94 33.2(4) -0.979(5) 0.0166(6) 2.9 2.1 
Mn-H 157.55 4.609(4) -0.074(1) 0.00110(3) 1.6 2.1 
Fe-Hz 152.54 10.8(2) -0.189(1) 0.0019(1) 1.8 2.2 
Co-H 149.05 5.88(9) -0.1016(7) 0.0010(1) 1.7 2.1 
RU-H2 169.1 9.9(3) -0.183(2) 0.0024(1) 1.8 2.4 
Re-H 169.32 5.00(6) -0.075(2) 0.00137(5) 1.5 1.9 
OS-H2 163.94 12.8(2) -0.205(2) 0.00148(8) 1.6 1.9 
a. Only the bottom portion of the well (0 to - 7000 cm"') was fit to the given parameters. 

b. For monohydrides h represents k/2 where k is the force constant, in the dihydrides h is the force constant 

for a single M-H stretch. 

c. -g/h is roughly % anharmonicity when in units of A '. 

d. ro-r, is the bond length displacement (in the zeroth vibrational level) from the bottom of the well due to 

anharmonicity. 

Table 6-12, Comparisons of gas-phase bond length contractions hydrides. 

Compound Meas. Aro Meas. Are Meas. Arrms Meas. Are Calc. Ar 
OH/OD 0.28" 0.07" 0.54" 0.48" 0.47 
HF/DF 0.23'' 0.01" 0.49" 0.42" 0.46 
HCl/DCl 0.24" 0.02" 0.37" 0.46" 0.55 
H2O/D2O 0.08" - - 0.52" 0.29 
reproduced from reference nimiber 

reproduced from reference number 
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Table 6-13, Theoretical M-H bond length contractions for metallic hydrides. 

Metal Calc. Ar Metal Calc. At 
Co-H/D 0.58 Fe-H2/D2 0.61 
Mn-H/D 0.59 RU-H2/D2 0.66 
Re-H/D 0.53 OS-H2/D2 0.53 

Table 6-14, Comparisons of gas phase M-H bond lengths for metallic hydrides. 

Microwave values are ro (least squares fit) and rs (Kraitchman). Electron diffraction 

values are indicated rg. The covalent radii (rc(X)) are taken as half of the elemental 

intemuclear separation. 

M ro Ts rc(M)+rc(H) re (Gaussian) 
Fe 1.58 1.59 1.556 1.615" 1.5254 
Ru 1.71 1.72 n.a. 1.698 1.651'= 
Os 1.72 1.72 n.a. 1.711 1.639*= 
Co 1.52 1.517'' 1.556 1.626 1.489 
Mn 1.65 1.647'' 1.58 1.707" 1.576 
Re 1.80 1.786 n.a. 1.744 1.695= 
a) There are no naturally occurring isotopes of the metal, thus the c.o.m. coordinate used 

in determination of the Ts value is derived from the least squares fit structure. 

b) There is more than one elemental form of the metal, in these cases the f.c.c. form is 

used to find rc(M). 

c) These calculations used effective core potentials. 

theory for this simple, yet electron rich, molecular structure was inspiring. It was not 

until Professor Barfield collaborated with our group on a project (SaCgHn, not presented 

in this thesis) that this author took a particular interest in the computational methods. In 

this project ab-initio structures were predicted using Moller-Plesset'®^ perturbation 
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theory. The theory was so good that the complicated spectrum measured for that 

specieswas then partially assignable to one of the ab-initio structures. It seemed clear 

that accurate theoretical modelling could significantly reduce a lot of the time and anxiety 

associated with spectral line searching and assignment. Attempts to model the 

organometallic compounds presented int his work using the ab-initio methods were 

unsuccessful, however the methods of DFT, particularly the BPW91 fimctional, were 

quite successful. 

The first big test came with H2Fe(CO)4, the laboratory measurements had yielded 

a complete structure for this species (See Chapter 7). Following the experimental work, a 

DFT analysis produced such an impressive structure that further details of the isotope 

effects were analyzed as well. In the following project, C2H4Fe(CO)4, the DFT 

calculations were performed prior to any experimental work. This 'test' proved to be 

very successful when the spectrum was found between the predicted spectra of the DFT 

structure and the GED structure. In fact, the 'asymmetry splitting' (~[B-C], see Chapter 

1) was much closer to the predicted DFT value than the predicted GED value. This is an 

indication that the DFT methods are providing more accurate values for interbond and 

dihedral angles in the molecular structure. The DFT structure was very useful during the 

structure refinement loop (see Figure 5-1). Once the iron isotopomer data was obtained 

the structure was refined by varying only the Fe-ll and C-C distances and holding the rest 

of the structure fixed at DFT values. The subsequent structure predicted '̂ C transitions 

consistently to within 3 MHz! This significantly lowered the time required to find and 
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identify the weaker isotope lines. In subsequent 'refinements' the D4 and lines were 

predicted and found within ~1 MHz of predictions. 

The more subtle effects often observed in microwave spectra, such as isotope 

effects and quadruploe coupling (not always so subde!), are much more difficult to 

reproduce theoretically. The study of isotope effects presented in this chapter seems to 

uidicate that the BPW9I method of DFT is consistently underestimating the 

anharmonicity of potential wells that describe bonding with metal nuclei. A full analysis 

of the current state of computational ability to address this problem would require 

calculation, and subsequent analysis of the same systems using many different methods. 

Such a smdy is beyond the scope of this present work, but perhaps should be addressed as 

more and more accurate experimental descriptions of 'real' potential force-fields become 

available. Such a study will be important for accurately predicting non-equilibrium M-H 

bond lengths. 

The strength of quadrupole coupling is critically dependent on the electronic 

distribution near the quadrupolar nucleus. In principle this data can be direcdy extracted 

from electronic calculations such as the ab-initio and DFT methods. Palmer'°^ has shown 

that with a little extra work, i.e. very large basis sets, quadrupole coupling of 'lighter' 

nuclei, such as D, N, CI and S, can be reliably determined. Application of this problem to 

larger nuclei has been addressed during this work, with very limited success. The failure 

is based on two problems. First, a very accurate ro structure must be used in the 

calculation, since even tiny structural changes upon relaxation to the re stmcture will 

effect the electronic filed gradients. The second problem is associated with the limited 
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basis sets currently available for the heavier atoms and the long computation time 

required for doing large basis calculations. At best, the calculations give values -20% 

from experiment, at worst, ±e sign and magnitude of the coupling are predicted 

incorrectly. A value of -20% is excellent for say, N quadrupole coupling, which 

typically has eQq values near 1 MHz, but 20% on say Re, could be up to 100 MHz off! 
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Section m. Experimental Results: Structure and Qnadrupole Coupling 

This section combines the background material described in Section I with the 

experimental and theoretical material in Section n to produce answers to questions 

regarding the structure (Chapters 7 and 8) and quadrupole coupling (Chapters 8 and 9). 

Similar molecules are grouped for succinctness and comparison purposes. When the 

previously discussed methods for data analyses are not enough, further methods of 

analysis are described. The final chapter concludes the presented material and describes 

future approaches for expanding or furthering the present studies. 
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Chapter 7. Structures of Iron Group (VlU) Carbonyi Compounds. 

The structures of iron carbonyi compounds are traditionally determined using 

crystallographic methods. The crystallographic methods break down when a compound 

does not solidify under ambient conditions or does not form a well-ordered lattice. 

Therefore, smaller molecules with low freezing temperatures are relatively poorly 

structurally characterized. In most cases the low freezing point accompanies a high vapor 

pressure, and thus both microwave spectroscopy and electron diffraction (GED) can 

potentially be used to study these molecules. Like other diffraction techniques, GED has 

trouble obtaining accurate hydrogenic coordinates. For the molecules discussed in this 

chapter, H2Fe(CO)4, H2Ru(CO)4, C2H4Fe(CO)4 and C3H5Fe(CO)3Br, there are GED 

structures for H2Fe(CO)4''® and C2H4Fe(CO)4'*^ and a crystal structure for one isomer of 

C3H5Fe(CO)3Br.^^ The present work gives the first structural characterization of 

H2Ru(CO)4 and the first complete structure for C2H4Fe(CO)4. Results for 

C3H5Fe(CO)3Br indicate the gas-phase 'anti' structure is very similar to the crystal 

structure and that a second conformer, consistent with the 'syn' conformation proposed in 

an NMR studyis present in the gas phase. 

The structures depicted here are determined either from a least-squares fit to the 

measured rotational constants/moments of inertia (ro structure) or from BCraitchman's 

equations (rs structure). Costain'̂  showed that the experimental re structure caimot be 

determined from ground vibrational state data alone. The re structure must be determined 

from a combination of multiple vibrational state data in conjunction with a complete 
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molecular force-field (an experimental PES!). Obtaining accurate experimental values 

for re is very difficult with microwave data alone. However, Costain showed that for 

larger atoms (in OCS, for example), in relatively harmonic force-fields, re parameters do 

not deviate much (< 0.001 A) fi-om ro or rs values. In this paper it is shown that, for a 

given coordinate, Tq > rs > re, a trend that can be reasonably understood through 

inspection of the potential energy surfaces of Chapter 6. Note that Costain assumes that 

each atom is substituted with a heavier isotope, as is generally (but not always) the case. 

The re value should be independent of isotopic substitution (within the Bom-

Oppenheimer approximation), but both Tq and rs will have contribution firom two (or 

more) isotopomers and thus 2'"^ order isotope effects may occur. In the rs structures, each 

coordinate is determined by a parent/substitution pair, and the value obtained is 

essentially an average of the ro(parent) and ro(subst.) values. This value is typically 

smaller than a least-squares fit ro because these ro values are determined in a global fit to 

a large number of isotopomeric parameters, of which only one or two contain the 

substituted atoms associated with the particular ro value. This means the least-squares fit 

ro values are very close to the true ro values for the 'main' isotopomer. 'Main' indicates 

the collection of atoms of whichever isotopes occur most firequently in the data set. In 

the hydride molecules presented here, large deviations between ro and ts parameters for 

the r(M-H) coordinates prompted further analyses of the experimental data in an effort to 

expose the large order isotope effect. 

For iron carbonyl compounds with olefinic ligands, hydrogenic coordinates 

provide a detailed picture of the olefin structural changes upon complexation. Previous 
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study of C4H6Fe(CO)3 revealed drastic sp^ type changes in the terminal carbon atoms of 

the olefinic ligand. The present work shows similar results for C2H4Fe(CO)4. The 

structural effects are discussed in general for a variety of olefin-ironcarbonyl compounds. 

Particular attention is given to the trends associated with activation and deactivation of 

the olefin ligand's reactivity. 

Like cyclobutadiene, the unstable aromatic allyl group is stablized by interaction 

with a metal atom. The present study indicates that hindered internal rotation, observed 

with a 19(4) kJ/mol barrier in the NMR experiment/® is not observed directly in the 

microwave spectrum. Instead, two non-equivalent minima along the internal rotation 

coordinate are seen. In constrast to cyclobutadieneirontricarbonyl, which undergoes 

internal rotation on the microwave timescale,'^ the allyl compound is more in agreement 

with the microwave analysis of cyclooctatetreneirontricarbonyl,̂  the NMR 'ring-

whizzer'that exhibits a rigid rotor type microwave spectrum. 

A. H2M(C0)4 M = Fe,Ru 

The structure of these complexes were determined by carrying out two separate 

(Michigan and Arizona) global, least-squares fits to the measured rotational constants to 

obtain the ro structural parameters. In addition, Kraitchman analyses were carried out to 

determine ts parameters. 

Least-squares fitting analyses 
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Using the Arizona package, the following structural fitting methodology was 

used. The large number of available rotational constants (21 each) allowed variation of 

all (assuming Czv symmetry) of the independent structural parameters. Although no 

oxygen atom isotopic substitution data was obtained, the r(C-0) distances and Z(M-C-0) 

parameters could be varied without problems in the fitting routine. Slightly better 

standard deviations for the fits could be obtained by fixing the r(C-0) distances and (M-

C-O) angles, but the variable parameters were in very good agreement for the 10-

parameter, and 6-parameter fits. Deviations of the Z(M-C-0) bond angles from linearity 

were only significant (<2a) for Z(M-Cax-Oax). Both 8 and 10 parameter fits were 

performed in which the Z(M-C-O) angles were fixed at 180° and then allowed to vary for 

comparison. The standard deviations of the two fits are similar, and the resulting 

parameters were nearly equal, indicating that the fit did not improve much by the addition 

of the extra parameters. However, since there are correlations between parameters, we 

believe the most accurate (but not necessarily the most precise) structural parameters are 

obtained using the 10-parameter fit. Except for the Z(Fe-C-0) angles, all parameters 

were determined with good accuracy. Final values of the parameters are given in Table 

7-1 along with the best fit (CALC), and experimental values for the rotational constants. 

The atomic Cartesian coordinates for ±e "best fit" structure are given in Tables 7-2a and 

7-3a. 

The Michigan program was used to verify the structures obtained with the 
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Table 7-la. Results of the least squares fit for H2Fe(CO)4. 

The standard deviation for the fit is 0.22 MHz. Errors on the parameters are 2a. 

Bond Length (A) Interbond Angle(°) 
ro(Fe-H) 1.576(64) Zo(H-Fe-H) 88.0(2.8) 
foCFe-Cax) 1.815(54) •^o(Cax-Fe-Cax) 154.2(4.2) 
ToCFe-Ceq) 1.818(65) .^(Ccq-Fe—Ceq) 99.4(4.3) 
ro(Cax"Oax) 1.123(80) •^o(^C-Cax"Oax) 172.5(5.6) 
ro(Ceq~Oeq) 1.141(74) •^(Fe-Cea—Oeo) 177.8(6.8) 

Table 7-lb. Deviations of calculated rotational constants for H2Fe(CO)4. 

Am-Ac Bin~Bc n
 

3
 1 

Main 0.070 -0.116 -0.139 
^e 0.070 -0.118 -0.156 
^Fe 0.071 -0.115 -0.130 
HD -0.078 0.113 0.144 
DD -0.202 0.348 0.430 

'—ax -0.004 0.006 -0.006 
v-^ea 0.066 -0.111 -0.140 

Table 7-lc, Results of the least squares fit for H2Ru(CO)4. 

The standard deviation for the fit is 0.11 MHz. Errors on the parameters are 2ct. 

Bond Length (A) Interbond Angle(°) 
ro(Ru-H) 1.710(23) Zo(H-Ru-H) 87.4(2.4) 
ro(Ru-Cax) 1.952(21) •^o(Cax-Rl^-Cax) 160.6(4.3) 
ro(Ru-Ceq) 1.974(28) •^(Ceq-Ru—Ceq) 101.4(1.5) 
r'o(Cax-Oax) 1.130* •^o(Ru-Cax-Oax) 172.6(7.6) 
ro(Ceq-Oeq) 1.143* ^(Ru-Ceg—Oeq) 180* 
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Table 7-Id, Deviations of calculated rotational constants for H2Ru(CO)4. 

Main 0.041 -0.044 -0.089 
0.048 -0.040 -0.093 
0.033 -0.048 -0.083 
-0.043 0.075 0.077 
-0.108 0.184 0.253 
-0.014 0.004 -0.027 
0.037 -0.126 -0.035 

HD 
DD 

analyses described above. The optimized structures from the Arizona program (Tables 7-

2a and 7-3a) were used as input for the routine. All 11 coordinates (10 independent, 1 

dependent) were allowed to vary within the Civ symmetry constraints and fit to the 21 

measured rotational constants and the 'c' first moment equation. Like the Arizona 

program results, the largest deviations between measured and best-fit values were found 

in the doubly-deuterated isotopomers. Removal of this isotopomer from the each 

structure fits did not cause divergence (only 18 constants!) and the standard deviation of 

the fit decreased from 0.07 amuA  ̂to 0.03 amu (for M = Fe). The D2 isotopomer is 

presumably not fit well due to shortening of ±e M-H/D bond length, this isotopic effect 

will be discussed in the section following the Kraitchman analyses. 

Kraitchman analyses 

Isotopic substitution spectra were obtained for all atoms but oxygen in these 

complexes, ±erefore substitution coordinates for each (non-oxygen) atom could be 

calculated using the Kraitchman equations for an asymmetric top. Underlying 

Kraitchman's equations is the assumption that bond lengths and angles do not change 
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upon isotopic substitution. The level of accuracy of this assumption will be discussed and 

analyzed in the next section. Using this assumption, molecular geometries (listed in 

Table 7-4) containing M, H, Cleq and C3ax are obtained that are in good agreement with 

the parameters determined in the least squares fit(see Tables 7-2 and 7-3). The only 

constraints on the geometry resulted from the requirement of Czv symmetry for the 

Table 7-2, Cartesian atomic coordinates (A) for H2Fe(CO)4. 

These coordinates were obtained from the least squares fits to the measured rotational 

constants. Estimated errors on non-zero coordinates in the Arizona data set are 0.010 A. 

A B 
Arizona ao bo Co Michigan ao bo Co 

Cax 1.769 0.000 0.705 Cax 1.77(2) 0.000 0.70(2) 
Cax -1.769 0.000 0.705 Cax -1.77(2) 0.000 0.70(2) 
Oax 2.821 0.000 1.097 Oax 2.82(1) 0.000 1.10(2) 
Oax -2.821 0.000 1.097 Oax -2.82(1) 0.000 1.10(2) 
Ceq 0.000 1.387 -0.877 Ceq 0.000 1.39(2) -0.88(2) 
Ceq 0.000 -1.387 -0.877 Ceq 0.000 -1.39(2) -0.88(2) 
Oeq 0.000 2.285 -1.580 Oeq 0.000 2.28(1) -1.58(1) 
Oeq 0.000 -2.285 -1.580 Oeq 0.000 -2.28(1) -1.58(1) 
H 0.000 -1.094 1.433 H 0.000 -1.07(2) 1.43(2) 
H 0.000 1.094 1.433 H 0.000 1.07(2) 1.43(2) 
Fe 0.000 0.000 0.299 Fe 0.000 0.000 0.30(1) 

molecule, and this assumption is supported by both the theoretical calculations (discussed 

in Chapter 6), and the experimental results. The substitution coordinates are listed in 

Table 7-4, and the bond lengths and angles determined from these coordinates are listed 

in Table 7-5. The quadratic nature of the principal moments of inertia results in non-zero 

root-mean-square (rms) coordinates for substituted atoms. Imaginary coordinates which 
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are non-zero due to these vibrational effects are included in Table 7-4. The values for 

these coordinates are assumed to be zero when calculating the internal coordinates listed 

in Table 7-5. Forcing the values marked a in Table 7-4 to zero during the calculation of 

internal coordinates is equivalent to setting the appropriate APu values 

Table 7-3, Cartesian atomic coordinates (A) for H2Ru(CO)4. 

These coordinates were obtained from the least squares fits to the measured rotational 

constants. Estimated errors on non-zero coordinates in the Arizona data set are 0.003 A. 

A B 
Arizona ao bo Co Michigan ao bo Co 

Cax 1.924 0.000 0.615 Cax 1.921(8) 0.00000 0.614(9) 
Cax -1.924 0.000 0.615 Cax -1.921(8) 0.00000 0.614(9) 
Oax 3.004 0.000 0.948 Oax 3.005(4) 0.00000 0.948(8) 
Oax -3.004 0.000 0.948 Oax •3.005(4) 0.00000 0.948(8) 
Ceq 0.000 1.528 -0.965 Ceq 0.00000 1.526(8) -0.968(8) 
Ceq 0.000 -1.528 -0.965 Qq 0.00000 -1.526(8) -0.968(8) 
Ocq 0.000 2.413 -1.689 Oeq 0.00000 2.414(4) -1.688(5) 
Oeq 0.000 -2.413 -1.689 Oeq 0.00000 -2.414(4) -1.688(5) 
H 0.000 -1.182 1.521 H 0.00000 -1.175(9) 1.517(9) 
H 0.000 1.182 1.521 H 0.00000 1.175(9) 1.517(9) 
Ru 0.000 0.000 0.285 Fe 0.00000 0.00000 0.286(4) 

Table 7-4, Substitution (a,b,c) coordinates (A) for the dihydride complexes. 

A B 
Ts as bs Cs Ts as bs Cs 

^e 0.303 0.052/ 0.048/ 0.303 '"^u 0.288 0.029/ 0.026/ 0.288 
^'Fe 0.303 0.053/ 0.051/ 0.303 •°^Ru 0.289 0.037/ 0.031/ 0.289 
D 1.816 0.393/ 1.091 1.452 D 1.933 0.332/ 1.175 1.535 
D2 1.813 0.395/ 1.090 1.449 D2 1.932 0.334/ 1.190 1.522 
'^C v^ax 1.640 0.031/ 1.388 0.876 ''Cax 2.013 1.912 0.049" 0.627 

^ea 1.889 1.747 0.015/ 0.719 "Ceo 1.808 0.021 1.512 0.990 
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a) Note: For a Civ symmetry molecule, the coordinates with imaginary values should be 

zero, however Kraitchman analysis gives the rms coordinates which are non-zero due to 

vibrational averaging. 

Table 7-5, Internal Tj coordinates for H2Ru(CO)4. 

A B 
Bond (A) Bond (A) 
rs(Fe-H) 1.582(4) rs(Ru-H) 1.713(8) 
rs(Fe-Cax) 1.796(3) rs(Ru-Cax) 1.943(3) 
rs(Fe-Cea) 1.821(6) rs(Ru-C«,) 1.981(3) 
Angle O Angle O 
Zs(H-Fe-H) 87.1(5) Zs(H-Ru-H) 86.6(5) 
•^s(Cax~Fe-Cax) 153.2(6) •Zs(Cax"Ru-Cax) 159.7(6) 
•^s(Cea~Fe-Ceo) 99.3(5) Zs(Cea-Ru-Cea) 99.6(5) 

to zero, the large zero-point deviations that are often listed as non-zero APu values (such 

as the inertial defect in quasi-planar molecules) are then represented by the non

zero coordinate values in Table 7-4. The zero-point vibrational effect is small for the 

heavy M atom and C atoms, but becomes much larger for the low mass H atoms. As 

mentioned in Chapter 5, the effects of vibrational averaging can also be observed in the 

small deviations between the C rotational constants for the substimted Fe species. 

Analyses of H and D isotope effects 

It was noted from the least squares fit results the largest deviations for rotational 

constants were for the MD2(CO)4 data. Furthermore, the only significant deviations 
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between the Arizona and Michigan least-squares fitting analyses are in the hydrogen 

coordinates. Most of the data included in the fits involve hydrogen atoms and this is a 

good indication that the To coordinates for hydrogen change upon deuterium substitution. 

The large deviation of best-fit values for a deuterated system was observed previously for 

HRe(CO)5,'' and H20s(C0)4.^ In the least squares fits the coordinates of all atoms other 

than hydrogen are better determined than hydrogen atom coordinates. Therefore, the 

moments of inertia of the M(CO)4 firagment were calculated, using the 'best-fit' atomic 

positions shown in Table 7-2. It is important to calculate these moments in the center of 

mass (C. O. M.) system for MH2(CO)4 to obtain H coordinates and the C. O. M. system 

for MD2(C0)4 to obtain D coordinates. These Fe(CO)4 'firagment' moments could then 

be subtracted from the experimental moments of inertia to obtain the contributions to the 

moments due to the H or D atoms, independently. The resulting 'H-firagment', or 'D-

firagment' moments (AIcc = Ice - Icc'. etc.) are completely described by the H, D masses 

and coordinates in the respective (C.O.M.) systems. The equations for these moments 

and coordinates are as follows: 

7-1) AIcc = 2mHj)b ,̂ AIbb = 2mH.DC ,̂ Alaa = 2mH.Dr" 

7-2) b = V(AIcc/2mH.D), c = V(AIbb/2mH.D). r = V(AIaa/2mH.D) 

An equivalent analysis was performed in which the moments of each fi:agment were 

calculated in the center of mass firame for that firagment, and the effects of the shifts of 
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the C.O^.'s were taken into account. The coordinates obtained from each of the two 

analyses were identical. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 7-6. The b and 

c coordinates are transformed to the internal coordinate frame (with M at the center) to 

show how substitution effects the M - H bond distance and the H- M -H bond angle. As 

was suspected the M - H bond distances are longer than the M - D bond distances with 

the ro value from the least squares fit falling in between these two values. The bond angle 

also contracts upon deuteration but this is a smaller effect, and the contraction is not 

much larger than the errors associated with the assumptions and fits. 

This analysis of 'fi^gment' inertial moments is by no means infallible, and a great 

deal of caution should be maintained while interpreting the final results. The most 

significant problem arises in the lack of data, which renders the oxygen atom 

coordinates less precise. Inertial moment accuracy depends primarily on the accuracy of 

heavy atoms that have large coordinates off the axis in question. Thus the accuracy in the 

M atom position will not greatly effect the accuracy of the inertial moments because it 

lies close to the center of mass, but the oxygen atoms all lie greater than 2.5 A from the 

center of mass and thus have several large coordinate values and the error in these 

coordinates will strongly contribute to errors in inertial moments. The 0.05(4) and 

0.03(2) A M-H bond length contractions (M = Fe, Ru respectively) indicate a large 

anharmonicity contribution in the M-H potential functions. Even though the estimated 

error is significant, it is clear that the effect is real and large, typical values for bond 

length contraction upon deuteration are less than 1 pm.'° The large isotopic effects 
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observed in these systems are similar to the results obtained for the other transition metal 

hydrides (summarized in Table 6-12). 

Conclusions on Hydride Structures 

These studies provide a full experimental and theoretical structural analysis of the 

transition metal complexes tetracarbonyldihydroiron and tetracarbonyldihydroruthenium. 

These results for the iron complex structure are in good agreement with previous results 

of a gas-phase electron dif&action(GED) studyIn comparison to the GED structure 

(see Table 7-9) the microwave bond lengths are in very good agreement with the more 

precise GED bond lengths. The bond angles are more accurately determined in the 

present microwave study but still agree with GED data to within quoted error limits. For 

both complexes the substitution structures are very close to the DFT structures for metal-

carbon values and deviate only slightly in the metal-hydrogen values. The DFT 

calculations provide helpful insight on the subtle changes in molecular structure upon 

isotopic substitution, and one obtains surprisingly accurate veilues for the structural 

parameters. 

The second order isotope effect was apparent in both the experimental and 

calculated structure. Since the experimental elongation of the M - H(D) bond length is 

larger than the calculated effect, it is reasonable to assume that the actual PES of the 

symmetric M - H stretch is more anharmonic than the calculated PES. The analysis used 

to calculate the theoretical bond length extension (ro-re) for each isotope of hydrogen can 

be empirically applied to get an experimental estimate for the third-order anharmonicity 
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parameter, g (see equation 6-1). The DFT value of -0.19 cm'Vpm^ was too small to 

reproduce either the measured bond length, Tq (= 1.59 A), or the estimated isotope shift 

(0.05(4) A). A value for g of -0.57 cm Vpm^ (3 times the DFT value) gives ro(Fe-H) = 

1.596 A and the isotope shift (ro(Fe-H) - ro(Fe-D) increases firom 0.006 to 0.020 A. 

Other test values for g indicate a nearly linear correspondence between increasing g and 

increasing isotope shift. The fourth-order term (j) in equation 6-1 is not considered in 

this discussion, the effect of increasing the value of j would be to decrease both the ro 

bond length and the isotope shift. Typical values for j (and the effect on the bond 

lengths) are at least an order of magnitude smaller than g and thus neglect of these terms 

is reasonable for the empirical analysis. 

B. C2H4Fe(CO)3 

Previous electron diffraction work'*' on this molecule was incomplete. In this 

work only distances and inter-bond angles between heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms were 

determined. Previous study of the olefin-iron complex C4H6Fe(CO)3^' revealed an 

interesting structural change of the olefin upon complexation in which a re-hybridization 

of the carbon relocates the hydrogen atoms. Since the data set includes the perdeuterated 

isotopomer C2D4Fe(CO)4 (see Chapter 5) there was no difficulty determining accurate 

hydrogenic coordinates for this species. 

Molecular Structure 



Data were collected on seven isotopomers and therefore twenty-one rotational 

constants were used for the structural analyses. Two structures can be determined from 

the spectral data, a ICraitchman (rs) and least squares (ro) structure. The ICraitchman 

structure, which gives only coordinates of isotopically substituted atoms, is incomplete 

without ̂ e substitution data. However, the iron c coordinate for the Ts structure can be 

obtained through the first moment equation for the c axis. The least squares structure 

also allows complete determination of all atomic coordinates. The ro, or 

Table 7-6, Parameters for the Fe-H and Fe-D bonding in tetracarbonyldihydroiron. 

Expt. Values are described in the analysis of H and D isotope effects in this chapter. The DFT 

values were discussed earlier in Chapter 6. 

Expt. DFT 
Parameter X = H X = D X = H X = D 

M = Fe M = Fe M = Fe M = Fe 
r(X-X) A 2.195 2.195 2.131 2.038 
r(M-X) A 1.596 1.596 1.545 1.547 
Z(X-M-X) o 88.4 88.4 87.1 

Table 7-7, Comparison of structural parameters for H2Fe(CO)4. 

Parameter Least Squares Kraitchman DFT (6-31IG) Electron Diffraction 
r(Fe-H) A 1.576(64) 1.590(4) 1.525 1.556(21) 
r(Fe-Cax) A 1.818(65) 1.815(30) 1.782 1.832(3) 
r(Fe-Ceq) A 1.815(54) 1.889(17) 1.791 1.802(3) 
r(Cax-Oax)A 1.141(74) n.a. 1.175 1.145(3) 
r(Ceq-Oeq)A 1.123(80) n.a. 1.177 1.145(3) 
Z(H-Fe-H) 88.0(2.8)° 86.7° 82.41° 100.0(10.2)° 
Z(Cax-Fe-Cax) 154.2(4.2)° 154.0° 150.97° 148.5(1.5)° 
Z(Ceq-Fe-C«,) 99.4(4.3)° 99.7° 100.72° 96.0(0.6)° 
Z(Fe-Cax-0«) 177.8(6.8)° n.a. 174.10° fixed (180°) 
Z(Fe-Ceo-Oeo) 172.5(5.6)° n.a. 177.43° fixed (180°) 
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least-squares structure was determined by both the 'Arizona' and 'Michigan* methods. 

Both ro structures are in excellent agreement with each other, with the Kraitchman 

structure, and with the theoretical structure obtained using DFT. 

EZraitchman Analysis 

The substitution coordinates directly determined from Kraitchman's equations are 

given in Table 7-8. For the quadruple substimtion of the four equivalent hydrogen atoms 

it was necessary to develop substitution coordinate equations from first principles. In 

general, the differences between the inertial moments for the main and (multiply) 

substituted species can be expressed^ as shown in equation 7-3; 

C N 
^Ambj 

7-3) AI,,= Am(b' + c,-)-
M + Am 

L 

f N 
Amc; 

i 

M + Am 

where Am is the difference between the total mass of the parent (M) and the substituted 

isotopomer. The subscript's' refers to the coordinates of the substituted atom(s). The 

second and third terms account for the shift of the center of mass from the parent 

molecule. The analogous terms for AIbb and AIcc can be obtained by cyclic permutation 

of the abc coordinates in equation 7-3. For single substitution, the second and third terms 

are typically combined with their corresponding substitution coordinate to give a single 

term involving the substitution reduced mass, = Am*M/(Am + M). In any case, where 

multiple substitution retains the initial symmetry of the parent molecule, it is possible that 
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these terms will drop out of the difference moment equations entirely. The C2v symmetry 

of tetracarbonylethyleneiron gives the molecule both ac and be mirror planes. The ac 

mirror plane forces the second term in Alaa to zero, thus the first term is all that 

contributes to the bn coordinate. Similarly, symmetry about the be plane cancels the 

corresponding term in AIbb> and together these mirror planes cancel both terms in Alee-

The third term in Alaa and AIbb remains and when combined with AmCs" can be shown to 

reduce to ji. Therefore, the difference moments for quadruple deuterium substitution in 

this molecule can be expressed as; 

AI^=Am(a2+b2); Am=4(mp-m„) 

Since the quadruple substitution does not rotate the principal axes there are no off-

diagonal terms in the inertial tensor for the substituted molecule. This allows for rapid 

solution of the three difference moments in equation one to give the hydrogen 

substitution coordinates; 

7-5) H ̂  • N - • H= 

The carbon and oxygen atom positions obtained using the Kraitchman equations 

for single substitution in an asymmetric top, the Michigan program and one developed in 

this laboratory produced identical results. It should be noted that the Kraitchman 

coordinates (shown in Table 7-8) for atoms in the ac and be planes that should be zero are 

in fact non-zero or imaginary. This effect is similar to inertial defects in planar molecules 

in which zero-point vibrational movement of the atoms out of the plane result in 

substitution coordinates that represent the rms. average vibrational displacements. In this 
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molecule, the Kraitchman analysis provides rms. positions for the b coordinates of atoms 

in the ac plane and the a coordinates of atoms in the be plane. The iron atom is the only 

non-substituted atom in the molecule, therefore ail of the substituted atom Cs coordinates 

can be used to solve the c axis first moment equation for the iron c coordinate. For the 

internal coordinates listed in Table 7-9, it was necessary to assume all of the small non

zero "out of plane" values to be zero. The errors reported for internal substitution 

coordinates are derived firom Costain's^  ̂model by using the Schwendeman program. 

Least Squares Analyses 

Two independent least-squares fitting methods were employed in an effort to 

minimize errors resulting from correlation between variable parameters and from inherent 

weighting of experimental data. 

In method 'a' the internal coordinates of the molecule were defined using the Fe-

Cax. Fe-Ceq, Cax-Oax, Ceq-Oeq, Fe-Cet, Cet-Cet bond lengths and the ZCax-Fe-Cax, ZCeq-Fe-

Ceq, ZFe-Cax-Oax, ZFe-Ceq-Ogq inter-bond angles, the hydrogen Cartesian coordinates 

were varied as three independent parameters. Within the Czv symmetry of the molecule 

this scheme allowed variation of 13 independent molecular parameters in a fit to the 21 

measured rotational constants. The standard deviation of the fit was 11 kHz, indicating 

that the final structure reproduces the experimental rotational constants to within one 

order of magnitude of their experimental error (~1 kHz). Final values of the variable 

parameters and other interesting structural parameters are given in Table 6. 



In method 'b', the Cartesian coordinates of symmetrically related atoms were tied 

together to give 13 independent parameters, the location of the iron atom along the c 

inertial axis was a dependent parameter in the fit. Each set of carbon atoms required 

two variables (b and c for Cet and Ceq, a and c for Cax). similarly the two sets of oxygen 

atoms each required two variables, finally the H atoms required 3 variables (a, b and c 

coordinates). The 14 Cartesian coordinate parameters were varied to fit the 21 measured 

moments of inertia and forced to satisfy the first moment equation for c coordinates. The 

fit has a standard deviation of 0.0036 amu-A  ̂which gives a relative uncertainty on the 

same order of magnitude (1 x 10'^) as the standard deviation obtained in method 'a'. The 

coordinates fi-om method 'b' and their respective uncertainties are listed in Table 7-8 

alongside the Kraitchman values. 

Table 7-8, Cartesian least-squares, and substitution coordinates for C2H4Fe(CO)4. 

The standard deviation of the fit is 0.004 amu-A", or 28 kHz, listed errors are 2cr. 

Atom ao (A) bo (A) Co (A) lasi (A) Ibsl (A) IcJ (A) fcom (A) 

Fe 0.000  ̂ 0.000" 0.073(16) - - 0.081 -

Cax ±1.814(2) 0.000" 0.148(32) 1.8107 0.043^ 0.132 1.816 
Oax ±2.954(1) 0.000" 0.205(14) 2.9535 0.048i^ 0.199 2.960 
Ceq 0.000" ±1.496(3) -0.942(4) 0.052i  ̂ 1.493 0.937 1.762 
Oeq 0.000" ±2.448(1) -1.576(2) 0.043i  ̂ 2.448 1.574 2.902 
Cet 0.000' ±0.709(3) 2.067(2) 0.059J  ̂ 0.706 2.064 2.182 
H ±0.897(2) ±1.254(1) 2.2835(6) 0.896 1.254 2.283 2.755 

a) These values were fixed at zero during the fitting. 

b) These coordinates are nonzero (and/or imaginary) due to vibrational averaging. 
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Figure 7-1, Structural changes of ethylene upon complexation to iron. 

1.408(7) A 

073{3)A 

a 

2.097(3) A 



The experimental microwave bond lengths and angles determined from the two methods 

are given in Table 7-9. All tlu^e methods are in excellent agreement with each other, 

indicating that correlation and weighting are not significant problems in the structural 

fits. The close agreement of the Kraitchman parameters with the least-squares 

Table 7-9a, Structural parameters derived from the experimental rotational constants. 

Errors for the least squares fits 'a' and 'b' are 2a, errors in Kraitchman coordinates are 

Costain'" errors. 

Bond ra(A) rb(A) rs(A) 

r(C-H) 1.071(4) 1.072(3) 1.073(2) 
r(Fe-Cax) 1.815(2) 1.815(2) 1.811(1) 
r(Fe-Ceq) 1.805(9) 1.807(9) 1.808(10) 
r(Fe-Cet) 2.118(14) 2.116(14) 2.105(17) 
r(Cet-Cet) 1.420(6) 1.418(8) 1.412(3) 
r(Cax"Oax) 1.142(2) 1.142(3) 1.145(2) 
r(Ceq-Oeq) 1.145(2) 1.145(4) 1.147(2) 
r(Fe- II) 1.996(14) 1.994(17) 1.983(17) 
c(H-C) 0.217(2) 0.217(2) 0.219(3) 

Table 7-9b, Interbond and dihedral angles of C2H4Fe(CO)4. 

Angle 0a 0b (°) e.C) 
ZC-C-H 120.5(6) 120.6(3) 120.7(1) 
ZH-C-H 113.7(6) 113.6(5) 113.3(2) 
ZFe-C-C-H 103.6(9) 103.6(9) 103.7(10) 

ZCax -Fe-Cax 174.8(25) 175.3(19) 176.8(13) 

ZCeq-Fe-Ceq 111.8(9) 111.6(8) 111.4(9) 

ZCet-Fe-Cet 39.2(5) 39.2(4) 39.2(3) 

ZFe-Cax-Oax 180.0(28) 179.5(30) 178.2(12) 

ZFe-Ceo-Oea 179.5(7) 179.4(6) 179.4(5) 
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Table 7-10, Structural parameters of tetracarbonylethyleneiron. 

Parameter GED X-ray" MW DFT 
r(Fe-Cet) (A) 2.117(30) 2.099(7)" 2.117(14) 2.1188 
r (Fe-Cjuc) (A) 1.796(35) 1.759(6) 1.815(2) 1.8006 
r (Fe-Ceq) (A) 1.836(35) 1.761(6)" 1.806(9) 1.7865 
r(CerCet) (A) 1.46(6) 1.398(8) 1.419(7) 1.4186 
r (Cax"Oax) (A) 1.146(10) 1.164(4) 1.142(3) 1.1546 
r (Ceq-Oeq) (A) 1.146(10) 1.171(12)" 1.145(3) 1.1576 
r(C-H) (A) 1.08' 1.00(24)" 1.072(4) 1.0905 
Z(CetFeCeO O 40.3 38.9(2) 39.2(5) 39.12 
ZCXFeQx) O 180" 176.4(2) 175.1(22) 176.64 
ZCQqPeCeq) n 105.2(30) 112.2(3) 111.7(9) 111.66 
Z(FeCaxOax) O 180'' 178.8(6) 179.8(29) 179.64 
Z(FeCeqOeq) n 180" 175.2(9)" 179.5(7) 180.27 
Z(CCH) n 116" 118(8) 120.6(5) 120.0 
ZGFeCCH) n 90" 98 103.6(9) 103.5 

a) These values were assumed during the fitting process. 

b) X= P(C6H5)3;The compound is not symmetric, thus averaged values of symmetry 

related terms are listed, the number in parenthesis represents the range if larger than 4a. 

c) This column lists average values of methods 'a* and 'b' described in the text. 

structures indicates that ±e equilibrium values of the structural parameters are not very 

different from the reported ro and Tj values. Unlike the similar compound H2Fe(CO)4 the 

assumption of rigid bonding upon isotopic substitution seems to be accurate even in the 

hydrogenic coordinates of the ethylene ligand. Structural parameters in Table 7-10 are 

those from electron diffraction,'*' an x-ray crystal structure of the triphenylphosphine 

derivative'*  ̂and the DFT study described in Chapter 6. Comparison with the values in 

Table 7-10 reveals excellent agreement on all parameters. 
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The results of the experimental and theoretical analyses indicate that the effects of 

complexation on ethylene are primarily changes in the dihedral angle (ZFeCCH) and the 

C-C bond distance. There are only very minor changes in the C-H bond length and C-C-

H bond angle (see Figure 7-1). The C-C bond is lengthened 0.07(1) A to 1.418(8) A, 

compared to 1.339(1) A for free gaseous ethylene.'"^ The previously reported GED 

value"*' (see Table 7) was much closer to a single C-C bond length, whereas this study 

produces a more accurate value, intermediate between typical single and double C-C 

bond lengths. The CCH angles of C2H4 and C2H4Fe(CO)4 are nearly identical at 

121.1(3)° and 120.6(3)°. The C-H bond lengths of 1.085(2) A and 1.072(3) A for C2H4 

and C2H4Fe(CO)4 respectively demonstrate only a small contraction of 0.012(4) A. To 

the author's knowledge, only one other experimental study^° of an ethylene-iron complex 

has determined the dihedral angle that describes the out of plane bend of the C-H bond. 

This x-ray diffraction study of triphenylphosphinetricarbonylethyleneiron determined this 

angle to be near 8°, however the uncertainties in hydrogen coordinates in diffiraction 

studies are quite high, as can be seen by the erratic C-H bond lengths reported in that 

study (see Table 7-10). An unperturbed ethylene structure would have the C-H bond 'in 

the plane' perpendicular to the plane containing the Fe atom and the Cet-Cet bond. This 

structure would have a FeCCH dihedral angle of 90°. The value determined in the 

present study, 103.7(9)°, is nearly halfway between ftill sp  ̂hybridization (120°) and sp' 

hybridization (90°) of the Cet atoms. An intermediate hybridization model is consistent 

with theory describing cyclopropane'"® such that the bonds characterized by small angles 

between ring atoms retain some it character. There is a crystal structure of the 
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isoelectronic compound tetracarbonylethyleneosmium.'  ̂ In this study the ethylene 

appears to be more tightly bound to the metal center as indicated by an even larger C-C 

bond length of 1.488 A (much closer to sp  ̂type C-C bond lengths) and a larger 'out of 

plane' bending of the hydrogens to ZOsCCH = 112°. 

C. C3H5Fe(CO)3Br 

Both the 'anti' and 'syn' isomers were identified in the spectrum with relative 

intensities of ~9:1. The 'anti' conformation is more abundant in the beam expansion and 

thus is likely to be the lower energy conformation, in agreement with solution phase 

NMR^® data in CDCI3. Bromine has two isotopes in nearly equal natural abundance and 

thus signals for '^r and ^'Br were measured for both isomers. 

Least-Squares Fitting Analysis 

With two isotopes of Bromine identified in the spectrum for each isomer, it is 

possible to do partial structural determination of selected parameters to fit the six 

measured rotational constants (moments of inertia). For the 'anti' isomer the 

identification of several ^e^^r transitions provides an opportunity to fit the structure to 

nine measured rotational constants. 

Using the 'Arizona' structure fitting program a coordinate system was semp with 

the x-axis along the Fe-Br bond (Rl). The allyl group, frozen at the x-ray geometry, was 

defined by two parameters specify the 'center' point in the xz plane. This 'center' is 

given by the average of the C atom postions, a point that does not move significantly 
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upon rearrangement to the 'syn* isomer. The two parameters to locat this point in the 

new coordinate system were chosen as a distance (R2) and an angle (0) from the x axis. 

Another angle, describing the 'tilt' of the allyl group, measured from the z axis, was 

given the name O. From the X-ray geometry these parameters are R2 = 1.824 A, 0 = 

94.5® and <I» = 62.4°. The parameters R1 and R2 could easily be varied in the fit, but the 

angular parameters 0 and O are not determinable. The fit values for R2, although 

correlated heavily with the (frozen) parameters of the allyl group, are consistently larger 

than the x-ray values. A better fit to the data is obtained if one or more y coordinates are 

varied in the fit. The equatorial carbonyl groups, and the terminal CH2 groups of allyl are 

the only atoms with y coordinates. With the presently limited data set, only one of the 

two groups can be determined due to correlation with each other. Varying the CH2 

groups produces large ZQCcCt angles, but variance of the equatorial carbonyl groups 

does not produce any disturbing geometrical changes. In order to properly vary the 

positions of the equatorial carbonyl groups, both an interbond angle ZBrFeCeq and a 

dihedral angle ZBrPeCeqCax were defined and the bond lengths Fe-C and C-O were 

fixed. Upon addition of the carobnyl angular parameters the fit improves from ~2 MHz 

standard deviation to 20 kHz. The results of the four parameter fit are given in Table 7-

1 la and b. 

A fit for the 'syn' isomer has yet been unobtainable, without further structural 

data, the complex stucture of this molecule can only be inferred from the calculation 

(shown in Chapter 6). The DFT strucure is in good agreement with the measured 



Table 7-1 la. X-ray and least-squares fit structure of anti -C3H5Fe(CO)3Br. 

The standard deviation of the fit is 12 kHz. 

Parameter X-ray^^ LSO 
Rl- r(Fe-Br) A 2.494 2.478(1) 
R2- r(Fe-Allyl) A 1.824 1.918(6) 
R3- r(Cc-CO A 1.392 * 

R4- r^e-Ceq) A 1.786 * 

R5- r(Fe-Cax) A 1.790 • 

R6- r(Ceq-Oeq) A 1.148 * 

R7- r(Cax"Oax) A 1.124 * 

0- ZBrFeAUyl 0 94.6 * 

O- AUyl-tilt o 62.4 * 

ZQCcCt o 124.9 * 

ZBrFeCax 
o 172.0 • 

ZBrFeCeq 
0 83.6 82.0(5) 

ZBrFeCeqCax 
0 52.9 54.2(1) 

Table 7-1 lb. X-ray structure and least-squares fit structure of anti -C3H5Fe(CO)3Br. 

The standard deviation of the fit is 12 kHz. 

Atom X Y Z 
Br 2.478 0.000 0.000 
Fe 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Ct 0.036 -1.234 1.813 
Cc -0.534 0.000 2.111 
Ct 0.036 1.234 1.813 
He -1.491 0.000 2.611 
H.d 0.918 1.124 1.859 
Hn. -0.386 2.164 1.804 
H,d 0.918 1.124 1.859 
Ho. 0.386 2.164 1.804 
Ceq 0.248 1.435 -1.034 
Cax -1.772 0.000 -0.252 
Ceq 0.248 -1.435 -1.034 
Oeq 0.408 2.357 -1.699 
Oax -2.885 0.000 -0.411 
Oec 0.248 -2.357 -1.699 
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spectrum and attempts to fit the data in a fashion similar to the 'anti' isomer resulted in 

800 kHz fits. 

Kraitchman Analysis 

The data set includes only Fe and Br substitutions, therefore only the rs value for 

the Fe-Br bond length in the 'anti' conformation can be determined. The a axis is nearly 

coincident with the Fe-Br bond and thus bs and Cs coordinates for these atoms are small 

and not well determined. The two as coordinates are; as(Fe) = 0.545 A and as(Br) = 1.932 

A, placement of the center of mass between these two atoms results in a rs(Fe-Br) bond 

length of 2.477 A. This value is shorter than that obtained with DFT re = 2.575 A but 

much closer to the x-ray value^^ of 2.494 A. It is likely that small displacements of Fe 

and Br (more likely Br) from the a axis that are neglected here would increase rs(Fe-Br) 

to agree better with the x-ray structure. 

The available gas-phase data on this compound is enough to verify that both 'anti' 

and 'syn' conformations are present. Further isotopic susbtitution will be challenging, 

due to the complex nature of the spectrum and the molecular structure. The Cs synmietry 

plane will aid in any further structural determination by statistically increasing the 

intensity of substituted isotope spectra of the equatorial carbonyls and the terminal points 

of the allyl group. 
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D. Suminary 

The specific structures described previously in this chapter, when combined with 

previous microwave data on iron carbonyl compounds, provide a strong basis for a 

general discussion of structural properties and theoretical treatment of the systems. Other 

techniques (i.e. x-ray and electron diffraction) have long been the primary tools for 

structural determination in these systems. The results obtained from these techniques are 

what theoreticians typically use for verification of theoretical geometries. Microwave 

structural determinations can (and have) contributed to this area in very important ways. 

Of primary importrance here is the ability to accurately locate small (i.e. H) atoms 

through isotopic substitution methods. 

An excellent example of a situation where only microwave analyses could 

identify the 'right' theory is given by the dihydride compounds. Two theories, MP2 and 

DFT, each predicted different conformations as the global minimum. MP2 theory (a HF 

based perturbative method) predicted"*" a structure in which the two H ligands are 

connected by a 'dihydrogen' bond of ~ 1 A. The DFT prediction, shown in Chapter 6 for 

Fe and Ru, and also obtained by Jonas,'*  ̂ indicated two well separated hydride ligands. 

GED data on the iron compound reported a large standard deviation on the ZHFeH 

angle, and therefore which theoretical method was 'correct' was still an open question. 

The microwave results presented here clearly indicate that the DFT methods provide the 

better description of the 'dihydride' compounds. 

Another situation in which other structural techniques have not provided 

sufficient detail occurs when one questions the degree of olefin activation, or 
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deactivadon, that occurs upon binding to a metal center. This question can be partially 

answered through accurate determination of the olefinic hydrogen coordinates (in 

addition to the carbon coordinates, of course). X-ray and GED studies of 

butadienetricarbonyliron,*  ̂allyltricarbonylironbromide^  ̂and ethylenetetracarbonyliron'^^ 

both were unable to locate all of ±e hydrogenic coordinates. Previous microwave work 

on the butadiene complex indicates that the terminal hydrogen atoms are displaced firom 

the original planar configuration into one that suggest nearly full sp  ̂hybridization of the 

terminal carbon atoms. This structural change can be used to infer the removal of 

electron density from the Cc-Q bonds, effectively deactivating the butadiene towards 

dienophiles in the traditional 4 + 2 reaction. In the related compound, 

ethyleneirontetracarbonyl, the hydrogen coordinates determined from microwave spectra 

also indicate a movement towards sp^ hybridization. With symmetry constraints removed 

and the H atoms displaced 0.22 A out of the original ethylene plane, the ethylene is 

activated towards coordinated dienophiles that may approach the ethylene moiety from 

an adjacent position. 
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Chapter 8. Structure and Quadnipole Coupling in Cyclopentadienyl 

Compounds 

Atomic nuclei come in a variety of different spin states designated by the spin 

angular momentum I. For molecules that contain nuclei with I > splitting of the 

rotational energy levels may occur. The form of the angular mementum coupling is 

outlined in Chapter 1 and is treated extensively in a number of sources3^*' hi this 

chapter, four cyclopentadienyl compounds containing the quadrupolar nuclei In, CI and 

Br will be discussed along with structural aspects of the compounds. A fifth 

cyclopentadienyl compound with quadnipole, CpRe(C0)3, will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

The first two compounds are prolate symmetric tops with Csv symmetry. The two 

T1 nuclei both have 1 = 0, and thus no quadnipole coupling was observed. Preparation of 

deuterated isotopomers cyclopentadienylthallium (CpTl) allowed a complete structural 

characterization. The isoelectronic compound, cyclopentadienylindium (Cpin), shows 

quadnipole coupling for both isotopes of In, each of which have a I = 5/2 spin. Only 

three isotopomers (including '^C) were available for CpIn and thus only a partial 

structural determination was possible. 

The next two compounds, chloroferrocene and bromoferrocene, are ftiU blown 

asymmetric tops (Cs symmetry) and both exhibit quadnipole coupling due to the I = 3/2 

spin nuclei of ^^Cl, ^^Cl, ^^r and ®'Br. Comparisons between the structures of the 

haloferrocenes and that of ferrocene combined with comparisons to the quadnipole 
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coupling of the haiobenzenes provide insight into the changes in Cp-Fe bonding upon 

halogenation of the Cp ligand. 

A. Cyclopentadienylthalliiim and Cyclopentadienylindium  ̂

Stracture of CpTl 

Both Cartesian and internal coordinate structure fits were done to analyze the 

measured rotational constants. Twelve rotational constants from eight isotopomers were 

used in a least squares structure fit to determine the four parameters that completely 

describe the CpTl structure. For the internal coordinate structure fit (Arizona) these 

parameters were the distance from the C5 plane to T1 (TI-C5), the C-C bond length, the C-

H bond length and the angle of the C-H bond from the carbon plane. The results are 

listed in Table 8-la, ±e standard deviation of the (Arizona) fit was 44.4 kHz, indicating a 

good fit to the data. Table 8-lb shows the results of the Cartesian coordinate fit 

(Michigan). In the Cartesian fit the Tl, C and H a coordinates were treated as two 

independent and one dependent parameter. The C and H b and c coordinates were each 

tied together with five-fold symmetry and varied as two independent parameters. The 

five parameters were fit to eight moments of inertia derived from the measured rotational 

constants and also forced to satisfy the first moment equation for the a coordinates. The 

Cartesian coordinates for the 'Michigan' fit are given alongside the results from the 

internal coordinate fit in Table 8-la. Both fits are very reasonable interpretations of the 

gas-phase stmcture of CpTl in that they reproduce the measured rotational constants to 

less than 50 kHz rms. 
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Table 8-1, Structural parameters for cyclopentadienylthaUium. 

Comparison to previous microwave results.̂  The standard deviation for internal 

coordinate least squares fit was 44.4 kHz, and 0.0083 amuA  ̂for the cartesian coordinate 

fit. Listed errors are 2CT. 

a) 

Parameter Arizona (ro) Michigan (ro) Ts Cox, et al'^ 
Tl-Cs (A) 
C-C (A) 
C-H (A) 
ZCs-H 

2.4134(28) 
1.421(11) 
1.082(9) 
0.89(19)° 

2.4139(6) 
1.419(2) 
1.083(3) 
0.86(10)° 

2.4087(4) 
1.4236(1) 
1.0798(7) 
1.20(2)° 

2.41(1) 
1.43(2) 
fixed at 1.08 
assumed 0 ° 

b) 

Michigan 
Atom ao bo Co 
C 1.8321(5) 1.207(2) 0.000000 
C 1.8321(5) 0.3731(6) 1.148(2) 
C 1.8321(5) -0.9768(16) 0.7097(12) 
C 1.8321(5) -0.9768(16) -0.7097(12) 
C 1.8321(5) 0.3731(6) -1.148(2) 
H 1.8483(13) 2.2905(18) 0.000000 
H 1.8483(13) 0.7078(6) 2.1784(16) 
H 1.8483(13) -1.8531(15) 1.3463(11) 
H 1.8483(13) -1.8531(15) -1.3463(11) 
H 1.8483(13) 0.7078(6) -2.1784(16) 
T1 -0.5817(2) 0.000000 0.000000 

An interesting trend is observable if the deuterated isotopomers are added to 

either structure fit in order of increasing deuteration. The angle between the plane of the 

carbons and the C-H bond (designated ZCs-H) decreases with increasing number of 
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deuterated isotopomers included in the fit. Effects of isotopic substitution on this angular 

coordinate ate difficult to predict and any specific trend is not apparent in the present 

data. This angle was observed to change depending on how many isotopomers were 

included in the study. In order to average over zero-point vibrational changes in the 

isotopically substituted species all of the available isotopic data was included in the least 

squares structure fit. The initial value was 1.0(2)° using the singly and doubly deuterated 

isotopes in a least squares structure fit. When the data set for the structure fit was 

expanded to mclude the perdueterated isotopes a slightly smaller value was obtained 

0.89(19)°. 

A Kraitchman analysis was performed using the singly substituted isotopomers of 

20^T1, and (D) with the "°^T1 isotopomer as the parent molecule. The analysis 

provides the distance of the substimted atom to the center of mass of the parent molecule. 

We have used the four isotopomers listed above to obtain substitution (rj) coordinates for 

aU atoms. The results of this analysis are given in Table 8-la for comparison with the (fo) 

bond lengths obtained &om the least squares fit. All substitution coordinates except the 

Cs-H angle show excellent agreement with the ro values The rs value of ZC5-H is slighdy 

larger, 1.20(2) The TS are expected to be closer to equilibrium values,'" and the 

structure fit indicated potential isotopic effects, so it is not surprising to find the 

Kraitchman value is slighdy different firom the least-squares value. 
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Structiure of Cpln 

Structural parameters for Cpln were obtained using four rotational constants in a 

two parameter least squares fit. The Arizona program was used in a structure fit to 

determine the C5 ring to In perpendicular distance (In-Cs) and the C-C bond length. A 

weak correlation between the out of plane ZC5-H angle and the In-Cs distance was 

observed. No data was available for deuterated isotopomers, so this angle was fixed at 

the value found in the gas phase electron diffraction (GED) study.'Since these 

parameters are correlated the error limits on the Di-Cs distance include the propagated 

uncertainty in the GED ZC5-H value. Resulting error limits are only slightly larger than 

2cy from the structure fit. The C-H bond length was also fixed at the GED determined 

value and the fit results obtained for the two variable parameters are in excellent 

agreement with the GED results. The results are compared to the GED results in Table 8-

2. Additionally, Kraitchman calculations were done in order to determine two rs 

structural parameters for the (CsH5)In molecule. Since only the Indium and carbon 13 

isotopomers were available, only the In-Cs and C-C bond lengths can be determined. 

These values are shown in Table 8-2 for comparison with the least squares fit ro values. 

Quadrupole Coupling in Cyclopentadienylindium 

The indium quadrupole coupling splittings due to the I = 9/2 nuclei were well-

resolved. The single quadrupole coupling terms, eQq (or eQqa  ̂are well determined in 

the spectral fits for the two symimetric top species (see Table 5-22). For the as)mmietric 
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top isotopomer, the quadrupole asynunetry parameter —e(2q^)was 

included in the initial spectral fits, but was not fit well due to the small angle of rotation 

from the Cs synunetry axis. This term was calculated from preliminary structural and 

Table 8-2, Structural parameters for Cpti. 

The standard deviation for the least squares fit was 53 kHz. The propagated error from 

rotational constants for the Kraitchman values was less than 0.0001 A, but uncertainties 

in the Kraitchman values are likely to be 0.002 A, or larger 

Parameter Least Squares (rp) Kraitchman fe) G.E.D.'" 

Cs-In (A) 2.314(4) 2.312 2.312(4) 

C-C (A) 1.426(6) 1.424 1.426(7) 

C-H (A) fixed n.a. 1.10(6) 

ZCs-H (°) fixed n^a  ̂ 4.5 (20) 

quadrupole parameters to be 5.5 kHz and then fixed during the final spectral fit. Only two 

other gas-phase studies (thus far) have reported In quadrupole coupling parameters. The 

ratio of nuclear quadrupole moments, Q(" În)/Q(''̂ In) from the InF work'̂ '̂  is 0.9862(2), 

in good agreement with the ratio 0.9868(6) from the present data on Cpin and a 

comparable value was obtained for InNC."  ̂

Since the In atom is at a terminus, one might expect a highly non-spherical charge 

distribution for this 'half-sandwich' complex. However, the quadrupole coupling 

strength of eQ^aa(" În) = -119.98 MHz is relatively small. A much larger indium 

quadrupole coupling strength of eQqC^^ În) = -723.8 MHz was reported"  ̂for ±e 
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diatomic molecule, InF. A similar value of -680? was obtained for the quasi-linear 

InNC species."  ̂

The smaller value of eQq for Cpin vs. the linear molecules indicates that the 

charge distribution about th In nucleus is more spherical (all are isotropic about the 

symmetry axis). There is so little data on In quadrupole coupling that any further 

discussion is limited to conjecture but the simplicity of the available systems allows some 

levity. All three systems have a single ligand attached to the quadrupolar nucleus, which 

allows the entire electric field gradient to be attributed to bonding with the particular 

ligand. The sign of Q, the In quadrupole moment, is reported to be positive,"® which 

indicates that the sign of eQq is opposite the sign of q, the electric field gradient 

component (with a negative sign for electronic charge e). All of the ligands in question, 

i.e. C, N and F are more electronegative than Indium, and thus one would expect the field 

gradient along the bond axis (In L) to increase, if only bonding electrons contributed 

to the field gradient. Quick inspection of the eQq values reveals that they are all 

negative, indicating that electron density does indeed increase along the bond axis (In —> 

L). Indium has two available valence orbitals, 5px and 5py that can contribute to q where 

added electron density would tend to decrease (closer to 0) q by making ±e electron 

distribution (around the In nucleus) more spherical. For L = F and NC there is only one 

electron pair involved in the bonding, and the large values for q indicate the In 5px,5py 

orbitals are nearly empty. CpIn has a significantly smaller value for q, the present 

analysis would therefore indicate that the 5px,5py orbitals are now partially filled and 

likely to be involved in the bonding. The tj  ̂bond between the metal center and the Cp 
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group is bonding not only to the sp hybrid orbital along the z axis but also involves back-

bonding to the empty valence orbitals of In. 

B. Chloroferrocene^ '̂̂ ® and Bromoferrocene '̂* 

Chloroferrocene Structure 

Least Squares Fit 

Several different least-squares fits were performed in an effort to decide which 

parameters were best determined by the data set. A cylindrical coordinate system was set 

up using the Arizona program. This coordinate system is based on the cartesian (xyz) 

axes depicted in Figure 8-1. The z-axis was chosen to go through the iron (the origin) 

and the 'centers' of the two Cp groups. The cartesian coordinates x, and y were given 

radial (r = V(x^+y )̂ and angular (6 = tan''(y/x) coordinates, in which 0 is measured as an 

angle from the xz plane. Up to nineteen parameters could be varied in a structure fit to 

all 30 rotational constants. The nineteen parameters included, seven z coordinates for the 

chlorine and all (non-equivalent) carbon atoms, seven r coordinates for the chlorine and 

all (non-equivalent) carbon atoms, four angular coordinates describing the angles 

between the radial carbon vectors, and one parameter decribing the out of 'plane' bend of 

the C-H bonds. This fit gave very similar values for all the carbon parameters of the Cp 

group, and angular values close to ideal 5-fold symmetry. This is not surprising due to 

the remote location of the chlorine ligand that breaks the high symmetry of unsubstituted 

ferrocene. In order to reduce correlations between parameters, and to produce more 

precise values for the determined parameters, the carbon atoms in the Cp group were fit 
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dependentiy using only one z and one r coordinate (the ligand was fixed at local Cs 

symmetry). This reduces the number of parameters in the fit to thirteen, and produces 

more precise values for all varied parameters without significantly reducing the standard 

deviation of the fit. Varied parameters did not change outside of the standard deviations 

given from the nineteen parameter fit, indicating that the coordinates had been accurately 

determined. 

The distance to the Cp ligand, 1.646(11) A, is larger than the average distance to 

the CpCl ligand, 1.634(16) A, but the difference is within the error bars of the 

parameters. The previous report for these parameters, determined from a much smaller 

data set, reports the distance to the CpCl ligand is larger than the distance to the Cp 

ligand. The new data reveals that it is the CI atom, not the entire Cp group, which is 

fiirther removed from the metal. Furthermore, the previous assumption of a 4(2)° 

displacement of the C-H bond out of the plane of the Cp (and CpCl) group towards the 

metal was apparently wrong. Present data, although not including deuterated 

isotopomers, allows a weak determination of this angle to be near 4(2)°, away from the 

metal. The C-Cl bond is bent 2.7(6)° with respect to the C5 plane (1.3(6)° with respect to 

the xy plane), and this displaces the CI 0.080(16) A above the Cp plane. The C5 plane is 

tilted with respect to the xy plane by 1.4(5)°. This subtle 'puckering' of the C5CI ligand 

is grossly exaggerated in Figure 8-1 such that the effects of thses small angles can be 

visualized. 

Deviations of the carbon frame of chlorinated cyclopentadienyl (C5H4CI) group 

from the high symmetry of an unsubstituted cyclopentadienyl (C5H5) group are very 
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Table 8-3, Chloroferrocene least-squares fit in the xyz axes system. 

Atom X Y Z 

Fe 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

C 1.218000 0.000000 1.646000 

C 0.376383 1.158387 1.646000 

C -0.98538 0.715922 1.646000 

C -0.98538 -0.715922 1.646000 

C 0.376383 -1.158387 1.646000 

H 2.291829 0.000000 1.725097 

H 0.709225 2.182769 1.725097 

H -1.856775 1.349026 1.725097 

H -1.856775 -1.349026 1.725097 

H 0.709225 -2.182769 1.725097 

C 1.226000 0.000000 -1.602000 

C 0.402805 1.163232 -1.628000 

C -0.957320 0.713564 -1.657000 

C -0.957320 -0.713564 -1.657000 

C 0.402805 -1.163232 -1.628000 

CI 2.947000 0.000000 -1.643000 

H 0.755252 2.181036 -1.707097 

H -1.820912 1.357266 -1.736097 

H -1.820912 -1.357266 -1.736097 

H 0.755252 -2.181036 -1.707097 

small, but nonetheless determinable from the present data set. The most notable features 

are; the 'tilt' of the CpCl carbon plane, with respect to the FeCp frame, and the bent 

arrangement of the C-Cl bond away from the FeCsHs frame. This behaviour is attributed 

nearly entirely to movement of the carbon atom bonded to chlorine towards the iron 

atom. 

Kraitchman 

Since no deuterated isotopomers have been measured thus far, the Kratichman 

structure of chloroferrocene remains incomplete. However, the a large portion of the 
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Table 8-4, Internal coordinates of chloroferrocene. ̂ (xyCiC3C4) 1.43(8) 

Bond Length To (A) rs(A) Inter-bond Angle Zo (°) ^s(°) 

r(Ci-Cl) 1.721(12) 1.723(5) (̂CsCiCz) 109.4(14) 108.8(3) 
r(Ci-C2) 1.425(13) 1.420(3) (̂CiCzCj) 107.0(9) 107.3(2) 
r(C2-C3) 1.433(12) 1.419(4) Z(C2C3C4) 108.3(6) 108.3(3) 
r(C3-C4) 1.427(17) 1.418(3) (̂CioCsCfi) 108  ̂ 108.8(1) 
r(Fe-Ci) 2.017(10) 2.011(3) ZiCsC^Cj) (4 107.4(1) 
r(Fe-C2) 2.041(8) 2.035(4) ZiCeCiCz) ft4 107.7(1) 
r(Fe-C3) 2.042(10) 2.055((7) Z(zFeCi) 37.4(5) 37.5(2) 
riCe-Cj) 1-432(5) 1.428(2) Z(zFeC2) 37.1(5) 36.9(1) 
r(C7-C8) 

«4 1.470(2) Z(zFeC3) 35.8(5) 35.2(2) 
riCs-Cs) 1.426(3) Z(zFeC6) 36.5(5) 36.0(3) 
r(Fe-C6) 2.048(5) 2.039((7) Z(zFeC7) 

(ft 36.1(1) 
r(Fe-C7) 

(ft 2.044(5) Z(zFeC8) 
«4 38.2(4) 

r(Fe-C8) 
(ft 2.049(3) Z(xyCiCl) 1.36(5) 

structure is determinable by the substitution method, and the results are in good 

agreement with the least-squares structure. 

The abc coordinates obtained from Kraitchman's equations are given in Table 8-

5. Since the PAS is rotated significandy from the xyz system (see Figure 8-1), there is no 

confusion about the assignment to an eclipsed conformation. The unique C in the C5H5 

group, has a c coordinate signifying that it is indeed in the ab plane (within vibrational 

rms. displacements). The signs of the lasi and Ibjl coordinates for this atom must be 

negative and positive, respectively, for reasonable bond lengths and angles in this 

molecule. This places the unique carbon of the C5H5 group 'underneath' the unique 

carbon of the C5H4CI group, if viewed as a projection down the z axis, and thus the 

molecule is considered 'eclipsed'. This is supported by the least-squares fit results, in 

which the eclipsed conformation is assumed, and good results were obtained. 
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Internal coordinates derived &om the Kraitchman coordinates are given in Table 

8-5. These parameters are free of the correlation problems associated with the least-

squares fit, and thus may provide a more accurate description of the deviations of the 

carbon atoms from C5 symmetry exhibited to in the two ligands. 

Table 8-5, Substimtion coordinates for chloroferrocene. 

Atom lasi Ibsl ICsl 
^e 0.4776 0.2012 0.025 
"Fe 0.4795 0.1974 0.023/ 
^Cl 2.6356 1.0731 0.0331 
"c, 1.5305 0.2484 0.002/ 

1.0364 0.9101 1.1548 
"C3 0.2310 1.9901 0.7091 

1.0107 1.7713 0.0968/ 
''C7 1.5405 1.1160 1.1524 
"Cs 2.3906 0.01671 0.7131 

Bromoferrocene Structure 

Structural parameters for each compound were determined from the six available 

rotational constants. Using the Arizona package, four parameter least squares fits using 

the assumptions were obtained; 1) the carbon rings are assumed to be coplanar, 2) local 

Cs symmetry was assumed for the carbon and hydrogen atoms 3) the C-H bond length 

was fixed at 1.08 A, and 4) the angle of the C-H bond to the carbon plane (C5-H angle) 

was fixed at 4.6°, the value found in the gas phase structure of ferrocene by gas phase 

electron diffraction (GED) methods.®  ̂The four parameters necessary to describe the 
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structure of bromoferrocene after these assumptions are made are the Fe-Cp 

perpendicular distance, the Fe-CpX (X = Q, Br) perpendicular distance, the C-C bond 

length and the C-X bond length. Since no deuterated isotopomers of bromoferrocene 

were measured in this study location of H coordinates was not possible. The analysis 

indicated a correlation between the angle of the hydrogen atoms with respect to the Cs 

plane (ZC5-H) and the Fe-CpX (X=H, Br) parameters, and therefore, this angle was fixed 

at the value determined from the GED analyses. 

Table 8-4, Least-squares fit structural parameters for bromoferrocene. 

Parameter X=Br 

Fe-Cp (I) 1.63(2) 

Fe-CpBr (A) 1.67(3) 

C-C (A) 1.433(1) 

C-Br (A) 1.875(11) 

g (Idfc) 12 

The Arizona structural fit reproduces the rotational constants for bromoferrocene 

to within 12 kHz. Parameters derived in the structure fit are given in Table 8-4. 

However correlations between assumptions and values in the fit must be considered when 

determining the appropriate error bars for these structural values. The most uncertain 

assumption appears to be the magnitude of the ZCs-H angle. This assumption was 

chosen as the limiting factor in the error propagation due to the large uncertainty (-50%) 

in this value and its correlation with the Fe- Cp distances. The errors given for the listed 

structural parameters include the propagated errors from the value of the ZC5-H angle, 

whenever this propagated error exceeded 2a from the structure fit. 
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Quadrapole Coapling in the Haloferrocenes 

The quadrupole coupling tensors obtained for bromoferrocene, chloroferrocene, 

bromobenzene, and chlorobenzene, in various axis systems, ate shown in Table 8-5. The 

axes are shown in Figures 8-1 and 5-6. Comparison of the bromoferrocene quadrupole 

coupling constants in the bond axis system with those of bromobenzene®',"  ̂show 

remarkable agreement. The similarity between the C-Br bond in the two ring systems 

produces quadrupole coupling parameters within 5% of each other (see Table 8-6). 

Accurate values for the rotated quadrupole coupling tensor could be obtained because the 

off diagonal term in the bond axis system was well determined in the bromoferrocene 

spectral fit. The chloroferrocene quadrupole coupling tensor is approximately one order 

of magnitude smaller than that of bromoferrocene, and therefore, the contribution of the 

off-diagonal terms in the quadrupole coupling tensor are considerably smaller. This 

made the parameter eQqab quite difficult to accurately determine firom the spectrum of 

chloroferrocene. The reasonable agreement between the quadrupole coupling terms in 

bromobenzene and bromoferrocene allowed us to estimate a value for this parameter 

based on quadrupole coupling in chlorobenzene®"*®''̂ "  ̂and the structurally determined 

angle 0s. In this analysis, it is assumed that the C-Cl bond-axis quadrupole coupling 

tensor in chloroferrocene is very similar to the C-Cl bond-axis quadrupole coupling 

tensor for chlorobenzene. The axis systems for the halobenzenes are shown in Figure 5-

6. From the strucural analysis of chloroferrocene and the quadrupole coupling of 

bromoferrocene, a residual off diagonal element in the xyz bond axis system is expected. 
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This follows fix)m the misalignment of the bond axes with the structural cylindrical 

coordinate axes. This off diagonal term in the bond axis systems is expected to be small 

because the two axes systems are only slightly misaligned (< 8®). For comparison 

purposes the principle quadrupole coupling tensors and the bond axes quadrupole 

coupling tensors can be calculated after the value of eQqab is assumed, but the accuracy 

of these values wiU reflect the errors in this model (estimated to be about 10%). 

Analyses of quadrupole coupling in the bond axis systems of both haloferrocenes 

required determination of the angle of rotation from the abc (inertial) axes to the xyz 

(bond) axes. This angle was determined from the structural parameters after 

transformation to the center of mass frame from the xyz frame, by a simple matrix 

rotation. 

8-1) 

''—sin ©5 0 cos0  ̂

cos ©5 0 -sin ©5 

0 1 0 

y b 

c 
\ / 

The colunm vectors in this expression represent the coordinates of an atom in the xyz 

and abc systems and the rotation matrix provides the corresponding vector 

transformation. See Figure 8-1 for an illustration of these axes. The angle between the z 

and a axes is ©s. This angle depends only on the molecular structure of the given 

isotopomer and the assumptions made in the structure fitting process. For the ^^Cl and 

^^Cl isotopomers, it was determined to be 51.8(3)° and 50.7(3)° respectively; for the 

and "Br isotopomers, it was determined to be 36.7(3)° and 36.5(3)°, respectively. 
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The quadrupole coupling in chlorobenzene had been previously studied in detail for the 

main isotopomer (̂ ^Q) using a traditional waveguide microwave spectrometer,®"®' so the 

accuracy and precision of the quadrupole coupling parameters were not very high. For 

proper estimation of the off-diagonal elements in chloroferrocene, better information on 

both isotopomers was required. About twenty-five lines were measured for each 

isotopomer, and are given in Table 5-27. The results of fitting this data are given in 

Table 5-29. The parameter values are in agreement with previously published results. 

In order to estimate eQqab, the values of eQqyy and eQq  ̂determined from the 

chlorobenzene data were placed in the xyz (C-Cl) bond axis frame of chloroferrocene and 

then rotated into the abc axes of chloroferrocene using the angle ©s. 

8-2) ''sinGj 0 COS0J 

COS0J 0 -sin0j 

0 I 0 

V eQq  ̂ 0 0 

0 eQq„ 0 

0 0 eQq  ̂

Ysin0j COS0J 0'' 

0 0 I 

COS05 sin0j 0 

eQqa 
eQqu, eQq^ 

0 0 

0 

0 

The value 0s in the rotation matrices was discussed previously. The starting xyz 

quadrupole tensor elements are the values measured for chlorobenzene, and the final 

tensor is the approximate chloroferrocene quadrupole coupling tensor in the principal 

inertial axis frame. The values for eQqab and eQqtb were within 10% of the parameters 

determined in the eight parameter fits, but the eQqaa values were not as accurate due to 

the small magnitude of this parameter and the fact that it has a strong dependence on the 

rotation angle. Only the value of eQqab from these calculations was used in the new 
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spectral fits. More consistent results were obtained using this procedure, with a fixed 

value for eQqab- biclusion of this term into the spectral fit of chloroferrocene also 

allowed low J and higher K states to be included in the fit without larger standard 

deviations. The distortion constants, Dj and Djk, are correlated with the quadrupole 

coupling terms. Inclusion of the (fixed) off-diagonal term in the Hamiltonian allows 

determination of distortion constants that closely agree with values obtained for 

bromoferrocene. 

The close agreement between the halobenzene and haloferrocene quadrupole 

coupling tensors was not expected. Bonding of the Cp carbon atoms to Iron certainly 

must perturb the electronic charge distribution around the carbon atoms, but apparendy 

does not have a large effect on the electric field gradients at the halogen atom. For 

comparison to previous results published on chloroferrocene, chlorobenzene and 

bromobenzene, the data from chloroferrocene was analyzed using the same fitting 

routines and variable parameters as used with the new bromoferrocene data. For the 

halobenzenes, the principle quadrupole axes are aligned with the bond axes and also the 

inertial axes due to their Cav symmetry. With this symmetry requirement, there will be 

no expected off-diagonal quadrupole coupling terms and the principle inertial axes of the 

molecule coincide with the bond axes. However, the haloferrocene inertial axes are 

significantly different from the C-X bond axis which is not exacdy aligned with the xyz 

axes due to the subtie 'puckering* of the Ci atom out of the C5H4CI plane. Therefore, 

there are three separate axis systems (shown in Figure 8-1) to be considered when 

describing the quadrupole coupling in a haloferrocene. The values of 
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the quadrupole coupling parameters along these various axes are shown in Table 8-5, 

along with the parameters for the corresponding halobenzenes. The first three listed 

values are the quadrupole coupling parameters along the abc inertial axes that are 

determined directly firom the values firom the spectral fit. The third term, eQqcc, is 

invariant to rotation of the molecule about the c-axis. Therefore, this term is the same in 

Table 8-5, Quadrupole coupling parameters of the CI- and Br-ferrocene 

Value are given in the principal inertial axes (abc), the principle quadrupole axes (uvw) 

and the C-X bond axes (xyz). 

"'Br i^Ci 

^Q^aa (MHz) 267.16(3) 225.40(6) -8.974(4) -8.67(1) 

eQqab (MHz) -409.81(4) -341.62(4) 53.42 42.42 

eQqbb (MHz) 21.49(4) 15.65(4) -28.41(5) -20.80(6) 

eQqcc (MHz) -288.66(4) -241.05(4) 37.38(5) 29.47(6) 

SQQW (MHz) 572.15 477.88 35.61 28.12 

(MHz) -283.49 -236.83 -72.98 -57.59 

0D O 36.7" 36.5" 50.2" 49.1" 

©s (°) 38.7" 38.5" 51.8" 50.7" 

eQqzz (MHz) -282.38 -235.91 35.52 28.05 

eQqxz (MHz) 30.85 25.66 -3.08 -2.47 

eQqxx (MHz) 571.03 476.95 -72.89 -57.52 

n(CpFeC5H4X) 0.011 0.011 0.025 0.025 

(MHz) 558.9(13) 464.1(18) -71.234(1) -56.144(1) 

eQqbb(S^^5^ (MHz) -292.5(5) -242.7(7) 38.215(3) 30.120(3) 

nCCsHsX) -0.046(4) -0.046(7) -0.07296(3) -0.07295(4) 

both systems and also will correspond to the value along the x axis, which is 

perpendicular to the C-Br bond and in the plane of the Cp group. The u axis of the 

principle quadrupole axis system will also be parallel to the c and x axes. The bromine 

atom lies in the ab plane, and therefore, isotopic substitution does not rotate the c axis. 
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This allows an accurate and direct determination of the nuclear quadrupole moment ratio. 

For bromoferrocene this value was determined to be eQqcc(!̂ v)/eQqcJ^^ t̂) = 

1.1975(18). This ratio is in good agreement with previous values of 1.1968 for 

CH3Br,''® and 1.197057 for atomic bromine.'̂ ' 

The quadrupole coupling values in the xyz bond axis system were determined by 

rotating the abc quadrupole coupling tensor by 0s. The remaining, non-zero, off-

diagonal parameter, eQqy ,̂ is an indication of a misalignment between the bond axes and 

the xyz axes system. One method for determination of the angle between the xyz and 

uvw axes is by direct diagonalization of the quadrupole tensor in the xyz bond axis 

system. This method gives 1.6(3)° for both of the chlorine isotopomers and 2.0(3)° for 

both of the bromine isotopomers. The value for chloroferrocene is in excellent agreement 

with the structurally determined ZxyCiCl of 1.3(6)°. An alternative method used 

involves direct diagonalization of the abc quadrupole coupling tensors, then the 

structurally determined angle listed above is then subtracted from the angle of rotation 

found in this diagonalization process. The results of the two methods are in agreement. 

The 2.0(3)° angle determined firom the Br quadrupole coupling data and structural angle, 

indicate that the 'puckering' of the Ci atom in this molecule may be slightly greater. 

C. Coaclusions 

Accurate and precise structural parameters were obtained from microwave spectra 

for CpTl and Cp In. The new structural data is in quite good agreement with the limited 

results from the earlier microwave work on CpTl, but more parameters can be reliably 
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determined since a much larger group of isotopomers was measured in the present work. 

The accuracy of the structural parameters is significantly improved for CpTl. In the case 

of Cp&i, the structural parameters are in excellent agreement with the electron diffraction 

values. This agreement seems to justify the assumption made by Schibata"  ̂and 

coworkers that the failure of the Bom approximation does not significantly lower the 

accuracy of the results. 

The present woric describes the first molecular structure measurements for 

bromoferrocene and chloroferrocene in the gas phase. The structural fit of 

chloroferrocene provided well determined parameters for nearly the entire molecular 

structure. Without further study of deuterated and/or substituted isotopomers of 

bromoferrocene, the present structural assumptions are necessary in order to keep the 

number of variable parameters less than the number of measured rotational constants. It is 

likely that the details of of the carbon ring structure determined in the chloroferrocene 

analysis will be reproducable in further study of bromoferrocene. The values determined 

for the C-X bond lengths are in excellent agreement with those of the halobenzenes 

which are 1.712 A and 1.8674 A for r(C-Cl) and r(C-Br) respectively. 

Interpretation of the quadrupole coupling parameters in the xyz coordinate system 

shows that the halogen electric field gradients in the haloferrocenes are very similar to the 

analogous field gradients in the halobenzenes. The small angle of rotation of the 

principle axis system out of the bond axis system indicates that the presence of the T|̂  

metal-carbon bonding only slightly perturbs the electronic structure of the C-X bond. 
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Chapter 9. Structure and Quadrupole Coupling m Rhenium Compounds 

Nuclear quadrupole coupling in molecules can produce large splittings in the 

microwave spectrum, and therefore, accurate values for this coupling can often be 

obtained from the spectra. The magnitude of this coupling reflects anisotropy in the 

electric field gradient surrounding the quadrupolar nucleus. The electric field gradients 

obtained from the measured coupling constants can be useM for describing bonding 

between related molecules and for comparison with calculated electronic properties. 

Quadrupole coupling in third row transition metal compounds has previously been treated 

only with solid-state NQR'̂ ° techniques. Other solid-state values for this coupling are 

typically -10% different than gas phase values. The difference is presumably due to 

crystal packing distortion of the electron density. The gas-phase quadrupole coupling of 

three Rhenium containing molecules has beeen determined in this group. The first, 

HRe(CO)5 was determined prior to this thesis work, and the results are shown only for 

comparison. CHsReOa and C5H5Re(CO)3 also show large quadrupole splitting patterns 

on the order of hundreds of MHz. In CH3Re03 the rotational constant is relatively large 

(~3 GHz), allowing only the first two rotational transitions to fall in the frequency range 

of the spectrometer. Since the quadrupole splitting decreases with increasing rotational 

energy, the splitting observed for the 1 <— 0 and 2 <— 1 transitions showed maximum 

splittings of 150 MHz and 100 MHz respectively. The second molecule, C5H5Re(CO)3, 

has a considerably smaller rotational constant (0.7 GHz) and the quadrupole coupling 
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observed on the transitions measured for the 4 <— 3 through 7 «— 6 levels is significantly 

more condensed and congested than the simple patterns seen in CHsReOs. 

A full structure was determined for CHsReC ,̂ and the results of this analyses are 

given here. Only spectra of the isotopic species of Re were measured for C5H5Re(CO)3, 

and the B values of the two species are identical to within experimental error. Therefore, 

the only structural information that can be extracted from this data is that the Re atom lies 

very near the center of mass in the compound. 

A. Stracture of Methylrheniumtrioxide 

Non-linear least-squares stmcture fits were performed in which the entire internal 

coordinate system (Arizona fit) or Cartesian coordinates (Michigan fit) were determined 

using the available isotopic data. The cartesian coordinates determined in the Michigan fit 

are given in Table 9-1. The internal coordinates (determined in the Arizona fit) are given in 

Table 9-2. 

Table 9-1, Cartesian coordinates for CHaReOa. 

Atom ao bo Co 

Re -0.046(8) 0.000 0.000 

C 2.044(6) 0.000 0.000 

H 2.403(7) 0.973(9) 0.000 

H 2.403(7) -0.487(5) 0.843(8) 

H 2.407(3) -0.487(5) -0.843(8) 

O -0.479(7) -1.6502(4) 0.000 

O -0.479(7) 0.8251(2) 1.4287(3) 

O -0.479(7) 0.8251(2) 1.4287(3) 
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Table 9-2, Intemal coordinates for CHsReOs. 

Parameter LSO GED NX). 
r(Re-C) A 2.074(4) 2.060(9) 2.063(9) 
r(C-H) A 1.088(7) 1.105(12) 1.089(3) 
r(Re-0) A 1.703(2) 1.709(3) 1.702(2) 
Z(ReCH) 

o 108.9(2) 112(3) 108.2(1)'' 
Z(CReO) 

o 106.4(4) 106.0(2) 105.7(1)'' 

Ifi 
Spectra for the single-substitution O isotopomers are not as readily analyzed and we 

interpret deAaations from a rigid-rotor spectrum as being due to nearly-free intemal rotation 

of the methyl group. Internal rotation would not be unexpected since the Re - C bond has 

mostly a character. No torsional mode vibrations were found in the infrared spectrum,'̂ ' 

and this result is also consistent with nearly-free intemal rotation. The absence of n 

interactions would result in a very low barrier to this intemal rotation. We can compare the 

measured rotational constant B from our microwave data with (B+Q/2 values calculated 

from the neutron diffraction  ̂ and electron diffraction^® atom coordinates, to compare the 

overall structures. The microwave value is B('®^Re) = 3467 MHz, compared with B 

(neutron diffraction) = 3495 MHz and B(electron diffraction) = 3455 MHz. The agreement 

is excellent for the GED result which is only 0.3% lower. The neutron diffraction B value is 

1% larger, which is still quite good agreement between solid-state and gas-phase structures. 

The neutron diffraction structure was obtained for CDaReOa, and since C-D bond will be 

slightiy shorter than C - H bonds, this could contribute to the difference between B values. 
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B. Interpretation of Cyclopentadienylrhennuntricarbonyl Data 

Spectra for the "C isotopomers were searched for in natural abundance (2.2 and 

3.6% for C5H5'̂ Re"CO(CO)2 and '̂ CC4H5'̂ Re(CO)3, respectively) but were not 

observed. The low observed S/N ratio of the parent compounds indicates that signals 

associated with the substituted species are most likely below the detection limits 

(prior to addition of C-band amplifier) of the instnmient. Further structural analysis and 

verification of any internal rotation of this compound will have to be done with an 

isotopically enriched sample. 

The rotational constant measured for the main isotopomer, B('"Re) = 

724.9794(2), agrees well with the value calculated from the crystal structure data®^" 

(B+C)/2('®^Re) = 741.153. However, the solid state structiure was found to deviate from 

symmetric top symmetry (k = -0.97) through distortion of the Cp ring. IR and Raman 

spectroscopic analyses of the solid phase also indicate reduction of the local Csv 

symmetry of the Cp group. Furthermore, a photoelectron study in the gas phase indicated 

splitting of the 'ei' orbital by 0.43 eV, which may result from reduction of cylindrical 

symmetry on the rhenium atom. This data suggest a possible, slightly asymmetric 

conformation for the CpRe(CO)3 molecule. The ability to assign and fit 165 microwave 

transitions to a symmetric top, rigid rotor with quadrupole coupling indicates this 

molecule is quite symmetric in the gas phase. The high barrier to internal rotation 

determined from the ER experiments (10 kJ/mol) would produce splittings too small to 

observe for the ground torsional states, but if the Cp group were distorted, we would have 

expected to see an asymmetric top microwave spectrum. Hindered rotor effects might 
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still be observable in the PES experiments since higher energy states would also be 

observed. 

C. Quadrupole Coupling in Rhenium Compounds 

Rhenium quadrupole coupling in gas phase molecules has been studied for only a 

few molecules. These molecules are HRe(C0)5,'' CHsReOs®  ̂and CpRe(CO)3.̂  Each 

of these molecules has an axially symmetric electric field gradient tensor, and each 

presents a different ligand environment surrounding the Re atom. The molecules are 

listed in decreasing order of anisotropy in the electric field gradient. The values of this 

electric field gradient {eq) coupled with the nuclear quadmpole moments Q(̂ ®^Re) and 

QC^^^e) are useful for comparisons with similar structures, since the electric field 

gradients arise firom electronic distributions about the quadrupolar nucleus. The present 

eQq values for CpRe(C0)3 are about 5% larger than corresponding solid-state values 

obtained using nuclear quadrupole resonance'̂  (nqr) spectroscopy. A detailed study of 

the electric field gradient tensors in Mn and Re compounds was performed using nqr 

1 
spectroscopy and a large number of nqr results have been reviewed recently by 

Brill. The values determined in microwave studies are consistently larger (in 

magnitude) than those reported in the solid state nqr studies, but are in reasonable 

qualitative agreement for both magnitude and sign of the quadrupole coupling constants. 

A summary of the eQq values measured using microwave spectroscopy in the gas phase 

are given in Table 9-3. The eQq values for CHsReOa and CpRe(CO)3 only differ by 

15%, but there is a change in sign for HRe(C0)5. This large and dramatic difference in 
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the electric field gradients is not surprising if one considers both the structural and 

electronic differences of the compounds. The hydride compound has four ligands bound 

in a plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis, and only two bound along the symmetry 

axis 

For direct comparison of electronic donation between compounds it will be useM 

to study isostmctural molecules such as Re(CO)5X, X = H, F, Q, Br, I or CpReLa, L = O, 

CO. Quadrupole coupling parameters are also very sensitive to local structural changes 

and therefore may be very helpfiil for study of complexes in which the Re center has 

coordinated another molecule such as CHsReOaM, M = NH3, H2O or N(CH3)3. 

Table 9-3, Quadrupole coupling parameters for rhenium compounds. 

Compound e(2^7(""Re) e(2 (̂'"Re) Q(""Re)/Q(""Re) 

HRe(CO)5 

CHaReOs 

CpRe(CO)3 

-900.13(3) 

716.546(17) 

614.464(12) 

-951.15(2) 

757.187(25) 

649.273(14) 

1.05668(5) 

1.05672(6) 

1.05665(4) 
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Chapter 10. Conlusions and Future Directions 

Research presented in this thesis represents a significant firaction of the available 

microwave data on organometailic compounds. The total body of microwave data on 

these compounds is not even close to the potential amount of data that may someday be 

available. Significant advances in gas-phase structural characterization of mono-metallic 

compounds are given. The ability of microwave spectrocopy to obtain accurate structural 

parameters for relatively large (-20 atom) molecules is shown. Modem methods of 

density functional theory are shown to give accurate structutral representation of the 

studied systems. Measurements of quadrupole coupling in new and unexplored systems 

provides a base for future development of theory and experimental use of these 

parameters. 

A. Metal - hydride systems 

Particular emphasis on the hydridic compounds has created a series of well-

defined structures for these compounds. To date, monometallic hydrides of Co, Mn, Fe, 

Ru, Re and Os have been investigated by this laboratory. Future work on hydridic 

compounds will likely begin with the moderately stable metallocenyl-hydride compounds 

such as CP2M0H2 and CpiWHi- Other multiple hydride compounds, many of which are 

discussed by Kubas,̂  ̂will be cantidates for this work. It would be a considerable 

achievement for a microwave analysis to find and confirm the structure of a di-hydrogen 

complex. If such a system were characterized via rotational spectroscopy, not only 
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would an accurate value for H-H distance be obtainable, but it may also be possible to 

ascertain the barrier height to internal rotation of the T)̂ -bound dihydrogen ligand. 

B. Metal - olefin systems 

Compounds with various types of metal-carbon bonding are still being 

characterized, with initial focus on variety (in this group) and similarities (in the German 

group) of aromatic ligands. The Arizona group has obtained spectra of molecules 

containing a, T|̂ , Tĵ  and type metal carbon bonds, while the German group has 

obtained spectra for a significant number of tj'̂  bound substituted butadiene compounds 

and a methyl-substituted cyclopentadienyl ("n  ̂bound) compound. The metal-olefin 

compounds observed thus far are merely a small subset of the possible combinations of 

metal and ligand that can eventually be measured by these methods. Research in this area 

should continue for as long as interest in metal-olefin bonding remains. Ligand re

arrangement upon complexation to a metal center is particularly elucidated via 

spectroscopic measurements such as those made for butadiene/butadieneirontricarbonyl 

Figure 10-1, Bonding trends of small aromatic ligands. 

Fe i • • Pe 

Fe Fe 

and ethylene/ethyleneirontetracarbonyl. The effects of olefin complexation may be 

studied in more detail in future studies of related systems that may bridge the gap (see 
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Figure 10-1) between activation of the ligand (ethylene complex) and deactivation 

(butadiene complex). 

C. Observation of Complies 

Numerous catalytic mechanisms^"  ̂(see Chapter 3) propose intermediates and transition 

states that contain bonds similar to those found in the presently studied systems. 

Thorough understanding of these mechanistic cycles requires not only 'good' structures 

of the catalysts, reactants and products, but also a picture of what the intermediates may 

look like. One of the most exciting recent developments of high-resolution spectroscopy 

has been the ability to mix species in the molecular beam and characterize the clusters of 

molecules. Recent research by Legon °̂ and Leopold has shown that more than Van Der 

Waals clusters may be formed in the pre-expansion mixture of a ftee-jet. Their research 

has shown the ability of a high-resolution spectroscopic tool, such as a pulsed-beam 

Fourier transform microwave cavity, can be used to characterize pre-reactive 

intermediates. The potential for observation of intermediate species of catalytic/ reactive 

mixtures of compounds opens the door to characterization of individual catalytic steps in 

mechanisms. An extremely lucrative future direction of the research presented here 

would take advantage of the well characterized 'monomers' such as H2Fe(CO)4 and/or 

C2H4Fe(CO)4. A pre-expansion mixture of these highly reactive compounds with olefin 

and/or alkyne compounds 
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Figure 10-2, A co-axial injection valve. 
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may produce reactive complexes 'frozen' in the beam expansion. Speculation of 

proposed complexes could be verified through a positive identification of the species in 

the spectrum. However, the absence of a proposed complex could not be guaranteed 

without extensive scaiming. Modification of the present pulsed valve may be possible for 

implementation of such experiments. Figure 10-2 shows a shematic of such a setup. 

D. Theoretical Studies 

The theoretical treatments of organometallic systems have improved so much in the past 

decade that it is difficult to predict how much better the theory will be in another decade. 

Clearly, the gas-phase measurements made in this laboratory can provide a gauge as to 

the accuracy of ±e different theoretical methods. Again, the laboratory measurements 

are still only a small chunk of the available systems to study, but the variety of metals and 

ligands provides a relatively large basis for the presented comparisons. Chapter 6 
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attempts to bring the current state of DFT into focus from a microwave perspective. In 

the years to come, more advances in the theoretical treatment of multi-electron systems 

will need to address more than simple electronic densities and nuclear positions. Among 

a thousand other subtle phenomena, the effects of quadrupolar coupling and anharmonic 

isotopic effects will need to be thouroughly treated. It is assumed here that experimental 

determinations of these systems will continue, and improve over the same timescale. 

Currently, many theoretical packages, including Gaussian^  ̂and ADF,'° offer special 

routines for determination of spin-spin coupling for NMR spectra. Perhaps someday this 

will be extended to include quadrupolar and spin-rotation couplings that are necessary to 

decribe the microwave spectra of many molecules. The current research presents some of 

the only information available for quadrupole coupling in molecules containing indium 

and rhenium. Without experimental data on systems such as these, the theoretical models 

will have no basis for further treatment of similar systems. 

E. Experimental 

The spectrometer currendy in use has the 'classical' manual scanning design. The 

procedure of use, outlined in Chapter 2, has been automated on various instruments of 

similar design throughout the world. Clearly, automation of this spectometer would 

increase the productivity of the research group. The improvements in experimental 

design discussed in Chapter 2 do not yet allow unassisted data collection. In the future it 

may be possible to use two-way communication between computers and experimental 

devices to make some, or all, of the scanning/data collection automatic. Such a setup 
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would require at least the following components; a mode searching/locking device, a 

regulated carrier gas flowmeter, a computer interface with the frequency source and a 

computer interface with the voltage applied to the diodes. Algorithms for control of these 

devices could be written in 'C, Visual Basic or LabView. Modifications for an 

automated spectrometer would be extensive, and thus gradual application of each 

component might be the best approach to the project. 

Another experimental design improvement would involve the installation of Stark 

plates inside the cavity of the spectrometer. In this scheme, two flat conductive plates of 

metal are placed inside the cavity in a position perpendicular to the microwave beam and 

the molecular beam. A voltage of ~ 1 kilovolt applied to the plates during measurement 

of spectra will produce splitting of rotational transitions that reveal the magnitude of the 

permanent dipole moment in the molecule of interest. Dipole moment measurement is 

useful as an additional probe of the electronic structure of the molecule. 

F. Extensions of Specific Projects 

For many of the large molecules studied in this laboratory, only partial structures 

are obtainable from the limited sets of isotopomers identified in the spectrum. With the 

recent addition of high gain microwave amplifiers to the experimental setup many of 

these compounds could be 're-investigated' to find previously unobserved low abundance 

isotopomers. 

Re-investigation of spectra for training and structure refinement is a valuable 

exercise for introducing new students to both the pattern recognition, assignment and 

fitting of spectra. As an exercise to train new lab personnel (and to prove the partial 
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structure determination) just such an exercise was performed recently on chloroferrocene. 

The original spectra, measured early in this thesis work, contained information for only 

the main isotopomer and the substituted species. From the partial structural 

determination published with this workj" '̂̂  ̂predictions for ̂ e, ̂ Fe and 6 unique '̂ C 

substituted species were prepared. The spectrometer was tuned to a known measured 

transition ftequency of the main isotopomer, giving a signal several orders of magnitude 

larger than the signal observed prior to addition of the amplifier (and a wider bore pulsed-

valve). Using the predictions obtained from the partial structure fit, previously 

uiuneasured transitions for all of the Fe and C isotopomers (̂ ^Cl) were found and 

identified in ~2 weeks of scanning. 

Other 're-investigations' could significantly improve structural parameters on the 

molecules; bromoferrocene, cyclopentadienylrheniumtricarbonyl and trithiacyclononane. 

Measurement of '®0 transitions for the iron and ruthenium dihydride species could 

improve these structural determinations, however, the oxygen coordinates were 

obtainable with the limited data sets already. There are potentially similar projects to 

fiirther characterize some of the compounds investigated prior to this research such as, 

cyclooctatetreneirontricarbonyl, cyclopentadienylmanganesetricarbonyl, 

benzenchromiumtricarbonyl, cycloheaxtrieneirontricarbonyl and 

cyclopentadienylvanadiumtetracarbonyl. Any or all of these potential projects would 

provide fiirther structural details of these larger organometallic systems. 

Several systems have been quite reasonably structurally characterized through 

measurement of natural abundance isotopomers and/or synthetic substitution of hydrogen 
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atoms with deuterium atoms. These systems include C5H5TI, H2Fe(CO)4, H2Ru(CO)4, 

C2H4Fe(CO)4 and CHaReOa. Further isotopic analyses on these systems would be 

somewhat redundant, with the possible exception of substitution in the hydride 

species. A few of these systems may be of use for further study in other ways. The 

ruthenium compound, and its heavier analog H20s(C0)4, both have low-abundance metal 

isotopes with quadrupolar nuclei, which could be fiirther explored to determine electric 

field gradient properties near the metal nuclei. Symmetric top systems with symmetric 

top ligands, like CHsReOa and C5H5Re(CO)3 may experience hindered or nearly free 

rotation of the ligand with respect to the frame of the molecule. The dynamic effect of 

this internal motion is masked in the synunetric systems, but may (or may not) be 

uimiasked by asymmetric isotopic substitution. Partially deuterated isotopomers of 

CHaReOa were difficult to fit due to large off-diagonal quadrupole coupling elements and 

is 
perhaps untreated internal motion. Measurement of more O lines may allow better 

determination of a barrier to hindered internal rotation of the methyl group with respect to 

the ReOa moeity. Similarly, off-axis susbtitution in C5H5Re(CO)3 may reveal hindered 

internal motion, however, judging by the data on C5H4CH3Mn(CO)3'  ̂and the 

halogenated ferrocenes, internal rotation about the T|̂  bond axis in later transition metals 

(Mn and Fe groups) is very likely to slow to be observed on the microwave timescale. 
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Section rV. Appendices 

The lemaining material is presented as supplement. The code written during the 

course of this research is given in Appendix A, as well as files necessary for running 

these programs given in Appendix B. The last Appendix gives perturbation theory of the 

anharmonic oscillator to show the derivation of the isotope effect discussed in Chapters 6 

and 7. 
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Appendix A, Code 

The code included in this Appendix is directly from files that have been compiled 

and executed. Minimal formatting was done in an effort to reproduce the format of the 

desired compiler. Prior to each program's code is given a short description of the 

program and the current state of these ever-changing programs. The programs are listed 

in the order presented in Chapter 3. Programs are identified by the computer filenames, 

i.e. Scan.c is the scanning program written with Turbo - C. Extensions in use are; .bas 

(Basic code), .fnn (Visual Basic Form), .c (Turbo — C code) and .f (Fortran77 code). 

A. Visual Basic Scanmng Program 

This program is written as a windows mterface to the Pico-Scope ADC200 box. 

The code will work, but windows will often 'interrupt' the signal averaging. This is a 

HUGE problem when each consecutive pulse is out of phase with the last, because if one 

trace is missed, then the running average will not work (the signal will decay instead of 

grow). This problem is not so bad, if one runs the machine signal through the APPI (see 

Chapter 2) prior to digitization. In this setup, all traces are 'in phase' and if the program 

'skips a beat' it is not going to cause any dephasing problems. This program is still being 

modified, particularly the data averaging and display routines. Visual basic requires that 

the interface (Newscan2.&m) be the "start-up form", both this form and the supporting 

code (Newscan2.bas) must be compiled together. 



Newscan2.firm - Code 

Dim Scanning As Boolean 

Sub Form_LoadO 
Top = 0 
Left = 0 
Scanning = False 
FormlJ*ictureI.Scale (0, I6000H8000,-16000) 
Picture I.CurrentX= 100 
Picture l.CurrentY = 200 
Picture 1 Print "0" 

Call Set_Defaults 
End Sub 

Private Sub Black_Background_aickO 
Picture I ̂ ackColor = QBColor(0) 
Picture 1 PoreColor = QBColor( 15) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Change_Delay_aickO 
Call Change_Delay_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Change_Input_Voltage_Range_CIick() 
Call Change_Input_Voltage_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Change_Trigger_Threshold_ClickO 
Call Change_Threshold_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Channel_A_aickO 
Call Change_To_Channel_A_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Channel_B_Click() 
Call Change_To_Channel_B_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Fifty_Microseconds_Click() 
Call Fifty_Microseconds_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub One_Hundred_Microseconds_CIickO 
Call One_Hundred_Microseconds_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Output_Prefix_aick() 
Call Set_Output_Prefix 
End Sub 
Private Sub Set_Path_ClickO 
Call Set_Path_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Show_last_Trace_ClickO 
Call Draw_Last_Trace_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Two_Hundred_Microseconds_Click() 
Call Two_Hundred_Microseconds_Sub 
End Sub 



Private Sub Rve_MHz_ClickO 
CaU Five_MHz_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub One_ClickO 
Call Scan_Increment_One_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Ten_MHz_ClickO 
Call Ten_MHz_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Twenty_MHz_CIickO 
Call Twenty_MHz_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Trigger_A_Click() 
Call Trigger_A_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Trigger_B_ClickO 
Call Trigger_B_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Extemal_Trigger_ClickO 
Call External_Trigger_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub Two_Click() 
Call Scan_Increment_Two_Sub 
End Sub 
Private Sub White_Background_Click() 
Picture 1 ̂ ackColor = QBColor( 15) 
Picture WoreColor = QBColor(0) 
End Sub 

Private Sub Reset_Now_Click() 
Call Initialize_Scan 
Form I .Picture 1 .Cls 
Picture I,CurrentX= 1000 
Picture l.CurrentY = 14000 
Picture 1.Print "0" 

' Scan.Text = "0" 
This button is always active and should be used with care, for it will 
'erase all data being held in the active arrays! The advantage here 
'is that the scan can be reset(hence the name) without stopping and starting 
'and re-initializing the ADC. This is much faster than using Stop/Start. 
'Be careful not to press this button prior to saving your data! 
TTie Initialize_Scan routine is where the variables Sigsum,Total and Scan are all 
'set to zero. The Scan.Text= "0" will replace whatever is displayed in the 
"'scan #" window with 0, indicating there is no data do to saved. 
"'Finally the Picture is also cleared (never to be seen again!) 

End Sub 
Private Sub SaveNow_Click() 
Call Save_Data 

"This subroutine store the values in the array Total(i) and the input values of scan 
'and stimulating frequency into an output file of the classical format, for input into 
'a Fourier Transform program. 

End Sub 
Private Sub ScanNow_aickO 
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• Call CheckjOptions 
Call Initialize_ADC 
Scanning = True 
Timer I .enabled = True 
This button begins scanning by &st checking all the options 
'then Initializes the ADC with those option values (along with 
'other default values) The boolean variable scanning is set equal 
'to true to enable the timer subroutine to determine whether 
'or not to call the Get_Data subroutine. The timer subroutine is 
'enabled at this point 

End Sub 
Private Sub StopNow_ClickO 
Scanning = False 
Timer 1 .enabled = False 
End Sub 
Sub Timerl_TimerO 
If (Scanning o False) Then Call Test_Get_Data 
End Sub 

'Thanks to Ace, we have the ability to stop a scan that has been nmning, 
"When a subroutine is called (such as get_data) the code is executed until 
'their is no more code, thus a (potentially) endless loop must have an out, 
'This timer provides momentary access to the buttons in between data aquisitions 
The interv^ between timer calls has been set at the lower limit of 1 millisecond, 
"Thus when the timer is enabled, the code inside this subroutine is called every millisecond 

IMPORTANT 

"However the timer is limited to how long it takes to execute this code. 
In this program there is a while statement in the Get.Data subroutine 
That waits for a trigger event to occur, then it continues to execute the 
'rest of the subroutine if this code takes longer to execute than the time (Plus 1 
'millisecond) before the next trigger pulse then the ADC will 'miss' the next trigger 
'event The slowest part of thge code seems to be the drawing of the trace 
'to the screen, consequently the program is currently drawing only every third 
'point (and connecting the dots). This seems to be adequate for pulse rates up 
'to 3 Hz. 

Newscan2.bas 

'This is the Main module for the ADC200 Driver Program written by Brian Drouin on 5/19/98 
The program talks to an audio to digital converter (PICO's ADC200) and aquires information 
'in a way compatible with the signal output of the Pulsed-Beam Fourier Tra^orm Microwave 
'Spectrometer. 
"The software accompying the ADC200 called "picoscope" is excellent for checking out the ADC2(X) 
'and making sure it is working properly. The driver program written here can perform all of the 
'functions of the scope software (in theory). DO NOT try and use both picoscope and this program 
'and this program at the same time, the ADC200 ewill get confused if two things are talking to it at once. 
Tou can however, pause one of the programs while the other talks to the ADC200 (a great debugging 
'technique if the signal looks funny). 
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The user interface for this module is called newscan.&m 

These are the fimctions that are used to talk to the ADC200, the references to the file 
'ADC20032.dll mean that you better have this file in your windows\system directory (it is VERY 
'important) 
Declare Function adc2(X)_open Lib "ADC2(X)32.dU" (ByVal port As Integer) As Integer 
This function turns on the ADC200, it usually takes a second. 
Declare Function adc200_set_oversample Lib "ADC20032.dir (ByVal factor As Integer) As Integer 
Declare Function adc200_set_trigger Lib "ADC20032.dir (ByVal enabled As Integer, ByVal Source As 

Integer, ByVal direction As Integer, ByVal delay_percent As Integer, ByVal threshold As Integer) As 
Integer 
Declare Function adc200_set_channels Lib "ADC2(X)32.dir (ByVal mode As Integer) As Integer 
Declare Function adc200_set_range Lib ''ADC20032.dll" (ByVal channel As Integer, ByVal gain As 

Integer) As Integer 
These functions define the settings for the ADC2(X) Channel A is '0', channel B is T, External Trigger is T 
'oversample is based on 20 MHz for 1, thus data collection at 10 MHz requires oversample to be "2' 
(Rate=20/oversample) 

These functions (and subroutines) are active during data aquisition 
Declare Function adc2(X)_run Lib "ADC2(X)32.dll" (ByVal no_of_values As Integer) As Integer 
This function tells the ADC200 that we are ready for more data 
Declare Function adc2(X)_ready Lib "ADC20032.dir 0 As Integer 

This function asks the ADC if it is ready (i.e. checks to see if all the settings are 
'correct and most importantly, if a trigger event has occured (this was set in the trigger enabled= true) area 
Declare Sub adc200_stop Lib "ADC20032.dU" 0 

This subroutine pauses the ADC so that the current trace can be accessed by... 
Declare Function adc200_get_values Lib" ADC2(X)32.dir (buffer_a As Integer, buffer_b As Integer, 
ByVal no_of_values As Integer) As Integer 

function places the values of the traces (signals A and B) into arrays, the number of points to be 
'saved for each pulse is specified here 
Declare Sub adc2(K)_close Lib "ADC2(X)32.dU" () 
This routine will sut down the ADC2(X) 

These variables are for access throughout the module 
Dim MaxRange, port, thresh, scanincrement, OverSample, sigchan, trigchan, delay, base. Rate As Integer 
These are all integer values that specify ADC200 settings 
'Oversample is based on 20 MHz sampling as a maximum, thus rate=(20/oversample) 
The channels are specified as A = 0, B = I and E = 2 
"base is (approximately) the length of the trace in microseconds 
Dim ok, IX As Integer 
This is an integer (usually 0 or I) that is returned by the ADC200 functions 
'to indicate whether or not they were completed successfully 
Dim buffer_b(l 100), Signal(l l(X)) As Integer 
These are integer arrays that the function ADC200_get_vaIues stores the 
'current trace(s) in 
Dim Sigsum(l 100), TotaI(l 100), X(1100), Y(1100) As Single 
These are arrays for signal manipulation (addition,averaging, and display) 
Dim Scan, NumPts As Integer 
'Scan is an incremented value that keeps track of the number of trigger events that took 
'place during scan time, Numpts is an integer that is determined by 
'the oversample rate and the desired time window Numpts=(51.2*rate*base/50) gives 
'512 pts for 10 MHz sampling rate and a 51.2 microsecond window 
Dim Out As String This character variable specifies the name of an output file 
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There is no extension added to the file, remember to end your file with a number 
'so the batch processing FFT program can open the files sequentially 
Dim Outpre^ As String Us^ for resetting the default value of the file output name 
Dim DataFileNumber, LastScan As Integer TJsed for keeping track of the current output file number (0-99 
only) 
Dim Path As String TJsed to change the default directory for storing data 

Sub Imtiaiize_ScanO 
For i = 0 To NumPts -1 
Y(i) = 0# 
Sigs(mi(i) = 0# 'resets the running average 
Total(i) = 0#' resets the running sum 
Nexti 
KK= 1 
LastScan = Scan 
Scan = 0 "Resets the scan number and tells the Save_Data routine that there is no data now 
This subroutine clears all of the variables that accumulate data, therefore 
'!!!!!!! 
T>ANGER! 
"Do not press this button when data you have not saved yet is on the screen, it will 
'erase the data and the picture, 
'the purpose of this button is to reset Gience the name) the scan without re-initializing 
'all of the scope variable during scan time. This should be useful while scanning long 
'regions of the spectrum, but should be used with caution when aquiring data! 
End Sub 

Sub Set_Defaults() 
"This subroutine is called when the program is started in order to give the values necessary for an 'ordinary' 
scan 
Outprefix = "Testfile" 'Default output file prefix 
Path = "DAvbNprogramsV 'Default Directory for data storage 
DataFileNumber = 0 Initializes the output file number 
sigchan = 0 'Sets the ADC200 signal input as "A" 
Rate = 10 'Sets the data point interval to 100 ns (10 MHz) sampling rate 
delay = 0 Time after trigger event before aquiring data 
base = 100 "Window width in microseconds 
trigchan = 2 'Sets the ADC2(X) trigger input as "B" 
scanincrement = 1 'Allows the Get_Data subroutine to subtract every 'odd' pulse 
thresh = 10 Trigger Threshold in ADC 'counts', applies only to triggering on "A" and "B" 
port = 2 'Printer port where ADC200 is plugged in 
MaxRange = 1000 'Range in ADC 'counts' 
End Sub 

The following subroutines all change default values per user selection from analgous call statements 
'in the newscan.fiin menu list 
'"ES" means the parameter change is effective during scan time 
'"ER" means the parameter chnage requires initialization to take effect (pressing Go) 
Sub Five_MHz_SubO 
Rate = S 'Change sampling rate to S MHz "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Ten_MHz_Sub() 
Rate = 10 'Change sampling rate to 10 MHz (default) "ER" 
End Sub 
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Sub Twenty_MHz_SubO 
Rate = 20 'Change sampling rate to 20 MHz "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Trigger_A_SubO 
trigchan = 0 'Change trigger channel to "A" "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Trigger_B_Sub() 
trigchan = 1 'Change trigger channel to "B" "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Extemal_Trigger_SubO 
trigchan = 2 'Change trigger channel to "E" Oogic input only) "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Change_To_Channel_A_SubO 
sigchan = 0 'Change signal channel to "A" "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Change_To_Channel_B_SubO 
sigchan = 1 'Change signal channel to "B" "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Rfty_Microseconds_Sub() 
base = 50 'Change window width to 50 niicroseconds "ES" 
End Sub 
Sub One_Hundred_Microseconds_SubO 
base = 100 'Change window width to 100 microseconds "ES" 
End Sub 
Sub Two_Hundred_Microseconds_SubO 
base = 200 'Change window width to 200 microsecons "ES" 
End Sub 
Sub Change_Input_Voltage_SubO 
Message = "Please Eneter the input voltage range" 
MaxRange = InputBox(Message, "Range", 1000)' "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Change_Delay_Sub() 
Message = "Please enter the desired delay (in %) after the trigger pulse for displaying the signal." 
delay = InputBox(Message, "Delay", 0)' "ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Change_Threshold_Sub() 
Message = "Please enter the desired trigger threshold for channels A and B." 
thresh = InputBox(Message, "Threshold", 10) '"ER" 
End Sub 
Sub Scan_Increment_One_Sub() 
scanincrement = I' "ES" 
End Sub 
Sub Scan_Increment_Two_Sub() 
scanincrement = 2' "ES" 
End Sub 

This subroutine is called when Go is pressed in order to process changes labeled "ER" above 
'Since the intialization process is relatively slow, the reset button simply clears the working 
'arrays without re-inidalizing the ADC, thus saving some time. 
Sub Initialize_ADCO 
OverSample = Int(20 / Rate) 
NumPts =  2 *  Int(51.2 * Rate • base / 100) 
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'initialize ADC 
ok = adc200_open(port) Turn on the ADC, the one refers to printer port LFTl 
ok = adc200_set_channels(sigchan) 'sigchan's default value is 0 or channel A 
mv = adc200_set_range(sigchan, MaxRange) 'sets the input range of the desired channel (1 is max) 
ok = adc200_set_trigger(True, trigchan, 1, delay, thresh) 
True indicates that adc200_ready will be 0 (zero) 
'imtil a trigger event occurs form trigchan 
ok = adc200_set_oversample(0versample) 
This subroutine is called just after the Check_Options routine at Scan time 
'in order to (re)set all of the ADC settings 
End Sub 

Sub Get_DataO 
ok = adc200_run(NumPts) Tells the machine we are ready for data 
ok = adc200_readyO' Asks the machine if a trigger event has occured 
While ok < 1 
ok = adc200_ready0 "Waits for a trigger event to occur !!!cruciain! 

Wend 
adc200_stop Tauses the AE)C200 to allow capture of trace(s) 
Call adc200_get_values(Signal(0), buffer_b(0), NumPts) 'Stores traces into arrays 

Scan = lnt(Scan + scanincrement) 'increment the scan number (once per trigger event) 
Form 1.Picturel.Cls 'clears current trace to make room for the next one 
Form I.Picture 1.CurrentX = 1000 
Form 1.Picture l.CurrentY = 14000 
Form 1 .Picture 1 .Print Scan 
'Forml.Scan.Text = Scan 'update window to tell user the number of scans 
'Forml .Scan.Refresh 
Increment = 8 '* base / 100 'sets the number of points actually drawn on the screen 
'loop for processing and displaying most recent trace 
KK = (-l)'^(ScanMod2) 
'KK = (-1)*KK 
Sigsum(O) = Sigsum(O) + KK * Signal(O) 
Total(0) = Total(0) + KK* Signal(O) 
Sigsum(O) = Sigsum(O)' - Middle 
flyavgl = Sigsum(O) 
For i = I To NumPts - 1 

Sigsum(i) = Sigsum(i) + (KK * Signal(i)) 
If Max < Sigsum(i) Then Max = Sigsum(i) 
If Min > Sigsum(i) Then Min = Sigsum(i) 
'adds then subtracts successive traces to reduce noise 
Total(i) = Total(i) + BCK * Signal(i) 

' If (Abs(Sigsum(i)) > Max) Then Max = Abs(Sigsum(i)) 
'determines the largest element of the sigsum array, so it can be scaled to 
'remain on the viewing screen 
'Drawing picture 

' Sigsum(i) = Sigsum(i)' - Middle 
'shifts the trace down so the display is centered in the Form2.pictureI window 

' If (i Mod increment = 1) Then fly = 0 
If (i Mod Increment = I) Then 

flyavgl = flyavg2 
fly = 0 
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End If 
fly = Sigsum(i) + fly 
flyavg2 = fly / Increment 
If ((i Mod Increment) = 0) Then 

X(i) = 4 * i * OverSampIe * 100 / base 
Forml J>ictureliine (X(i - Increment), flyavgl)-(X(i), flyavg2) 
Form I Picture IJ'Set (X(i), flyavg), QBCoIor(I5) 

End If 
The trace is drawn by specifying each point sequentially and then connecting the dots 

Nexti 
"Middle = (Max + Min) / 2 
If Abs(Min) > Max Then Max = Abs(Min) 
If Max > 16000 Then 

For i = 0 To NumPts -1 
Sigsum(i) = Sigsum(i) / 2 

Next i 
Max = 0 
Min = 0 

End If 
'this loop will decrease the size of the signal displayed on the screen if it gets to large 
'for the window 
End Sub 
Sub Test_Get_DataO 
ok = adc200_run(NumPts) Tells the machine we are ready for data 
ok = adc200_ready()' Asks the machine if a trigger event has occured 
While ok < 1 
ok = adc200_readyO "Waits for a trigger event to occur !! Icrucial!!! 

Wend 
adc200_stop Pauses the ADC200 to allow capture of trace(s) 
Call adc200_get_vaIues(Signal(0), buffer_b(0), NumPts) 'Stores traces into arrays 

Scan = Int(Scan + scanincrement) 'increment the scan number (once per trigger event) 
Forml Picture l.Cls 'clears current trace to make room for the next one 
Form 1.Picture l.CurrentX= 1(XX) 
Forml.Picture l.CurrentY = 14000 
Form I.Picture 1.Print Scan 'update window to tell user the number of scans 
Increment = 8 • base / 100 'sets the number of points actually drawn on the screen 
loop for processing and displaying most recent trace 
For i = 0 To NumPts 

Sigsum(i) = Signal(i) + Sigsum(i) 
Total(i) = Signal(i) + Total(i) 
If (i Mod Increment = 1) Then 

fly = 0 
End If 
fly = Sigsum(i) + fly 
flyavg = fly / Increment 
If flyavg > Max Then Max = flyavg 
If ((i Mod Increment) = 0) Then 

X(i) = 4 * i * OverSampIe * 100 / base 
Forml Picture IPSet (X(i), flyavg), Forml Picture LForeColor 

End If 
'The trace is drawn by specifying each point sequentially and then connecting the dots 

Nexti 
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If Max > 16000 Then 
For i = 0 To NumPts 

Sigsum(i) = Sigsuin(i) / 2 
Nexti 

End If 
End Sub 

Sub Draw_Last_Trace_Sub() 
Form 1-Picture 1-Qs 
FormI.Picturel.CurrentX= 1000 
Form 1.Picture l.CurrentY = 14000 
FormlJMcturel J>rint LastScan 
X(0) = 0 
For i = 1 To NumPts 
X(i) = 4 * i * OverSample • 100 / base 
Forml JMcturelXine (X(i - 1), Sigsum(i - l)HX(i), Sigsum(i)) 
Nexti 
End Sub 
Sub Set_Output_Prefix() 
Message = "Specify the current default prefix." 
Outprefix = InputBox(Message, "Output Prefix", "Testfile") 
End Sub 
Sub Set_Path_SubO 
Message = "Please enter the pathname for the output file directory." 
Default = "D:\vb\programsV' 
Path = InputBox(Message, "Pathname", Default) 
End Sub 
Sub Save_Data() 
Dim CFreq As Single 'A value specifying the (user entered) stimulating fi%quency 
On Error GoTo 1 
DataFileNumber = DataFileNumber + 1 
Message = "Please input the Stimulating Frequency" 
Title = "What's the frequency?" 
CFreq = InputBox(Message, Tide, 8000#) 
Message = "Please Enter the Filename" 
Tide = "Save As" 
Default = Outprefix & DataHleNumber 
Out = InputBox(Message, Title, Default) 
Temp = Val(Right(Out, 2)) 
If Vd(Temp) o 0 Then DataFileNumber = Temp 
If VaI(Temp) = 0 Then DataFileNumber = Val(Right(Out, 1)) 
'something =1/0 
If (Scan = 0) Then 

Msg = "There is no data to Save!" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly, "NOT!") 
If Response = vbOK Then GoTo 1 

'an error avoiding routine that prevents one from writing 
'a empfy output file (it skips the file writing process entirely) 
End If 
'Out = Form2.Textl.Text 'store the specified name into a string variable 
IfOut = ""Then 

Msg = "You need to specify an output filename" 
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Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly, "NOT!") 
If Response = vbOK Then GoTo I 

'prevents the user from trying to write a file with no name 
End If 
If (Dir(Path & Out) o "") Then 

Msg = "This filename already exists, do you wish to overwrite it?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg. vbYesNo, "NOT!") 
If Response = 6 Then GoTo 20 
If Response o 6 Then GoTo 1 

End If 
20 CFreq = Form2.Text2.Text "store the specified stimulating frequency into a variable 
Open Path & Out For Output As #1 
'a file with the specified name is created (or overwritten) and then opened 
If NumPts > 1499 Then NumPts = 1499 'if the record length is longer than the standard 1500 then it is 
'!!!TRUNCATED!!!! in order to make all files compatible with the old system 
For i = 0 To NumPts - 1 
Write #1, Total(i) * 10 / Scan 'writes the data to the file 
Nexti 
For i = NumPts To 1499 
Write #1,0 'zero fill the remainder of the file 
Next i • 
Write #1, Scan 'write the number of scans to the file 
Write #1, CFreq 'write the stimulating firequency to the file 
Close #1 
1 End Sub 

B. Turbo C Scanning Program 

This program was written as a consequence of the windows graphics management 

problems associated with the Visual Basic scanning program. The Turbo C executable, 

created by compiling Scan.c, ADC200.obj and Scan.pij, can be executed in DOS mode 

and uses only DOS based graphics, thus removing windows form the 'picture'. It is 

important to note that this program will run with windows in the background, but if the 

desktop is still visible, then Windows is still managing the system resources and similar 

probles with timing will arise. Using a Dos-Prompt that 'hides' windows is advantageous 

because, with the Windows operating system still fimctioning, previously saved data can 

be accessed for back-up and work-up using network connections. This should allow the 

user to save time with file-transfer that previously had to be done between scans. 
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Scan.pij - Linked files 

scan.c 
adc200.obj 

Scan.c - code 

This works! The delay is setting near -75%, this sets the beginning 
of the trace just after the initial pulse. The input voltage range 
shoul be set to -5 volts (5000 (mV) in remge statement) . 
The program automatically creates a TEMP file on exit, this file is read 
by the companion programs view.c, and sav.bas (.exe when compiled) 
When compiling this program mcUce sure the Project is set to a file called 
scan.prj : which contains the list o£ files to link, e.g. 
scan.c 
adc200.obj 

New ".obj" file obtained by Burzin Engineer from Hike (at Pico Technology 
on July 27th, 1998, allows 
compilation with turbo-c 2.0 for DOS. File ncune ADC200.obj 
This file is a revised version of A200.C made by Burzin 
and B. J. Drouin July, 1998. The current version reads 512 points at 10 
MHz (in Channel A) just after a trigger pulse is recieved at channel E. 
This trace is promptly summed into an array and this array is displayed 

on the viewsoeen. Ciuiently, any key ends the program. 

C breaks down the program into various functions which can be executed in 
sequence. The function mainO holds the order in which the other 
fxmctions are to be executed. Once a function finishes executing, 
mainO executes the next one. Once all functions have finished executing, 
the progrcUB terminates 

The statement ^include instructs the progreun to include various 
•helper files' called header files specified with the extension •.h'. 
These files contain instructions for graphics, input output etc. 
They should be located in a subdirectory of the tc (or wherever tc.exe is) 
called /INCLODE 

/ 

•include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
•include <math.h> 
•include <graphics.h> 
•include "adc200.h" 

/' allows simple input and output commands */ 
/* Has functions like kbhitO /• 
/* allows a variety of mathematical functions •/ 
/• allows graphics commands •/ 
/* allows commands that 'talk' to the adc box •/ 
/• the quotes are used for the adc header file 
* because it is not a standard c header file*/ 

•define FALSE 0 
•define TRUE 1 

/* define some handy constants */ 

void Initialize (void); 
void GetData (void) ; 

/• define Che main functions '/ 

/* define the various global varicibles */ 
double m,num,maxsum,signal[10241, sum[1024],incr,factor,-
int port, opened, i, j , k,cha_mv,buffer [1024], trace[1024]; 
int temp, np, port, numpts, rate, delay, rcinge ; 

A double is a variable type that can hold all kinds of numbers, including 



* decimal points eCc. An int is a variable type which can only bold cin 

* integer. 
* Arrays can be defined to hold types of varictbles. The syntax to define 
* an array is VaRIABLE_TYPE ARHAY_flAME [NDMBER_OF_ELEMEWrSl 
« 

int driver = DETECT,mode; /• Detect graphics ceurd •/ 
char path[] = 

* The statements above must be executed before Turbo C can display graphics 
* The above statements detect tdiat type of graphics card the machine is 
* and set the screen mode accordingly. The path[] command holds the 
* path where the Borland C graphics library (graphics.lib) may be found. 
* path[l = "" means that the llbreury is In the same directory as this program. 

void main (void) 
{ 

FILE •stream; 

' The above statement defines a FILE pointer in C. A pointer is 
* something that points to the beginning of a structure, a data file 
* in this case, but it could be an array as well. As data is entered 
* into the file structure, the pointer keeps moving ahead to the 
* next location where data will be stored acting as a guide or 
* •pointer" . Pointers are defined as POINTER_TYPE •POINTER_NAME 
* 

^ 
stream = fopen( "PAS" , "r" ) ; /• IMPORTANT: this file must exist 

* exist in the current directory 

* and contain 5 integers in successive 

* rows, you may want to use the 

* program sp.exe to make this file 

* before running scan • 
fscanf(stream,"%d\n",Sport); /• variable for assigning printer port •/ 
fscanf (stream, "%d\n", &numpts); /• Vciriable for # of points in a trace •/ 
fsccinf(stream,"%d\n",irate); /• variable for tlmebase and oversample*/ 
fscanf(stream,"%d\n",&delay); /• variable for input voltage range */ 
fscanf(stream,"%d\n",&range); /• variable for trigger delay -/ 
fclose(stream) ; 
Initialize(); /* Call funtion to initialize the AOC200 •/ 
while ( ildahitO ) /• The while statement starts a loop which will 

* continue till any Icey is pressed. The function 
* IcbhltO waits for a key to be pressed. */ 

{ 
GetOataO; /• This function collects data till you hit a key */ 

) 
stream = fopen ("TEMP","w"); 

* The funtion fopen creates (or overwrites) a file called TEMP, which the 
* pointer stream will point to. The w means open the file for writing. 
* Right now, the pointer stream is pointing to the beginning of the file. 
* As data is entered into TEMP, the pointer will keep moving ahead 
* to the next location to enter data to. 
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for (1=0; 
{ 

i < nun^ts; i++) 

teiiip=svun[i] /5,-
fprintf (stream. "tSd". temp) ; 

The for statment starts a loop which runs for the number of times 
specified. The syntax is 
for (NDMBER_TO_START^T. NOMBEH_OF_TIMES_TO_LOOP. 
NtJMBER^By_WHICH;_TO_INCREMENT) 
fprintf is a function which worlcs like printf.except that it prints to a 
file instead. It prints to the file pointed to by stream. The %6d means 
print in a format which reserves 6 places for printing a digit {%d), for 
a string or character it would be %s. The last parameter is the name of 
the varicible it is printing to the file, in this case temp. 

} 

for (i=numpts; i < 1500; i++) 

fprintf(stream. 0"), 

fprintf(stream,"%6d",k) ; 

fclose( stream) ,-
closegraph(); 

/* This loop prints a string of zero's 
* in the file pointed to by stream •/ 

/* Prints the number of shots into the 
* file •/ 
/* This statement closes the file •/ 
/* This statement switches off 
* graphics mode •/ 

void Initialize (void) 
{ 

opened = adc200_open_unit (port); /* This function opens the ADC200 
* the value (x) indicates LPTx is 
* the port 
* the adc200 is connected to •/ 

adc200_set_channels (0); /* This function sets the channel 
* on the ADC200, either A or B 
• denoted by 0 or 1 */ 

chajnv = adc200_set_rcinge (0,range); /' This function sets the range. 
* The first number specifies the 
* chfunnel and the next number 
* specifies the input voltage 
* range in millivolts */ 

adc200_set_trigger (TRUE, 2, 1, delay, 0); /• This function sets the 
• properties for the trigger. 
• TROE tells the ADC200 to 
• wait for a trigger before 
• adc200_ready () returns 
• true 
• the second variable (2) 
• specifies the channel for 
• triggering (2 is external) 
• the third variable (1) 
• indicates a rising (0) or 
• or falling (1) trigger 
• edge 
• the fourth variable (-75) 
• sets the delay time before (-) 
• cuid after ( + ) the trigger event 
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* Che lasc variable is Che 

• threshold for Crigger 

* and ic only used for 

• triggering off of channel 

* a or b */ 
if (race == 10) { 
adc200_sec_cimebase (100, 1, 1) ; 
adc2 0 O_sec_overseunple (2) ,-
) 

if (race == 20){ 
adc200_sec_cimebase (100, 1, 0) ; 
adc200_sec_oversainple (2) ,-
) 
if (rate == 5){ 
adc200_sec_ciinebase (100, 1, 1) ; 
adc200_sec_overseuiiple (4) ,-
} 

/* chese if scatemencs assign Che Cimebase and oversample 
* Co Che appropriace values for 3 different sccui Cypes */ 

adc200_run (numpcs),-

/• chis tells Che adc chac we will 

• collect 512 poincs in each crace */ 
for (i = 0; i < numpcs; i++) 

{ 
sum[i) = 0.0; /* This sees all Che elements of array sum to zero */ 

) 
initgraph ( sdriver, &mode, path); 
k = 0; /* number of scans is initialized •/ 
m = 1.0; 
factor=l; 

void GetData (void) 
{ 

maxsum = 1000.0; /* maxsum is the largest element of 
* the summing array */ 

adc200_run(numpts); /• this tells Che adc Chac we will 
* collecc 512 poincs in each crace */ 

while (Iadc200_ready ()); /* Wait for trigger 
' adc200_ready will only return 
* TRUE after a trigger event occurs 
* because the trigger setting was 
* sec CO TRDE in IniCialize */ 

adc200_gec_values (buffer, NUIi, numpCs) ; 

/* Read a scream of 
daca and score 

j = l c % 2 ;  / *  D e t e r m i n e s  p h a s e  o f  s c a n  n u m b e r  • /  
if (j == 0){ 
num = -1; 
} /* sets the multiplier for odd phase */ 
else if (j == 1){ 
num = 1; 
} /• sets Che mulciplier for even phase •/ 

for (i = 0; i < niimpCs; i++) 
{ 

signal[i]=(double) buffer(i]; 
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5iim[i] = sumCi] + num • signal[i]; 

/* Add emd subtract 
* every alternate 
* trace into a 
* real array •/ 

if (sum[i] > maxsxun) /• Finds the maxinaim element of*/ 
{ 

/• the array •/ 
maxstim = sum[i]; 

) 
if (sumCi] < -1.0 * maxsum) 

£ 

maxsum = -1.0 * sum[il; 
} 

} 
if (maxsum > factor*10Q0.0) /• if maxsum is greater than 1000*/ 
{ 

/* divide all by 2. •/ 
factor=2 * factor; 

) 
/• Draw trace •/ 
k = k 1; 

cleardevice(); /• Clear the screen •/ 
gotoxy(50,4); /• Place the cursor at column 50,row 4 */ 
printf ("%5d\n",k); /* Print k at the position specified 

« cibove •/ 
np = 1024 / numpts; 
for (i = 0; i <= 1020; i+=(2*np)) 

{ 
j = i + np; 
sumti/np] = (sum[j/npl+sum[i/np]) /2.0; 

/• finds the next value in the array and 

• averages the two consecutive points 

• to smooth the trace for noise reduction •/ 
putpixel(i/2, (((0.2*sum[i/npl) /factor) +250) , 10) ; 

) 
/• 

• The ftmction putpixel plots points on the screen. The syntax is 
* putpixel (ROW, COLUMN, PIXEL_COLOR) 

) 

C. Data Saving Program 

This simple program is basically a copy file statement. The program is invoked to 

rewrite the TEMP file that contains time data (output from Scanx) and append a 

stimulating frequency that is input by the user. The output file format is compatible with 

the Sav3 program previously in use. 

Sav.Bas 

C This program was written and compiled using QBASIC 4.5 for the PC 
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C It is for use with the scan.c, menu.c and view.c programs for 
C sccuming with the Pulsed Beam Microwave Spectrometer. 
C The program simply prompts the user for a new data file name 
C cuid then opens the TEMP file made by the scanning program 
C it rewrites the TEMP file to the data file and then pron5)ts 
C for a stimulating frequency. QBASIC requires that all open files 
C be given a different number, the TEMP file is given #1, cind the 
C data file #2. 
PRINT 'Please enter a filename " 
INPUT filename$ 
OPEN "Ten^)" FOR INPUT AS #1 
OPEN filenames FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
DO UNTIL EOF(l) 
INPUT #1, num% 
PRINT #2, num% 

LOOP 
CLOSE #1 
PRINT "Please enter the stimulating frequency " 
INPUT Frequency# 
PRINT #2, Frequency# 
CLOSE #2 

D. Parameter Setting Program 

This program take the user through the parameter settings step by step and creates 

a short file PAR, (which must exist for Scan.c to run) which determines the given settings 

for the scan program. 

Sp.c 

• 
* This program opens a file and writes to it the various parameters 
* that scan.exe will use. The parameters are : 
* number of points (np) 
* the seuapling rate of the AOC200 (rate) 
* the input voltage range in millivolts (range) 
* the delay (delay) 

#include <stdio.h> /» Used for input/output •/ 

int port,np, rate, reinge, delay; /* Set the variables */ 

void main() 
( 

FILE 'Stream; /• Create pointer which will point to 
* the opened file */ 

stream = fopen (•PAR","w"); /* Create a file for writing */ 
printf ("please enter the printer port number(1,2,3) : *); 
scanf("%d",&port); 
printf("Please enter number of points(2S6,512,1024): "); /* Print message 

• /  
sccuif (*%d*, &np) ; /* Read in number of 

• points •/ 
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printf(*\nPlease encer sample rate(5.10,20 MHz): *); 
scan£(*%d',S^ate) ; /• Read in rate */ 
printf {" XnPlease enter the input range {in mV): •) ,-
scanf ("%d*,&range); /• Read in range */ 

printf("\nPlease enter delay: *); 
scsmf("%d",&delay); /* Read in delay */ 
fprintf(stream,"%6d\n %ed\n %6d\n %6d\n %6d\n*.port,np,rate,delay,remge); 

The function fprintf writes the variables Co the file previously 
opened. The %6d means reserve 6 decinal places to place the number 

fclose(stream); /* Close the file */ 
}_ 

E. FID Viewing Program 

This program will re-display the current contents of the TEMP file, usually as a reminder 

to the user as to what the data looked like. If one wants to view a previous trace (that was 

saved) the saved file can be copied to the filename TEMP and then this program will 

display it. Ther is still (at least) one bug in this program, that adjusts the scale of the 

trace. 

View.c 

/* This is view.c which accompanies scan.c and sav.bas and menu.c 
• created by N. J. Drouin cuid Burzin Engineer for running on PC's 
• with turbo c v. 2.0 as a compiler */ 
• include <stdio.h> /• allows simple input and output commeuids */ 
• include <conio.h> /• allows keyboard functions •/ 
• include <math.h> /* allows a variety of mathematical functions •/ 
• include <graphics.h> /* allows trace viewing with putpixel coimnand */ 

int i,port,numpts,np; /* Integer for the loop, and file parms */ 
int trace [16001; /• buffer to hold the points read from the 

* input file */ 
int driver = DETECT,mode; /* This routine is necessary for */ 
char path[] = ""; /* setting Che graphics mode. It •/ 

mainO 
{ 
FILE *stream; /• Pointer which will point to the opened file */ 
stream = fopen ("PAR", "r"); /• Open file for reading •/ 
fscanf (stream, "%d",&port) ; /* Reads (and discards) the firsc value in PAR */ 
fscanf (stream, "%d",inumpts) ;/* Reads (for later use) the 2nd value in PAR */ 
fclose(stream); /• Close the file */ 
initgraph (&driver, i^ode, path); 

/* detects the graphics card and */ 
/* sets graphics mode */ 

cleardevice(); /• Clear the screen •/ 
stream = fopen ("TEMP", "r"); /* Open file for reading */ 
for (i =0; i < 1501; i++) /* Start loop •/ 
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{ 
fscanf(scream,'%6d *,&trace[i] ); 

} 
fclose(stream); 
printf (" %50d\n.", trace [ 15001) ; 
np = 1024/numpCs; 
for (i = 0; i < 1024; i+=np) 
{ 

putpixel(i/2,trace[i/npl+250, 
) 

getch(); 
} 

/* reads the entire file created by 
* the scanning progrcun •/ 

/* Close the file •/ 
/* Prints the number of shots •/ 
/* determines the appropriate step*/ 

;/"plots the contents of the TEMP file*/ 

F. Turbo - C - Dos Menu Program 

This program was originally downloaded from a 'c' program site on the internet. 

It was modified to execute the programs previously listed at the touch of a button. The 

executable files must have the names specified here, and exist in the same directory, or a 

directory in the path. 

Menu.c 

/* menuswit.c */ 

/« Progrcunmed by Bob Hcirder •/ 
/• Demonstrates a menu using switch() •/ 
/* Demonstrates exitO, atexitO, systemO, getcheO, kbhitO */ 
f Demonstrates soundO, nosoundO */ 

/* Note: Must be run from DOS so the system() command works. •/ 

#include <math.h> 
ttinclude <graphics.h> 
tinclude <conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
^include <stdlib.h> 
#include <dos.h> 

#define QUIT 'O' 
/' #define EXIT_SaCCESS 0 */ 
/• #define EXIT.FAILORE 1 -/ 

chetr Menu ( void ); 
void View( void ); 
void SpaceSounds( void ); 
void Cleanupl{ void ); 
void Cleeinup2 ( void ) ; 

int exit_code = 

void mainO 
{ 

char choice; 

/* allows a variety of mathematical functions •/ 
/* allows trace to be viewed with putpixel command */ 

/* needed for kbhitO 
/* needed for printf{) 
/• needed for exitO 
/* needed for delay() 

/* QUIT input exits 
/* defined in stdlib.h 
/* defined in stdlib.h 

/* function prototype 

/' fxinction prototype 
/• function prototype 
/• function prototype 

/* global exit code */ 

, 



acexit( Cleanup2 ); 
acexit( Cleanupl ); 

/• execute in reverse order •/ 
/* at program exit •/ 

do { 
choice = Menu(); 

printf( "\n" ); 
switch ( choice ) ( 

case '1' : { system( "sp" ); break; } 
case '2' : { system( "scan" ),- breaJc; ) 
case '3' : { system( "sav" ),- breeik; } 
case •4' : { ViewO ; break; ) 
case '5' ; { SpaceSounds(); break; > 

case '0' : { 
exit_code = EXIT_SDCCESS; 
exit( EXIT_SaCCESS ); 
break; 

} 
) while ( choice ! = QtJIT ) ; 

} 

char MenuO 

/• Prints Menu and returns choice •/ 

{ 
const char MIN = '0'; /* Minimum menu input •/ 

const char MAX = "S"; /• Maximum menu input 

char choice; 
/• clrscrO; */ 
puts( "Choose from the following... \n" ); 
puts ( " 1 - Set parameters " ); 
puts( " 2 - Scan " ) ; 
puts ( * 3 - Save Trace to File" ); 
puts( " 4 - Display Last Trace" ); 
puts ( " 5 - Annoying Sounds" ) ; 

printf( "\nChoice (0 exits) —> * ); 

do ( 
choice = getcheO; /* echos character to screen 
if ( choice < MIN || choice > MAX ) 

printf( "\a\b" ); /" \a = bell, \b = backspace •/ 
} while { choice < MIN 1 | choice > MAX ); 

return choice; 
} 

* 
void ViewO /* Displays contents of temp file */ 
{ 

int i,port,numpts,np; 
int trace[1600]; 
FII£ 'stream; 
int driver = DETECT,mode; 
char path[I = ""; 

stream = fopen (*PAR","r"); 
fscanf (stream, "%d",&port) ; 
fscanf (stream, "%d" ,&numpts) ; 
fclose(stream); 
initgraph (&driver, &mode, path); 
cleardevice(); 
stream = fopen ("TEMP","r"); 
for (i = 0; i < 1501; i++) 
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{ 
f scanf (streeun," %6d ", &trace [ i ] ) ; 
} 
fclose(scream); 
priiitf("%50d\n",trace[15001) ; 
np = 1024/nuinpts; 
for Ci = 0; i < 1024; i+=np) 
{ 

putpixel(i/2,craceCi/npJ +250.10); 
> 

getch{); 
} 

void SpaceSoimds () /• Loops sound through FID. Rather noisy. •/ 
{ 

int i.port.nustpts.np; 
int trace[16001; 
FTLE 'stream; 

printf ( " \nPress any key to continue ... " ); 
stream = fopen ("PAR"."r"); 
f scanf (strecun, •%d" ,&port); 
fscanf (stream, '%d' , &numpts); 
fclose(stream); 
stream = fopen ("TEMP","r"); 
for (i =0; i < 1501; i++) 
{ 
fscanf (streeun, "%6d ",&trace[i] ); 
} 
fclose(stream); 

np = 1024/numpts; 
while ( IkbhitO ) { 

for ( i=0; i<1024; i+=np ) { 
sound( 10*fabs{trace[i/np]) ); 
delay( 1 ); 

) 
} 
nosotind(); 

} 

/•***• 

void CleanuplO /• Executes at program exit */ 
{ 

printf ( "\nExit code = %d. ", exit_code ); 
} 

void Cleanup2() /* Executes at program exit •/ 
{ 

puts { "ThanJc you for using Harder softweure." ); 
delay( 1500 ); 

}_ 

6. Fourier Transform Program 

The FFT algorithm is adapted form previous code and applied within the Visual 

basic program. The bit reversal subrtoutine, previously written in machine language, is 

less efficient and adds considerably to the transform time. An option for 'quick' or 'long' 

transforms is added by giving a choice for K. The option for working up these files is 
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currently being added into VBD-frm. The program displays the FID during its transform, 

and the FFT afterwards. There are two work-up modes, single and batch, for doing one, 

or many transforms. The output file format is compatible with FFTBA.FOR. 

FFtbas 

"Module written for sequential FFT following 
'the code written by R.E. Biungamer as described in his thesis. 
"Bit reverse subroutine modified to run in VisualBasic. 
•B. Drouin 3-2-99 

'E}eclaring Variables here. 
Dim Count As Integer 'count is the array increment 
Dim InPath, Outpath, Pref, file, outfile As String 
•Pref is the prefix of the file names to be transformed. 
'file is the current file number for transform, 
'outfile is the current output (FFT) file 
Dim current, Missing_Files As String 
Dim First, Last As Integer 
"Digits entered into user interface to identify what is being used. 
Dim MaxT, MaXfl, MaxfZ, Maxf3 As Single 'Maxima for scaling drawings. 
Dim Trace(l 100), D 1(8500), D2(8500), D3(8500) As Single 
'Arrays for data and swapping. 
Dim Num_Zeroes, Scan, NumPts, Rate As Integer 
'Scan is the number of averages in data file. 
Dim R, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N6, N7, N8 As Integer 
Integers in the swapping routine. 
Dim N, K As Integer 'K is the power of 2 -> N = (2'^K)for transform. 
Dim c. A, s, Tl, T2 As Single Temporary values in transform. 
Dim fi'eq As Double 
Dim Nofile, FID, FFT, IMREAL, YesToAll As Boolean 
Dim Response, ArrayN, HarmonicN As Integer 

Sub SetupO 
InPath = "C:\vbdraw\" 
Outpath = "CAvbdrawVfftV 
Pref = "tst" 
FileNumber= I 
Rate = 5 
NumPts = 512 
K =  1 2  
ArrayN = 2 K 
HarmonicN = 2 (K - 1) - 1 
End Sub 
Sub Change_Input_Path() 
Message = "Please enter the path to the input file directory" 
Default = InPath 
InPath = InputBox(Message, "Input Path", De&ult) 
End Sub 



Sub Change_KO 
Msgl = "This number determines the size of the " 
Msg2 = "transform. Maximum K = 13 (4096 Harmonics)" 
De&ult = K 
K = InputBox(Msgl & Msgl, "K". Default) 
ArrayN = 2 K 
HarmonicN = 2 (K - 1) - 1 
End Sub 
Sub Change_Output_PathO 
Message = "Please enter the path to the output file directory" 
Default = Outpath 
Outpath = InputBox(Message, "Output Path", Default) 
End Sub 

Sub Single_Rle_Load_SubO 
On Error GoTo 1 
Message = "How many points in trace?" 
E>efault = NumPts 
NumPts = InputBox(Message, "Numpts", Default) 
N = CInt(NumPts) 
Rate= 1 
IfN = 512 Then Rate = 10 
If N = 256 Then Rate = 5 
If N = 1024 Then Rate = 20 
If (Rate = 1) Then Response = InputBox("What is the rate", "Rate", 10) 
Message = "Please enter the name of the file to be Fourier Transformed" 
Default = Pref & RleNumber 
current = InputBox(Message, "Load a File". Default) 
Nofile = False 
Call LoadFID 
Call FT 
Call ShowFID 
Call FFT_Save 
Call ShowFFT 
Forml.Status_Box.Text = "idle" 
1 End Sub 

Sub Batch_File_Load_Sub() 
On Error GoTo 1 
Message = "How many points in trace?" 
Default = NumPts 
NumPts = InputBox(Message, "Numpts", Default) 
N = CInt(NumPts) 
Rate = 1 
IfN = 512 Then Rate = 10 
If N = 256 Then Rate = 5 
IfN = 1024 Then Rate = 20 
If (Rate = 1) Then Response = InputBox("What is the rate", "Rate", 10) 
Message = "Please enter the prefix of the file to be Fourier Transformed" 
Default = Pref 
E^ef = InputBox(Message, "Load a File", Default) 
Message = "Please enter the first filenumber" 
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Default = 1 
First = InputBox(Message, "First Rle Number", Default) 
Message = "Please enter the Last filenumber" 
Default = 99 
Last = InputBox(Message, "Last File Number", Default) 
For HIeNumber = Rrst To Last 
current = Pref & RleNumber 
Nofile = False 
Call LoadFID 
CaUFT 
Call ShowFED 
Call FFT_Save 
Call ShowFFT 
Next FileNumber 
Forml.Status_Box.Text = "idle" 
1 End Sub 

Sub LoadFIDO 
MaxT = 0.001 
If {Dir(InPath & current) = "") Then 

Nofile = True 
Missing_Files = Missing_Files & ", " & current 
FormI.Error_Box.Text = "Error; No Such File(s) " & Missing_FiIes 
Form 1 £rror_Box.Refresh 
Exit Sub 

End If 
Forml.Status_Box.Text = "Loading File" 
Form 1 .Status_Box.Refresh 
Total = 0# 
Open InPath & current For Input As #l 
'#1 is the fUe(current) opened by program. 
'Currently Setup For 'Old' Style RD format 
For i = 0 To NumPts -1 

'Store Data input into arrays 
Input #1, Dl(i) "Real part of time domain. 
'Begin zero-fill of imaginary. 
D2(i) = 0# Imaginary part of time domain. 
If (MaxT < Abs(DI(i))) Then MaxT = Abs(Dl(i)) 
Total = DI(i) + Total 
Trace(i) = Dl(i) 

Next i 

Do Until E0F(1) 
temp2 = tempi 
Input #1, tempi 
jj =ij + I 

Loop 
Qose #1 
'Message = "There are this many zeros after the data:" & 
•Response = MsgBox(Message, vbOKOnly) 
Scan = tenip2 
freq = templ 
Baseline_Average = Total / NumPts 
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For i = NumPts To ArrayN "Zero-filling the rest of the arrays. 
Dl(i) = Baseline_Average 
D2(i) = 0 

Nexti 
End Sub 

SubFTO 
If Nofile Then Exit Sub 
Forml.Status_Box.Text= "Transforming file" & current 
Form 1 .Status_Boxilefresh 
N = 2 K 'Array Size 
"Begin Transform 
Nl = 1 
N2 = N- 1 

ForN3 = lToN2 
Call Bitreverse 
If(Nl<=N3)Then GoTo 1 
T1 = D1(N3) 
D1(N3) = D1(N1) 
DI(NI) = T1 
T2 = D2{N3) 
D2(N3) = D2(N1) 
D2(N1) = T2 

1 NextN3 
"Swapping Completed 
FormI.Status_Box.Text = current & " Swapping complete'" 
Form I .Status_Box.Refi:esh 

N4= 1 
2 N6 = 2^N4 

ForN3 = 0ToN4- I 
A = N3»3.14159/N4 
c = Cos(A) 
s = Sin(A) 
For N7 = N3 To N - I Step N6 

N8 = N7 + N4 
T1 = c • Dl(N8) - s * D2(N8) 
T2 = c • D2(N8) + s * D1(N8) 
DI(N8) = D1(N7)-T1 
D2(N8) = D2(N7)-T2 
D1(N7) = D1(N7)+T1 
D2(N7) = D2(N7) + T2 

NextN7 
Next N3 
N4 = N6 
IfN4<NThenGoTo2 

"FFT Completed 
Forml.Status_Box.Text = current & ""FFT complete" 
Form 1 .Status_Box.Refiresh 
Call Scaling 
"Make Power spectrum and find Maxima for scaling 



Maxi3 = 0.001 
Max£2 = 0.001 
MaXn= 0.001 
For i = 1 To HarmonicN 

D3(i) = S(p((Dl(i) 2) + (D2(i) ^ 2)) 
If (MaXfl < Abs(Dl(i))) Then MaXfl = Abs(Dl(i)) 
If (MaxfZ < Abs(D2(i))) Then MaxfZ = Abs(D2(i)) 
If (Maxf3 < Abs(D3(i))) Then Max£3 = D3(i) 

Next i 

End Sub 
Sub ScalingO 
This Subroutine scales down the elements of the arrays 
'returned by the FFT subroutine so as to provide a correct 
'magnitude for the harmonic components. The DC component 
'is divided by N (4096 default) and the Freq components by N/2. 
D1(0) = D1(0)/N 
D2(0) = D2(0)/N 
For i=  lToN/2  
Dl ( i )  =  Dl ( i ) / (N /2 )  
D2(i) = D2(i)/(N/2) 
Next i 
End Sub 

Sub BitreverseO 
T3 = N3 
N1  =0  
For i = K - I To 0 Step -1 

p = Int(N3 / (2 i)) 
N3 = N3 Mod (2 i) 
N l=NI+p»(2 '^(K- l - i ) )  

Next i 
N3=T3  
End Sub 

Sub Yes_To_All_Sub() 
YesToAll = True 
Response = 6 
End Sub 
Sub FFT_Save{) 
E>im skip As Boolean 
skip = True 
If Nofile Then Exit Sub 
This subroutine creates the output file "filename.fft" 
"It also determines the maximum firequency signal for scaling in ShowFFT 
If Dir(Outpath) ="" Then 

Msg = "Path " & Outpath & "is invalid" 
Response = MsgBoxCMsg, vbOKOnly, "NOT') 
Call Change_Output_Path 

End If 

outfile = current & ".fft" 
If Dir(Outpath & outfile) o "" Then 
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If YesToAll Then GoTo 10 
Response = 100 
Msg = "File " & outfile & "already exists, overwrite?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbYesNo, "NOT!") 
If Response o 6 Then skip = False 

End If 
Header = "This is the Fourier Transform of Data in the File " 
10 If skip Then 

Open Outpath & outfile For Output As #2 
Print #2, Header; current;"." 
Print #2, Scan, Space(4), freq 
Print #2, 
Print#2, "Harmonic"; Space(5); "Cosine"; Spc(I); "Term"; Space(5); "Sine"; Spc(I); "Term"; Space(5); 

"Intensity" 
Print #2, 
Print #2,0; Space(S); 0#; Space(lO); 0#; Space(10); 0# 
For i = 1 To HannonicN 

pow = Format(D3(i), "##0.00000") 
re = Format(Dl(i), "##0.00000") 
im = Format(D2(i), "##0.00000") 
Print #2, i; Space(5); re; Space(10); im; Space(lO); pow 

Next i 
Close #2 

End If 
End Sub 

Sub ShowFEDQ 
If Nofile Then Exit Sub 
Form 1 .Picture 1 .CIs 
Form 1.Picture 1.Scale (0, MaxT)-(NumPts, -MaxT) 
Form 1.Picture l.CurrentX = NumPts / 2 
Form 1.Picturel.CurrentY = 4* MaxT/ 5 
Form 1 .Picture 1 .Print current 
For i = 1 To NumPts - I 

Form 1.PictureIXine (i - 1, Trace(i - I))-(i, Trace(i)) 
Next i 
End Sub 

Sub ShowFFTO 
If Nofile Then Exit Sub 
"Draw FFT 
If Maxf3 = 0 Then Maxf3 = I 
Form 1 .Picture2.Cls 
Formli»icture2.Scale (0, Maxf3)-(2 • NumPts, 0) 
Forml.Picture2.CurrentX = NumPts 
Forml.Picture2.CurrentY = 9 * Max£3 / 10 
Forml.Picture2.Print current & ".fft" 
For i = 1 To HannonicN 

Forml.Picture2Xine (i - 1, D3(i - l))-(i, D3(i)) 
Next i 
End Sub 
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FFT-frm 

Private Sub Batch_File_Load_ClickO 
Call Batch_rae_Load_Sub 
End Sub 

Private Sub Black_White_CIickO 
Picture 13ackColor = QBColor(0) 
EHctuie 1 PoreColor = QBColor( 15) 
Picture2^ackColor = QBColor(0) 
PictureZJ'oreCoIor = QBColor(15) 
PictureS^ackCoIor = QBColor(0) 
Pictures J''oreCoIor = QBCoIor(15) 
Picture43ackCoIor = QBColor(0) 
Hcture4J'oreColor = QBCoIor(15) 
End Sub 

Private Sub aearErrors_ClickO 
Error_Box.Text = "" 
End Sub 

Private Sub K_aick() 
Call Change_K 
End Sub 

Private Sub Exit_E'rogram_aick() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 

Private Sub Form_Load() 
Call Setup 
End Sub 

Private Sub Input_Path_Change_Click() 
Call Change_foput_Path 
End Sub 

Private Sub Output_Path_Click() 
Call Change_Output_Path 
End Sub 

Private Sub Redraw_Click() 
Call ShowFID 
Call ShowFFT 
End Sub 

Sub Single_File_Load_aick() 
Call Single_File_Load_Sub 
End Sub 

Private Sub White_Black_CIick() 
Picture 13ackColor = QBCoIor(15) 
Picture l-ForeColor = QBCoIor(0) 
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Pictiire23ackColor = QBColor(15) 
PictureZ J''oreColor = QBCoIor(0) 
E^ctureS^ackCoior = QBCoIor(lS) 
Pictures J'oreCoIor = QBCoIor(0) 
Picture43ackCoIor = QBColor(15) 
Picture4 J'oreColor = QBCoIor(0) 
End Sub 

Private Sub Yes_To_AIl_CIickO 
CaU Yes_To_AlLSub 
End Sub 
H. Peak Pickmg Pogram 

The peak-picking program is the most complex visual basic program in that it 

uses Mouse routines. It also combines the data picking (previously MTDRAW) with the 

sorting and averaging program (Previously SR l hiX). The program is fairly well 

annotated, but is also still quite buggy. The print routines and scaling routines are still 

being modified and will give some typical errors. Printing the FFT works only once per 

program load, so if another printout is desired, reload the program. The scaling 

parameters have been debugged only for 5 MHz, 256 pts. Use other settings at your own 

risk. 

VBD.frm 

This program duplicates the functions of the programs MTDRAW and SRTFDC 
"Written by B J. Drouin 3/13/97 
The program loads a .FFT file (by default, no extension is necessary for input) 
The program allows reseating of the data for zooming on the frequency scde, the 
'intensity scale is automatically scaled to the maximum input value. Qicking on 
'the spectrum creates a temporary file that stores the values of the frequencies 
'representing displacement from both above and below the stimulating frequency. 
"This temp file is accessed by pressing the sort and average button (and deleted when 
'the del temp button is pressed), the sorting and averaging routine is taken verbatim 
'from the program srtfix.bas written by Shane Sickafoose. This button creates another 
'temporary output file called srtfix, where the matched peaks, their averages and standard 
'deviations are printed. 

Dim N, L, FreqScale, Button, Shift, numclicks, height 1 As Integer 
'Freqscale changes the horizontal resolution 
"Button and shift are necessary to define the cursor's 
'current position on the picture. 
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Dim Max, CFreq, Scale_Factor, X, Y, SpotX, SpotY. LU(50). LL(50), LX(50). LY(50). SX(50). SY(50) 
As Single 
'C&eq is the input determined value of the stimulating frequency 

"X and Y are the current values of the cursor position on the picture as determined by the 
'picture 1.scale setting. 
Dim LastFUe, Infile, Comment, Inpath, Outpath As String 
Dim Scan, j, NumPts As Integer 
Dim kHz As Integer 
Dim FQeLoaded, Input_Error, OK, OldFormat As Boolean 
Dim Real(2048}. Iniag(2048), Power(2048), Freq(2048) As Double 
'Arrays read from infile.fft, currently only the Power spectrum is displayed. 

Private Sub Exit_Program_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 

Sub Form_LoadO 'initialization of program, sets mouse pointer properties 
Scale_Factor = 1# 
OldFormat = False 
Call White_Black_Click 
Label 1.Container = Picture 1 
Label2.Container = Picture 1 
FreqScale = 1 
Picture IMousePointer = 2 "crosshairs 
Input_Error = False 
Outpath = "c:\vbdrawV' 
End Sub 

Sub Open_Click() 
Call FFTCHOICE 
Call Load 
If FileLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 

Sub Open_Next_Click() 
Dim NN, NNN As Integer 
Dim Currenmumber As Integer 
Dim CurrentPrefix As String 
If FileLoaded Then 

LastFile = Infile 
NN = Len(Infile) 
On Error GoTo 2 
Currentnumber = Qnt(Right(Left(Infile, NN - 4), 2)) 
NNN = 2 
GoTo 1 

2 Currenmumber = CInt(Right(Left(Infile, NN - 4), 1)) 
NNN= 1 

1 NextNumber = Currentnumber + I 
CurrentPrefix = CStr(Left(Infile, NN - 4 - NNN)) 
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Infile = CurrentPrefix & NextNumber & ".fft" 
If (DirOnfile) o"") Then 

Call Load 
Else: Msg = " N o  such file& Infile 

Response = MsgBox(Msg. vbOKOnly, "File Input Error") 
End If 
FreqScale = I 
If FUeLoaded Then Call Draw 

End If 

End Sub 
Sub Delete_Temp_aickO 

Msg = "Are you sure you want to delete the temp file? All peaks previously picked will be lost!" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbYesNo, "Temp Delete") 
If Response o 6 Then Exit Sub 
pathtemp = Outpath & "Temp" 
If (Dir(pathtemp) ="") Then GoTo 4 'skips routine if there is nothing to delete 
Kill pathtemp 'deletes current temp file 

4 End Sub 

Private Sub Twenty_MHz_ClickO 
ScaIe_Factor = 03 
End Sub 

Sub View_Temp_Click() 
CmdLine = "C:\windows\notepad.exe " & Outpath & "Temp" 
ViewTemp = SheU(CmdLine, I) ' Run Notepad. 
AppActivate ViewTemp' Activate Notepad and open current srtfix file 
End Sub 
Sub Run_Srtfix_Click() 
Call Srtfix 
End Sub 
Sub Delete_Srtfix_ClickO 

pathstat = Outpath & "Srtfix" 
If (Dir(pathstat) = "") Then GoTo 4 'skips routine if there is nothing to delete 
Kill pathstat 'deletes current temp file 

4 End Sub 
Sub View_Srtfix_Click() 
CmdLine = "C:\windows\notepad.exe" & Outpath & "Srtfix" 
ViewStat = SheIl(CmdLine, I) ' Run Notepad. 
AppActivate ViewStat' Activate Notepad and open current srtfix file 
End Sub 
Sub One_ClickO 
FreqScale = I 
If FileLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub TwojCIickO 
FreqScale = 2 
If FileLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub Three_QickO 
FreqScale = 3 
If FileLoaded Then Call Draw 
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End Sub 
Sub Four_aickO 
IrcqScale = 4 
If I^eLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub Five_ClickO 
FreqScale = 5 
If FHeLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub SixjClickO 
FreqScale = 6 
If FUeLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub Seven_Click() 
FreqScale = 7 
If FUeLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub Eight_QickO 
FreqScale = 8 
If FileLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub Ten_Click() 
FreqScale = 10 
If RleLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub Twenty_ClickO 
FreqScale = 20 
If HleLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub Print_FFT_aick() 
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
Printer.Orientation = 2 landscape 
Call DrawPrint 
Printer.EndDoc 
GoTo5 
ErrorHandler: 

Msg = "There was a problem printing to your printer." 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly, "Print Error") 
Exit Sub 

5 End Sub 
Sub Print_Temp_Click() 
Dim TextLine As String 
•Printer.BCillDoc 
Printer.Orientation = 1 "Portrait 
Open Outpath & "Temp" For Input As #5 ' Open file. 
Do While Not EOF(5)' Loop until end of file. 

Line Input #S, TextLine' Read line into variable. 
Printer-Print TextLine ' Print to Debug window. 

Loop 
Close #5 • Qose file. 
Printer£ndDoc 
End Sub 
Sub Print_Stats_aick() 
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Dim TextLine As String 
Printer.Orientation = i "Portrait 
Open Outpath & "Srtfix" For Input As #5' Open file. 
Do While Not EOF(5)' Loop until end of file. 

Line Input #S, TextLine' Read line into variable. 
Printer J^t TextLine ' Print to Printer. 

Loop 
Qose #5 ' Qose file. 
Printer.EndDoc 
End Sub 
Sub At_5_MHz_ClickO 
Scale_Factor = 2# 
End Sub 
Sub Ten_MHz_CUck() 
Scale_Factor = 1# 
End Sub 
Sub Output_Path_ClickO 
Message = "Please enter the path for the output file directory" 
Default = Outpath 
Outpath = InputBox(Message, "Output Path", Default) 
End Sub 
Sub White_Black_Click() 
Picture 1 PoreColor = QBColor(0) 
Picture 1 .BackColor = QBColor( 15) 
Labell J'oreColor = QBColor(0) 
Label IJBackColor = QBColor(I5) 
Label2 JoreColor = QBColor(0) 
Label2.BackCoIor = QBColor(lS) 
Textl J^oreColor = QBColor(0) 
Text 1.BackColor = QBCoIor(15) 
If FileLoaded Then Call E)raw 
End Sub 
Sub Black_White_Click() 
Picture 1 J^oreColor = QBColor( 15) 
Picture 1.BackColor = QBColor(O) 
Label 1.ForeCoIor = QBCoIor( 15) 
Label 1.BackColor = QBColor(O) 
Label2.ForeColor = QBColor(15) 
Label2.BackColor = QBColor(O) 
TextLForeColor = QBColor(15) 
Text 1 .BackColor = QBColor(O) 
If RleLoaded Then Call Draw 
End Sub 
Sub FFTCHOICEO 
If FileLoaded Then LastFile = Infile 

With Forml.ConunonDialogI 
To Do 
'set the flags and attributes of the 
'conunon dialog control 
•Filter = "FFT Files (*.fft)l».fft" 
•ShowOpen 
If Len(.fflename) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
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End If 
Infile = .filename 

End With 
FileLoaded = True 
To Do 
'process the opened file 

End Sub 
Sub LoadQ 
E)im Blank As String 
Max = 1 'reset the max value for next file 
Open Infile For Input As #1 
On Error GoTo 1 
Line Input #1, Comment 'discards header 
Input #1, Scan, CFreq 'reads number of shots(scans) and stimulating frequency 
Line Input #1, Blank 
Line Input #1, Comment 'discards column labels 
Line Input #1, Blank 
'For i = 0 To 2046 'read in arrays of .fft 
i = 0 
Do Until E0F(1) 
Input#!, j, Real(i), Imag(i), Power(i) 
If Max < Power(i) Then Max = Power(i)' finds the maximum value of the power spectrum 
'Next i 
i = i + 1 
Loop 
Close #1 
NumPts = i 
TextlText = "Current file is: " & Infile & ", The last File was " & LastFile 
File_Loaded = True 
GoTo2 
1 aose#l 
FileLoaded = False 
Input_Error = True 
Msg = "There was a file input error" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly, "Input Error") 
2 End Sub 
Sub DrawQ 'routine that opens the datafile and draws the spectrum 
If Max = 0 Then Max = 1 
height 1 = Picture 1.Height 'abreviation for height of picture window 
Picture 1.Scale (0,0)-( 16384 / FreqScale, height 1) 
IMPORTANT!! The picture window is scaled by the selected horizontal 
'resolution factor, this allows the values of screen coordinates 
'to be directly comparable in any choice of resolution! 
Picturel.Qs 'erases the screen prior to next load 
Picture lAutoRedraw = True 'refi^hes screen with whatever has 
'come after the .els command (i.e. the spectrum). 
Picture 1 .CurrentX = 8192 / FreqScale 
Picture I.CurrentY = (heightl - 200) 
Picture 1.Print "kHz" 'finds center/bottom of picture and writes the word kHz 
PictureIXine (0, heightl - 450)-( 16400 / FreqScale, heightl - 450) 
'Draws a straight line along the bottom of the spectrum 
NumPts = 2046 / FreqScale 'reduces the number of points drawn by the scale factor 
For i = 0 To NumPts 
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If (i Mod 100 = 0) Then 
Picturel Jane (2 » 4.8543693 * i, (heightl - 450))-(2 * 4.8543693 »i, (heightl - 350)) 
Drawing tick marks 
kHz = 0.48543693 * i * 4 / Scale_Factor 
Kcturel.CurrentX = 2 • 4.8543693 * i 
Picturel.CurrentY = (heightl - 350) 
Picturel kHz 
Writing relative frequencies at each tickmark 

End If 
'!!!!Here is where the scaling is done from screen coordinates to kHz!!! 
Freq(i) = 4.8543693 • i * 5 / Scale_Factor 
If i = 0 Then GoTo 1 
PicturelXine (Freq(i - 1), (heightl - 450) - (heightl - 1000) • Power(i - 1) / Max)-(Freq(i), (heightl - 450) 
- (heightl - 1000) • Power(i) / Max) 
'draws the spectrum 
1 Next i 
N = 0 'reset peak numbering for next file 
L = 0 'reset fluency labeling of peak numbers 
End Sub 
Sub DrawPrintO 
"Printer.KillDoc 'Clears printer for next drawing (only the current screen can be printed) 
If FileLoaded = False Then 

Msg = "Please load a spectrum before printing" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly, "Print Error") 
Exit Sub 

End If 
Printer.Scale (0, 0)-( 16385 / FreqScale, 6000) 

PrinterJ^ontSize = 14 
Printer.DrawWidth = 10 
PrinterJ^ontBoId = True 

Printer.CurrentX = 3000 / FreqScale 
Printer.CurrentY = 100 
PrinterPrint "Fourier Transform spectrum of the data in file " & Right(Infile, 9) 
Printer.CurrentX = 8192 / FreqSc^e 
Printer.CurrentY = 5550 
Printer.Print "kHz" 'finds center/bottom of picture and writes the word kHz 
Printer.CurrentX = 500 / FreqScale 
Printer.CurrentY = 5750 
Printer.Print "Stimulating Frequency, "; CFreq, " Number of Shots, Scan "Prints center frequency in 
lower left-hand comer 
For i = 0 To NumPts - 1 

If (i Mod 100 = 0) Then 
PrinterJLine (2 • 4.8543693 » i, 5300)-(2 * 4.8543693 » i, 5400) 
Drawing tick marks 
kHz = Int(0.48543693 • i • 2) 
Printer.CurrentX = 2 * 4.8543693 * i 
Printer.CurrentY = 5400 
PrintenPrint kHz 
"Writing relative frequencies at each tickmark 

End If 
Freq(i) = 4.8543693 * i * 5 / Scale_Factor 
If i = 0 Then GoTo 2 

Printer.Line (Freq(i - 1), 5300 - 4900 • Power(i - 1) / Max)-(Freq(i), (5300 - 4900 * Power(i) / Max)) 
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2 Next i 
PrinterXine (0,5300H16400 / FreqScale, 5300) 
For i = 1 To N 

Printer.CurrentX = SX(i) 
Printer.CurrentY = SY(i) 
PrinterJMnt& i 

Next i 
For i = I To L 

Printer.CurrentX = LX(i) 
Printer.CurrentY = LY(i) 
PrinterJ'rint LU(i) 
Printer.CurrentX = LX(i) 
Printer.CurrentY = LY(i) + 250 
PrinterJ'rint LL(i) 

Next i 
End Sub 
This routine keeps track of the cursor position and updates the labels 
Sub Picture l_MouseMove(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, X As Single, Y As Single) 
SpotX = X - 20 'Spot (X) for printing peak number 
SpotY = Y - 130 'Spot (Y) for printing peak number 
Label 1 .Caption = (CFreq - X / 10000) "X is the horizontal coordinate in tens of kHz 
Label2.Caption = (CFreq + X / 10000) 
End Sub 
Sub Picture l_MouseUp(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer. X As Single, Y As Single) 
If Button = 1 Then 

N = N+ I 
Picture I.CurrentX = SpotX 
Picture I.CurrentY = SpotY 
P i c t u r e  1  P r i n t &  N  
SX(N) = SpotX 
SY(N) = SpotY 
Open Outpath & "Temp" For Append As #2 

Print #2, Label 1 .Caption 
Print #2, Label2.Caption 

aose#2 
If Shift = I Then 

L = L+ 1 
Picture 1 .CurrentX = SpotX 
Picture I.CunentY = SpotY + 250 
LX(L) = SpotX 
LY(L) = SpotY + 250 
Picture 1.Print Label 1.Caption & " 
LU(L) = Label 1.Caption 
Picture I.CunentX = SpotX 
Picture 1.CunentY = SpotY + 500 
Picture I.Print Label2.Caption 
LL(L) = Label2.Caption 

End If 
End If 
End Sub 
'This routine responds to a click on the picture object and then sends 
'the current ft%quency values to a temporary file. 
"This is the subroutine copied verbatim from S. Sickafoose 
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Sub SrtfixO 
Dim Notes, ReturnVaiue 
Dim TF As Double 
Dim A(l(XX)), B(IOOO). Q(IOOO) As Double 
Dim sigma, sig As Double 
If (Dir(Outpalh & "Temp") ="") Then GoTo 5 
Open Outpatb & "Temp" For Input As #3 
Do UntU E0F(3) 

Input #3, Q(i) 
i = i+ I 

Loop 
Close #3 
'sorting begin 
Z = i- I 
ForY = OToZ 

smlt = Y 
Forf=Y+ IToZ 

If Q(f) < Q(smlt) Then 
smlt = f 

End If 
Nextf 
If smit > Y Then 

swap Q(Y), Q(smlt) 
TF = Q(smlt) 
Q(smlt) = Q(Y) 
Q(Y) = TF 

End If 
Next Y 
'Averaging an std begin 
pathsrtfix = Outpath & "Srtfix" 
Open pathsrtfix For Output As #4 
Print #4, "Peaks(MHz) Average(MHz) Std. Dev.(kHz)" 
T = 0 
g = 0 
ave = 0 
ave2 = 0 
Sum = 0 
sigma = 0 
sig = 0 
For e = 0 To Z 

d = (Q(e+I)-Q(e)) 
Ifd<= 0.01 Then 

A(T) = Q(e) 
A(T+ l) = Q(e+ I) 
T = T+ I 

ElseIfT>OThen 
For r = 0 To T 

Sum = A(r) + Sum 
MF = Fonnat(A(r), "#####.##00") 
Print #4, MF 

Nextr 
ave = Sum / r 
ave2 = ave - Fix(ave) 
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For r = 0 To T 
B(r) = A(r) - Fix(A(r)) 
sigma = (B(r) - ave2) '^2 + sigma 

Nextr 
N = T 
sig = Sqr(sigma / N) 

•MyStr = Fonnat(5459.4. "##,##0.00")' Returns "5,459.40". 
Avg = Fonnat(ave. "#####.##00") 
STD = FonnatdOOO * sig. "#0.0") 

Print #4. Tab(lO), Avg, Tab(25), STD 
Sum = 0 
ave = 0 
sigma = 0 
sig = 0 
ave2 = 0 
T = 0 
g = g + l 

End If 
Nexte 
If g = 0 Then 

Print #4," No matches found" 
End If 
Close #4 
CmdLine = "C:\windows\notepad.exe " & pathsrtfix 
Notes = SheII(CmdLine, I) ' Run Notepad. 
AppActivate Notes' Activate Notepad and open current srtfix file 
5 End Sub 

I. Rotational constant calculation program 

The latest version of this program takes two input file formats, and creates three 

different output file formats. The isotope list contains 155 symbols and is complete 

through the 3"^ row of the periodic table. Elements beyond this are sparsely represented. 

Rotcons.bas 
Dim NO ATM, NNATM, NX(4, 30) As Integer 
Dim WTX(200), DIST(30), THETA(30), PHI(30), WT(200) As Single 
Dim NDUST, NUST, NDATM, lERR, K, PCARD, ISW As Integer 
Dim I, H, ILOOP, lA, IB, IC, lAP, IBP, ICP, J, Sym As Integer 
Dim PP(30), P0(30), XCM(3), FF(30) As Single 
Dim COORD(3, 100), WTA(200) As Single', ZZ(30) As Single 
Dim XVECTR(3), YVECTR(3), TRANS(3, 3), PRCOR(3) As Single 
Dim RIK, RIL, SCALE I, TMP, SB, CB, SUM, RAD, WTOT As Single 
Dim SYMB(200), a(30), Q(30), CTH, STH, RD As String 
Dim App As String 
• SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS GIVEN X,Y,Z COORDINATES 
• AND MASSES. MODIFIED FROM ROTCONST BY ROGER BUMGARNER SEPT. '86 
•ORIGINALLY FROM U OF I, C 
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• MODIFIED 7-92 BY S.K. TO NOT SEND BACK DIFF. X,Y,Z, 
Dim H(3.3), TM(3.3). HI(3.3) As Double 
Dim F0(50), X0{50), Y0(50), Z0(50) As Double 
Dim T(3. 3), AC(50), BC(50). CC(50), H2(3. 3) As Double 
Dim At(200), Trash, StrA, StrF, StrX, StrY, StrZ, Infile As String 
Dim AStr, BStr, CCStr, FStr, CMPD As String 
Dim Symm, N As Integer 
Dim X(50). Y(50). Z(50), F(50). E As Double 
Dim L, M, MDIM, NXN, ATU(200), ATNU(200) As Integer 
Dim ATOM(200). CINP(200) As String • 8 
Dim NameFile As String * 6 

'Extensively modified by BJD, translated firom Fortran to Basic 
Included code (firom Pickett originally) for Z-matrix input 
Includes variable file format outputs .pdb (Protein Data Bank) 
"For viewing with Rasmol and 
'.xyz files for viewing in Moviemol 

Sub Open_Click() 
With RotConst.ConunonDialogI 

To Do 
'set the flags and attributes of the 
'conunon dialog control 
-FUter = "All Files (».»)l*.»" 
•ShowOpen 
If Len(.filename) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Infile = .filename 

End With 
To Do 
'process the opened file 
RotConst.TextI.Text = Infile 
RotConsLTextl .Refiresh 

End Sub 
Sub New_ZMT_Click() 
CmdLine = "C:\windows\Notepad.exe c:\rotconst\new.zmt" 
App = Shell(CmdLine, 1) 
End Sub 

Sub New_DAT_aick() 
CmdLine = "C:\windows\Notepad.exe c:\rotconst\new.dat" 
App = ShelKCmdLine, 1) 
End Sub 
Sub Cartesian_Click() 
"Dim Namefile As String 
Open Infile For Input As #1 
'On Error GoTo 10 

Input #1, NameFile 
Input #1, N, Sym 
If(Sym= l)Then 

Msg = "Work out a linear molecule by hand!" 



Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly) 
nofile = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 
ForI= IToN 
CINP(I) = Input(8, #1) 
Input #1. FO(D, XO(D. YO(D, ZO(D 
Next I 
aose#l 
Call AtomAssign 
Call Rotational_Constants 

GoTo11 
10 Msg = "There is an input error!" 
OK = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly) 
Exit Sub 
11 End Sub 

Sub Z_Matrix_ClickO 
Path = Infile 
Open Path For Input As #1 
'On Error GoTo 10 
Input #l.NOATM 
N = NOATM 
Input#l,CINP(l) 
1 = 1  
NX(0. 1) = 1 
NX(1, 1) = 0 
NX(2, 1) = 0 
NX(3, 1) = 0 
DIST(I) = 0# 
THETA(1) = 0# 
PHI(1) = 0# 
CINP(2) = Input(8,#l) 
1 = 2 
NX(0, 2) = 2 
Input#l. NX(1, 2), DIST(2) 
NX(2, 2) = 0 
NX(3, 2) = 0 
THETA(2) = 0# 
PHI(2) = 0# 
If(NOATM>2)Then 
CINP(3) = Input(8, #1) 
1 = 3 
NX(0.3) = 3 
Input#l, NX(1, 3), DIST(3), NX(2. 3), THETA(3) 
NX(3, 3) = 0 
PHI(3) = 0# 
If(N0ATM>3)Then 
ForI = 4ToNOATM 
CINP(I) = Input(8.#I) 
NX(0.1) = I 
Input #1, NX(1, D, DISTO), NX(2. D, THETAffi, NX(3,1). Pffl(D 

Next I 



End If 
End If 
aose#I 
Call AtomAssign 
Call Convert 
ForI= IToN 

XO(D = COORD(l,I) 
YO(D = CCX)RD(2. D 
ZO(D = COORD(3,I) 
FO(I) = WT(I) 

Next I 
Call Rotational_Constants 
GoTo 11 
10 Msg = "There is an input error! Check Line " 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbOKOnly) 
nofile = True 
Close#! 
Exit Sub 
11 End Sub 
Sub C)penOut_ClickO 

Cmd = "C:\Windows\Notepad.exe Outxot" 
App = SheU(Cmd, I) 

End Sub 
Sub AtomAssignO 

SYMB(1) = ''H •• 
WTA(I) = L00782519 
ATU(1)= 1 
SYMB(2) = "m " 
ATU(2) = I 
WTA(2) = 2.0141022 
SYMB(3) = "D 
WTA(3) = 2.0141022 
ATU(3) = 1 
SYMB(4) = "He3 " 
ATU(4) = 2 
WTA(4) = 3.0160297 
SYMB(5) = "He4 " 
ATU(5) = 2 
WTA(5) = 4.0026031 
SYMB(6) = "He " 
ATU(6) = 2 
WTA(6) = 4.0026031 
SYMB(7) = "Li6 " 
ATU(7) = 3 
WTA(7) = 6.015125 
SYMB(8) = "Li " 
ATU(8) = 3 
WTA(8) = 7.016004 
SYMB(9) = "Li7 " 
ATU(9) = 3 
WTA(9) = 7.016004 
SYMB(10) = "Be " 
ATU(10) = 4 
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WTA(10) = 9.012186 
SYMB(ll) = "Be9 " 
ATU(II) = 4 
WTA(11) = 9.012186 
SYMB(12) = "B 
ATU(I2) = 5 
WTA(12)= 11.0093053 
SYMB(13) = "B10 " 
ATU(13) = 5 
WTA(13) = 10.0129388 
SYMB(14) = "B11 " 
ATU(14) = 5 
WTA(14)=: 11.0093053 
SYMB(15) = "C 
WTA(15) = 12# 
ATU(15) = 6 
SYMB(16) = "013 " 
WTA(16) = 13.0033544 
ATU(16) = 6 
SYMB(17) = "C12 " 
ATU(17) = 6 
WTA(17) = 12# 
SYMB(18) = "N 
WTA(18) = 14.0030744 
ATU(18) = 7 
SYMB(19) = "NIS 
WTA(19) = 15.0001077 
ATU(19) = 7 
SYMB(20) = "N14 " 
WTA(20) = 14.0030744 
ATU(20) = 7 
SYMB(21) = "0 
WTA(21) = 15.994915 
ATU(21) = 8 
SYMB(22) = "016 " 
WTA(22) = 15.994915 
ATU(22) = 8 
SYMB(23) = "017 " 
ATU(23) = 8 
WTA(23)= 16.999133 
SYMB(24) = "OI8 " 
ATU(24) = 8 
WTA(24) = 17.99916 
SYMB(25) = "F " 
WTA(25) = 18.9984046 
ATU(25) = 9 
SYMB(26) = "F " 
ATU(26) = 9 
WTA(26) = 18.9984046 
SYMB(27) = "Ne " 
ATU(27) = 10 
WTA(27) = 19.9924405 
SYMB(28) = "Ne20 " 
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ATU(28)= 10 
WTA(28)= 19.9924405 
SYMB(29) = "Ne21 " 
ATU(29)= 10 
WTA(29) = 20.993849 
SYMB(30) = "Ne22 " 
ATU(30) = 10 
WTA(30) = 21.9913847 
SYMB(31) = "Na " 
ATU(31)= 11 
WTA(31) = 22.989771 
SYMB(32) = "Na23 " 
ATU(32)= II 
WTA(32) = 22.989771 
SYMB(33) = "Mg •• 
ATU(33) = 12 
WTA(33) = 23.985042 
SYMB(34) = '•Mg24 " 
ATU(34) = 12 
WTA(34) = 23.985042 
SYMB(35) = "Mg25 " 
ATU(35) = 12 
WTA(35) = 24.985839 
SYMB(36) = "Mg26 " 
ATU(36) = 12 
WTA(36) = 25.982593 
SYMB(37) = "Al " 
ATU(37)= 13 
WTA(37) = 26.981539 
SYMB(38) = "A127 " 
ATU(38)= 13 
WTA(38) = 26.981539 
SYMB(39) = "Si " 
ATU(39) = 14 
WTA(39) = 27.976929 
SYMB(40) = "8128 " 
ATU(40) = 14 
WTA(40) = 27.976929 
SYMB(41) = "Si29 " 
ATU(41)= 14 
WTA(41) = 28.976496 
SYMB{42) = "SiSO " 
ATU(42) = 14 
WTA(42) = 29.973763 
SYMB(43) = "P 
ATU(43) = 15 
WTA(43) = 30.973765 
SYMB(44) = "P31 " 
ATU(44) = 15 
WTA(44) = 30.973765 
SYMB(45) = "S 
WTA(45) = 31.9720737 
ATU(45) = 16 



SYMB(46) = "S32 " 
ATU(46) = 16 
WTA(46) = 31.9720737 
SYMB(47) = "SSS " 
ATU(47) = 16 
WTA(47) = 32.971462 
SYMB(48) = "S34 " 
WTA(48) = 33.96709 
ATU(48) = 16 
SYMB(49) = "S36 " 
ATU(49) = 16 
WTA(49) = 35.968851 
SYMB(50) = "a " 
WTA(50) = 34.968851 
ATU(50) = 17 
SYMB(51) = "a35 •• 
ATU(51) = 17 
WTA(51) = 34.968851 
SYMB(52) = "037 " 
WTA{52) = 36.965899 
ATU(52) = 17 
SYMB(53) = "At " 
ATU(53) = 18 
WTA(53) = 39.9623842 
SYMB(54) = ••Ar36 " 
ATU(54) = 18 
WTA(54) = 35.967545 
SYMB(55) = "Ar38 " 
ATU(55) = 18 
WTA(56) = 37.962728 
SYMB(56) = "Ar40 " 
ATU(56) = 18 
WTA(56) = 39.962842 
SYMB(57) = "K 
ATU(57) = 19 
WTA(57) = 38.96371 
SYMB(58) = "K39 " 
ATU(58) = 19 
WTA(58) = 38.96371 
SYMB(59) = ••K40 " 
ATU(59) = 19 
WTA(59) = 39.964 
SYMB(60) = "K41 " 
ATU(60) = 19 
WTA(60) = 40.961832 
SYMB(61) = "Ca " 
ATU(61) = 20 
WTA(61) = 39.962589 
SYMB(62) = "0340 " 
ATU(62) = 20 
WTA(62) = 39.962589 
SYMB(63) = "Ca42 " 
ATU(63) = 20 
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WTA(63) = 41.958625 
SYMB(64) = "0343 " 
ATU(64) = 20 
WTA(64) = 42.95878 
SYMB(65) = "Ca44 " 
ATU(65) = 20 
WTA(65) = 43.955491 
SYMB(66) = "Ca46 " 
ATU(66) = 20 
WTA(66) = 45.95369 
SYMB(67) = "Ca48 " 
ATU(67) = 20 
WTA(67) = 47.95253 
SYMB(68) = "Sc " 
ATU(68) = 21 
WTA(68) = 44.955919 
SYMB(69) = "Sc45 " 
ATU(69) = 21 
WTA(69) = 44.955919 
SYMB(70) = "Ti " 
ATU(70) = 22 
WTA(70) = 47.94795 
SYMB(7l) = •Ti46 " 
ATU(71) = 22 
WTA(7l) = 45.952632 
SYMB(72) = "7147 " 
ATU(72) = 22 
WTA(72) = 46.951769 
SYMB(73) = "Ti48 " 
ATU(73) = 22 
WTA(73) = 47.94795 
SYMB(74) = "Ti49 " 
ATU(74) = 22 
WTA(74) = 48.94787 
SYMB(75) = "Ti50 " 
ATU(75) = 22 
WTA(75) = 49.944786 
SYMB(76) = ••V50 " 
ATU(76) = 23 
WTA(76) = 49.944786 
SYMB(77) = "V 
ATU(77) = 23 
WTA(77) = 50.943961 
SYMB(78) = "V5I " 
WTA(78) = 50.943961 
ATU(78) = 23 
SYMB(79) = "Cr52 " 
WTA(79) = 51.940513 
ATU(79) = 24 
SYMB(80) = "Cr " 
ATU(80) = 52.940653 
WTA(80) = 24 
SYMB(81) = "Cr53 " 



WTA(8l) = 52.940653 
ATU(81) = 24 
SYMB(82) = "Cr54 " 
WTA(82) = 53.9388882 
ATU(82) = 24 
SYMB(83) = "Mn55 " 
WTA(83) = 54.93805 
ATU(83) = 25 
SYMB(84) = "Mn " 
WTA(84) = 54.93805 
ATU(84) = 25 
SYMB(85) = "Fe " 
WTA(85) = 55.934936 
ATU(85) = 26 
SYMB(86) = "Fe54 " 
WTA(86) = 53.939617 
ATU(86) = 26 
SYMB(87) = "Fe56 " 
WTA(87) = 55.934936 
ATU(87) = 26 
SYMB(88) = "FeS? " 
WTA(88) = 56.935398 
ATU(88) = 26 
SYMB(89) = "Fe58 " 
WTA(89) = 57.933282 
ATU(89) = 26 
SYMB(90) = "Co 
WTA(90) = 58.933189 
ATU(90) = 27 
SYMB(91) = "Co59 • 
WTA(91) = 58.933189 
ATU(91) = 27 
SYMB(92) = "Ni " 
ATU(92) = 28 
WTA(92) = 59.930787 
SYMB(93) = "Ni58 " 
ATU(93) = 28 
WTA(93) = 57.935342 
SYMB(94) = "NiGO " 
ATU(94) = 28 
WTA(94) = 59.930787 
SYMB(95) = "Ni61 " 
ATU(95) = 28 
WTA(95) = 60.931056 
SYMB(96) = ••Ni62 " 
ATU(96) = 28 
WTA(96) = 61.928342 
SYMB(97) = "Ni64 " 
ATU(97)=28 
WTA(97) = 63.927958 
SYMB(98) = "Cu " 
ATU(98) = 29 
WTA(98) = 62.929592 



SYMB(99) = "Cu63 " 
WTA(99) = 62.929592 
ATU(99) = 29 
SYMB( 100) = "0165 " 
WTA(100) = 64.927786 
ATU(100) = 29 
SYMB(l01) = "Zn " 
ATU(10I) = 3G 
WTA(10I) = 63.929145 
SYMB(102) = "Zn64 " 
WTA(102) = 63.929145 
ATU(102) = 30 
SYMB(103) = "Zn66 " 
WTA(103) = 65.926052 
ATU(103) = 30 
SYMB(104) = "Zn68 " 
WTA(I04) = 97.924857 
ATU(104) = 30 
SYMB(105) = "Ga " 
ATU(105) = 31 
WTA(105) = 68.925574 
SYMB( 106) = "0369 " 
WTA(106) = 68.925574 
ATU(106) = 3l 
SYMB(107) = "Ga71 " 
WTA(107) = 70.924706 
ATU(107) = 3l 
SYMB(108) = "Ge " 
WTA(108) = 73.921181 
ATU(108) = 32 
SYMB(109) = "Ge70 " 
WTA(109) = 69.924252 
ATU(109) = 32 
SYMB(110) = "Ge72 '• 
WTA(110) = 71.92082 
ATU(110) = 32 
SYMB(lll) = "Ge73 " 
WTA(I11) = 72.923463 
ATU(111) = 32 
SYMB(112) = "Ge74 " 
WTA(112) = 73.921181 
ATU(112) = 32 
SYMB(113) = "Ge76 " 
WTA(113) = 75.921405 
ATU(113) = 32 
SYMB(114) = "As •• 
WTA(114) = 74.921596 
ATU(114) = 33 
SYMB(115) = "As75 " 
WTA(115) = 74.921596 
ATU(115) = 33 
SYMB(116) = "Se " 
WTA(116) = 79.916527 



ATU(1I6) = 34 
SYMB(117) = "Se74 " 
WTA(117) = 73.922476 
ATU(117) = 34 
SYMB(118) = "Se76 " 
WTA(118) = 75.919207 
ATU(118) = 34 
SYMB(119) = "Se77 " 
WTA(119) = 76.919911 
ATU(119) = 34 
SYMB(120) = ''Se78 " 
WTA(120) = 77.917314 
ATU(120) = 34 
SYMB(121) = "Se80 " 
WTA(121) = 79.916527 
ATU(I21) = 34 
SYMB(122) = "Se82 " 
WTA(122) = 81.916707 
ATU(122) = 34 
SYMB(123) = "Br " 
WTA(123) = 78.918329 
ATU(123) = 35 
SYMB(124) = "Br79 " 
WTA(124) = 78.918329 
ATU(124) = 35 
SYMB(125) = "Br81 " 
WTA(125) = 80.916292 
ATU(125) = 35 
SYMB(I26) = "&84 " 
WTA(126) = 83.911503 
ATU(126) = 36 
SYMB(127) = "Kr78 " 
WTA( 127) = 77.920403 
ATU(127) = 36 
SYMB(128) = "Kr80 " 
WTA(128) = 79.91638 
ATU(128) = 36 
SYMB(129) = "Kr82 " 
WTA(129) = 81.913482 
ATU(129) = 36 
SYMB(l30) = "BCr83 " 
WTA(130) = 82.914131 
ATU(130) = 36 
SYMB(131) = "Kr84 " 
WTA(131) = 83.911503 
ATU(131) = 36 
SYMB(137) = "Kr86 " 
WTA(132) = 85.910616 
ATU(132) = 36 
SYMB(133) = "Ru96 " 
WTA(133) = 95.907598 
ATU(133) = 44 
SYMB(134) = "Ru98 " 
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WTA(134) = 97.905289 
ATU(134) = 44 
SYMB(135) = "Ru99 " 
WTA(135) = 98.905936 
ATU(135) = 44 
SYMB(136) = "RuI01 " 
WTA(136) = 100.905577 
ATU(136) = 44 
SYMB(137) = "Rul02 " 
WTA(137) = 101.904348 
ATU(137) = 44 
SYMB(138) = "Rul04 " 
WTA(138) = 103.90543 
ATU(138) = 44 
SYMB(139) = "Rh " 
WTA(139) = 102.905511 
ATU(139) = 45 
SYMB(140) = "Rhl03 " 
WTA(140) = 102.905511 
ATU(140) = 45 

SYMB(141) = "Inll3 " 
WTA(141)= 112.904089 
ATU(141) = 49 
SYMB(142) = "Inll5 " 
WTA(142)= 114.903871 
ATU(142) = 49 

SYMB(143) = "I 
WTA(143) = 126.90447 
ATU(143) = 53 
SYMB(144) = "I127 " 
WTA(144) = 126.90447 
ATU(144) = 53 

SYMB(145) = "Rel87 " 
WTA(145) = 186.95583 
ATU(145) = 75 
SYMB(146) = "Rel85 " 
WTA(146) = 184.95306 
ATU(146) = 75 
SYMB(147) = "Osl88 " 
WTA(147) = 187.95608 
ATU(147) = 76 
SYMB(148) = "Osl89 " 
WTA(148) = 188.9583 
ATU(148) = 76 
SYMB(149) = "OsI90 " 
WTA(149) = 189.95863 
ATU(149) = 76 
SYMB(150) = "Osl92 " 
WTA(150)= 191.96145 
ATU(150) = 76 
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SYMB(151) = "Au " 
WTA(15I) = 196.96654 
ATU(151) = 79 

SYMB( 152) = "71203 " 
WTA(152) = 202^2353 
ATU(152) = 81 
SYMB(153) = "T1205 " 
WTA(153) = 204.974442 
ATU(153) = 81 

SYMB(154) = "X 
WTA{154) = 0# 
ATU(I54) = 0 
SYMB(155) = "Z 
ATU(155)=0 
WTA(155) = 0# 
ATU(155)= 100 

NUST= 155 
NDATM = NOATM 

•C ASSIGN MASSES BY ATOMIC SYMBOL 
ForJKI= IToNUST 
ForKU= IToN 
If (SYMB(JKD = CINP(KU)) Then 

\VT(KU) = WTA(JKD 
ATNU(KU) = ATU(JKD 

End If 
NextKU 

Next JKI 
End Sub 

Sub ConvertO 
' TfflS IS THE ORIGINAL STARTING PLACE FOR COORDS SUBROUTINE 
RAD = 3.141592654 / 180# 'ASINd#) / 90# 

' THE COORDINATES OF ATOM 1 ARE SET AS THE ORIGIN 
For HI = 1 To 3 
COORDOn, l) = 0# 
COORD(in,2) = 0# 
XCM(III) = 0# 

Next in 
COORDd, 2) = DIST(2) 
XCM(l) = WT(2) • DIST(2) 
WTOT = WT( 1) + WT(2) 

' THE X AND Y COORDINATE OF ATOM 3 ARE CALCULATED 
If(NOATM>2)Then 
L\ = NX(1,3) 
IB = 0 
IC = 0 
era = Cos(THETA(3) • RAD) 
If OA = 2) Then era =-era 
COORDd, 3) = COORDd, lA) + DIST(3) • CTH 
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CCXDRD(2,3) = COORD(2. lA) + DIST(3) • Sqr(l# - CTH * CTH) 
CCX)RD(3, 3) = 0# 
WTOT = WTOT + WT(3) 
XCM(1) = XCM(1) + WT(3) * COOEiDd. 3) 
XCM(2) = WT(3) * COORD(2. 3) 

End If 
• THE COORDINATES OF ALL THE OTHER ATOMS ARE CALCULATED 

For ILOOP = 4 To NOATM 
IAP = IA 
IBP = IB 
ICP = IC 
L\ = NX(1. ILOOP) 
IB = NX(2, ILOOP) 
IC = NX(3. ILOOP) 

• THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX IS OBTAINED 
If (LV o L\P Or IB o mP Or IC o ICP) Then 

• THE COMPONENTS OF THE X PRIME DIRECTION ARE OBTAINED 
For I = I To 3 
XVECTRO) = -COORDa, lA) + COORDG, IB) 

23 YVECTRO) = -COORDO, lA) + COORDa, IQ 
Next I 
RU = Sqr(XVECTR(I) 2 + XVECTR(2) 2 + XVECTR(3) 2) 
RIL = 0# 
SCALEl =0# 
For I = I To 3 
TRANSa, I) = XVECTRO) / RU 
RIL = RIL + YVECTRO)2 
SCALEl = SCALEl + YVECTRO) » TRANS(L I) 
Next I 

' THE COMPONENTS OF THE Y PRIME DIRECTION ARE OBTAINED 
RIK=RIL-SCALE1 ^^2 
If 0^ < 0.00000001) Then 
For I = 1 To 3 

26 YVECTRO) = 0# 
Next I 
1 = 2 
If (Abs(TRANS(2,1)) > 0.8) Then I = 3 
YVECTRO) = I# 
RIL= I# 
SCALEl =TRANSO. 1) 
RIK = RIL - SCALEl » SCALE 1 

End If 
RIK = SqraUK) 
ForI= lTo3 

27 TRANSO, 2) = (YVECTRO) - SCALEl » TRANSO. D) / RIK 
Next I 

• THE COMPONENTS OF THE Z DIRECTION ARE OBTAINED 
TRANS(1, 3) = TRANS(2, I) » TRANS(3.2) - TRANS(3, I) • TRANS(2. 2) 
TRANS(2. 3) = TRANSO, D * TRANSd, 2) - TRANS(1, 1) * TRANS(3, 2) 
TRANS(3, 3) = TRANSd, D * TRANS(2, 2) - TRANS(2, 1) • TRANS(1, 2) 
End If 

• THE SPHERICAL COORDINATES ARE TRANSFORMED TO CARTESIAN COORDINATES 
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• IN THE PRIME SYSTEM 
n = NX(0,ILOOP) 
If(n = ELOOP)Then 
If (DISTOLOOP) < 0#) Then 
TMP = DISTOLOOP) » Cos(THETA(ILOOP) * RAD) 
CTH = 4#*RIL 
era = SCALEl / Sqr(CTH) 
STH = TMP » Sqr(0.5 - CTH) 
era = TMP • Sqr(03 + CTH) 
SB = Sin(Pffl(ILOOP) • RAD) 
CB = Cos(PHI(ILOOP) » RAD) 
PRCOR(l) = era • CB - STH * SB 
PRCOR(2) = STH * CB + CTH * SB 
PRCOR(3) = -DISTOLOOP) » Sin(THETA0LOOP) • RAD) 
Else 
CTH = CosCTHETAOLOOP) • RAD) 
TMP = DISTOLOOP) • Sqr(I# - CTH • CTH) 
PRCOR(l) = DISTOLOOP) » CTH 
PRCOR(2) = TMP * CosO'HIOLOOP) • RAD) 
PRCOR(3) = TMP * SinO'HIOLOOP) • RAD) 

• THE PRIME COORDINATES ARE TRANSLATED AND ROTATED TO 
' THE COORDINATE SYSTEM DESIRED 
End If 
WTOT = WTOT + WTOLOOP) 
For I = 1 To 3 
SUM = 0# 
ForJ=lTo3 
SUM = SUM + TRANSO, J) * PRCOR(J) 
Next J 
COORDO, ILOOP) = COORDO. lA) + SUM 
XCMO) = XCMO) + WTOLOOP) * COORDO, ILOOP) 
Next I 
Else 
• SPECIAL REVERSE CALCULATION OF DIST THETA AND PHI 
RU = 0# 
For I = I To 3 
COORDO, ELOOP) = COORDO, H) 
SUM = 0# 
ForJ= 1 To 3 
37 SUM = SUM + TRANSa, D * (COORD(J, O) - COORD(J, L\)) 
Next J 
RU = RU + SUM • SUM 
PRCORO) = SUM 

Next I 
RU = SqrO«J) 
If ff)IST0LOOP) < 0#) Then 
STH = PRCOR(3)/RU 
DISTOLOOP) = -RU 
If (STH = 1 Or STH = -1) Then 
THETAOLOOP) = STH * 1J70796326795 
GoTo 36 
THETAOLOOP) = Atn(STH / Sqr(-STH * STH + I)) / RAD 

36 If (Abs(STH) < 0.99999999999999) Then 



CTH = 4#«RIL 
STH = -Sqr(03-CTH) 
CTH = -Sqr(03 + CTH) 
SB = PRC0R(2) • era - PRCORd) * STH 
CB = PRCORd) * era + PRCOR(2) * STH 
PfflOLOOP) = Atn(SB / CB) / RAD •ATAN2(SB, CB) / RAD 

End If 
End If 

Else 
•DIST(ILOOP) = RU 
•STH = PRCOR(I)/Rn 
• THETAOLOOP) = ACOS{STH) / RAD 
• If (Abs(STH) < 0.999999999999) Then 
• PfflOLOOP) = ATAN2(PRCOR(3). PRCOR(2)) / RAD 
•End If 
End If 
End If 

Next ILOOP 
•19 CONTINUE 
• WRITE(6,IOO) WTOT 
XCM(l) = XCM(l) / WTOT 
XCM(2) = XCM(2) / WTOT 
XCM(3) = XCM(3) / WTOT 
• For ILOOP = I To NOATM 
• For I = I To 3 
•41 COORDd, ILOOP) = COORDa ILOOP) - XCM(D 
• Next I 
• Next ILOOP 
N = NOATM 
End Sub 

Sub RotationaI_Constants() 
For I = I To 3 

For J = 1 To 3 
Hia.J) = 0# 
Ha,J) = 0# 
TMa,J) = 0# 
H2a.J) = 0# 
T(LJ) = 0# 

Next J 
Next I 
ForI= ITo50 

AC(I) = 0# 
BC(D = 0# 
CC(D = 0# 
F(D = 0# 
X(D = 0# 
Y(D = 0# 
Z(I) = 0# 
F0® = 0# 

Next I 
ForI= IToN 
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X(D = XO(D 
Y(D = YO(D 
Z(D = ZO(D 
FO(I) = WT(I) 
F(I) = WT(I) 

Next I 

Syinm = 2 

XX = 0# 
YY = 0# 
ZZ = 0# 
XY = 0# 
XZ = 0# 
YZ = 0# 
FT = 0# 
XCM2 = 0# 
YCM = 0# 
ZCM = 0# 
AL = 0# 
THETA3 = 0# 
PHI2 = 0# 
PSI2 = 0# 

For I = I To N 
FT = F(D + FT 
XCM2 = X(D * F(D + XCM2 
YCM = Y(I) * F(I) + YCM 
ZCM = Z(D * F(D + ZCM 
XX = F(D » (Y(D • Y(D + Z(D • Z(D) + XX 
YY = F(D »(X(D » X® + Z(D • Z(D) + YY 
ZZ = FO) • (X(D * X(D + Y(D • Y(D) + ZZ 
XY = -F(D • X(D * Y(I) + XY 
XZ =-F(I) » X(I) • Z(I) + XZ 
YZ =-F(D • Y(D • Z(D + YZ 

Next I 
Open "Out.rot" For Output As #3 
Print #3, " Masses and Coordinates in XYZ Inertiai Frame" 
Print #3," Mass X Y Z" 
For I = I To N 
If (CINP(D = "X ") Then GoTo 555 
FS = 3 
XS = 2 
YS = 2 
ZS = 2 
If (FO(I) >= 10#) Then FS = 2 
If (FO(D >= lOO#) Then FS = I 
If (X(I) < -O.OOOOOI) Then XS = I 
If (Y(D < -0.000001) Then YS = 1 
If (Z(D < -0.000001) Then ZS = 1 
FStr= Fonnat(FO(D. "##0.000000") 
XStr = Fonnat(X(D. "#0.000000") 
YStr = Format(Y(I). "#0.000000") 
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ZStr = Foniiat(Z(I), "#0.(XX)000") 
Print #3, Spc(FS): FStr, Spc(XS); XStr. Spc(YS); YStr Spc(ZS); ZStr 
555 Next I 

1 = 5 
Print #3, 
XCM2 = XCM2/FT 
YCM = YCM/FT 
ZCM = ZCM/FT 
Hid, 1) = XX-FT*(YCM*YCM + ZCM*ZCM) 
Hl(2. 2) = YY - FT » (XCM2 » XCM2 + ZCM * ZCM) 
Hl(3, 3) = ZZ-FT»(XCM2»XCM2 + YCM*YCM) 
Hl(l. 2) = XY + FT * XCM2 • YCM 
Hl(l, 3) = XZ + FT * XCM2 » ZCM 
H 1(2,3) = YZ + FT • YCM • ZCM 
Hl(2, 1) = H1(1,2) 
Hl(3. 1) = H1(1.3) 
H1(3.2) = H1(2,3) 
E = lE-35 
MDIM = 3 
NXN = 3 
CaU MDIAG '(MDIM, NXN. E. HI, H, TM) 
CORR = 505379.0631 
Print #3." Center of Mass Coordinates" 
XS = 2 
YS = 2 
ZS = 2 
If (XCM2 < -0.000001) Then XS = 1 
If (YCM < -0.000001) Then YS = 1 
If (ZCM < -0.000001) Then ZS = 1 
XCMStr = Format(XCM2, "#0.000000") 
YCMStr = Format(YCM, "#0.000000") 
ZCMStr = Format(ZCM, "#0.000000") 
Print #3. "XCM ="; Spc(XS); XCMStr 
Print #3. "YCM ="; Spc(YS); YCMStr 
Print #3, "ZCM =": Spc(ZS): ZCMStr 
Print #3, 
If (H(l. 1) = H(2, 2) And H(l. 1) = H(3, 3)) Then GoTo 600 
H2(l, 1) = 30# 
H2(2, 2) = 20# 
H2(3, 3) = 10# 
H(l, l) = CORR/H(l. 1) 
H(2.2) = CORR/H(2. 2) 
H(3. 3) = CORR/H(3. 3) 
Call ORWCORR '(MDIM. NXN. NXN, H. H2, HI. H2, TM. T) 
A = H1(1. 1) 
B = Hl(2. 2) 
C = Hl(3. 3) 
ASYMK = (2#*B-A-Q/(A-Q 
If (ASYMK > 0#) Then GoTo 150 
Print #3. "********Prolate Synunetric Limit********" 
BAVE = (B + Q/2# 
GoTo 200 

150 Print #3. "***»****Oblate Synunetric Limit********" 
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BAVE = (A + B)/2# 
GoTo 200 

600 Print #3, "********SphericaI Synunetric Top********" 
A = CORR/H(l. 1) 
B=CORR/H(2,2) 
C = CORR/H(3.3) 
BAVE = (B + Q/2# 
ASYMK = 0# 

For I = 1 To 3 
For J = I To 3 

Ta,J) = TMa.J) 
Next J 

Next I 
610 
200 If (T(3, 3) = I) Then THETA3 = 0 

If CTHETA3 = 0) Then GoTo 161 
THETA3 = Atn(-T{3. 3) / Sqr(-T(3.3) * T(3. 3) + 1)) + 2 * Atn(l) 
If (THETA3 = 0#) Then GoTo 161 
GZ = T(l, 3) / Sin(THETA3) 
If (GZ >= 1#) Then PHI2 = 1^70796327 
If (GZ <= -1#) Then PHI2 = -1 ̂ 70796327 
If (GZ >= 1# Or GZ <= -1#) Then GoTo 111 
PHI2 = Atn(GZ / Sqr(-GZ * GZ + I)) 

111 GY = (T(3.2) / Sin(THETA3)) 
If (GY = 1#) Then PSI = 0# 
If (GY = -1#) Then PSI = 3.141592654 
If (GY > 1#) Then PSI = 1.570796327 
If (GY >= 1#) Then GoTo 133 
If (GY < -1#) Then PSI = -1.570796327 
If (GY <= -I#) Then GoTo 133 
PSI2 = Atn(-GY / Sqr(-GY * GY + 1)) + 2 * Atn( 1) 
GoTo 133 

161 PSI2 = 0# 
If ((T(2, 2) * T(2,2)) = I) Then 

PHI2 = -1.570796327 * (T(2, 2) - 1) 
GoTo 133 

End If 
PHI2 = Atn(-T(2. 2) / Sqr(-T(2, 2) * T(2, 2) + D) + 2 * Atn(l) 

133 
CONV = 360# / 6.283185308 
THETA3 = THETA3 * CONV 
PHI2 = PHI2 * CONV 
PSI2 = PSI2 * CONV 
Print #3, 
Print #3, " The Rows of the matrix below are the unit" 
Print #3, "vectors A3,C. The transpose of this matrix" 
Print #3, "is the direction cosine matrix" 
Print #3. 
For I = 1 To 3 

TSl =2 
TS2 = 2 
TS3 = 2 



If (Ta. 1) < -0.0001) Then TSl = I 
If (Ta. 2) < -O.OOOl) Then TS2 = 1 
If (TO. 3) < -O.OOOl) Then TS3 = I 
Tstrl = Fonnatfra, I), "SO.OOOO") 
Tstr2 = FormatCra. 2), "#0.0000") 
Tstr3 = FonnatCra. 3). "#0.0000") 
Print #3, SpcCrSl); Tstrl; Spc(TS2); Tstr2; Spc(TS3); Tstr3 

Next I 
Print #3, "The angles of rotation are" 
THStr = Fonnat(THETA3, "##0.000") 
PHStr = Format(PHI2, "##0.000") 
PSStr = Fonnal(PSI2, "##0.000") 
Tsp = 3 
If (THETA3 >= 10#) Then Tsp = 2 
If (THETA3 >= 100#) Then Tsp = 1 
Fspl =3 
If (PHI2 >= 10#) Then Pspl = 2 
If (PHK >= 100#) Then Pspl = 1 
Psp2 = 3 
If (PSI2 >= 10#) Then Psp2 = 2 
If (PSI2 >= 100#) Then Psp2 = 1 
Print #3, "Theta ="; Spc(Tsp); THStr 
Print #3. "Phi = Spc(Psp 1); PHStr 
Print #3, "Psi = Spc(Psp2): PSStr 
Print #3. 
Print #3, "########Rotational Constants////////////////////////" 
AStr = Formate A, "####0.0000") 
BStr = Fonnat(B, "####0.0000") 
CCStr = Fonnat(C, "####0.0000") 
BAStr = Format(BAVE, "####0.0000") 
Print#3, " A = ";AStr 
Print#3,"B = ":BStr 
Print#3."C = "; CCStr 
Print #3, " {B+C)/2 = BAStr 
Print #3, 
Kstr = Format(ASYMK, "#0.0000") 
Print#3, "Kappa = Kstr 
Print #3, 
RotConstText2.Text = AStr 
RotConsLText3.Text = BStr 
RotConsLText4.Text = CCStr 
ForI= IToN 
X(D = X(D - XCM2 
Y(D = Yd) - YCM 
Z(D = Z(D-ZCM 
Next I 
ForI=lToN 
AC(D = X(D • T(l. 1) + Y(D • T(l, 2) + Z(I) • T(l. 3) 
BC(D = X(I) » T(2, 1) + Y(I) » T(2,2) + Z(I) * T(2, 3) 
CC(D = X(D • T(3, 1) + Y(D • T(3,2) + Z([)* T(3, 3) 
Next I 
Print #3, " Masses and coordinate in A3,C System" 
Print #3." Mass A B C" 
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ForI= IToN 
If (CINP(D = "X ") Then GoTo 666 

FS = 3 
ASS = 2 
BS = 2 
CS = 2 
If (FO(D >= 10#) Then FS = 2 
If (FO(D >= 100#) Then FS = I 
If (AC(I) < -0.000001) Then ASS = I 
If (BC(D < -0.000001) Then BS = I 
If (CC(D < -0.000001) Then CS = 1 
FStr = Foniiat(FO(I). "##0.000000") 
AStr = FonnaKACa). "##0.000000") 
BStr = Fonnat(BC(I), "##0.000000") 
CCStr = Format(CC(I). "##0.000000") 

Print #3, Spc(FS); FStr; Spc(ASS); AStn Spc(BS); BStr; Spc(CS); CCStr 
666 Next I 

Close#3 

Open "outpdb" For Output As #2 
Print #2, "EIEADER BJD " & NameFile 
CMPD ="" 
For I = 1 To N 

If Left(ATOM(D, 1) =" " Then ATOM(D = Rigfat(ATOM(D. 1) 
At(D = Left{CINP(D, 2) 
If Right(At(D. 1) = " " Then At(D = Left(At(D, I) 
If (At(D = "X") Then GoTo 2 
CMPD = At(I) & CMPD 

2 Next I 
Print #2, "COMPND " & CMPD 
J = 0 

ForI= IToN 
If At(D = "X" Then GoTo 3 
J = J+ I 
BS= I 
XS= 1 
YS = 3 
ZS = 3 
JS = 5 
If Len(At(I)) = 2 Then BS = 0 
If XO(D < -0.001 Then XS = 0 
If YO(D < -0.001 Then YS = 2 
If ZO(D < -0.001 Then ZS = 2 
AStr = Fonnat(XO{I), "0.000") 
BStr = Format(YO(I), "0.000") 
CCStr = Fonnat(ZO(I), "0.000") 
IfJ>9ThenJS = 4 
Fill = " ??? 1 " 

Print #2, "ATOM"; Spc(JS); J; Spc(BS); At(D; Spc(l); FiU; Spc(XS); AStr; Spc(YS); BStr; Spc(ZS); CCStr 
3 Next I 

Print #2, "END" 
aose#2 
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GoTo7 
I For I = 1 To N 

Input #1, F(I), Z(I) 
Next I 

Close#! 
ZCM = 0# 
FT = 0# 
ZZ = 0# 
ForI=lToN 
FT = Fr + F(I) 
ZCM = ZCM + Z(D * Fd) 
2Z = F(D * Z(D * Z(D + ZZ 
Next I 
ZCM = ZCM/FT 
ZZ = ZZ - ZCM * ZCM • FT 
B= 505379.0631/ZZ 
ForI= I ToN 
AC(D = Z(I)-ZCM 
Next I 

7 End Sub 

Sub MDIAGO "(MDIM, NXN. E, HI, H. TM) 
If (NXN = 0) Then NXN = MDIM 
For M = 1 To MDIM 

For NN = 1 To MDIM 
TM(M. NN) = 0# 
TM(NN, NN) = I# 

NextNN 
NextM 

9 ATOP = 0# 
K1 =NXN- 1 
For M = I To KI 

BC2 = M + I 
ForNN = K2ToNXN 

ATRY = Abs(Hl(M. NN)) 
If (ATRY <= ATOP) Then GoTo 5 
ATOP = ATRY 
I = M 
J = NN 

5 Next NN 
Next M 
If (ATOP < E) Then GoTo 11 
Atest = Sqr(Abs(Hia, D - H1(J. J))) 
Ftest = Sqr(2 * ATOP) / 1E+I6 
If (Atest <= Ftest) Then Theta2 = Atn( 1#) 
If (Atest <= Ftest) Then GoTo 10 
Ttest = 2# • Hia, J) / (Hia, D - H1(J. J)) 
Theta2 = Atn(Ttest) / 2# 

10 Ctest = Cos(Theta2) 
Stest = Sin(Theta2) 
ForK= I To NXN 

Ha. K) = Ctest • Hia. K) + Stest» Hl(J. K) 
H(J. K) = -Stest * Hia, K) + Ctest » H1(J. K) 
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Hia.BC) = H(I,K) 
H1(J.K) = H(J.K) 

NextK 
Hia. D = Ctest • Hia, D + Stest • Ha. J) 
HI(J. J) = Ctest * H1(J, J) - Stest * H(J. 1) 
H1(I,J) = 0# 
H1(J,D = 0# 
Ha.J) = 0# 
H(J,D = (» 
ForK=lToNXN 

Hl(K,D = Hia.K) 
H1(K,J) = H1(J.K) 

NextK 
ForL=lToNXN 

Ha L) = Ctest • TMa, L) + Stest * TMa L) 
H(J, L) = Ctest • TM(J. L) - Stest * TM(I, L) 
TM(I, L) = Ha. L) 
TM(J, L) = H(J, L) 

NextL 
GoTo9 

11 ForL=lToNXN 
ForK=lToNXN 

Ha-. K) = HIO-, K) 
Next K 

NextL 
End Sub 
Sub ORWCORRO 'O^IM. LXL, MXM, A, B, C, D, E. F) 
Dim D(3, 3), E(3.3), Ftest(3,3 • As Double 
Dim Atest(3.3), Btest(3,3), Ctest2(3,3) As Double 
Dim iin As Integer 
For I = 1 To 3 
ForJ = 1 To 3 

Atesta. J) = Ha. J) 
Btesta. J) = H2a. J) 
Ctest2a. J) = Hia. J) 
Da.j)=H2a.j) 
Ea.j)=TMa,j) 
Ftesta, J) = Ta. J) 

Next J 
Next I 
LXL = NXN 
MXM = NXN 
ATOPl = -lE+35 
ATOP2 = -lE+35 
ForK= I To MXM 
ForJ = KToMXM 

ATRY2 = Btestg, J) 
If (ATRY2 < ATOP2) Then GoTo 2 
ATOP2 = Btest(J, J) 
JN = J 

2 Next J 
D(K, K) = ATOP2 
AINT2 = Btest(K, K) 



Btest(JN, JN) = AINT2 
ATOP2 = -lE+35 
ForNN=lToMXM 

Ftest(NN. K) = E(NN, JN) 
W = E(NN, JO 
E(NN,JN) = W 

NextNN 
NextK 
ForM= IToMXM 
ForNN= IToMXM 

E(M, NN) = Ftest(M, NN) 
NextNN 

NextM 
ForL= IToLXL 
ForI = LToLXL 

ATRYl = Atest(I, I) 
If (ATRYl < ATOPl) Then GoTo 51 
ATOPl=Atesta.D 
iin = I 

51 Next I 
Ctest2(L, L) = ATOPl 

AINTl = Atest(L, L) 
Atest(iin, iin) = AINTl 
ATOPl = -lE+35 
ForNN= 1 ToLXL 

Ftest(L, NN) = E(iin, NN) 
W = E(L,NN) 
E(iin, NN) = W 

NextNN 
NextL 
ForI= 1 To3 
ForJ= 1 To 3 

H(I, J) = Atest(I, J) 
• H2a. J) = Btesta. J) 

Hia. J) = Ctest2a, J) 
H2a. J)=Da, J) 
TMa,j)=Eaj) 
Ta,J) = Ftesta.J) 

Next J 
Next I 
End Sub 

Sub OpenViewjClickO 
Cmd = "C:\RasMol\Rwl6b2a.exe " & "New.pdb" 
App = Shell(Cmd, 1) 

End Sub 
Sub MakePDB_Click() 

Message = "Please enter the name of the pdb output file" 
Default = "New.pdb" 
Path = InputBox(Message, "PDB file name". Default) 
If(Dir(Path)o"")Then 

Msg = "The file" & Path & " already exists! Overwrite?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbYesNo) 



If Response o 6 Then Exit Sub 
End If 

If Path = "ouLpdb" Then Exit Sub 
Open Path For Output As #2 
Open "outpdb" For Input As #4 
Do Until EOF(4) 
Line Input #4. temp 
Print #2, temp 
Loop 
aose#4 
aose#2 

End Sub 

Sub MakeRotjClickO 
Message = "Please enter the name that you wish to call your rotational constant output file." 
Default = "newjot" 
Path2 = InputBox(Message, "Make a RotConst Output", Default) 

If (Dir(Path2) o"") Then 
Msg = "The file " & Path2 &" already exists! Overwrite?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbYesNo) 
If Response o 6 Then Exit Sub 

End If 
10 Open Path2 For Output As #3 
Open "outxot" For Input As #1 
Do Until EOF(l) 
Line Input #1, temp 
Print #3, temp 
Loop 
aose#l 
Close #3 
End Sub 

Sub MakeMovie_aick() 
Message = "Please enter the name of the moviemol file to make." 
Default = "new.xyz" 
Path4 = InputBox(Message, "Create a Moviemol File", Default) 

If (Dir(Path4) o"") Then 
If (Path4 = "new.xyz") Then GoTo 10 
Msg = "The file " & Path4 & " already exists! Overwrite?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, vbYesNo) 
If Response o 6 Then Exit Sub 

End If 
10 Open Path4 For Output As #4 
Print #4, 1 
Print #4, N 

For I = 1 To N 
If (CINPO) = "X ") Then GoTo 666 

ASS = 2 
BS = 2 
CS = 2 
If (AC(I) < -0.0001) Then ASS = 1 
If (BC(I) < -0.0001) Then BS = 1 
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If (CC(I) < -0.0001) Then CS = I 
AStr = Fonnat(AC(D. "##0.0000") 
BStr = Fonnat(BC(D. "##0.0000") 
CCStr = Fonnat(CC(D, "##0.0000") 
Print #4, Spc(ASS); AStn Spc(BS); BStn Spc(CS); CCStr; Spc(2); ATNU(I) 

666 Next I 
Qose#4 
End Sub 

J. Kraitchman Algorithm 

After we derived the error formulae for the Kraitchman equations associated with 

single isotopic substitution, P. A. Cassak sat down and coded this beautifiil program. The 

program fixes two bugs with the 'old' code, it now allows lower mass isotope 

substitution and keeps track of 'imaginary' coordinates. The algorithm is placed inside a 

giant loop, and is executed for as many substituted species are listed in the input file. 

JCraitim. f 

c This program calculates center of mass coordinates in angstroms 
c using Kraitchman equations for a single isotopic substitution for 
c an asymmetric-top molecule. 
c This program is based on the program written by Deanne J. Pauley 
c of the University of Arizona on 6-1-87 and strictly follows the 
c equations on page 511 of _Microwave Molecular Spectra_ by Walter 
c Gordy and Robert L. Cook. 
c 
c This program was modified by B. Drouin on 8/17/97 in order 
c to mark the existence of imaginary coordinates, changes on 
c P. Cassak"s version were minor, they included removal of 
c the absolute value signs on the variable delx,dely and delz 
c and assignment of the new variables (all ending in "im") to 
c serve as flags for the imaginary coordinates. The test for 
c °im"ness 
c is diff*pg*gl/rmass, where g=x,y,z 
c 
c The input file must consist of the following, in the order given: 
c 1) Three lines of titles, possibly including molecule name, 
c date, and parent isotope. Each title must be surrounded by 
c apostrophes. 2) Total nximber of isotopomers to be included 
c in the analysis, including parent. 3) A line with a five 
c character title between apostrophes (what atom is being 
c substituted) , A, B, C, emd the molecular mass of the 
c isotopomer, in MHz euad amu, respectively. These entries must 
c be separated by commas. 4) A line with the statistical 
c uncertainties in A, B, and C (in MHz) , separated by and 
c followed by commas. 5) Parts 3 and 4 are to be repeated for 
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c each isotopomer to be included in the analysis. 
c The input file must be called "krait.in' and an output file called 
c "krait.out' will be created. Paul Cassak 
c 

character*! caim(lO),cbim(10),ccim(10) 
double precision a(10), b(10), c(10), m(10) 
double precision da(lO), db(lO), dc(lO) 
double precision ca(lO), cb{10), cc(lO), cr(lO) 
double precision ea{10), eb(lO), ec(lO), er(lO) 
character*79 titlel, title2, titleS 
chairacter*5 type (10) 
character*3 label(4) 
integer 1 
isotopomers 
c 

open (5, file= " krait. in" , status=" old") 
open{6, file=' krait .out' , status= 'new' ) 
read(5,*) titlel, title2, title3 
read(5,*) 1 
label(l) = 'A' 
label(2) = "B" 
label (3) = 'C 
label(4) = "M/R' 

c 
do 100 i = 1, 1 

read(5,*) type(i), a(i), b{i), c(i), m{i) 
read(5,*) da{i), db(i), dc(i) 

100 continue 
c 
c *****«******calls subroutine******************* 
c 

do 110 j =2, 1 
call kraitch (a(1) ,b{l),c(1),m(l),a(j),b(j),c{j),m(j) , 

* da(l) ,db(l) ,dc(l) ,da(j) ,db( j) .dc(j) .ca{j) ,cb(j) ,cc(j) , 
* cr{j) ,ea(j) ,eb{ j) ,ec(j) ,er( j) ,caim( j) ,cbim(j) ,cciin(j) ) 

110 continue 
c 
C *******************outpUt********************** 
c 

write(6,*) titlel 
write(6,*) title2' 
write(6,*) title3 
write(5,*) 

c 
write(6,10) 

10 format(27x, 'Parents Rotational Constants') 
write(6,20) 

20 format(15x, 'A',24x, "B" ,24x,'C ) 
write(6,30) a(l),da(l),b{l),db(l) ,c(l),dc(l) 
write(6,40) m{l) 

30 format(3(fl4.6, '+/-',f8.6),fl4.6,/) 
40 format(31x,'M=',fl4.6,/) 
c 

!rot consts, masses 
!uncertainties 
!COM coordinates 
uncertainties 

!file title 
1isotopomer label 
I formatting label 
!number of 
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50 

60 

write(6,50) 
format (12x, 'Rotational Constants', lOx, 'C.O.M. coordinates') 
do 120 k = 2, 1 

write(6,60) type(k) 
format {a5, 5x, ' Constant' , 6x, ' Uncertainty' , 6x, 

" ' Value', 5x, ' Uncertainty') 
ca(k), caim{k), ea(k) 
cb(k), cbim(k), eb(k) 
cc(k), ccim(k), ec(k) 
er(k) 

70 
80 

120 

write(6,70) label(l), a(k), da(k) 
write(6.70) label(2), b(k), db{k) 
write{6,70) label{3), c{k), dc(k) 
write(6,80) label(4}, ni(k) , cr(k) 
fonnat(2x,al.2x.3{fl4.6),al,fl4.6) 
format(Ix,a3,Ix,fl4.6,lOx, '- ' , fl4.6,Ix,fl4.6) 
write(6,*) 

continue 
end 

c 
c 
c 

"kraitchman algorithm* 

subroutine kraitch (al,bl,cl,ml,a2,b2,c2,m2,dal,dbl,dcl, 
*da2,db2,dc2, fa, fb, fc, fr,ea,eb, ec, er, faim, fbim, fcim) 
character*l faim, fbim, fcim, xim, yim, zim 

double precision al,bl,cl,ml,a2,b2,c2,m2,dal,dbl,dcl 
double precision da2,db2,dc2,fa,fb,fc,fr,ea,eb,ec,er 
double precision sal,sbl,scl,sa2,sb2,sc2,diff 
double precision rmass,kappa,rt2,rt24, rtl2,gic 
double precision delx,dely,delz 
double precision sxl,syl,szl,sx2,sy2,sz2 
double precision px,xl,x,py,yl,y,pz,zl,z 
double precision dsal,dsbl,dscl,dsa2,dsb2,dsc2 
double precision dsxl,dsyl,dszl,dsx2,dsy2,dsz2 
double precision dsxl2, dsyl2, dszl2 
double precision dpx,dpy,dpz,dsxy,dsyz,dsxz 
double precision ryxy,rzxz,rzyz,rxyx,rxzx,ryzy 
double precision rx,ry,rz,ex,ey,ez 
integer nopt 
c 

gic = 5.053790531D05 
rt2 = sqrt(2d0) 
rtl2 = sqrt{12d0) 
rt24 = sqrt{24d0) 

c *********calculates moments of inertia********' 
sal = gic/al 
sbl = gic/bl 
scl = gic/cl 
sa2 = gic/a2 
sb2 = gic/b2 
sc2 = gic/c2 

c ******calculates uncertainty in intertias*****' 
dsal = dal*gic/(al**2) 
dsbl = dbl*gic/(bl**2) 
dscl = dcl*gic/(cl**2) 
dsa2 = da2*gic/(a2**2) 
dsb2 = db2*gic/(b2**2) 
dsc2 = dc2*gic/(c2**2) 

!Rotconsts,errors 
INewvalues,errors 
!Inertias,delmass 
[Constants 
IKraitchman terms 
!used by Gordy 
land Cook,page511 
! Uncertaintyterms 
! Uncertaintyterms 
! Uncertaintyterms 
! Uncertaintyterms 
! Uncertaintyterms 
! Uncertaintyterms 
!As s ignmentnumber 



diff = {m2 - ml) 
rmass = abs (diff *ml/in2) 

calculation of Ray's asymmetry parameter for the 
determination of near prolate or near oblate basis. 

kappa = (2d0*bl - al - cl)/(al - cl) 
if (kappa .It. 0) then 

sxl = sbl 
syl = scl 
szl = sal 
sx2 = sb2 
sy2 = sc2 
sz2 = sa2 

dsxl = dsbl 
dsyl = dscl 
dszl = dsal 
dsx2 = dsb2 
dsy2 = dsc2 
dsz2 = dsa2 

nopt = 1 
else 

sxl = sal 
syl = sbl 
szl = scl 
sx2 = sa2 
sy2 = sb2 
sz2 = sc2 

dsxl = dsal 
dsyl = dsbl 
dszl = dscl 
dsx2 = dsa2 
dsy2 = dsb2 
dsz2 = dsc2 

nopt = 2 
endif 

*calculates absolute difference of moments of inertia** 
delx = abs(sx2 - sxl) 
dely = abs(sy2 - syl) 
delz = eibs(sz2 - szl) 
delx = sx2 - sxl 
dely = sy2 - syl 
delz = sz2 - szl 
px = (dely + delz - delx)/2d0 
py = (delx + delz - dely) /2d0 
pz = (delx + dely - delz)/2d0 
**************calculates the x coordinate************** 
xl = (IdO + (py/(sxl - syl))) * (IdO + (pz/(sxl - szl))) 



if((diff*px*xl/nnass) < 0.00) then 
xim = "i" 
else 
xim = " " 
endif 
X = sqrt (abs (px*xl/rniass) ) 
**************calculates the y coordinate************** 
yl = (IdO + (pz/(syl - szl))) * (IdO + (px/(syl - sxl))) 
if((diff*py*yl/nnass) < 0.00) then 
yim = "i" 
else 
yim = " " 
endif 
y = sqrt (abs {py*yl/rmass) ) 
* * * * * * * * t h e  z  c o o r d i n a t e * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
zl = (IdO + (px/(szl - sxl))) * (IdO + (py/(szl - syl))) 
if((diff*pz*zl/rmass) < 0.00) then 
zim= 'i" 
else 
zim= " z" 
endif 
z = scprt (abs (pz*zl/rmass) ) 
*************calculates the distance r***************** 
fr = sqrt(abs((delx + dely + delz)/(2d0*rmass))) 
***************^^2^j,^j_^^Qg (-Ijg error in r*************** 
dsxl2 = (dsxl + dsx2)/rt2 
dsyl2 = (dsyl + dsy2)/rt2 
dszl2 = (dszl + dsz2)/rt2 
er = (dsxl2 + dsyl2 + dszl2) / (2d0*rtl2*rmass) 

************(,^j^j,^]^^t.gg t-hg error in x,y, z************** 
dpx = (dsxl + dsx2 + dsyl + dsy2 + dszl + dsz2)/rt24 
dpy = dpx 
dpz = dpx 

dsxy = (dsxl + dsyl)/rt2 
dsyz = (dsyl + dszl)/rt2 
dsxz = (dsxl + dszl)/rt2 

ryxy 
rzxz 
rzyz 
rxyx 
rxzx 
ryzy 

sqrt(( 
sqrt(( 
sqrt(( 
sqrt{( 
sqrt(( 
sqrt(( 

(dpy/py)**2 
(dpz/pz)**2 
(dpz/pz)**2 
(dpx/px)**2 
(dpx/px)**2 
(dpy/py)**2 

+ 

+ 

(dsxy/(sxl-syl))**2) ) 
(dsxz/(sxl-szl))**2)) 
(dsyz/(syl-szl))**2)) 
(dsxy/(syl-sxl))**2)) 
(dsxz/(sxl-szl))**2)) 
(dsyz/(szl-syl))**2)) 

rx = (sqrt (( (dpx/px) **2) + ryxy**2 
ry = (sqrt (( (dpy/py) **2) + rzyz**2 
rz = (sqrt(((dpz/pz)**2) + rxzx**2 

+ rzxz**2))/(rmass*2d0) 
+ rxyx**2))/(rmass*2d0) 
+ ryzy**2))/(rmass*2d0) 

ex = rx*x 
ey = ry*y 
ez = rz*z 
*******assigns the coordinates according to basis^ 
if (nopt .eq. 1) then 
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fa = z 
fb = X 
fc = y 
faim = zim 
fbim = xim 
£cim = yim 

c 
ea = ez 
eb = ex 
ec = ey 

c 
else 

fa = X 
fb = y 
fc = z 
faim = xim 
fbim = yim 
fcim = zim 

c 
ea = ex 
eb = ey 
ec = ez 

endif 
return 
end 

K. Structure Fitting subroutines 

The subroutine FCNDP ,must be compiled with the rotsub.f and fital.f (or 

fitb2.f). These three programs together form what is reffered to in teh text as the 

'Arizona' program. Two examples of the structure fitting subroutine FCNDP are given 

because A) this subroutine must be modified for each molecule, and B) the coding is 

slightly (but importantly) different for symmetric and asymmetric tops. The first file is 

Cl.f, this file was used to fit the large data set (30 constants) available for 

chloroferrocene. The portions of the program that are modified specifically for this 

molecule are shown in italics. Three important sections are to be modified for the general 

asymmetric top 1) the mass assignment (which basically assigns the atoms 1 through N)» 

2) the ordering of isotopomers (done with ifthen statements in the NQ loop), and 3) a 
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description of the molecular structure. In symmetric top species, not every rotational 

constant is available, this was the case fot CsHsTl, and the structure fitting file used for 

this molecule is given as the second example. The three modifications mentioned above 

apply again, as well as the need to specify exactly which constants are to be 

'remembered' after each ROTSUB call, and subsequently which derivatives are taken. 

These modification in the file Cp.f are shown in a different font (and in italics). Always 

make sure that the variables are defined with large enough array sizes. 

Cl.f (Chloroferrocene) 
C STRUCTURE FIT- CHLOROFERROCENE 
C WRXTTEN (BRIAN DROUIN) 5-27-97 
C MODIFIED FROM CP.f for CPFECPCL 
C LINK-FTMCFJTrA2 JIOTSUB 

SUBROUTINE FCNDP(NPJ4DJ«IVJ«IDATA,XIJM).W.CM) 
DIMENSION Xl(NDJ^V).W(ND).PO(NP).CM(NDJSfP) 

IMPUCrr REAL*8(A-H.O-Z) 
DIMENSION F0(2/),Z0(2/).Y0(2/)^0(2/) 
DIMENSION F(2y),X(2y).Y(2y),Z(2y),PP(NP) 
DIMENSION AN(NP)3N(NP).CN(NP) 
NCYC=NCYC+I 
DELTA=I.0D-O5 
N=2l 
ISW=0 
SYM=2 
NX=0 

FEM=55.934936 HRON MASS 
HM=I.007825 .'HYDROGEN MASS 

CLM~34.96885l !CHLORINE MASS 
DDM=1.997048 .'DIFFERENCE in CHLORINE MASSES 

C*******»**ASSIGN MASSES TO STRUCTURE*************** 
F{I)=FEM 
DO 10.1=2,6 
F(I)= 12.0000 
F(I+IO)=I2.0000 
F(I-i-5)=HM 
F(I+15)=HM 

10 CONTINUE 
F<17)=CLM 
DO 12.1=1,21 
FO(I)=F(I) 

12 CONTINUE 
C****»****USE PARAMATERS TO OBTAIN GEOMETRY******** 

DO 50, I=IJ^IP 
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PP(I)=PO(I) 
50 CONTINUE 

CALL GSUB(NPJ»PXY^ 
DO 20. L=l 
XO(L)=X(L) 
YO(L)=Y(L) 
ZO(L)=Z(L) 

20 CONTINUE 
C**********CYCLE THROUGH DATA SETS**************************** 

DO 100, NQ=US. 3 
D0 60.L=I.21 

F(L)=FO(L) 
60 CONTINUE 

IF{NQ.EQ.4) F(!7)=CLM+DDM 
IF(NQ.EQ.7) F(I)=53.939617 

IF(NQ.EQ.IO) Fl 1)^56.935398 
IF(NQ.EQ.13) F(2)=^I3.0033544 
IF(NQ.EQ.16) F(3)=l3.0033544 
IF(NQ.EQ.I9) F(4)= 13.0033544 
!F(NQ.EQ.22) F(12)=13.0033544 
IF(NQ.EQ.25) F( 13)=13.0033544 
IF(NQ.EQ.28) F(14)=13.0033544 
ISW=0 
IF(NCYC£Q.l)ISW=I 

CALL R0TC0NST(N.SYMJ^JC,Y,Z,A3.C.ASYMKJSW) 
W(NQ)=A 
W(NQ+I)=B 
W(NCH-2)=C 
D040, K=1>IP 
PP(K)=P0(K)+DELTA 
CALL GSUB(NP,PPXY,Z) 
PP(K)=P0(K) 
CALLR0TC0NST(N,SYMJJ,X,Y,Z,AN(K)3N(K).CN(K),ASYMKJSW) 

40 CONTINUE 
D0 70,L=I,11 
X(L)=XO(L) 
Y(L)=YO(L) 
Z(L)=ZO(L) 

70 CONTINUE 
DO 30,K=W 
CM(NQ,K)=(AN(K)-A)/DELTA 
CM(NQ+1 ,K)=(BN(K)-B)/DELTA 
CM(NQ+2,K)=(CN(K)-C)/DELTA 

30 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE GSUB(NPJ>P,X,Y,Z) 
IMPUCIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION X(2/), Y(2/), Z(2/), PP(NP) 
pi=ACOS(-lDO) 

C»********GEQMETRY OF MOLECULE********* 
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Z(I)=0.0 
Z(2)=PP(I) 
Z(3)=PP(l) 
Z(4)=PP(1) 
Z(I2)=-PP(2) 
Z(J3)=-PP(3) 
Z(14)=-PP(4) 
Z(17)=-PP(5) 
X(l)=0 
AI=72.0 
A2= 144.0 
A3=PP(6) 
A4=PP(7) 
X(2)=PP(8) 
X(3)=PP(8)*COS(AI*pi/I80) 
X(4)=PP(8)*COS(A2*pi/I80) 
X(I2)=PP(9) 
X(l3)=PP(10)*COS(A3*pi/l80) 
X( I4)=PP(lI)*COS(A4*pi/l80) 
X(17)=PP(12) 
Y(I)=0 
Y(2)=0 
Y(3)=PP(8)*SIN(A I *pi/180) 
Y(4)=PP(8)*SlN(A2*pi/l80) 
Y(I2)=0 
Y(I3)=PP(l0)*SfN(A3*pi/l80) 
Y(l4)=PP(lI)*SlN(A4*pi/I80) 
Y(I7)=0 
Z(5)=Z(4) 
Z(6)=Z(3) 
Z(15)=Z(I4) 
Z(I6)=Z(/3) 
X(5)=X(4) 
X(6)=X(3) 
X(I5)=X(14) 
X(I6)=X(13) 
Y(5)=-Y(4) 
Y(6)=-Y(3) 
Y(I5)=-Y(I4) 
Y(I6)=-Y(13) 
A5 = PP(J3) 
A6 = PP(13) 

A7 = PP(I3) 
Z(7)=Z(2)-I.08*SINlA5*pi/I80) 
Z(8)=Z(3hl.08*SIN(A5*pi/l80) 
Z(ll)=Z(8) 
Z(9)=Z(4)-l.08*SIN(A5*pi/I80) 
Z(10)=Z(9) 
X(7)=(X(2)+ I.08)*COS(A5*pi/l80) 
Y(7)=0 
R/=(X(3)*X(3}+Y(3)*Y(3))**{0.5) 
X(8)=(RI+J.08*COS(A5*pi/I80))*X(3)/Rl 
Y(8)=(RI+l.08*COS(A5*pi/I80))*Y(3yRl 



X(II)=X(8) 
Y(Il)=-Y(S) 
R2=(X(4)*X(4)+Y(4)*Y(4))**(0.5) 
X(9)=(R2+l.08*COS(A5*pi/I80))*X(4)/R2 
Y(9MR2+L08*COS(A5*pi/I80))*Y(4)/R2 
X(10)=X(9) 
Y(10)=-Y(9} 
Z(l8)=Z(13)+l.08*SmA7*pi/I80) 
Z(I9)=Z( l4)+l.08*SIN(A6*pi/180) 
Z(20)=Z(I9) 
Z(2I)=Z(J8) 
R3=(X(I3)*X(13)+Y(13)*Y(13))**(0.5) 
X(I8)=(R3+l.08*COS(A7*pi/l80)f*X(l3)/R3 
Y(l8)=(R3+I.08*COS(A7*pi/I80))*Y(13)/R3 
X(2I)=X(J8) 
Y(21)=-Y(18) 
R4=(X(14)*X(14)+Y(I4)*Y(14))**(0.5) 
X(l9)=<R4+I.08*COS(A6*pi/I80))*X(l4)/R4 
Y( l9)=(R4+I.08*COS(A6*pi/l80)}*Y( 14)/R4 
X(20)=X(I9) 
Y{20)=:-Y(19) 
EiETURN 
END 

Cp.f (Cyclopentadienyl Thallium) 
C STRUCTURE FIT- CPTHALLIUM 
C REWRITTEN (BRIAN DROUIN) 12-10-96 
C LINK-FTMCFJTrA2 JIOTSUB 

SUBROUTINE FCNDP(NPJ«)J^VjnDATA^IJ>0,W.CM) 
DIMENSION X1(ND;^,W(ND)J'0(NP),CM(NDJ>JP) 

IMPUCTT REAL'»8(A-H.O-Z) 
DIMENSION F0(/y)^0(/ /),YO(/ /)^0(/ /) 
DIMENSION F(//),X(//),Y(//),Z(//)^P(NP) 
DIMENSION AN(NP),BN(NP),CN(NP) 
NCYC=NCYC+1 
DELTA=1.0D-05 
N = I I  
ISW=0 
SYM=2 
NX=0 

C*********»MASSES****'***** 
HM=1.007825 'HYDROGEN MASS 

DEM=2.014I022 .'DEUTERIUM MASS 
CI3M= 13.0033544 !CARBON 13 MASS 
THM=204.9745 .'THALUUM MASS 
DM=2.0022 .'DIFFERENCE IN THALLIUM MASSES 

C*******»»»ASSIGN MASSES TO STRUCTURE*************** 
F(I)-THM 
DO ID. 1=2.6 
F(I)=12.0000 

10 CONTINUE 
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F(n=HM 

11 CONTINUE 
DO 12,1=1,11 
FO(I)=F(I) 

12 CONTINUE 
PARAMATERS TO OBTAIN GEOMETRY******** 

DO 50. I=I.NP 
PP(D=PO(I) 

50 CONTINUE 
PF=.85065I*P0(2) 
CALL GSUB(NPJ'PJ>F.X,Y;Z) 
DO 20. L=1 
XO(L)=X(L) 
YO(L)=Y(L) 
ZO(L)=Z(L) 

20 CONTINUE 
C**********CYCLE THROUGH DATA SETS**************************** 

DO 100, NQ=l,7 
D0 60.L=I,11 

F(L)=FO(L) 
60 CONTINUE 

IF(NQ.EQ.4) F<2)=13.00335 
IF(NQ.EQ.5) F(2)=I3.00335 
IF(NQ.EQ.2) F(I)=THM-DM 
IF{NQ.EQ.5) F(I)=THM-DM 
IF(NQ.EQ.6) F(7)=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.7) F(7)=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.7) F(9)=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.3) F(7)=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.3) F(8}=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.3) F(9)=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.3) F(IO)=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.3) F(11 )=DEM 
IF(NQ.EQ.3) F( /)=THM-DM 
IF(NCYC.EQ.9)ISW=1 

CALLROTCONST(N.SYMJ^.X,Y,Z,A3,C,ASYMK,ISW) 
ISW=0 
W(NQ)=B 
zF(iiQ.or.3) tr(irQ*4)=c 

D040.K=1JW 
PP(K)=P0(K)+DELTA 
CALL GSUB(NP J>P.PF.X,Y.Z) 
PP(K)=P0(K) 
CALLR0TC0NST(N.SYMJ?XY.Z.AN(K)3N(K),CN(K),ASYMK,ISW) 

40 CONTINUE 
D0 70,L=l,ll 
X(L)=XO(L) 
Y(L)=YO(L) 
Z(L)=ZO(L) 

70 CONTINUE 
DO 30, K=I 

CX(tlQ,X) s (BtT(K) -B) /DELTA 
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XFrxSS.ST.j; Cit(llQ+4,K)'(CN(K)-C)/DBLXA 
30 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE GSUB(NP^PJ'F^Y^ 
IMPUCrr REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION X(//), Y(//). Z(//), PP(NP) 
pi=ACOS(-IDO) 
T=72*pi/I80 

C******«»*GEOMETRY OF MOLECULE********* 
Z(I)=0.0 
TH=pi*PP(4yi80 
DO 150, J=2.6 
Z(J)=PP(I) .'(METAL to Carbon Plane distance) 
Z(J+5)=PP(I)+PP(3)*sin(TH) .'(Metal to Hydrogen Plane distance) 

150 CONTINUE 
P=.85065I*PP(2) I(PP(2) ic C-C bond distance) 
Q=P+PP(3)*cos(TH) !{PP{3) is the C-H bond distance) 
DO 160, J=2.6 
X(J)=COS((J-2)*T)*P 
Y(J)=SIN((J-2)*T)*P 
X(J+5)=COS({J-2)*T)*Q 
Y(J+5)=SIN((J-2)*T)*Q 

160 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

L. Pickett Output Sorting Program 

This program simply reformats the contents of the SPFTT output file *.cat. The 

new file, always called sort.out, can be plotted using gnuplot or printed quick reference, 

(plot "C:\progranis\calpgm\sort.out" w i) 

Sort.f 
PROGRAM SORTLIN 

C THIS PROGRAM WILL TAKE THE PREDICTION FILE file.cat FROM 
C THE PICKETT PROGRAM AND THEN SORT THE LINES IN ORDER OF INCREASING 
C FREQUENCY- WRITTEN BY BRIAN J. DROUIN, MAY 1997 
C THE PROGRAM WILL NOT LIST ALL 
C DEGENERATE STATES, BUT ONLY THE FIRST ONE READ. 
C CURRENTLY, THE FORMAT STATEMENTS ARE SET UP FOR ASYMMETRIC TOP 
C OUTPUT WITH O AND P REPRESENTING Kprolate and Koblate. THE PROGRAM 
C SHOULD READ SYMMETRIC TOP CONVENTION JUST THE SAME, HOWEVER ONE 
C SHOULD THEN CHANGE THE PRINTED STATEMENT FORMAT 40. 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,P-Z) 
DIMENSION C(9000),E(9Q00),STR(9000),STO(9000) 
CHARACTER*20 FILO,FILIN 
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CHARACTER*24 IQM(9000) ,IQN(9000) , IQO (9000) , IQP (9000) 
Write(*,*) "What is the input file naune?" 
Read(*.*) FILIN 

FILO='sort.out' 
Write(*,*) "How many lines are there?" 
Read{*,*) N 
Write(*,*) "What is the lower cutoff frequency?" 
Read(*,*) FREQLOW 
Write(*,*) "What is the upper cutoff frequency?" 
READ{*,*) FREQHI 

OPEN {5,FILE=FILIN,STATUS='old' ) 
OPEN (6, FILE=FILO, STATas=' unknown') 
DO 100, 1=1,N 

READ(5,540) C(I),ER,STR(I) ,ITD,EL,IG,IT,IQ,IQN(I),IQM(I) 
STR(I)=1E3*EXP(STR(I)) 

540 FORMAT {F13 .4, 2F8 .4,12, FIO. 4,13 ,17,14, 2A12) 
30 F0iUIAT(2A12) 
100 CONTINaE 

CALL LINSORT (N, C, IQN, IQM, STR, E, IQO, IQP, STO) 
WRITE(6,40) 

40 FORMAT( '#' , 6X, 'FREQUENCY' , 8X, 'INTENSITY' ,4X, 'J'K'M' , 6X, 'J K M* ) 
DO 200, 1=1,N 
IF(E(I).LT.FREQLOW)GOTO 200 
IF(E(I).GT.FREQHI) GOTO 200 
WRITE(6,45) E(I),STO(I),IQO(I),IQP(I) 

200 CONTINUE 
45 FORMAT(2X,F13 .4,5X,F8.4, ,7X,2A12) 

END 

SUBROUTINE LINSORT (N, C, IQN, IQM, STR, E, IQO, IQP, STO) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,P-Z) 

DIMENSION C(N),E{N),STR(N) ,STO(N) 
CHARACTER*24 IQNM,IQNO 
CHARACTER*24 IQN(N),IQO(N),IQM(N),IQP(N) 
DO 50, J=1,N 
CMIN=C(1) 
DO 150, 1=1,N 
IF{C(I).LT.CMIN)THEN 
CMIN=C(I) 
STRM=STR(I) 
IQNM=IQN(I) 
IQNO=IQM(I) 
ENDIF 

150 CONTINUE 
DO 250, 1=1,N 
IF(C{I).EQ.CMIN)C(I)=1E6 

250 CONTINUE 
E(J)=CMIN 
STO(J)=STRM 
IQO(J)=IQNM 
IQP(J)=IQNO 

50 CONTINUE 
END 
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M. Gaussian (firequency) Output Conyersion to Moviemol Format 

A few different versions of this program have been developed, mainly as a tool 

for viewing selected 'normal modes' calculated with Gaussian. The input file is a 

tnmcated Gaussian output file that contains the xyz coordinates (Standard orientation) in 

Moviemol format and the displacement coordinates of all the 3N-6 modes given as the 

output after a firequency calculation. Note the atom displacements may or may not be in 

proper phase with each other because it is assumed that small amplitude harmonic 

vibration can be represented as a sine (or cosine) function that oscillates the position. 

Movib.f 
PROGRAM MOVm 
IMPLICIT REAL»8 (A-H.O-Z) 
DIMENSION X(25).Y(25)^25) J^A(25) 
DIMENSION XV(25),YV(25)^(25)^(25) 
DIMENSION XD(25,I00), ¥0(25,100)^(25,100) 
READ(5.400) NXJ*4 

400 FORMAT(I2,lX,I2,lXJ2) 
DO 10, I=1J^ 
READ(5,») X(D,Y(D2(DJ^A(D 

10 CONTINUE 
500 FORMAT(2X,I2,2XJ2,5XJ'4.2,3XJ?42,3XJ^4:2 

1,5XJ^4.2,3XJ^4.2,3X,F4.2,5X,F4.2,3XJ^4.2,3X,F4.2) 
DO 20, J=1,L,3 
DO 30,1=1 
READ(5,500) A,B,XDaJ),YDaJ),ZDaJ)^aJ+I) 

I, YDa J+1 ),ZDaJ+1 ),XDa J+2), YDa J+2),ZDa J+2) 
30 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

pi=ACOS(-lDO) 
WRITE(6,*) 'lO' 
DO 40, K= 1,10 
WRITE(6,*) N 
J=K-I 
DO 50,1=1 
XV(D=X(D+SIN(.2222»pi»J)*XDa>I) 
YV(D=Y(D+SIN(.2222«pi*J)»YDa>f) 
ZV(D=Z(D+SIN(.2222*pi»J)»ZDa>D 
WRITE(6,60) XV(I),YV(I),ZV(I) JIA(I) 

50 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
60 FORMAT(3F6.2,lX,I3) 

END 
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Appendix B. Example Input FQes 

Chapters four and five describe the development and use (or just use) of many 

different computer programs. Appendix A lists the code written for the programs 

developed for this thesis work. In this appendix is listed various input files for the 

programs mentioned in the text. The listings are roughly in the order in which their use is 

mentioned in the text. 

Rotconst and Strgen — Input files for determination of rotational constants. 

The version of Rotconst written in visual basic is compatible with old rotconst 

files provided they have 8 character spaces before the (defunct) mass column. A sample 

Cartesian coordinate file for substituted FeC2H4(CO)4 is shown first. The second file 

shows the Z-matrix input option available in the new program, the molecule depicted is 

H2Fe(CO)4. 

Feol8e.txt 
feolSe 
15 2 
Fe56 0.0 0.000000 0.000000 0.102406 
C 0.0 1.812283 0.000000 0.117550 
C 0.0-1.812283 0.000000 0.117550 
O 0.0 2.954692 0.000000 0.181465 
O 0.0 -2.954692 0.000000 0.181465 
C 0.0 0.000000 -1.492828 -0.936706 
C 0.0 0.000000 1.492828 -0.936706 
018 0.0 0.000000 -2.449508 -1J82495 
O 0.0 0.000000 2.449508 -1.582495 
C 0.0 0.000000 -0.705170 2.064391 
C 0.0 0.000000 0.705170 2.064391 
H 0.0 0.896059 -1.253369 2.283374 
H 0.0 -0.896059 -1.253369 2.283374 
H 0.0 0.896059 1.253369 2J283374 
H 0.0 -0.896059 1.253369 2.283374 
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Feh2.dat 
14 
Fe 
X 1 1.0000 
C I 1.7941 2 853491 
c I 1.7941 2 85.5491 3 180.0 
o 3 1.17661 177.5293 2 0.0 
o 4 1.1766 1 177.5293 2 0.0 
c 1 1.7805 2 122.8119 3 90.0 
c 1 1.7805 2 122.8119 7 180.0 
X 7 1.0000 1 90.000020.0 
X 8 1.0000190.000020.0 
o 7 1.1803 9 90.0416 8 180.0 
o 8 1.1803 1090.0416 7 180.0 
H 1 1.5771 2 45.69 7 0.0 
H 1 1.5771 2 45.69 8 0.0 

The structure fitting program written by Swcheneman'^ has a counterpart 

program, STRGEN, that is used mainly for testing STRFIT87 input files. The STRHT87 

input files are completely compatible with STRGEN files, but STRFIT87 will look for 

more information. STRGEN is usefiil for calculation of multiple sets of rotational 

constants for substituted isotopomers. The first line contains a series of flags, # of atoms 

is most important in STRGEN, all others can be zero and no errors will occur. The 

meaning of the remaining parameters will be discussed for SRTFIT87. The second line 

is a title. The third through 3 + Nth lines list masses and Cartesian or internal coordinates 

(cartesian are given here) as described in the text of Swendemans program (Strgen.f or 

strfit87.f). The coordinates are followed by a blank line and then isotopic substitution 

information. First the number of the substituted atom is given, then the new mass is 

given. For double substitution the process is repeated, on the same line. This is followed 

by a blank line and then optional angular measurements are hsted by atom number. Each 

set of three numbers specifies an inter-bond angle. 
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et3.in 
15105000 
Stnictine Calculation of TETRACARBONYLETHYLENEIRON 

1 0 0 55.93494 0.00000 0.00000 0.08930 0 3 0.000000 
2 0 0 12.00000 1.80402 0.00000 0.11432 0 3 0.000000 
3 0 0 12.00000 -1.80402 0.00000 0.11432 0 3 0.000000 
4 0 0 15.99492 2.95786 0.00000 0.15533 0 3 0.000000 
5 0 0 15.99492 -2.95786 0.00000 0.15533 0 3 0.000000 
6 0 0 12.00000 0.00000 -1.49350 -0.91413 0 3 0.000000 
7 0 0 12.00000 0.00000 1.49350 -0.91413 0 3 0.000000 
8 0 0 15.99492 0.00000 -2.44820 -136874 0 3 0.000000 
9 0 0 15.99492 0.00000 2.44820 -136874 0 3 0.000000 
10 0 0 12.00000 0.00000 -0.70928 2.08692 0 3 0.000000 
11 0 0 12.00000 0.00000 0.70928 2.08692 0 3 0.000000 
12 0 0 1.00783 0.91451 -1.25509 232019 0 3 0.000000 
13 0 0 1.00783 -0.91451 1.25509 2.32019 0 3 0.000000 
14 0 0 1.00783 -0.91451 -1.25509 2.32019 0 3 0.000000 
15 0 0 1.00783 0.91451 1.25509 232019 0 3 0.000000 

1 53.93962 
2 13.00335 
6 13.00335 
10 13.00335 
12 2.01410 13 2.01410 14 2.01410 15 2.01410 

2  1 3 4 2 1 5 3 1 6 1 7 8 6 1 9 7 1  

Specplt and Spcat - Input files for prediction of rotational spectra 

Specplt has been used in this laboratory for a long time, therefore a detailed 

description of the input file will be skipped and an example file simply shown. 

Spec.in 

FeEtCO Calc. FeEtCO 
1031.1032 859.8185 8083870 
00 1 10 
I  0 0  
0.000 0.0000-0.000 
0.08 1.0 0 
4000. 15000. 
0.0.0. 
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The following files are required to run spcat/spfit; 

The .int file has dipole information as well as intensity cutoffs. The first line is a 

title. The second contains; an output flag, a catalog number, partition fimction, low J (or 

F), high J (or F), logs of intensity threshold (twice), maximum frequency (in GHz) and 

temperature. The third (and subsequent) line(s) list a dipole identifier 'a' = 1, 'b' = 2, 'c' 

= 3 and a dipole strength in Debye. 

C13ax.int 
FEC2H4pred 
100,250000 61413.8 1 20-8-8 20.3 
3 l.O 

The .var/.par file contains parameters and cutoffs. The first line is a title. The second 

line contains; # of parameters, # lines, # iterations, minimum value of Hamiltonian matrix 

elements, maximum (Meas. - Calc) error, fractional importance of variance and scaling 

for infirared frequencies. The numbers of parameter, lines and iterations are usually set to 

high enough values so as not to worry about them. The minimum Hamiltonian matrix 

element should be small enough such that parameters that are desired are not rejected, i.e. 

eQqac, since it is very weakly dependent on most of the data, may get removed from the 

Hamiltonian by this setting. The maximum (Obs.-Calc.) error is one way to decide which 

lines to reject from the fit. The firactional importance of variance rather arbitrarily 

determines the error in the fitted parameters. The infrared scaling setting is not 

applicable to microwave data. Most of these parameters are applied only in the .par file. 

The third line contains; type of Hamiltonian (a, g, s. A, G or S). Spin multiplicity (21+1), 

# vibrational states, minimum K, maximum K and spin statistics weighting terms. After 

the third line the parameters are listed by; code, value (in MHz) and estimated error. The 
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codes for parameters are described in Spinv.doc/ which comes with the program. The 

names for the parameters in this file follow after the exclamation points, these are added 

conmients to the actual file. 

C13ax.var 

Iron Tetracarbonyl Ethylene 13Cax based in 11 line fit 
8 II 30 0 0.2344E-09 0.3000E+11 O.liOOE-051.000000 

• G '  1  1  - 1 0  1 0  0  2  I  I  O i l  
10000. 1031.0756 0.001300 !A 
20000. 855.0183 0.001600 !B 
30000. 804.3543 0.000300 !C 
200. -0.000099 0.000009 ! DJ 
1100. -0.000102 0.000040 ! DJK 
2000. 0.000000 0.000010 !DK 

40100. 0.000170 0.000030 !deU 
41000. -0.0003900.000050 ! delK 

Fitspec and Spfit -Input files for fitting measured spectral lines 

An input file for Fitspec is given first. The first three lines are for comments, 

usually the parent compound is listed, then the date, and finally the isotopomer. The 

fourth line gives the number of iterations requested, if the lines are fit well, the program 

usually converges in less than 9 iterations. The fifth line is to specify the number of 

parameters, (the Hamiltonian is designed for a maximum of 8, 3 rotational constants and 

5 distortion constants) and a switch which allows the derivatives to be in/excluded from 

the output. Lines 6-13 are for fitting/fixing Hamiltonian parameters. The last digit, a 1 

or a 0, is an on/off switch for the parameter. If the switch is off (0) the parameter is fixed 

at the value given on the line, if the switch is on (1), the parmeter is varied, starting at the 

point given on that line. Line 13 specifies the number of lines in the fit (for an input loop 

to read ±e remainder of file) and the number of quanta (always six in the JKpKo basis). 
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TRONETHYLENE TETRACARBONYL' 
•10-23-98 • 
•ISCax ' 
9 ! NUMBER OF CYCLES 
8 0 ! TOTAL NO. VAR. PARAM., DERIVATIVE PRINT SW. 
•AM031.107589, F,0.00001.I 
'B*.855.0I94, •F.0.00001,1 
•C,804.3557. F.0.00001.1 
TJELTP, 0.00010,F0.0001,0 
T>ELTJK',O.000IO.'F,O.0OOl .0 
T)ELTK',-0.00017, T.O.OOOl.O 
T)ELr.o.oooo.F,o.ooo 1.0 
T)ELK\0.00038.F,0.0001,0 
21. 6 ! NO. LINES IN FIT. # Q. NOS. 
53343700 2.0,23.1.2 
5551J294 2,1.1,3.2,1 
5658.2690 2,1.2.3^2 
5982.1754 2,2,0.3.3.0 
59903016 2,2.1.3.3,1 
7108.2804 3,0,3,4,1,3 
72133489 3,1,2,4,2,2 
7391.6478 3,1,3,4,2,3 
7628.3061 3,2,1,4.3,1 
7665.8476 3,2.2.4,3.2 
8048.1561 3,3.0.4,4,0 
8049.1690 3,3,1,4,4,1 
8905.6748 4,1,33.2,3 
89203855 4,0,43,1,4 
9147.4008 4,1,4,5,2,4 
9259.8779 4,2,23.3.2 
9355.0506 4,2.33.3.3 
9706.7121 4,3,13.4.1 
9713.4431 43.23,4.2 
10110.82574.4.033.0 
10110.90774.4.133.1 

Next is shown a .lin input file necessary for fitting spectra using the Calpgm 

package. 

C13ax.lin 

3 1 2 2 0 2 5334.3695 0.0010 0.578E-07 
3 2 1 2 1 1 5551.5294 0.0010 0.578E-07 
3 2 2 2 1 2 5658.2672 0.0010 0.578E-07 
3 3 0 2 2 0 5982.0072 0.0010 0.578E-07 
3 3 1 2 2 1 5990.5020 0.0010 0.578E-07 
4 1 3 3 0 3 7108.2828 0.0010 0.578E-07 
4 2 2 3 1 2 7213.5492 0.0010 0.578E-07 
4 3 1 3 2 1 7628.3053 0.0010 0.578E-07 
4 3 2 3 2 2 7665.8473 0.0010 0.578E-07 
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4 4 0 3 3 0 8048.1555 0.0010 0.578e-07 
4 4 13 3 1 8049.1678 0.0010 0.578e-07 

The first 42 columns are segmented into integer blocks, width three spaces, for 

input of quantum numbers. See Table 3-2 for conmients on the quantum number formats. 

The 43"* column starts the field for input of the measured frequency, this is followed by a 

relative error and a weighting factor. The relative error is improtant because the standard 

deviation of the fit is reported in units of the average relative error. Therefore, this value 

is usually kept at 1 kHz (0.0010 MHz) for the standard deviation of the fit to be reported 

in kHz. Frequencies all determined in the same experiment should be given identical 

weighting factors. 

Gaussian and ADF - Input files for computational methods. 

The file below instructs Gaussian94 to optimize the geometry of HCo(CO)4 based 

on the initial structure described by the Z-matrix (keyword opt=z -mat). Other options 

requested are the electric field gradients qe at each nucleus (keyword Prop (EFG)) and 

fiindamental vibrational frequencies (keyword f req). All text after an exclamation point 

is comments and should not be included in actual file. 

Filename = coh5.dat 
SRunGauss lidentifies Gaussian94 input 
%Chk=CoH-dfLchk Ispecifies name of .chk file 
%mem=100(XXXX) Imemory management (optional) 
# BPW91/6-31IG IMethod/Basis Set 
# opt=(z-mat) Prop(EFG) freq loptions (see above) 

IBlank line 
Tetracarbonyl Cobalt Hydride ITitie 

IBlank line 
0 1 ICharge/ Multiplicity 
Col lOriginatom 
CI 1 CoCl ! 1" atom on Z-axis 
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C2 lCoC2 2CMC 
C3 lCoC3 2CMC2 3 120. 
C4 I CoC3 2 CMC2 3 -120. 
XI 2 l.O 1 90.0 3 0.0 
01 2 COl 6 90.0 3 180.0 
X2 3 1.0 I 90.0 2 0.0 
02 3 C02 8 xCO 1 180.0 
X3 4 1.0 1 90.0 2 0.0 
03 4 C02 10 xCO 1 180.0 
X5 5 1.0 1 90.0 2 0.0 
04 5 C02 12 xCO 1 180.0 
X5 1 1.0 2 90.0 3 0.0 
HI I CoH 1490.0 3 0.0 

CoCl=l.781 
CoC2=1.7735 
CoC3=1.7745 
CMC=99.270 
CMC2=99J272 
C01=1.1751 
C02=1.1770 
CoH=1.4905 
xCO=90.0 

* ie -k -k it it it 

2°^ atom xz plane 
3"* atom 12(^ out of xz plane 
4'^ atom-120°"""" 
Dummy atom to help define 
oxygen position without 
alpha (Co-C-O angle) 
near 180°, alpha is 
restricted to 0°<a<180° 

.Blank line 
define variable parameters 

with initial values 

Blank Line !<!!! 
Optional separat:or 

The next input file uses cartesian coordinate input. 

Filename c3h5br.dat 
SRunGauss 
%Chk=c3h5br.chk 
%Mem=10000000 
#BPW91/6-31IG scfi=(direct,save) Isaves info for restart option 
#opt fireq 

Iron tricarbonyi allyl bromide 

0 1 
Br -0.139853 -2.052508 0.00000 
Fe 0.000000 0.518373 0.00000 
C -1.773261 0J27229 1.24036 
C -2.015496 1.172073 0.00000 
C -1.773261 0.527229 -1.24036 
H -2.17041 2.253195 0.000000 
H -1.966979 -0.534936 1.368712 
H -1.811714 1.128032 2.147065 
H -1.966979 -0.534936 -1.368712 
H -1.811714 1.128032 -2.147065 
C 1.046278 0.168683 1.406504 
C 0.395463 2.220087 0.000000 
c 1.046278 0.168683 -1.406504 
o 1.716757 -0.043084 -2.349372 
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O 0.699816 3.363268 0.000000 
O 1.716757 -0.043084 2.349372 

This file requests a geometry optimization of the z-matrix coordinates that describe 

H2Fe(CO)4 the zfh parameter describes (half) the H-Fe-H angle. This coordinate will be 

scanned to produce a potential energy surface given as a list of energies for optimized 

geometries along the scanned coordinate. 

SRunGauss 
%Chk=fehd31 Ig-freq.chk 
%mein=10000000 
# BPW91/6-31IG Opt=z-inat 

Iron tetracarbonyl Dihydride 

0 1 
Fe 
X 1 I.O 
C 1 fca 2 zca 
C 1 fca 2 zca 3 180.0 
O 3 coa I fcoa 2 0.0 
O 4 coa I fcoa 2 0.0 
C 1 fee 2 zee 3 90.0 
C I fee 2 zee 7 180.0 
O 7 coe 1 feoe 8 180.0 
O 8 coe I feoe 7 180.0 
HI feh 2 zfh 7 0.0 
HI feh2zfh80.0 

feh= 13254 
fca=1.7815 
fce=1.7914 
coa=I.1754 
coe=l.I766 
zca=75.4857 
zce=129.6406 
fcoa=174.0964 
fcoe=l77.433 

zfh=26.I9S 10-IJ 
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ADF calculations are similar to Gaussian, but the input files are quite different. 

An example of an annotated ADF input file is shown below. 

Etfe.in 
#! /bin/sh 

$TESTBIN/start $TESTBIN/adf «eor 
create H file=$ADFRESOURCES/II/H 

end input 
eor 

mvTAPE21 t21JI 
rm [A-Z]* logfile 

STESTBIN/start $TESTBIN/adf «eor 
create C fiIe=$ADFRESOURC:ES/II/C.ls 

end input 
eor 

mvTAPE2I t21.C 
rm [A-Z]* logfile 

STESTBIN/start $TESTBIN/adf «eor 
create O file=$ADFRES0lJRCES/II/0.1s 

end input 
eor 

mvTAPE2I t2I.O 
rm [A-Z]* logfile 

STESTBIN/start STESTBIN/adf «eor 
create Fe file=SADFRES0URCES/IV/Fe.3p 

end input 
eor 

mvTAPE21 t21.Fe 
rm [A-Z]* logfile 

STESTBIN/start STESTBIN/adf «eor 
tide Fe(CO)4C2H4 

xc 
gga blyp 
end 

atoms cartesian 
I.Fe 0 0 0 



2. C Cx 0 Cz 
3.C -Cx 0 Cz 
4.C 0 Cy Cz2 
5.C 0 -Cy Cz2 
6.C 0 Cy2 Cz3 
7.C 0 -Cy2 Cz3 
8.0 Ox 0 Oz 
9.0 -Ox 0 Oz 
10. O 0 Oy Oz2 
l l . O  0  - O y  Oz2 
12. H Hx Hy Hz 
13. H Hx -Hy Hz 
14. H -Hx Hy Hz 
15. H -Hx -Hy Hz 
end 

geovar 
Cx=l.811 
Cz=0.050 
Cy=1.492 
Cz2=-0.939 
Cy2=0.704 
Cz3=2.065 
Ox=2.955 
0z=0.090 
0y=2.450 
0z2=-l380 
Hx=0.896 
Hy= 1.253 
Hz=2.284 
end 

fragments 
Fe t21J?e 
C t21.C 
O t21.0 
H t21il 
end 

geometry 
end 

endinput 
eor 

Krait, Fita2 and Strfit87 - Input files for structure fitting. 
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The new Kraitchman program allows input of multiple substitution data, and lists 

the output in tabulated form. The input file is considerably different than the 'old' 

format, especially for the input of the error in rotational constants. The new program 

propagates these errors and assigns the appropriate margin of error to the calculated 

coordinates. Remember not to set any errors to zero and to use the special kxaitasym, 

kraitaxial and kraitoffaxial programs when substituting asymmetric-asymmetric, 

symmetric-symmetric and symmteric-asymmetric. 

'Kraitchman Error analysis for MTO' 
'January 20, 1999' 
•187ReCH303' 
3 
•ReI87', 3981.500,3466.9641, 3466.964,249.964021 
0.0004,0.0004,0.0004, 
'HHD', 3957.900, 3329.4056, 3312.2090, 250.970298 
0.0005,0.0005,0.0017, 
'018',3833.000,3447.010, 3334.318,251.968266 
0.0004,0.0004,0.0012, 

Fita2, or Fitb2 are the standard structure fitting routines in use in this laboratory 

and thus will not be discussed in depth. The input file requires; the number of 

parameters, the number of data points (rotational constants), the number of switches to 

follow rotational constants, and the number of iterations. Next comes the initial values of 

the parameters to be fit followed by consecutive lines of data points. The final list of 

numbers are switches for ouput of matrices. 

HLin 
46 19 
1J63343 1.719256 1.7180821 1.432 
1370.0094 0 
1362.2306 0 
767.3424 0 
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751.6232 0 
634.8834 0 
622.3241 0 
0 
0 
I 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

The structure fitting program of Swendeman,'̂  Strfit87, has a very complicated 

input file. The format specifications for this file ate given in detail in the code of the 

StrfitST.for file. An example file is shown below that successfully fits the molecular 

structure of C2H4Fe(CO)4 using all of the available microwave data. 

D4c.in 

15 I 05 00 I 
Structure Calculation of TETRACARBONYLDIHYDROIRON 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 0 0 
7 0 0 
8 0 0 
9 0 0 
10 0 0 
1 1 0  0  
12 10 3 
13 10 3 
14 11 3 
15 11 3 

55.93494 0.00000 0.00000 0.03624 0 3 0.000000 
12.00000 1.79981 0.00000 0.08904 0 3 0.000000 
12.00000 -1.79981 0.00000 0.08904 0 3 0.000000 
15.99492 2.95365 0.00000 0.13005 0 3 0.000000 
15.99492 -2.95365 0.00000 0.13005 0 3 0.000000 
12.00000 0.00000 -1.47811 -0.96719 0 3 0.000000 
12.00000 0.00000 1.47811 -0.96719 0 3 0.000000 
15.99492 0.00000 -2.43281 -1.62180 0 3 0.000000 
15.99492 0.00000 2.43281 -1.62180 0 3 0.000000 
12.00000 0.00000 -0.70928 2.03286 0 3 0.000000 
12.00000 0.00000 0.70928 2.03286 0 3 0.000000 
1.00783 1.09050 83.50000-140.00000 0 3 0.000000 
1.00783 1.09050 -83J0000 140.00000 0 3 0.000000 
1.00783 1.09050 83J0000 140.00000 0 3 0.000000 
1.00783 1.09050 -83JOOOO-140.00000 0 3 0.000000 

{Switches and Flags 
ITiUe 
Ilnitial Coordinates 

2 13.00335 
6 13.00335 
10 13.00335 
12 2.01400 13 2.0140 14 2.0140 15 2.0140 

[Substitution masses 

'Multiple substitution 

1031.1083 859.8053 808.5673 
1031.0763 855.0222 804.3484 
1024.6217 858.6024 805.6352 
10212044 853.7212 807.8431 

fExperimental Rot Constants 
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977.4863 
0 0.0000 
2 l.OOOO 
2-1.0000 

1.0000 
-1.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

10-1.000 
10 1.000 
10-1.000 
10 1.000 
1  1 4 0  
1 2 5 0  
1 3 6 0  
2  1 4 0  
2 2 5 0  
2 3 6 0  
3  1 4 0  
3 2 5 0  
3  3 6 0  
4  1 4 0  
4 2 5 0  
4 3 6 0  
5  1 4 0  
5 2 5 0  
5 3 6 0  
1 3 0 0  

8263587 
0 0.00001 
0 0.00001 
0 0.00001 
0 0.0000 1 
0 0.00001 
4 1.00005 
4-1.00005 
6 1.00007 
6-1.00007 
8 1.00009 
8-1.00009 
11 -l.OOO 12 
11-1.00012 
11 1.000 12 
11 1.00012 

7963924 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
l.OOOO 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 

490.131893 
587.783144 
625.035944 
490.147104 
591.071276 
628315218 
493.234784 
588.606627 
627.309140 
494.885316 
591.972019 
625.593017 
517.019075 
611J73476 
634J87404 
0.000000 

ICoordinate Cards 
!These 3 columns of integer/real pairs 
ISpecify the parmater number/weight 
!For optimization of a,b,c coordinates 
[within synunetry constraints 

IFitting Cards 
!Much like the Pickett .lin file 
'.the first 70 columns are for parm 
Idefinition, followed by the parm 
land a weighting factor (optional) 
!The ints specify (I) isotopomer 
!(II) A,B or C, (HI) moment, i.e. 
!(III) 0-1" mom. (l-3)-2"' mom. 
!(III) (4-6) 2"' moment of inertia 

2  1  3 4 2  1  5 3  1 6  1 7 8 6  1 9 7  1 1 0 1 1 1 4 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 2 1 0 1 3  
1101114 1101112 

!It is a good idea 
! to fit the c.o.m. of the parent 
IWhen asking for inemal coords 
!the angles are specified here 

This version of the file calculates only the Kraitchman coordinates: 

04d.in 
15 1 2 00 0 1 
Structure Calculation of TETRACARBONYLDIHYDROIRON 

1 0 0 55.93494 0.00000 0.00000 0.03624 0 3 0.000000 
2 0 0 12.00000 1.79981 0.00000 0.08904 0 3 0.000000 
3 0 0 12.00000 -1.79981 0.00000 0.08904 0 3 0.000000 
4 0 0 15.99492 2.95365 0.00000 0.13005 0 3 0.000000 
5 0 0 15.99492 -2.95365 0.00000 0.13005 0 3 0.000000 
6 0 0 12.00000 0.00000 -1.47811 -0.96719 0 3 0.000000 
7 0 0 12.00000 0.00000 1.47811 -0.96719 0 3 0.000000 
8 0 0 15.99492 0.00000 -2.43281 -1.62180 0 3 0.000000 
9 0 0 15.99492 0.00000 2.43281 -1.62180 0 3 0.000000 
10 0 0 12.00000 0.00000 -0.70928 2.03286 0 3 0.000000 



11 0 0 12.00000 
12 10 3 1.00783 
13 10 3 1.00783 
14 11 3 1.00783 
15 11 3 1.00783 

0.00000 0.70928 2.03286 0 3 0.000000 
1.09050 83.50000-140.00000 0 3 0.000000 
1.09050 -83.50000 140.00000 0 3 0.000000 
1.09050 83.50000 140.00000 0 3 0.000000 
1.09050 -8330000-140.00000 0 3 0.000000 

2 13.00335 
6 13.00335 
10 13.00335 
12 2.01400 13 2.0140 14 2.0140 15 2.0140 

1031.1083 
1031.0763 
1024.6217 
10212044 
977.4863 
220000 0 2 0 
3 20000 0 2 0 
630000 0 2 0 
730000 0 2 0 
1040000 0 2 0 
1140000 0 2 0 
12 50000 0 2 0 
13 50000 0 2 0 
14 50000 0 2 0 
15 50000 0 2 0 

859.8053 
855.0222 
858.6024 
853.7212 
8263587 

808.5673 
804.3484 
805.6352 
807.8431 

796J924 
IKraitchman cards 
ISingle substitudoa 
lOnly the first two numbers 
!are important, l" subs. Arom # 
!then isotopomer # 

2  1  3 4 2  1 5 3  1 6  1 7 8 6  1 9 7  1 1 0 1 1 1 4 1 0 1 1 1 5  
1101114 1I011I2 
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Appendix C. Isotope Shift of the Anharmonic Oscillator 

An anharmonic potential well has a specific displacement of the average bond 

length for a given energy above the potential minimum. If the potential energy well is 

well described by a fourth (or less) order polynomial the displacement, <x>, can be 

computed exactly using 1®' and 2"** order perturbations'̂  of the first five wavefunctions 

of the harmonic oscillator. The rest of this appendix shows the development of the 

displacement coordinate in terms of the energy (hv) above the minimum, the force 

constant, k, and the third and fourth order anharmonicity constants g and j. 

Wavefimctions for the Harmonic Oscillaton 

2 d ° 2 
H„(z)  =  ( - l ) ' 'e^ —e"" 

" dz" 
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Equations for Perturbation Theory: 

H = yx' + gx' + jx" 
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The average value of the bond length displacement from the bottom of an anharmonic 

potential well is then given by: 

_2(b+bcV2+cd>^+2df) 

^ _ 2jc.yfJik _ Tjlji 
h ha) 

(%'l'Po') = l+b^+c^+d^+f'  
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2 A hv  ] hv \a  
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4jcu 
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The final expression shown here for <x> is in terms of P for brevity. For practical 

purposes of calculation it is much easier to individually calculate b,c,d and f first and then 

plug these into the equations for <^IxrF> and <TIY> and then divide <*PlxW> by 

<^PP> to obtain <x>. A similar treatment using matrices is developed by Dykstra'''. 
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